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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the response of the Eisenhower administration to

development in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa. First, it analyses why

Eisenhower initially relied on the free enterprise system to meet demands for

development in the two regions, and whether agreement on this issue existed

within the administration. It argues that until the late 1950s, Eisenhower's grand

strategy for maintaining national security determined the administration's policies

towards development in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa. Within this

strategy, Eisenhower restricted economic assistance to the nations on the periphery

of the Soviet bloc. From 1953 to 1957, other individuals within the administration

argued that the United States should extend economic assistance to meet

development needs in both regions. They asserted that American interests in the

regions could not be attained without the extension of development assistance.

These individuals attempted to change the administration's policies towards

development in the two regions but they lacked authority within Eisenhower's

formal and informal systems of policy formulation. Second, this thesis analyses

why the Eisenhower administration began to extend resources to promote

development in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa from 1958. It argues that

this change in policy came as a result of the work of C. Douglas Dillon. Dillon

wanted to extend assistance to both regions to promote democracy and prevent

totalitarianism. He did not believe that Soviet subversion posed the only threat to

American interests in the less developed regions. A number of factors enabled

Dillon to change the administration's approach. He held authority within the

administration and shared many of Eisenhower's and John Foster Dulles' views.

The President and his secretary trusted his judgement and Dillon's ideas were

supported by influential individuals within the public sphere. The changing political

situations in Latin America and sub-saharan Africa also helped Dillon to change

the administration's policies towards development in both regions. This work

supports the conclusion of revisionist historians that Eisenho\À/er was an active

President, but it questions whether this activism can be viewed in a positive light.
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INTRODUCTION

In the post Second World War period, the people of the emerging Third

World expected development assistance from the United States. Future relations

between these nations and the US would depend on how American governments

responded to demands for development assistance. In particular, the people of the

less developed regions expected the United States to extend grant economic aid.

The capital would be used to establish the basic infrastructure required for

economic and social development. This thesis examines the response of the

Eisenhower administration to the issue of development in two regions of the

emerging Third World, Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa.

The focus of this thesis is on Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa for two

reasons. First, because the Eisenhower administration treated both regions

differently to the rest of the developing world. From the beginning of his

administration, Eisenhower sent economic assistance to nations in Asia, the Middle

East and North Africa. But Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa only began to

receive economic assistance after 1958. The second reason why both regions were

chosen as the focus is because Eisenhower implemented similar economic policies

in both. That is, he refused to send economic assistance until later in his presidency

and, until this time, he only extended technical assistance to both regions

Examining Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa, therefore, makes it possible to

arrive at conclusions about Eisenhower's entire foreign aid programme, and it
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places the administration's policies towards the individual regions of Latin America

and sub-Saharan Africa in a broader context. From such an analysis, it is also

possible to see that the Eisenhower administration placed far greater importance on

Latin America than on sub-Saharan Africa. Latin America had been a source of

vital raw materials in the Second World War, and would be again in the event of

war with the Soviet Union. The Eisenhower administration, therefore, always

placed greater importance on Latin America than on sub-Saharan Africa. For this

reason, the sections on Latin America in this thesis ate larger than those on sub-

Saharan Africa.

In this thesis, Latin America refers to Central and South America, and the

Caribbean. Latin America is identified in this way, because this is how the

Eisenhower administration defined the region. When Eisenhower and his

colleagues spoke of Latin America, they meant Central and South America and the

Caribbean. Sub-Saharan Africa refers to the area south of the Sahara Desert,

excluding the Union of South Africa, Eritrea, the Sudan, Ethiopia and the

Somalilands. These five areas are not included in this analysis because the

Eisenhower administration treated them separately from the rest of the region. The

administration believed that the Sudan, Eritrea, Ethiopia and the Somalilands were

orientated towards the nations in North Africa, particularly Egypt Being closer to

the Communist bloc, these four countries also were a greater security concern to

the United States than other areas in sub-Saharan Africa. The administration

approached the Union of South Africa differently to the rest of the region because

of the unique political history of the nation, and because the United States



conducted a greater amount of trade with South Africa, particularly for strategic

materials.l

The emerging Third World expected economic assistance from the United

States as reward for the support given and sacrifices made during the Second

World War. Latin Americans and Africans made human and economic sacrifices to

the conflict. The nations of Brazil and Mexico sent troops.2 Africa provided

manpower and bases for the Allies.3 Latin Americans sold their raw materials at

reduced prices to the restricted markets of the United States and Great Britain.

The wartime shortage of commodities in the United States and Great Britain meant

that Latin Americans received few manufactured goods in return. The resulting

accumulation of capital and commodity shortages in Latin America contributed to

inflation, leading to an 80 per cent increase in the cost of living.a The colonised in

Africa made similar economic sacrifices. They worked to provide a large amount

of raw materials.5 In addition, the wartime talk of selÊdetermination and the

involvement of Africans in the world conflict against totalitarian tyranny led to a

political awakening. At the close of the conflict, Africans clamoured for rapid

independence and development assistance.6

rPeter Duignan and L. H. Gann, The United States and Africa; A History (Nerv York and

Melbourne, 1984), pp.301-302; Thomas J. Noer, Cold War and Black Liberation: The United

States and White Rule in Africa. 1948-1968 (Colunrbia, 1985), p.13.
tstephen G. Rabe,

(Chapel Hill and London, 1988), P.8.
3Martin Meredith, TLe First Dance of Freedom: Black Africa in the Postlvar Er¡ (London. I984).

p.9.
oDavid Green, "The Cold War Comes to Latin America" in Barton J. Bernstein. ed.. Politics and

Policies of the Truman Administration (Chicago, 1970). pp.l50-15l; Rabe, Eisenhorver and Latin

America, p. 16; Samuel L. Baily, The United States and the Developrnent of South America.

1945-1975 (New York 1976),p.39.
sMeredith, First Dance of Freedom, p.9.
6lbid., pp.t, 3_5, 40; Noer. Cold War and Black Liberation, pp.l-5-16: Thomas J Noer- "'Non-

Benign Neglect':The United States and Black Africa in the Trventieth Century". in Gerald K.

Haines and J. Samuel Walker, eds. Arnerican Foreisn Relations: A Historiosraphical Relierv

(Westport, Connecticut, l98I), p.278.
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Latin Americans and Africans directed their expectations of economic

assistance at the United States for two reasons. First, because America emerged as

the most economically powerfrrl at the close of the conflict. Second, because of

the historical relationships between the United States and the two regions. The

United States began to dominate the economies of Latin American nations in the

early twentieth century. The main purchases by the United States included raw

materials and tropical products, particularly coflee.T Latin Americans used the

revenue raised from the sale of such commodities to purchase manufactured goods

from the United States. Most Latin American nations relied on the sale of single

commodities to earn foreign exchange. When prices of certain raw materials or the

level of trade with the United States fell, Latin Americans blamed their northern

neighbour for the resulting economic crises. This situation was exacerbated by

United States capitalists, who invested mostly in the extractive industries of Latin

America. As a result, large amounts of money earned through the sale of raw

materials reverted to the northern foreign owners.* Because of the nature of the

economic relationship , Latin Americans blamed the United States for the lack of

development in the region, and expected assistance from their northern neighbours.

After sacrificing so much to the world conflict, Latin Americans believed in 1945

that assistance for development would be forthcoming.

Unlike in Latin America, the United States did not have a history of

involvement in Africa predating the Second World War. American merchants

conducted alarge amount of trade with Africa before the continent was colonised.

After colonisation by the European powers, however, American economic

tRabe, Eisenhorver and Latin America , pp.75-76.
*Ibid., p.76; Green, "Cold War Comes to Latin America", p.150.
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involvement in Africa decreased.e American trade became confined to the

independent nations of Liberia and South Africa.r0 But Africans expected the

United States to assist with economic development for another reason. They saw

economic assistance from the United States as evidence of America's commitment

to independence and selÊdetermination.

American leaders, during and immediately after the war, began to respond

to demands for development assistance in Latin America and Africa. To strengthen

the wartime alliance in the early 1940s, President Franklin D. Roosevelt began to

help nations in Latin America to diversi$ their economies. In particular, he

extended a loan of $45,000,000 to B.razll for the establishment of a steel mill

through the Export Import (E)(IM) Bank and used bank funds to create national

development corporations in a number of Latin American nations.lr Roosevelt

supported the efforts of Nelson A. Rockefeller, as the co-ordinator of inter-

American affairs, to establish technical assistance programmes.t' He also agreed to

the establishment of an Inter-American Development Bank.13 But Roosevelt did

not fulfil his promise to create a bank for development. In early 1945,

representatives from the Latin American republics met with a delegation from the

United States in Chapultepec, near Mexico City. The Latin Americans listed ways

in which the United States could assist in the region's development. Their

demands included international commodity agreements, price stabilisation of both

rary materials and commodity goods, foreign investment controls and economic

eDuignan and Gann, United States and Africa, p.300.
tolbid.
ttRabe, Eisenhower and Latin America, p.8: Green. "Cold War Comes to Latin America". p. l-52
r2Claude C. Erb, "Prelude to Point Four: The Institute of Inter-American Affairs''. Diplomatic
History, 9, 3 (Summer 1985). pp.250-255.
ttcreen, "Cold War Comes to Latin America", p. 152.
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assistance through the promised development bank.to But Roosevelt's immediate

concerns lay in reconstructing Europe. Representatives of the United States at the

conference opposed demands for a regional bank, advising Latin Americans to

apply to the new International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD),

and warned that scarce commodity items would go to Europe first'r5 To avoid a

break down in the wartime alliance, the delegation from the United States softened

the blow by agreeing to hold a special economic conference on 15 June 1945 
16

Roosevelt's death in April 1945 meant that it would be up to the Truman

administration to appease the intense postwar expectations of development

assistance in Latin America.

Like Roosevelt, President Harry S. Truman focused on the postwar

reconstruction of western Europe, especially as tensions with the Soviet Union

increased. But Truman remained receptive to the opinions of individuals dealing

with Latin America in the State Department. At both the Inter-American

Conference for the Maintenance of Continental Peace and Security in Brazil, from

l5 August to 2 Septemb er 1947, and the United Nations Conference on Trade and

Employment in Havana, from 2l November 1947 to 24 March 1948, Latin

American representatives demanded development assistance.rt State Department

officials worried that relations with Latin America would deteriorate unless the

United States presented a prograÍìme of assistance at the Ninth International

Conference of American States, to be held in Bogotá from 30 March to 2 May

toRabe- Eisenhower and Latin America, p. 16.
ttcreen, "Cold War Comes to Latin America", pp.156-157'
tuRabe. Eisenhower and Latin America, p. 16'
,tM.*or*dum by the director of the offrce of hnancial and development policy Norman T' Ness

to the assistant secretary of state for economic affairs Willard L. Thorp- l9 February 1948' U S

Department of State, Foreien Relations of the United Stâtes, 1948' IX. p'5. (hereafter cited as

FRUS. u'ith year, volume number and if required part nunrber).
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1948.rs On 19 February, the director of the ofüce of financial and development

policy, Norman T. Ness, sent a proposed economic prograrnme to the assistant

secretary of state for economic affairs, Willard L. Thorp. Ness stated that Latin

Americans were dissatisfied with the lack of United States assistance, and that

these feelings were exacerbated by the extensive amounts of American foreign aid

flowing to Europe.re He explained that the IBRD had not made loans to Latin

America since its creation in 1944. This was despite the fact that Latin Americans

had succeeded in inserting a clause into the bank's articles of agreement, stating

that loans would be given for development, as well as reconstruction, projects. In

addition, Ness continued, the United States had restricted E)üM Bank lending to

Latin America, believing the IBRD to be the main institution for making long-term

development loans.20 As part of an economic programme for Latin America, Ness

recommended that the amount of long-term development loans extended to the

region through the E)ilM Bank be increased.2l On 8 April 1948, Truman sent a

message to Congress, requesting that the lending authority of the EXIM Bank be

increased by $500,000,000, "to assist in meeting essential requirements for the

financing of economic development in the other American Republics".22 In 1952,

the assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs, Edward Miller Jr, urged

Truman to take the revolutionary step of sending a team to Brazil to assist in

drawing up loan applications to the bank. This action resulted in a $300,000,000

t*Ibid.
tnlbid.
2olbid., pp.5-6.

'rIbid., p.9.
t'Trumàn to Congress, 8 April 1948, OF87 t945-48. box 577, White House Central Files

(hereafter cited ai'WHCF). Official File 85-PP. Papers of Harry S. Truman (hereafter cited as

TP), Truman Library (hereafter cited as TL)
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EXIM Bank loan being extended to Brazil in late 1952.23 Sub-Saharan Africa also

benefited from the new development role of the EXIM Bank. Between Ãprll 1949

and April 1953, the bank authorised $79,417,000 worth of loans to the region.'o

Truman also responded to demands for development in the two regions by

increasing the amount of technical assistance to Latin America, and beginning a

technical assistance programme in Africa. In early 1949, a speech writer in the

State Department, Benjamin H. Hardy, urged Truman to use technical assistance as

a tool to meet the revolution in rising expectations occurring throughout the

emerging Third World. Hardy believed that such a programme would meet

development needs and orientate the less developed regions away from the Soviet

Union. In his Inaugural Address on20 January 1949,Truman announced the Point

Four Program. The aim of the programme was to extend technical assistance to

the less developed regions.25 Truman also sent technical and economic assistance

to Africa indirectly through the European Recovery Program. The 1947 aid

agreement between the United States and western Europe specified that assistance

would be directed to European countries devastated by war and to their dependent

territories.26

The efforts of the Truman administration did not fulfil expectations of

development assistance in either region. Latin Americans and Africans welcomed

ttRabe, Eisenhower and Latin America, p.23.
2aMemorandum by member of the Investment and Economic Development StaffDouglas B.

Smith to the offrcer in charge of rvest. central and east Africa affairs Nicholas FeW 27 May 1953.

FRUS. t9s2-1954. XI, p.40.
ttErb, "Prelude to Point Four", p.268; Russell Edgerton, Sub-Cabinet Politics and Policv
Commitment: The Birth of l)evelonnrenl Loan Flrnd (Syracuse, 1970), p.14. .Walter Lafeber.

Arnerica. Russia and the Cold War 1945-1990 6th edition (New York l99l), p.80.
tuAdd¡ess by acting ofücer in charge of trusteeship affairs. offrce of dependent area affairs
Vernon McKay, 31 January 1953, "The United States. the United Nations. and Africa".
Department of State Bulletin. 16 Februa¡' l9-53. r,olume XXVIII, number 712,pp.269-270
(hereafter cited as DSB with date. r,olume nunber and edition nunrber).
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the Eisenhower administration, believing that the new government would extend

economic aid, and support the establishment of international commodity

agreements and common markets. But within months Eisenhower had decreased

the lending capacity of the E)(IM Bank and restricted its operations to short-term

sound loans. Economically sound loans meant that the borrowing countries could

not repay the amount with local currencies. Rather, the borrowing nation had to

prove the capacity to earn foreign exchange to repay the loan. As a result, the

nations of Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa could rarely meet the lending

criteria of the bank. Until 1958, Eisenhower restricted grant economic assistance

to the nations on the periphery of the Communist bloc and asserted that the free

enterprise system could meet development needs in Latin America and sub-Saharan

Africa. The first two sections of this thesis examine why the Eisenhower

administration relied on the free enterprise system to meet development demands in

Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa until 1958, and whether an agreement on

this policy existed within the administration. It analyses whether the individuals

who disagreed attempted to change the administration's approach and why, until

1958, they could not. The final section examines why the administration

abandoned its reliance on the free enterprise system to meet demands for

development after 1958. During the late 1950s and 1960, Eisenhower extended

grant economic assistance to both regions, supported the establishment of a

common market in Central America, created an inter-American development bank,

and allowed the United States to participate in international study groups on

commodities.

9
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II

Historians to date have not provided adequate explanations for the

Eisenhower administration's policies towards development in Latin America and

sub-Saharan Africa. Stephen G. Rabe, in a general account of relations between

the United States and Latin America during the Eisenhower administration, argues

that Cold War concerns drove the administration to maintain the political status

quo in the region, by supporting dictators.2T Through the provision of military

assistance, Rabe argues, Eisenhower sought to prevent Soviet infiltration into the

hemisphere, secure continued access to raw materials and markets, and ensure

military support in the event of war with the Soviet Union.28 Rabe stresses in his

account the importance the Eisenhower administration placed on maintaining

political stability in the region and ensuring its orientation towards the United

States. However, he does not analyse why the administration did not alter its

reliance on the free enterprise system to meet development demands in Latin

America, when this policy resulted in anti-Americanism and heightened

nationalism. Rabe only briefly refers to the world views of the two individuals

charged with conducting the foreign policy of the United States, Eisenhower and

his secretary of state John Foster Dulles. Rabe highlights their anti-Communism

and emphasises their faith that free trade and private investment led to world

prosperity and security in those areas not directly threatened by Soviet

"Rabe, Eisenhower and Latin America. pp.39-40
ttlbid., pp.26,34-36.
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Communism.2e As a result of these world views, Rabe argues, Eisenhower and

Dulles mostly ignored Latin America. He asserts that Eisenhower and his key

advisers began to extend development assistance to Latin America only when they

believed that Soviet infiltration to the region had increased. The violence

experienced by Nixon in 1958, and the rise of Fidel Castro in Cuba in 1960, Rabe

argues, convinced the administration that Soviet involvement in the region had

intensified. This, combined with the demise of dictators in the region, led the

administration to extend development assistance.3O

The work of recent historians supports Rabe's analysis. Marvin R.

Zahniser and W. Michael Weis stress the importance of the Nixon trip to Latin

America in 1958. They argue that the aggressive response to Nixon's presence

lent support to those members within the administration and the Congress who had

begun to question the lack of assistance to the region.tt Thomas Zoumaras agrees,

arguing that both the Nixon trip and the rise of Castro in Cuba provided the climate

in which various members of the administration could successfully change the

administration's policy." But the evidence indicates that Eisenhower responded to

the Nixon trip and the rise of Castro with traditional Cold War tactics. In the case

of the Nixon trip, Eisenhower increased the level of military assistance, and the

amount to be spent on information programs and cultural exchanges. In Cuba,

'nlbid.. pp.29-30. 6445.
tolbid., pp.l02-104, il7, 133, 140-144,152. r74,177.
t'Marvin R. Zahniser and W. Michael Weis. "A Diplomatic Pearl Harbour? Richard Nixon's

Goodwill Mission to Latin America in 1958". Diplomatic History. 13. 2 (Spring 1989), pp.166-

169. 184-190.
t2Thornas Zoumaras,
Toward Latin America unpublished PhD dissertation (University of Connecticut. 1987), pp.389,

407-410,497-499,503-528, 542,570-640: Thomas Zoumaras, "Eisenhorver's Foreign Economic

Policy" in Richard A. Melanson and David Mayers, eds, Reevaluating Eisenhower: American

Foreien Polic.y in the 1950s (Urbana and Chicago, 1987), pp.175, 18l; Thomas Zoumaras.

"Containing Castro: Promoting Home Ou,nership in Peru. 1956-1961", Diplomatic Historv, 10, 2

(Spring 1986), p.162.
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Eisenhower used covert operations, as he had in Guatemala six years earlier' In

addition, the evidence indicates that the administration began to review its

economic policies towards Latin America before Nixon's trip to the region' And

Eisenhower agreed to extend resources to Latin America for development long

before Castro came to Power

James Siekmeier disagrees that the change of policy from trade and private

investment to development assistance came as a result of a perceived increase in

the level of Soviet activity in the region. Siekmeier argues that the Eisenhower

administration was determined to achieve economic integration with Latin

America. To attain this goal, Eisenhower opposed economic nationalism, and

increased private investment and trade to achieve rapid industrialisation. Only with

the deteriorating economic conditions in the late 1950s, Siekmeier argues, did the

administration employ aid as a foreign policy tool to oppose increased economic

nationalism and create a suitable climate for trade and private investment'-ì3

However, Siekmeier does not explain why circumstances at the beginning of the

administration similar to those evolving in the late 1950s did not result in a change

in policy from private means to development assistance. A recession followed the

close of the Korean War in 1953, and resulted in economic nationalism and anti-

Americanism in the region. In addition, Siekmeier fails in his work to show the

actions of the Eisenhower administration to be anti-nationalistic rather than anti-

Communistic. Other historians have shown convincingly that Eisenhower opposed

regimes in Guatemala and cuba and used economic aid in both of these nations,

,,James Forshee Siekmeier, Fiehting Economic Nationalism: U.S. Economic Aid and

Develop'rent polic.v towaidEtin America. 1953-1961 unpublished PhD dissertation (Cornell

Utrt"*rrtyJrrÐ,ppxiv-xxvi,98-104,158-160'177-178'230-239'248'269'312'
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and Bolivia, to prevent the advent of successful Communist regimes in the

hemisphere.3a

Historians also use external factors to explain why the Eisenhower

administration began to extend economic assistance to sub-Saharan Africa in 1960.

As with Latin America, historians present the Eisenhower administration

conducting a policy of anti-Communism. Thomas J. Noer argues that Eisenhower

and his colleagues did not support the movement towards independence in sub-

Saharan Africa, because they wished to maintain western European strength and

political stability. Only with the rapid independence of nations in the region in the

period from 1957 to 1960, did the Eisenhower administration support the

nationalist leaders and respond positively to aspirations for development

assistance.3t However, Noer does not explain why the Eisenhower administration

underestimated the strength of nationalist movements and failed to contribute to

development in the region in the period leading up to independence, when their

avowed goal was to promote long-term stability. Noer merely points to the anti-

Communist world views of Eisenhower and Dulles, and asserts that Eisenhower's

southern upbringing and formative experience in a segregated U.S. army prevented

him from supporting rapid independence.36

Burton I. Kaufman, in a general account of the economic aid policies of the

Eisenhower administration, also uses external reasons to account for the

3aSee for exa¡rple fuchard H. hnmenuan, The CIA in Guatemala: The Foreien Policy of
Intervention (Austin, l9S2), pp.Sl-82, 101-105, 182-183, 192-193, 122-123; Rabe. Eisenhorver

and Latin America,pp.l22-132; Naoki Kamimura, The United Staterand the Bolivian
unpublished PhD

dissertation (University of California, I 99 I ). pp -27 -28.
t5Thomas 

J. Noer,
1948-1968 (Colunrbia, 1985), pp.34-35, 48-49.

'6lbid.. pp.35,44.
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administration's change in policy. He argues that the Eisenhower administration

began to extend economic aid to the less developed regions to promote

development in the mid-1950s because of the new economic offensive of the Soviet

Union, and because Eisenhower and his key officials became aware of the force of

nationalism in the emerging Third World.37 These factors, Kaufman argues,

prompted the administration to establish an institution capable of lending long-term

soft loans. But the regions of Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa initially did

not receive funds from the new Development Loan Fund. This suggests that the

changes in the administration's aid policies in the mid-1950s were made purely to

meet the threat of Soviet subversion.

As shown, historians have focused on events outside the United States to

explain the policy changes towards development in Latin America and Africa.

However, historians have also suggested that factors within the United States

contributed. Rabe, Zoumaras, Siekmeier, Zahniser and Weis argue that changes of

personnel within the administration helped to bring about the policy change

towards Latin America. In particular, they assert that the deputy under secretary

of state for economic affairs C. Douglas Dillon advocated policy change, after

experiencing the intense anti-Americanism at the Buenos Aires economic

conference in late 1957.38 However, these historians have concentrated on external

factors to explain the administration's policy change, and they do not present

evidence of Dillon's involvement. In addition, they have not adequately explained

ttBurton I. Kaufinan. Trade and Aid: Eisenhower's F Econornic Policv I 953-l 961

(Baltimore, 1932). pp.l54-156; Burton I. Kaufman, "The United States Response to the Soviet

Economic Offensive of the 1950s". Diplornatic History. 2, 2 (Spring 1978), pp.l53-154. 165.
ttRabe, Eisenhower and Latin America, pp. 11 1 -ll2 Zounaras, Path to Pan fuirericanism,
pp.40l-407; Sielcmeier. Fightins Economic Nationalism, pp.248-249. 258; Zahniser and Weis.

"A Diplomatic Pearl Harbour'/" p.168.
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why Dillon succeeded in changing the administration's approach. Zoumatas

asserts that Dillon managed to change policy because fiscal conservatives within

the administration, especially the secretary of the Treasury, George Humphrey, had

retired and been replaced by individuals more receptive to foreign aid.3e Zoumaras

presents Eisenhower as a weak president concerned only with gaining consensus

within the administration. Such action, Zoumaras argues, allowed strong fiscal

conservatives to dominate policy formulation.aO But this explanation cannot be

reconciled with the revisionist work of the 1970s and 1980s. This scholarship

presents Eisenhower as a self-confident man with firm views and extensive

leadership experience. Eisenhower, the revisionists argue, dominated the decision

making process and used his subordinates and the policy process to achieve his

goals in the domestic and foreign fields.ar

Similarly, Zoumaras' portrayal of John Foster Dulles contradicts the picture

emerging from recent studies. Zoumaras argues that Dulles disagreed with the

secretary of the Treasury's anti-development stance but, for fear of harming an

already fragile relationship with Eisenhower, failed to push the matter with the

President.a' Dulles was careful to cultivate his relationship with Eisenhower. He

,nzoumaras, path to pan funericanism. pp.iv, 52-54, 59, 136-139, 303-304, 358-359. 379:

Zoumaras, "Eisenhower's Foreign Economic Policy", pp.163-164, 166-167', Siekmeier, Fiehting

Economic Nationalism,pp.l20-123,224;Rabe, Eisenhower andLatin America, p.68.
tozounraras, Path to Pan Anericanism, pp.iv, 16-18, 165, 170,656-657; Zoumaras,

"Eisenhower's Foreign Economic Poliry", pp. 166, 182.
arSee for example Fred I. Greenstein, "Eisenhower as an Activist President: A Nerv Look At the

Evidence", Political Science Quarterly. 94, 4 (Winter, 1979-80), pp.580-581, 597: Richard H.

Immernan "Eisenhorver and Dulles: Who Made the Decisions?", Political Psycholory, I

(Autunrn 1979), pp.29-31: Stephen E. Arnbrose, Eisenhower the President (London and Svdne]'.

t9S4), pp.9-10, 79-80, 344-345. John W. Sloan, "The Management and Decision-Making Stvle

of President Eisenhower". Presidential Studies Quarterly. 20, 2 (Spring 1990), pp.297-298. 30 t'
30-5; Shirley Anne Warshal,. ed., The Eisenhower Legacv: Discussions of Presidential Leaderslúp

(Silver Spring, Maryland 1992), p.I.
o'Zoumaras,Path to Pan Americanism. pp.53-54, 302-304. Zoumaras, "Eisenhos'er's Foreign

Economic Policy", p. 182.
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had seen what happened when his uncle, Robert Lansing, acted too independently

of president Woodrow Wilson at the Versailles Peace Conference.ot However,

contemporary scholars have shown that Dulles and Eisenhower worked as a team

constantly sharing ideas on international developments. The evidence indicates

that Eisenhower respected Dulles' knowledge and experience, and expected him to

present his ideas on a broad range of issues, in both formal meetings and during

informal private discussions.aa Zoumaras incorrectly asserts that Eisenhower and

Dulles did not share an after hours relationship.a5 The President and his secretary

often met for an evening cocktail to discuss developments around the world.a6 In

contrast, Rabe argues that Dulles did not highlight the importance of economic

aspirations in Latin America to Eisenhower because he was obsessed with anti-

Communism and concerned only with the political aspects of diplomacy.aT This

view is more consistent with the revisionist scholarship on the nature of

Eisenhower's presidency and his relationship with Dulles, but Rabe does not show

how these factors impacted on the policy process. In addition, Rabe's critical

portrayal of Dulles is inconsistent with the recent scholarship, which indicates that

Dulles could abandon the Cold Warrior armour.o*

o'I¡rmennan, "Eisenhower and Dulles", p35; Ronald W. Pruessen, "John Foster Dulles and the

predicaments of Power" in Richard H. Immerman. ed., John Foster Dulles and the Diplomacl'of

the Cold War (Princeton, New Jersey, 1990), pp'2I'22.
rlrn*"rpun "Eisenhower and Dulles" pp.25,35'36 RichardH. Immerman, "Introduction" to

Immennan, ed., Dulles and Diplomac.v , p.9; Pruessen, "John Foster Dulles and the Predicaments

of power", p.26; Greenstein, "Eisenhower as an Activist President", p.582; John Robinson Beal.

John Foster Dulles 1888-1959 (New York 1959). p.4.

"Zournaras, Path to Pan Americanism, pp- 108-109'
oulmmerman, "Introduction', p. 13; Arnbrose, Eisenhower the President, p. I l0; Dwight D.

Eisenhower, The White House Years: Waeing Peace 1956 - 1961 (London, 1965)- p'367 -

otRabe, Eisenhower and Latin America , pp.29-3l.68-69; Stephen G. Rabe "Dulles. Latin

America, and Cold War Anticommunism". in In.merman, ed., Dulles and Diplomacv, pp. l-59.

161.
otRobert A. Divine, "John Foster Dulles: What You See is What You Get", Diplomatic Histor.t'.

15, 2 (Spring l99t), PP.278, 281.
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Historians have also suggested that factors within the United States can

explain the administration's policies towards sub-Saharan Africa. Noer asserts that

the increasing racial problems within the United States resulted in the policy

change towards Africa in the late 1950s.ae But the evidence indicates that

Eisenhower only acted within the domestic arena, to avoid the disrespect of the

nations emerging from colonial ru1e.50 As with Latin America, historians suggest

that explanations for why the Eisenhower administration did not actively support

development in sub-Saharan Africa prior to 1960, and the change in policy after

this time, can be found within the administration. However, they do not elaborate.

Noer and Peter J. Schraeder suggest that bureaucracies and officials, who wished

only to maintain western European strength, dominated the administration 
5r As

part of this argument, Noer describes the inferior position of African specialists

within the State Department.t' Howe,rer, both historians do not explicate how this

factor impacted on policy formulation or implementation' Noer and Schraeder

only assert in conclusion that inter-departmental rivalry resulted in compromise and

inactiviry.53 As in the case of work on Latin America, Noer and Schraeder fail to

reconcile their use of internal explanations with the conclusion of the revisionists

that Eisenhower dominated the policy process'

In 1990 the Eisenhower scholar, Richard H. Immerman, suggested a

methodology to incorporate the revisionist literature with foreign policy studies'

o\oer, Cold War and Black Liberation, pp'48, 5 1 -52'
tcury'r'¡_¿5gr.- owards the Decolonization of European

Empiies, 1945 I (March, 1992), pp.lll-ll2: Ambrose.

Eisenhower the President, P.498.
, pp'I-2,257"Peter J' Schraeder' United States Foreien

(Canrbridge and Neu'York. 1994)'

pp.l2,5l-52.
t'Noer, Cold War and Black Liberation, pp'35. 49'
ttfUi¿., p:SZ; S"¡ru"¿.r, United States Foreien PolicY Toward Africa. p.49.
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including Eisenhower's policies towards the emerging Third World. Immerman

promoted an approach in response to arguments put forward by Robert J'

McMahon. In 1986 McMahon highlighted the discrepancy between the revisionist

literature, which applauds Eisenhower's record, and the work on Eisenhower's

foreign policy towards the Third World, which presents a record of consistent

failure. McMahon argues that this discrepancy exists because revisionist scholars

have concentrated on Eisenhower's consistent involvement in an orderly policy

pfocess, and focused on foreign policy issues such as maintaining the peace,

controlling the nuclear arms race and managing relations with the Soviet Union.

The impact and consequences of policies in the Third World have not been

included.5a Future analysis of the record of the Eisenhower administration in the

foreign policy ateîa, McMahon argues, should include the Third World and move

away from the policy process.tt Immerman responded to McMahon's assertions in

1990. He disagreed that future analyses of the foreign policies of the Eisenhower

administration could be made independently of the policy process. Based on his

own observations concerning the Eisenhower administration, Immerman argues

that Eisenhower used the policy process to achieve his own goals. Immerman

asserts that Eisenhower possessed a broad view of national security. Most

fundamentally, he wished to protect the American way of life. To achieve this

goal, Eisenhower believed that a strategy had to be employed to maintain a balance

between the spiritual, economic and military strength of the nation. The way he

defined the nature ofnational security, his view ofthe internal and external th¡eats

soRobert J. McMahon, "Eisenhouer and Third World Nationalsim. A Critique of the

Revisionists", Political Science Quarterly. t0l, 3 (centennial year, 1886-1986). pp.453-'t57
ttlbid., pp.455, 47 I-473.
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to it and the means and objectives inherent to the strategies he wished to

implement, Immerman argues, stemmed from Eisenhower's firmly held values and

beliefs. These values and belìefs, in turn, originated in his past experience.

Through the policy process and carefully chosen key officials, Immerman asserts,

Eisenhower attempted to achieve policies consistent with strategies designed to

maintain national security and adequate for the specific situation.s6

The recent historiography on the Eisenhower administration was the main

influence on the approach taken in this thesis. But my methodology has also been

directed by the various theories being used in the study of American foreign

relations. In particular, I have been influenced by the realist school of thought

which advocates a nation's foreign policy is a product of the situation in the

international environment, and the constant search by nations for security.sT But I

agree with historians, including William Appleman Williams, Richard Immerman,

Michael Hunt and Akira Iriye, who stress the importance of individual's views,

values and systems of belief. Individuals, these historians argue, use their belief

systems to interpret the external environment, to define the interests of the United

States within it and to determine the tactics necessary to secure American

interests.ss My methodology has also been influenced by recent work which

emphasises the role of bureaucracies. The approach draws attention to the fact that

s6Richard H. Imrnerman, "Confessions of an Eisenhower Revisionist: An Agonizing

Reappraisal", Diplomatic History. 14, 3 (Summer, 1990), pp.32l-325,327-329.335-342.

" pòi a sunÌrnary of this approach see Stephen Pelz, "Balance of Power" in Micliael J. Hogan and

Thomas G. Paterson, eds, Explainine the History of American Foreisn Relations (Neu'York.

l99I), p.tl2.
58 Richard H. Immerman, "Psycholory". The Journal of Arnerican History, 77, I (June 1990),

pp.l7I-172', William Appleman Williarns. The Traeedv of American Diolomacv (Cleveland,

1959), p.20; Michael H. Hunt. "Ideolory". The Journal of American History, 77. I (June 1990).

pp.108-109, ll4l Akira Iriye, "Culture". The Journal of Arnerican History, 77. I (June 1990)-

pp.100-10 l.
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various bureaucracies within the United States government often have different

views on a particular issue, but each bureaucracy needs to have authority within the

administration if their view is to prevail.5e

Itr

Research in Eisenhower's pre-presidential and presidential papers found

that Eisenhower's strategy for maintaining national security determined his policy

towards development in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa. Eisenhower saw

two main threats to national security, Soviet Communism and increased

government spending. Eisenhower believed that the Soviet Union would gradually

take over the free world. To meet this threat, Eisenhower wanted to extend

economic assistance to countries supporting defence establishments on the

periphery of the Communist bloc. At the same time, he believed that government

expenditures should be limited. The American way of life, Eisenhower asserted,

would be threatened if taxes and inflation increased. He argued that the United

States could not afford to extend economic assistance for development, and would

not need to. The free enterprise system, Eisenhower declared, would sufüce to

promote development in the emerging Third World. In turn, development through

the free enterprise system would lead to the economic and spiritual strengfh

required to prevent Soviet infiltration, and ensure American access to markets and

raw materials.

tn J. Garry Cliffor{ "Bureaucratic Politics". The Journal of American History. 77. I (June 1990).

p.16l.
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Eisenhower's presidential papers and government records reveal that,

within the first weeks of his presidency, Eisenhower acted to ensure that his

administration carried out his strategy for national security. He selected cabinet

officials carefully, reorganised the formal process of policy formulation, conducted

and directed reviews of basic national security policy and used the budget

procedure to restrict foreign economic aid to the Soviet periphery. These actions

effectively restricted foreign aid to the purpose of assisting countries supporting

defence establishments, and gained agreement on this issue among Eisenhower's

key officials. But other members of the administration did not agree with

Eisenhower's reliance on the free enterprise system to meet development demands

in the emerging Third World. State Department records reveal that key ofñcials

concerned with Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa in this organisation argued

that a failure to extend grant assistance, and employ other measures to promote

development, would harm relations between the United States and the regions.

They attempterd to change the administration's approach. But Eisenhower's formal

and informal processes of policy formulation were designed to ensure that the key

elements of Eisenhower's strategy for maintaining national security prevailed. In

the period 1955 to 1957, Eisenhower's special adviser C.D. Jackson and members

of the Policy Planning Staff argued that the administration needed to fight

Communist subversion by extending development assistance throughout the less

developed regions. Dulles agreed but he remained committed to Eisenhower's

fundamental belief that maintaining national security entailed protecting the

economic well-being of Americans. As a result, Dulles only partly supported his

subordinates' position. He convinced Eisenhower to make assistance for
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development a part of the grand strategy to maintain national security, but only for

those nations closest to the Soviet threat. Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa

did not benefit from the change in policy.

The evidence indicates that C. Douglas Dillon brought about the change in

development policy towards Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa after 1958'

Dillon thought that the united States should assist development in the less

developed regions, not just to prevent Soviet subversion, but to promote

democracy. He believed that the people of the emerging Third World would resoft

to totalitarian forms of government if their immediate needs were not met' These

governments would abandon the free enterprise system and use controlled forms of

production. Dillon could influence the views of Eisenhower and Dulles because

the President and his secretary trusted Dillon's judgement, Dillon shared many of

their beliefs, he held authority within the administration and his views were

supported by influential individuals within the public sphere' In addition, events

occurring in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa validated his opinions.
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CHAPTER ONE

EISENHOWER AND THE MAINTENANCE OEÀATIQNAL

SECURITY. 1952 - MARCH 1954

By the time Eisenhower became the President of the United States, he held

firm views on the threats to national security and the strategy necessary to maintain

it.l Eisenhower's views were formed from limited experiences. In particular,

Eisenhower's pre-presidential positions had been military in nature, and concerned

with the threat of international Communism. Eisenhower's strategy for

maintaining national security reflected his limited experience. He perceived the

Soviet Union to be the only external threat to the security of the United States. He

opined that the United States needed to expend resources to secure the free world.

However, he asserted that national security would not be maintained if the

economic and spiritual strength of the United States was sacrificed to military

preparedness. As a result, Eisenhower argued that the United States needed to rely

on tactics such as the Mutual Security Program (MSP). This programme involved

extending military, economic and technical assistance to the free world. But

Eisenhower wanted expenditures within this programme to be restricted.

Economic assistance would only be extended to nations supporting defence

establishments on the Soviet periphery. In countries not burdened with military

t Inrnrerman, "Confessions", p.323
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expenditures, Eisenhower asserted, the free enterprise system would provide

economic strength. Increased trade and private investment would lead to

development. The United States could not afford to send aid. Within

Eisenhower's strategy for maintaining national security, therefore, Latin America

and sub-Saharan Africa would not receive economic assistance.

On being elected to the presidency, Eisenhower acted to ensure that his

administration implemented his strategy for maintaining national security. He

chose his members of cabinet carefully, particularly his secretary of state John

Foster Dulles. He reorganised the formal process of foreign policy formulation,

and immediately conducted a review of basic national security policy. The

outcome of this review dictated expenditures within the budgets for fiscal years

1954 and 1955. Eisenhower continued to review basic national security policy

throughout 1953, to ensure the allegiance of his key cabinet offtcials and Congress

to his grand strategy for maintaining national security. By March 1954,

Eisenhower had gained consensus at the highest levels of the administration that

the free capitalist system would provide economic strength in those areas not

immediately threatened by Soviet Communism.

Eisenhower and National Security

As President-elect, Eisenhower believed that the Soviet Union posed the

only external threat to the security of the United States. Immediately after the

II
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Second World War, Eisenhower asserted that co-operation between the United

States and the Soviet Union was possible.2 However, by early 1947 he had

changed his mind. Soviet repression in eastern Europe, crises in Iran, Greece and

Turkey, and the growing pessimism within WashinEon, convinced Eisenhower that

the Soviet Union sought world domination.3 He did not believe that the Soviet

Union would resort to global war. In the nuclear age, no one could win such a

confrontation. Rather, he believed that the Soviets would use other tactics,

particularly subversion, to take over the free world gradually.a

Eisenhower's view of the Soviet threat only partly determined the tactics

which he thought were necessary to contain the Soviet Union. He also believed

that there were internal threats to national security. He perceived these internal

threats because he believed that maintaining national security meant protecting the

American way of life.s To achieve this goal, Eisenhower asserted that a balance

needed to be maintained between military, economic and spiritual strength.6 To

Eisenhower, ensuring prosperity, spiritual strength and, ultimately, democracy

entailed providing the conditions necessary for the free enterprise system to thrive.T

2Stephen E. Ambrose, Eisenhotver: Soldier. General of the Army. President-Elect (New Yorþ
1983), pp.400-40L,447-449; Chester J. Pach, Jr, and Elmo Richardson, The Presidency of
Dwislrt D. Eisenhower revised ed (Lawrence, Kansas, l99l), p.l2; Letter Eisenhower to Henry
Agard Wallace, 28 August 1945, Alfred D. Chandler, Jr. and Louis Galambos, ed., The Papers of
Drvieht David Eisenhower @altirnore and London. 1978), volurne M, pp.3 14-315. (hereafter

cited as DDEP with volume number. Volurnes VII to XIII are published solely by Louis

Galambos.).
3Ambrose, Eisenhorver: Soldier. pp.450-452,468: Pach and Richardson. Presidency, p.12.
olnrmerman, "Confessions", p.334'. Pach and fuchardson, Presidency. p. 12; Letter Eisenhorver to

Bernard Mannes Baruch, 30 June 1952, DDEP, XIII, p.1263; Letter Eisenholver to George

Afhur Sloan, 20 March 19-52, DDEP, XIII. pp.1098-1099; Letter Eisenhower to President Harry
S. Truman, 16 Decernber 1950, DDEP, XI. p.1488.
tlntnrernran, "Confessions", pp.327-329; Eisenhower diary entry, 22 January l9-52. DDEP. XIII,
p.897; Letter Eisenhower to Edrvard Everett Hazlett, Jr. 12 September 1950, DDEP, XI, p.l312.
ulrnnrennan, "Confessions", p.328; Letter Eisenhower to Lucius Du Bignon Clay, 9 February

t952, DDEP, XIII, pp.963-964; Letter Eisenhower to George Arthur Sloan, 20 March 1952,

DDEP, XIII, p.I100.
tlmmerman. "Confessions", p.328; Ilvan W. Morgan, "Eisenhower and the Balanced Budget"- in
Shirley Anne Warshalv, ed.. Reexamining the Eisenhorver Presidency (Westport. Connecticut.
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Eisenhower's upbringing in the small mid-western town of Abilene, Kansas, had

impressed on him the belief that opportunities for economic success and personal

strength lay in the free enterprise system.s He opined that a responsible

government should support the free enterprise system by balancing the budget,

through decreased spending not increased taxes.e Balanced budgets would prevent

inflation.t0 Eisenhower therefore wanted to limit government spending but, at the

same time, he stressed that the free enterprise system depended on America's

continued access to markets and raw materials.ll As a result, he sought tactics

which w-ould not stifle the free enterprise system, and would contain the Soviet

Union, thereby ensuring America's access to raw materials and markets.

Eisenhower'S 'New Look' Strategy, therefore, aimed to contain the Soviet

Union at the least cost, and consisted of many tactics. In particular, it involved the

use of nuclear weapons. These weapons could be used to deter armed aggression

by the Soviets, and strike at the source of the threat.r2 More importantly, as

Richard Immerman states, Eisenhower believed that the existence of these weapons

1993). p.121: Richard D. Challener, "The National Security Policy From Truman to Eisenìrower:

Did the 'Hidden Hand' Leaderslúp Make Any Difference?" in Norman A. Graebner ed., The

National Securitv: Its and Practice, 1945 - 1960 (New Yorþ 1986), p.54; Ambrose,

Eisenhorver: Soldier, p.513; Letter Eisenhower to George Arthur Sloan, 29 January 1952, DDEP,

)flII, p.930; Eisenhower diary entry, 22 January 1952, DDEP, X[I, p.897; Letter Eisenhower to

Robert Justus Kleberg, Jr, t8 December 1951, DDEP, X[I,p.794.
tAnrbrose, Eisenhower: Soldier, pp.24-26; Letter Eisenhower to Maud Rogers Hurd, 14 January

19s2, DDEP, XIII, p.878.
nAmbrose, Eisenhower: Soldier, pp.5l3-514: Letter Eisenhower to George Whitney, 29 January

1952, DDEP, X[I, p.932
IÞach and Richardson, Presidenc-v, pp.52'53.
t'Immerman, "Confessions", pp.329, 339; Forervard by Louis Galambos in Warsharv, ed.,

Reexaminins the Eisenhower Presidency, p.viii; Letter Eisenhower to Robert Earll McConnell.

29 June 195 l, DDEP, XII, p.3 9 I ; Letter Eisenhower to Earl Dewey Eisenhower, 5 October 19-5 I .

DDEP, XII, p.619; Letter Eisenhower to Paul Gral'Hoffman, 9 February 1952, DDEP, XIII,
p.955; Letter Eisenhower to George Arthur Sloan, 20 March 1952, DDEP, XIII, p.1098.
r2Charles C. Alexander, Holdine the Line: The Eisenhower Era 1952 - 1961 (Bloominglon.

1975), pp.68-69; A,rnbrose, Eisenhorver the President, pp.l7l-172; John Lewis Gaddis, Russia.

the Soviet Union and the United States: An Interpretive History (New Yorh 1990). pp.2l4-215;

John Lewis Gaddis.
National Security Policv (New York 1982), p.147.
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Served 'to remind and drive home to the Soviets the ramifications of the nuclear

revolution',.13 But Eisenhower feared that the tactic of 'massive retaliation' would

not work against Soviet subversion.t* To combat the non-military methods of the

Soviets, Eisenhower intended to employ the tactics of alliances, psychological

warfare, covert action and, most importantly, the Mutual Security Program'ls

President Harry S. Truman established the Mutual security Program in December

1951. He abolished the European Cooperation Administration and created the

Mutual Security Agency. The military and economic assistance prografnmes

administered by various agencies of the government came under the control of one

director. These assistance programmes included technical aid, funds for defence

support and economic assistance for development.r6 Eisenhower believed that

military assistance could be used by free world nations to resist armed aggression

by the Soviets, and fight Soviet subversion' He opined that military assistance

would enhance the spiritual strength of nations, thereby helping them to resist

internal Soviet aggression. He also supported the use of economic aid to assist

nations on the periphery of the Soviet bloc supporting defence establishments'

Like the United States, these nations could not sacrifice economic strengfh to

military preparedness.tt Most importantly, Eisenhower felt that assisting other

countries to defend themselves would be cheaper than arming America't8 In those

t'Immerman, "Confessions", P.340.

'ofOi¿.; Letter Eisenhower to iucius Du Bignon Clay, 10 April 1952, DDEP, KII, p' 1173; Letter

Eisenhower to John Foster Dulles, t5 Aprii 1952, DDEP, XIII' p.1179: Letter Eisenhower to John

Foster Dulles, 20 June 1952, DDEP,){Jll. p-1254'
ttlmnrernran, "Confessionr'i, pp:U, 341: Gaddis, Strateeies of Containment,pp'147'148, 157-

Piers Brendon. Ike His Life and Times (New York 1986),p'257
ruMessage Truman to congress, 6 March 1952, Public Papers,1952.p.182.
ttlmn er".an, "ConfessionJ'. p.32S; Letter Eisenhower to John Foster Dulles, 20 Jtne 1952'

DDEP, XIII, p.1254; Letter Eisenhower to John Foster Dulles, 15 April 1952, DDEP, XI1I'

p.l179.
i*Cubl" AP 83964, Eisenhower to Thornas Terry Connally,6 Mav 1952' DDEP, XIII, pp'1205-

I206;Letïer Eisenhower to George A¡thur Sloan. 20 March 1952, DDEP. XIII p.l101'
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areas of the free world not under immediate threat of Soviet Communism, he

advocated the free enterprise system would provide adequate economic and

spiritual strength. The United States, Eisenhower asserted, could not afford to

send economic assistance to all regions of the world.le In January 1952,

Eisenhower declared that

if free enterprise has proved anything, it has proved that,
under roughly equal conditions as to resources, people
living under it can and will produce and enjoy more of this
world's goods than can any other form of society. More
important it is to remember that, unless each individual enjoys

a maximum degree of economic freedom, his spiritual
aspirations will likewise be ignored. All his cherished rights
of free speech and free worship will soon disappear.2O

Eisenhower argued that the United States only needed to provide small amounts of

technical assistance to the areas far removed from the periphery of the Communist

bloc. This technical information would help the developing areas to participate in

the system offree enterprise.

Eisenhower's grand strategy for maintaining national security determined

his policies towards Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa. Latin America would

receive military assistance to fight internal Communist subversion, and thereby

keep an important source of raw materials and markets open to the United States.

In sub-Saharan Africa, the European colonial powers (the metropoles) would

secure the region from Soviet infiltration. In addition, the United States

Information Agency would operate in both regions to warn of the dangers of

Soviet Communism. The free enterprise system would provide the private

'nKauftuan, Trade and Aid, p. 14.
20letter Eisenhower to George Arthur Sloan. 29 January 1952, DDEP, XIII, pp.929-930
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investment and trade necessary for economic and social development, not

economic aid. In sub-Saharan Africa the metropoles would also promote

development to prepare their dependent territories for independence. Eisenhower

believed that independence for the region was at least twenty five years away."

Latin America, Liberia and the dependent overseas territories of sub-Saharan

Africa would receive small amounts of technical assistance. Through these tactics,

Eisenhower argued that the economic, spiritual and military strength of the two

regions would be assured, and the United States would maintain access to

important sources of raw materials and markets.

Eisenhower's tactics towards the less developed regions reflected his

limited experience. His previous involvement in the developing nations had always

concerned military matters. In 1922 he travelled to Panama to serve under the

commander of the 20th Infantry Brigade of the United States in the Panama Canal

Zone.22 In the early 1930s he had been stationed in the Philippines, with the task of

creating an army.t' In 1946 Eisenhower made a good will trip to Mexico, Brazll

and Panama. At the time, he argued that the Truman administration should supply

Latin America with military assistance in the period after the Second World War.2o

Such assistance, Eisenhower asserted, would prevent Soviet subversion in Latin

America, and ensure the United States access to the region's resources in the event

of another war." Eisenhower's positions within the Truman administration

"EWIN. Sangrnuah, "Eisenhower and Containment in North Africa 1956-1960". The Middle
East Journal. 44, I (Winter 1990), p.78.
22Anbrose, Eisenhower: Soldier, p.75.

"rbid., p.rot.
'oRabe, Eisenhower and Latin America, p.27; Mernorandum by Eisenhorver to Robert Porter
Patterson, 26 Novernber 1946, DDEP. VIII. p.1399.
2sMernorandum by Eisenhower to the Joint Chiefs of Stafl l0 May 1947. DDEP- MII. pp.1700-

1701.
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included military consultant to the secretary of defence, informal chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staffand, from January 1951, head of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO). These positions involved using tactics on the periphery of

the Communist bloc to combat the Soviet threat. Eisenhower did not participate in

the development of policies by the Truman administration concerning the needs of

the less developed regions. He had no involvement in the deliberations which led

to increasing the lending authority of the EXIM Bank to meet demands for

development assistance in Latin America. Eisenhower was not involved in the

establishment of the Point Four Program. Nor did he have access to the report on

foreign economic policies by Gordon Gray in 1950. Gray warned that a failure to

extend economic assistance to the less developed regions would result in anti-

Americanism, and urged that the focus of aid change from purely military to

economic.26 Eisenhower's limited pre-presidential experiences did not educate him

on such matters.

Eisenhower's past experiences, values and beließ meant that he thought the

United States should restrict foreign aid expenditures. But domestic political

concerns also motivated this decision. Eisenhower knew that the conservative wing

of the Republican party, the Old Guard, disapproved of foreign aid programmes. In

particular, senator Robert Taft wanted all expenditures, including foreign aid, to be

reduced.2T Most republicans in Congress wanted Eisenhower to decrease foreign

aid and rely on nuclear weapons to defend America.2s

26Gordon Gray, "Repof to the President on Foreign Economic Policies". undated, Report to the

President on Foreign Economic Policies-Draft, box 25, StrffMember and Office Files, Office
Files of Gordon Gray as Special Assistant to the President, RG 286, TP. TL.
tt Ambrose. Eisenhower the President . pp.47,86-87.

" tbid., p.91.
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The antagonism towards the foreign aid programmes of the United States

extended beyond the Republican party. Individuals within the Democratic party,

and within American society generally, found it difficult to understand why the

United States should extend economic assistance throughout the world.

Eisenhower had to work tirelessly throughout his presidency to inform the

American public of his view that American security was dependent on the military

and economic strength of United States allies. This argument could support foreign

assistance being sent to the nations close to the Soviet bloc, but not to nations far

removed from the Soviet threat.

m

John Foster Dulles and National Security

On being elected, Eisenhower immediately acted to ensure that his

administration carried out his grand strategy for maintaining national security. He

selected individuals to be key cabinet officials who agreed with his assessment of

the external and internal threats to the nation.2e In particular, Eisenhower wanted a

secretary of state who shared his determination to use tactics which would contain

the Soviet Union without stifling the free enterprise system within the United

States. Eisenhower chose John Foster Dulles.

2þach 
and Richardson, eds, Presidency, pp.29, 33: Douglas Kinnard "Civil-Militarv Relations:

The President and the General", in Graebner, ed., The National Security, p.201'. Richard M.
Nixon, Six Crises (London, 1962), p.140; Milton S. Eisenhorver, The President is Calling
(Garden Ciry, N.Y., 1974), p.256.
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In 1952, Dulles agreed with Eisenhower that the Soviet Union sought

world domination.3O Dulles did not hold these views at the close of the Second

World War. During and immediately after the war, Dulles believed that the Soviet

Union would expand its influence in eastern Europe at the close of the conflict.

But he viewed this as the rational behaviour of a nation state, not the act of a

country driven by an ideological crusade to dominate the world.3r However,

Dulles had held afear of Bolshevism since his participation in the administration of

Woodrow Wilson. In the period I9l7 to 1919, Ronald Pruessen assets that 'he

had witnessed and shared the first reactions to the Bolshevik Revolution". During

this time, Pruessen argues, Dulles was "surrounded ...by men who felt revulsion at

the violence and chaos associated with the communists".32 Soviet actions in the

immediate postwar period reafffirmed Dulles' early view of the Soviets as

dangerous revolutionaries. Dulles experienced the growing pessimism in

Washington as events in eastern Europe, Germany and Iran unfolded. His contact

with representatives from the Soviet Union at the San Fransisco Conference, the

London meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers and the first session of the

General Assembly of the United Nations, led him to question the possibility of

future co-operation with the Soviets.t' By spring 1946, Dulles viewed the Soviets

as ideologically driven revolutionaries.3a At this time, he divided the world into

,oAddress by Dulles before the World Affairs Concil of Seattle, Untitled- l8 Septernber 1952,

tssz (Sa-Só), Selected Correspondence and Retated Material (hereafter cited as SCRM)' box 64

John Foster Dulles Papers (hereafter cited as JFDP), Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library'

Princeton (hereafter 
"ited 

ut Nfl-), p.l; Address by Dulles before the National Farm Institute,

Iovya, "Foreign Poliry and the National Welfare", 16 February 1952,1952 (Sa-So)' SCRM' box

64, JFDP. ML, p.l.
3rRonald W. pruessen, John Foster Dulles: The Road to Power (New Yorh 1982). pp.268-272.

"rbid., p.267.
ttlbid., pp.276-277, 293.
.Ibtd, 

b.zSS; Article by Dulles, "Thoughts on Soviet Foreign Policy and What to do About it"-

part I, 1946 (A-E), SCRM, box 28, JFDP. ML, pp.l-4'
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three sections, based on the threat of Soviet Communism. The "Inner Zone"

consisted of the countries already subjugated by the Soviet Union.35 Countries

"not yet ripe for incorporation into the U.S.S.R., but...close enough...to be

amenable to the influence of Soviet military powef" made up the 'Middle Zoîe",36

The "OuteÍ ZoÍte" consisted of areas "sufüciently distant physically, from Soviet

land power so that 'friendly' governments cannot be achieved by direct power

methods".31 Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa fell into this category. In the

colonial areas, Dulles asserted that the Sov,iets would co-opt nationalist

movements, and incite them to revolution. In Latin America, the Communists

would use economic grievances to infiltrate the region, and destroy solidarity with

the United States.3* Dulles agreed with Eisenhower that the Soviets would not risk

their own security by initiating a global war.t' They would use diverse tactics to

take over the free world gradually.

Dulles believed that the Soviet Union had to be contained, because the

security of the United States depended on ensuring access to raw materials and

markets.aO Dulles' career as an international business lawyer had instilled in him

the view that American security depended on maintaining access to the markets

and raw materials of the world.ar Dulles opined that the Soviets would defeat the

ttArticle 
by Dulles "Thoughts on Soviet Foreign Policy and What to do About it", part I, 1946

(A-E), SCRM, box 28, JFDP, ML. pp.4-5.
tulbid.. p.6.
ttlbid., p.B.

"Ibid., pp.8-9, 11.
tnArticle by Dulles, "How We Can Have Peace rvith Russia", 2-5 Septernber 1946,1946 (A-E).
SCRM, box 28. JFDP. ML. p.l.
tÞruessen, John Foster Dulles , p.337'. Speech bl' Dulles at the Annual dinner of the Advertising
Council, "Can We Stop Russian lmperialism?". 27 November 1951, l95l (Sa-Re Speeches).

SCRM, box 55, JFDP, ML. pp.2-3; Address bv Dulles at Colegate University Conference on

American Foreign Policy- Untitled, 7 Jull' 1950. 1950 (S-T), SCRM, box 50, JFDP. ML, p.1:

Address by Dulles before the Bond Club of Nerr'York, "The Defense of Freedom" 6 May 1948,

1948 (R-T), SCRM, box 38. JFDP. ML, p.10.
otPruessen, John Foster Dulles, pp.18-19, 79. 134. 150,207,500-501.
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West through a strategy of "encirclement". They would target the less developed

regions, particularly Asia, and slowly deprive the "hard core of the West" of the

means of survival.a2 Dulles also agreed with Eisenhower that the United States

could not sacrifice economic and spiritual strength to containing the Soviet threat

through military means.nt This concern, along with his view of the Soviet threat,

influenced the nature of the tactics Dulles believed should be employed by the

United States. In 1952, Dulles outlined the concept of massive retaliation.nn But

he agreed with Eisenhower that this tactic alone would not be adequate. The

United States would also have to use alliances, good will trips, propaganda,

military assistance, economic aid and covert operations.a5

Dulles shared Eisenhower's view that economic aid should be limited to

providing defence support to the areas closest to the Soviet bloc, and extending

technical assistance to the less developed regions.a6 He agreed with Eisenhower

that welfare stifled personal initiative and spiritual strength, and that the United

States could not afford to assist the entire free world.o' In 1948, Dulles declared

that

o'Add¡ess by Dulles, Untitled 18 Septernber 1952, 1952 (Sa-So), SCRM, box 64, JFDP, ML, p.l;
Address by Dulles at the annual arvard dinner of the New York Board of Trade, "Foreign Policy

Making", 14 October 1952, 1952 (Sa-So). SCRM, box 64, JFDP, ML, pp.l-2.
a3Frederick W. Marks III, Power and Peace: The Diplomac.y of John Foster Dulles (Westport,

Connecticut, 1993), pp.133-134, Address by Dulles, Untitled, 18 September 1952,1952 (Sa-So).

SCRM, bor 64, JFDP, ML, p.3; Address by Dulles, "The Defense of Freedom". 6 May 1948,

1948 (R-T), SCRM, box 38, JFDP, ML, p.7.
ooPruessen, "John Foster Dulles and the Predicaments of Polver", p.32.

"Ibid., p.24; Address by Dulles. "Foreign Poliry Making", 14 October 1952,1952 (Sa-So).

SCRM, box 64, JFDP, ML, pp.4-5, Add¡ess by Dulles, Untitled, 18 September 1952, 1952 (Sa-

So), SCRM, box 64, JFDP, ML, pp.3-4; Add¡ess by Dulles, "The Defense of Freedom", 6 Ma1'

1948, 1948 (R-T), SCRM, box 38. JFDP. ML. pp.9-10; A¡ticle by Dulles, "Thouglrts on Soviet

Foreign Policy and what to do About If'. Part II- 1946 (A-E), SCRM, box 28, JFDP, ML. pp.29-

30.
ouAdd¡ess by Dulles, "Foreign Poticy Making". t4 Octobe r 1952,1952 (Sa-So), SCRM, box 64,

JFDP, ML, pp.5-6; Address by Dulles. "Foreign Poliry and the National Welfare", 16 Februarl'

1952. 1952 (Sa-So), SCRM, box 6-t, JFDP. ML. p.4.
ttAddress by Dulles, "Foreign Policy and the National Welfare", 16 February 1952, 1952 (Sa-So).

SCRM, box 64, JFDP, ML. p.2; Speech b¡'Dulles, "Can We Stop Russian Imperialism'/", 27
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there are many areas where economic aid will not stop communism
at all because it would merely keep people alive on a pitiful dole.

That may be humanitarian, but to keep people alive, without hope

or selÊrespect, is merely to provide recruits for communism. So,

while foreign economic aid is an important element in our defense,

it is no more all-sufficient than is a military establishment.as

Dulles believed that international capitalism would provide the United States with

vital raw materials and markets, promote economic and spiritual strength in the less

developed regions, and help to prevent conflict between nations.ae Dulles' contact

with the less developed regions of the world had been limited. In 1917, he

travelled to Central America for his uncle, Robert Lansing, to ensure that the

countries involved with the Panama Canal supported the allies in the war.to Before

the First World War and in the 1920s, Dulles undertook a small amount of legal

work concerning Latin America.tt But, during his long career as a lawyer, Dulles

focused on Europe.t' At the San Fransisco Conference after the Second World

War and in sessions of the United Nations General Assembly in January 1946 and

April 1949, Dulles participated in the discussions about the colonial areas. But his

concerns lay with the European powers. He advocated a slow movement towards

independence for the dependent territories, and supported the trusteeship system.53

November 1951, 1951 (Sa-Re) speeches, SCRM, box 55. JFDP. ML, p.2; Paper by Dulles.
Untitled, 15 August 1947.1947 (A-D), SCRM, box 31, JFDP, ML, p.8.
otAdd¡ess by Dulles, "The Defense of Freedom", 6 May 1948, 1948 (R-T), SCRM, box 38, JFDP.

Nn.pp.6-7.
onAddress by Dulles, "Foreign Policy and the National Welfare". t6 February 1952, 1952 (Sa-So).

SCRM, box 64, JFDP, ML, p.4, Pruessen, John Foster Dulles, pp.165-167, 169-170, 174. 176.
toud-p.22.
ttIbid., pp.17,67; Beal, John Foster Dulles. p.5
t'Pruessen, John Foster Dulles, pp. 18, 68: Immerman, "Introduction". p 18.
ttPruessen, John Foster Dulles, pp.25t, 409-410, 425-426; Speech by Dulles before the

Committee of Direction of the Commission on a Just and Durable Peace. 16 January 1947 - 1947

(E-O), SCRM, box 32, JFDP. ML.
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Both Eisenhower and Dulles, therefore, wished to continue Truman's

policies towards the colonial areas. During the Second World War, President

Franklin D Roosevelt had supported the end of colonial rule and self determination

for the dependent territories. But Truman feared that the Soviet Union would take

advantage of the end of colonial rule, and extend its sphere of influence into the

newly independent nations. The Truman administration, therefore, supported the

colonial powers, including the French return to Indochina.5a

Dulles agreed with the fundamental aspects of Eisenhower's grand strategy

for maintaining the national security. But, as he entered the Eisenhower

administration, he held one reservation about relying on the capitalist system to

promote economic strength in the free world. Dulles did not doubt that private

foreign investment would lead to development. However he feared that the

amount of foreign investment in the less developed regions would be limited in the

post Second World War era, because of the risks involved. Expropriation and

political instability, Dulles believed, made these areas unattractive for foreign

investors. Dulles opined that governments would have to play a latger role in

developing these regiotrs.tt In 1952, Dulles believed that the extension of technical

assistance would suffice. But, as Soviet economic activity in the less developed

regions increased, his concerns about the lack of foreign investment would later

lead him to convince Eisenhower of the need to use economic assistance to

promote development.

to H.w. Brands Jr.
World. 1947-1960 (New york 1989), p.52.
t-tAddress by Dulles, "Foreign Policy Mak¡rng", l4 October 1952. 1952 (Sa-So), SCRM, box 64.

JFDP, ML, p.3; Intervierv with Dulles, 29 June 1949, 1949 (N-Senate Activities), SCRM, box 43.

JFDP, ML, p.8: Letter Dulles to Christian Herter. 13 April 1919, 1949 (D-J), SCRM, box 41,
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Eisenhower and Dulles were awâre of the nationalism sweeping through the

emerging Third World. In 1944, Dulles asserted that "nationalism is the most

powerful force in the world today".56 In January 1953, Eisenhower declared that

'T.Tationalism is on the march".57 Both men understood that the people of the less

developed regions sought an increased standard of living. But neither man believed

that aspirations for development alone threatened the security of the United States.

Eisenhower and Dulles opined that it was important for the United States to fulfil

demands for development only because dissatisfied people could be easily

subverted by the Soviet Union.58 In 1952, both men agreed that the capitalist

system, small amounts of technical assistance and the metropoles would ensure

economic strength in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa without harming the

welfare of the people of America.

Eisenhower and Organising for National Security

Eisenhower did not rely on his selection of key cabinet officials alone to

ensure that the administration implemented his strategy for maintaining national

security. He also reorganised various agencies to ensure that his views prevailed.

In particular, Eisenhower established a formal system of foreign policy formulation,

56Draft of a paper by Dulles, "Concerning Foreign Policy", 26 January 1944' 1943 (O-Z), SCRM'

box 23, JFDP, ML, p.11.
5tEisenhower diary êntry, 6 January 1953, Robert H. Ferrell, ed., The Eisenhorver Diaries (Neu'

York, l98l), p.223.
5tlbid.; Address by Dultes, "Foreign Policy and the National Welfare", 16 February 1952,1952

(Sa-So), SCRM, box 64, JFDP, ML, p.2; Address by Dulles, untitled, 18 September 1952, 1952

(Sa-So), SCRM, box 64. JFDP, ML, P.3.
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designed to maximise his input and to ensure that his strategy for maintaining the

national security influenced the decisions reached.5e

Eisenhower made the National Security Council (NSC) the central focus of

his formal process of foreign policy formulation. The Truman administration

established the NSC in 1947, as part of the National Security Act. The purpose of

the NSC was to gain co-operation between the military, domestic and diplomatic

organisations within the government, to obtain an integrated approach towards

maintaining national security.60 The advent of the Cold War was the immediate

reason for the establishment of the NSC. But the experience of the United States

in the Second World War also contributed to its creation. The bombing of Pearl

Harbour had indicated that advances in technology made the United States

vulnerable to attack.6l Total war had forced independent organisations to

cooperate in new *ays.ut Initially, the members of the NSC included the President,

secretaries of state, defense, army, air, and navy, and the chairman of the National

Security Resources Board.63 In 1949, Truman formally placed the NSC within the

executive office of the President and reconsidered its membership. He removed the

secretaries of the three military services and the chairman ol the National Security

Resources Board, and added the vice president, the chairman of the Joint Chieß of

Staff, and the Director of Central Intelligence as statutory advisers.6a Truman did

tnlmmerman, "Confessions". pp. 321, 335. Douglas Kinnard "Civil-Military Relations: The
President andthe General" in Graebner. ed.. National Security.pp.20l-202.
60Challener "The National Security Policy frorn Tmman to Eisenhower". p.39.
u'Ibid., p.42.
u'John Prados.
Bush (New Yorlq l99l), p.29.
u'U.S. Cougress. Senate, Final Report of the Select Cornmittee to Study Governmental Operations
rvitlr Respect to lntelligence Activities, Senate Report 94-755,94th Congress, Second Session,

Book VI, (Washington DC, 1976), p.245.
u'Prados, Keepers of the Keys, p.31.
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not use the NSC much initially. Of the first 36 meetings, he attended only six, and,

of these, sat through three.65 Only from mid-1950, at the time of the Korean War,

did Truman begin to meet regularly with the council.66

Under Truman, therefore, the NSC did not become the centre of foreign

policy formulation. In its earþ years, the State Department dominated the

council.67 Usually the State Department wrote the papers that were sent to the

staffof the NSC. A representative of the State Department co-ordinated the NSC

staff. The staff merely reviewed the paper and sent it back to the departments

concerned for consideration by senior officials. Then the paper was sent to the

NSC.68 In 1950, Truman instructed that each department involved in the NSC had

to appoint an individual to become a member of the senior staff. This staff would

be co-ordinated by an executive secretary of the NSC, not the State Department.6e

Eisenhower agreed with Truman that the NSC should not be dominated by the

State Department. He wanted foreign policy to be formulated within the context

of his grand strategy for maintaining national security. To ensure that domestic

economic concerns influenced each decision, Eisenhower invited the secretary of

the Treasury and the director of the Bureau of the Budget to attend. Eisenhower

expected these two individuals to stress the importance of safeguarding the

American economy during every discussion.To F.o- 20 July 1953, the Bureau of

65Challener, "The National Security Poliq'From Truman to Eisenhower". p.4-5
uutbid.

utI.M.
, p.45.

Destler "The Presidenry and National Security Organization" in Graebner, ed., National

Securit_v, p.228.
usAnna Kasten Nelson, "The 'Top of Polio'Hill': President Eisenhower and the National Securih'

Council", Diplonatic History,7, 4 (FalI 1983). p.309.
unlbid.

ToDwight D. Eisenhower, The White House Years: Mandate For Chanee 1953-19-56 (London,

1963), pp. I3l,447 Elmo Richardson, The Presidenc-y of Dwight D. Eisenhower (Lawrence,

Kansas, 1979), p.63.
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the Budget had to provide the NSC with an estimated cost of each policy under

consideration.Tr Eisenhower also invited the director of the Mutual Security

Program to attend, to ensure that the NSC influenced foreign aid expenditures.T2

To increase presidential control over the council, Eisenhower replaced the

secretariat of the NSC with a special staffin the executive office of the President,

and appointed a special assistant to the President for national security affairs.73

This special assistant was the executive officer at NSC meetings, and chaired

meetings of the Planning Board, which replaced the senior staff7a Eisenhower

made the NSC the main forum for foreign policy formulation by attending

regularly. The NSC met 366 times during Eisenhower's presidency, and

Eisenhower presided over 339 of the meetings.T5 In September 1953, Eisenhower

created the Operations Coordinating Board (OCB). The board consisted of

representatives from the departments and agencies involved in the NSC. The role

of the OCB was to coordinate the implementation of policies formulated by the

NSC.76

Eisenhower believed that the multi-departmental membership of the NSC

would ensure that his strategy for maintaining national security influenced each

?lEisenhower, Mandate For Chanee , p.132; Memorandum by Eisenhouer's special assistant for
national security affairs Robert Cutler and the director of the Bureau of the Budget Joseph Dodge

to Eisenhower, 20 July 1953, Dodge, Joseph M. 1952-53 (3), box 12, Administration Series,

Papers of Dwight D. Eisenhower as President, 1953-61, Ann Whitman File, (hereafter

Eisenhorver's Presidential Papers, otheru'ise known as the Ann Whitman File, uill be cited as

AWF), Eisenhower Library (hereafter cited as EL).
t2Prados, Keepers of the Keys, p.62.
ttNelson, "Policy Hill", p.309.
ttlbid.
rsFred I. Greenstein. The Hidden Hand Presidency: Eisenhower As Leader (Nerv Yorlq 1982).

p.124.
tuAnna K. Nelson "The Importance of Foreign Policy Process: Eisenltol'er and the National

Security Council" in Günter Bischof and Stephen E. Anbrose. eds, Eisenhower: A Centenary

Assessment(BatonRougeandLondon, I995),p.I13,RobertEllsworthElder.ThePolicy
Maclúne: The Denartment of State and A¡nerican Foreien Policv (Syracuse, N.Y., 1960), p. 14.
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foreign policy decision. The department primarily responsible for the policy rn

question would draft a policy paper. The Planning Board, under the direction of

his special assistant for national security affairs, would then review the policy paper

for the consideration of the NSC. The board consisted of officials from each of the

departments and agencies represented on the NSC. Any disagreements between

departments would be included in the papers as splits.77 The council itself

consisted of Eisenhower's carefully chosen key officials. Eisenhower anticipated

that representatives from the State and Defense Departments would support

expenditures essential for maintaining national security. Officials from the

Treasury Department and the Bureau of the Budget would fight for a balanced

budget. In this way, unnecessary expenditures would be debated, and either

eradicated or maintained, depending on Eisenhower's point of view- During

meetings of the NSC, these officials merely advised Eisenhower. The President

always made the final decision.T8

Eisenhower supplemented this formal process of foreign policy formulation

with an informal system. Often he would meet with small groups of his key

advisers in the Oval Office. These meetings usually concerned specific operational

decisions.Te Eisenhower discussed foreign policy issues constantly with his

secretary of state John Foster Dulles.80 Sometimes he sought the advice of

individuals outside the administration. But one element remained constant.

r?Prados, Keepers of the Keys, p.70.
ttPeter Lyon, Eisenhower: Portrait of the Hero @oston and Toronto, 1974), p.504.

helson, "The Importance of Foreign Polic¡' Process", p. I l3; Destler "The Presidenry and

National Security Organization', p.232.
8\elson, "Policy Hill", pp.312 ,324', Oral History (hereafter cited as OH) #102, Robert R. Bou'ie-
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Eisenhower dominated both the formal and informal processes of foreign policy

formulation.

Eisenhower reorganised two other agencies within the administration tn

1953, to ensure that national security considerations prevailed' In June'

Eisenhower transmitted to Congress plans to establish the Foreign Operations

Administration (FOA). Through the establishment of this agency, Eisenhower

sought to control foreign aid expenditures. The new organisation replaced the

Mutual Security Agency, which was responsible for the Mutual Security Program'

and other organisations concerned with foreign assistance, including the Technical

Cooperation Administration and the Institute of Inter-American Aflairs.sl With the

establishment of the FOAr foreign economic and military aid, and technical

assistance became centralised in one organisation. Eisenhower directed that the

head of the new organisation would obtain foreign policy guidance from the

secretary of state, but would be solely responsible for the operating details of the

aid programme.s2

Finally, Eisenhower reorganised the E)flM Bank. Eisenhower wanted the

bank to expand overseas markets for the United States, by assisting the movement

of American goods and services abroad, and to procure the raw materials needed

by American industries. He disapproved of the action of the Truman

administration which had expanded the role of the bank to providing soft loans for

development. He wanted the bank to be run on strict banking principles, extending

sound loans only. In April 1953, Eisenhower sent plans to reorganise the bank to

slEisenhower to Congress, I June

Dwisht D. Eisenhower. 1953 (hereafter cited as Public Papers rvith year), pp.344-345.
ñtutT**¿u*uygi*nhowertotheheadsofallexecutivedepartmentsandthedirectorfor

mutual security, I June 1953, Public Papers. 1953' pp'351, 353-354'
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the Congress. He recommended that the board of directors of the bank be replaced

with a managing director, a deputy director and an assistant director. And he

asked that the President be allowed to appoint the managing director. The director

would be responsible for general operations, but would receive general guidance

from the National Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial

Problems (NAC).*' The secretary of the Treasury chaired the NAC. The Congress

approved Eisenhower's plan. In September 1953, Eisenhower supported a

proposal by the secretary of the Treasury to limit the bank's operations to sound

loans, for the purpose of expanding trade. Only the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development would provide loans for development.8a

Restricting the lending operations of the E)flM Bank was part of Eisenhower's

general policy in 1953 of decreasing government expenditures and moving towards

a balanced budget.85

Eisenhower, Reviewing Basic National Security Policy and the Budget

In 1953, Eisenhower used his formal and informal systems of policy

formulation to conduct a review of basic national security policy. This process

educated his key subordinates on the details of his strategy for maintaining national

83Eisenhowerto Congress, DSB, 13 July 1953, XXIX, 733,pp.49-50.
EaMemorandum of discussion, including secretary of state John FoSter Dulles, secretary of the

Treasury George M. Humphrey, secretary of Comrnerce Sinclair Weeks, director of the MSP

Harold E. Stassen. held on 30 September 19-53, I October 1953. 1953 (F-H), SCRM. box 70,

JFDP. ML.
ttOH, John Moors Cabot, John Foster Dulles Oral History Collection (hereafter cited as

JFDOHC), ML, p.3.
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security, and gained their support.s6 In particular, he wanted key members of his

administration to see the merits of the MSP, but to concur with the need to limit

expenditures within this programme. He directed his key advisers to conclude that

private investment abroad and increased trade would meet economic needs in areas

not under direct threat of Soviet Communism. Economic aid would only be

extended to areas supporting defence establishments on the periphery of the Soviet

bloc. In addition, the review of basic national security policy established

expenditures within the budgets for fiscal years 1954 and 1955. These budgets

included the amount of foreign aid within the Mutual Security Program. By the

end of 1953, Eisenhower had established the geographic direction and amounts of

foreign aid that the United States would send throughout the world until mid-1955.

As President-elect, Eisenhower began to discuss his grand strategy for

maintaining national security with his newly appointed key ofücials. In December

1952, he fulfilled a pre-election promise by travelling to Korea. During the return

journey, he discussed with his advisers the "practical means of reducing planned

expenditures without reducing the nation's security or prospects for prosperity".tt

As President, Eisenhower continued these discussions within the NSC. On 6

February, he initiated a review of basic national security policy. He advised the

members of the council that the most recent national security policy statements of

the Truman administration would be discussed at a meeting on l l February.88

From the beginning of the formal review procedure, Eisenhower directed his key

advisers towards the conclusions that he wanted them to reach. He sent the

tuhnmerman, "Confessions", p.32 1.
8?Eisenhower, Mandate For Change, p.96.
ssMemorandum by executive secretary of the NSC James S. La1', Jr to NSC, 6 February 19-53.

FRUS. 1952-1954,11, r, p.223.
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members of the council summaries of the Truman administration's policies on

national security, and a list of questions that Eisenhower wanted his officials to

address. Eisenhower circulated the summaries of Truman's national security

policies because the final policy paper, NSC 141, echoed his own beliefs. At the

NSC meeting on 11 February, Eisenhower told his subordinates that NSC 141 was

a valuable "legacy".8e By 1952, the Truman administration had reconsidered most

of the ideas expressed in NSC 68. The policy statement, NSC 68, had been

adopted by the Truman administration in 1950. The document asserted that the

United States needed to employ all possible tactics to defeat the Soviet Union.e0 It

argued that the American economy could continually expand to meet the costs.

Faced with high taxes and escalating costs, Truman began a review of resources in

relation to national security on 4 September 1952. He directed his secretaries of

state and defense, and the director of the Mutual Security Program to conduct the

review.nt The resulting policy statement, NSC 141, outlined the tactics necessary

to maintain national security. It stated that resources should be directed towards

safeguarding the United States from nuclear attack. It recommended that military

assistance and economic aid for defence support should be sent to certain countries

in Europe, the Middle and Far East and South Asia.e2 The questions circulated by

Eisenhower along with the summaries of past policy statements, also supported the

idea that economic grant aid should only be used to help nations supporting

sfuemorandum of discussion, 13lst NSC meeting, held on I I Februarv 1953. 12 February 1953.

FRUS. I9s2-1954, ll, L, p.236.
nocaddis, Strategies of Containment, p.133.
erMemorandum by executive secretary Lay to the NSC, 6 February 1953, enclosure b "lnformal

Condensationof NSC 2O/4,68/2,135/3. and 141". FRUS. 1952-1954.11.1.p.228 Memorandum

by secretaries of state, defense and the director of mutual security to Truman, 16 January 1953,

FRUS. 1952-1954,II, l, p.210.
e2Memorandum by executive secretåry La1'to the NSC. 6 February 1953, enclosure b "Informal

condensarion of NSC 2014,68/2,135i3, and 141". FRUS. 1952-1954,II. l, pp.228-230.
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defence establishments. In other regions, the capitalist system would suffice.

euestion seven asked if the free enterprise system could "eliminate the necessity

for U.S. aid".e3

In the directive of 6 February to members of the NSC, Eisenhower stated

that the council needed to complete the review of basic national security policy by

April, so that the conclusions could be used to determine instructions for the fiscal

1955 budget.ea Eisenhower had already begun to decrease expenditures in the

budget for fiscal 1954. The budget created by the Truman administration for fiscal

1954 entailed a deficit of $10 billion. In addition, no provision had been made in

the budget for $80 billion worth of cash on delivery purchases.e5 Eisenhower

immediately instructed the director of the Bureau of the Budget, Joseph Dodge, to

consult with all the departments of the administration, and find ways to decrease

expenditures.e6 On 3 February, Dodge informed the new director of the Mutual

Security Program Harold Stassen, that his agency should "proceed only with those

projects which are deemed clearly essential in terms of the objectives of this

administration and on such projects to employ the strictest standards of

economy".eT Dodge instructed Stassen to conduct an immediate review of the

Mutual Security Program to decrease expenditures in fiscal years 1954 and 1955.e8

Stassen consulted with the Department of State. In early March, John Foster

Dulles sent a memorandum to Stassen, detailing where cuts could be made. Dulles

e3Memorandum by executive Secretary Lay to the NSC, 6 February 1953, enclosure c "Sotne

Major euestions Raised by a Review of Approved National Security Policies". FRUS. 1952-1954'

II, l, p.231.
notUáÀorandum by executive secretary Lay to the NSC, 6 February 1953. FRUS. 19-52-19-54, Il,

l, p.223.
e5Eisenhower, Mandate For Change, p-I28.
nulbid., p.t29.
etMemorandum by Dodge to Stassen, 3 February 1953. FRUS. 1952-1954,I, I, p.-570.

nttbid.. p.szt.
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argued that the proposed $25,000,000 for the technical assistance programme m

Latin America in fiscal 1954 should not be reduced.ry Stassen then submitted the

revised programme for fiscal 1954 to the Bureau of the Budget. Dodge and his

colleagues reviewed the programme, in light of other expenditures for fiscal 1954,

and consulted with Eisenhower.t00 In May, Eisenhower presented the Mutual

Security Program for fiscal 1954 to the Congress. Truman had allocated $7.6

billion to the Mutual Security Program in his budget proposal for fiscal 1954.

Eisenhower decreased this to $5.1 billion.tOl Consistent with his strategy for

maintaining national security, funds for military assistance and defence support

made up the main part of Eisenhower's Mutual Security Program. Eisenhower

requested $5.25 billion for military defence.rot The President requested

$20,000,000 of this amount for Latin America.l03 Eisenhower requested only

$550,000,000 for "technical, economic, and development purposes".ton Of this

amount, he asked for only 924,342,000 for technical assistance in Latin

America. t05 For technical assistance to the Near East and Africa, he requested

943,792,500.106

Eisenhower believed that the aim of the MSP was to secure regions from

Communist takeover. He wanted the MSP to be restricted to this purpose.

Congress agreed with Eisenhower that the bulk of the funds for the Mutual

e\4emorandum Dulles to Stassen, 7 March 1953, FRUS. 1952-1954,1. l, pp.-585-587.
rOoMemorandum of discussion, Mutual Assistance Advisory Conmittee Meeting. held on l3
February 19 53, 26 February I 953, FRUS. 19 52- 19 54, I. l, pp.57 6-577 .

r0lEisenhower, Mandate For Chanqe, p.215

'otMessage Eisenholver to Congress, 5 May 1953, Public Papers, 1953. p.2,56.
ro3Congressional Record - House, l3 July 1953. 83rd Congress, First Session, Volume 99.Part7.
July l3 1953 - July 25 1953, p.8687.

'ooMessage Eisenhower to Congress. 5 Mar' 1953, Public Papers. 1953, p.256.
r0sCongressional Record - House, t3 July 1953, 83rd Congress, First Session, Volume 99,Part7.
July l3 1953 - July 25 19s3. p.8687.
to6Ibid.
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Security Program should be used to promote military strength in the free world.

And members of Congress wanted the amount of foreign aid to be reduced. On 31

July 1953, the majority leader in the Senate, Robert Taft, died. Eisenhower had

used Taft to win the support of the conservative wing of the Republican party. The

Californian senator, William Knowland, succeeded Taft. Knowland was even more

against the MSP than Taft had been. Knowland's opposition forced Eisenhower to

reduce the amount that he wanted to be spent in the MSP. Initially, Eisenhower

had wanted to spend $6 billion, with most to be directed towards countries in

107
I1UrOpe.

Members of Congress did not question the small amount of technical

assistance earmarked for Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa, or the absence of

economic assistance for development.rOs They believed that the aim of the MSP

was to prevent Soviet expansionism.ton But, Congressional members still were not

happy with the size of the allocation. In 1953 they cut Eisenhower's programme by

22.3o/o.rr0 Committees in the House and Senate cut Eisenhower's request for

military assistance for Latin America by $5,000,000 dollars, reducing the amount

to $15,000,000.1r1

While Eisenhower reviewed the budget for fiscal 1954, discussions on basic

national security policy within the NSC continued. As part of his formal process of

foreign policy formulation, Eisenhower had appointed civilian consultants to the

r0t Ambrose, Eisenhower the President, pp. I 18- I I9.
rO8Congressional Record - House, l3 July 1953. 83rd Congress. First Session, Volume 99,Parf 7-

July l3 1953 - July 25 1953, p.8687.
totFor example see Congressional Record - House, 18 June 1953, 83rd Congress. First Session,

Volume 99,Part 5, May 28 1953 - Iune24 19-53, p.6836.
I roAmbrose, Eisenhorver the President, p. I I 9.
rrrCongressional Record - House, 13 July 1953. 83rd Congress. First Session, Volume 99,Part7-
July l3 1953 - July 25 1953, p.8687.
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NSC. As always, Eisenhower chose individuals who supported his assessment of

the threats to national security and the tactics necessary to maintain it. On 25

February, the members of the NSC agreed that a committee of the civilian

consultants would advise the council on how the cost of maintaining national

security could be decreased.tt' The consultants met with the NSC on 3l March.

The meeting began with Eisenhower's key cabinet members outlining the

parameters of the debate. Dodge and Humpkey highlighted the dangerous

financial situation facing the United States. Dodge and Humphrey were extreme

fiscal conservatives. Dodge had been President of the Detroit Bank from 1933-

1953. Eisenhower first met Dodge when the latter was the US financial adviser in

Berlin from 1945 to 1946.rr3 Humphrey also wanted to make massive cuts to US

spending. His background was in the steel industry and in banking.lla Continued

deficit financing, Humphrey declared, "would bankrupt the free world and force

the United States itself to abandon its way of life".il5 Eisenhower's secretaries ol

state and defense then presented the other side of the debate. Wilson and Dulles

stressed that expenditures for vital national security programmes should be

maintained.116 Dulles argued that the United States had to strengthen the defence

capabilities of nations on the periphery of the Soviet bloc. In these vital areas the

Mutual Security Program could not be decreased.rtt But in Latin America, Dulles

opined that grant aid could be replaced with loans.ltt Late. in the meeting, Stassen

supported Dulles' analysis. The director for mutual security agreed that "In Latin

lr2Editorial note, FRUS, 1952-1954.1I, l. p.244.
rr3 Wlro's Who, volume 30,p.743; Ambrose, Eisenhower the President, p.22.
lra who's Who, volume 30, p. 1365.
tltMemorandurnof discussion, special NSC meeting, heldon 3l March 1953,7 April 1953,

FRUS. 1952-1954, II, l, p.265.

"ulbid.
"tlbid.. pp.266-267.
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America and in Africa we should cut the amount of government aid provided to the

area, but greatly increase the role of private capital in the development of backward

areas."lIe Eisenhower's key officials had presented the fundamental aspects of his

grand strategy for maintaining national security. Dodge and Humphrey highlighted

the necessity to limit expenditures. Dulles agreed but he did not want to cut

spending at the expense of the MSP. The civilian consultants then presented their

views. Their opinions coincided more with Humphrey's and Dodge's than with

Dulles'. But Eisenhower made the final decision. Dillon Anderson presented the

conclusions of the consultants. He asserted that deficit financing should not

continue, but the solution was not increased taxes. Rather, expenditures should be

reduced.l'o Greater reliance, Anderson asserted, should be made on atomic

weapons. Expenditures within the Mutual Security Program should be decreased

and restricted to nations close to the Soviet bloc requiring defence capabilities.l2r

The discussion at the NSC meeting with the civilian consultants formed the

basis for the administration's first policy statement on maintaining national security.

The secretarial staffof theNSC prepared a summary of the discussion, and sent it

to the Planning Board. The board used the summary to prepare a draft statement

of policy.t22 The members of the NSC discussed the draft policy statement at

meetings on 8, 22 and 28 April. During the meetings, Dulles warned of the

dangers of dramatically reducing funds for the MSP.ttt Dulles received little

'ttlbid., p.267.

"nrbid.. p.277.

''olbid.. p.268.

't'Ibid., p.269.

'ttFRUS. 1952-1954. 2,I, p.28I, footnote I (hereafter cited as ftnt with nurnber).

"t Memorandum of discussion, l3gth NSC meeting. held on 8 April 1953, 16 April 1953, FRUS,

lg52-I954,II, I, p.289; Memorandum of discussion. l40th NSC meeting, held on 22 Ãpril 1953,

23 April 1953, FRUS, 1952-1954,Í1,1,p.292.
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support from the administrator of the MSP, Harold Stassen, but Eisenhower

supported his secretary of state's position.r'o By 29 Ãpnl the administration had

completed its first policy statement on basic national security policy, NSC 14912.

NSC L4912 summarised Eisenhower's grand strategy for maintaining national

security. It highlighted the need to protect the American economy, but stressed

that vital national security programmes could not be abolished. It urged that the

budget should only be balanced "gtadually".r25 The paper stated that the Mutual

Security Program would be continued, but with decreased expenditures. Greater

emphasis would be placed on private capital and trade, rather than grant economic

aid.r26 In Latin America and Africa the programme would accelerate the

"development of raw materials through private capital", and help increase the

standard of living through 'technical and educational cooperation, but with minor

U.S. Government monetary aid".r27

Eisenhower expected the departments and agencies of his administration to

use NSC l4gl2 to establish expenditures within the fiscal 1955 budget" Stassen

used NSC l4gl2 to create a draft MSP programme for fiscal 1955. Following

consultation with Dulles in the State Department, Stassen sent the programme to

the Bureau of the Budget. Dodge and his colleagues reviewed the estimated

expenditures, and consulted with Eisenhower.t" Eisenhower continued to believe

that amounts in the MSP should be restricted; he did not want to burden the US

economy more than was necessary. But Eisenhower still thought that the MSP was

r2o Menrorandu¡r of discussion, t3gth NSC meeting, held on 8 April 1953,16 April 1953, FRUS'

1952-1954, II, l, p.289.

'"NSC 149/2,"Basic National Security Policies and Programs in Relation to their Costs"' 29

April 1953, FRUS. 1952-1954,II, l, p.307.

'tulbid.. p.3 l2
'"Ibid.. p.313
r2*Eisenhower, Mandate For Change. p.296.
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vital to the nation's security. Congressional members continued to struggle with

the idea that foreign aid was an essential national security expenditure. Senators in

the Old Guard fought Eisenhower on the allocations for the MSP. This pressure,

plus the knowledge that all members of Congress would not support increases in

foreign aid, forced Eisenhower to keep his requests low.t2e

The President approved the Mutual Security Program in December.l30 On

Zl January 1954 Eisenhower presented the fiscal 1955 budget to the Congress. He

requested $4,275,000,000 for military programmes, and $1,125,000,000 for

economic and technical assistance.r3r Of this latter amount, Eisenhower allocated

only $23,500,000 for the technical assistance programme in Latin America.r32 Fear

of Communist infiltration into the region later led the Congress to increase this

amount by $10,000,000.r33 From 1953 to mid-1955 sub-Saharan Africa received

only $6,500,000 worth of technical assistance.r3a Eisenhower requested

$130,000,000 for development assistance in the Near East and Africa, but this

amount would be spent on nations supporting defence establishments on the Soviet

periphery.135

In the second half of 1953, Eisenhower also continued to direct reviews of

basic national security policy. He established three task forces, made up of

12e Anrbrose, Eisenholver the President, p. 15 L
t'fuemorandum by the acting special assistant to the secretary of state for mutual securit-v affairs

Frederick E. Nolting, Jr to the secretary of state Dulles, 24 December 1953, FRUS. 1952-1954,I,

I, p.677.

'"Message Eisenhower to Congress, 21 January 19-54, Public Papers, 1954, p. 136'
t,tOCB progress Report on NSC 1441I,25 May 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954.IV, p.55.
t33Congressional Record - Senate. 6 July 1954. 83rd Congress, Second Session. Volune 100. Part

7, June 22 1954 - July 7 1954, P.9708.

'toOCB report on "U.S. Policy Toward Africa South of the Sahara prior to Calendar Year 1960

(NSC 5719/l)", NSC 57lgll US Policy Tou,ard Africa (l), box 21, NSC Series, Policy Papers

Subseries. White House Offrce of the Special Assistant for National Security Affairs, 1952-1961

(hereafter cited as WHOSANSA), EL, p.15.
t3-tCongressional Record - Senate, 19 August 1954. 83rd Congress, Second Session, Volume 100

Parl 12, August 19 1954 to December 2 1954, p. 15169'
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individuals with experience in military and Soviet affairs.r36 Each task force had to

investigate one particular way of combating the Soviet threat.l37 Through the

selection of particular individuals to the task forces and the assignment of their

tasks, Eisenhower determined the outcome of the exercise. He ensured that all his

tactics for maintaining national security were considered and proposed.tt*

Eisenhower's key officials discussed the reports of the three task forces. The

conclusions of the exercise were incorporated into the administration's second

statement of basic national security, NSC 16212.13e

Eisenhower approved NSC 16212 on 30 october 1953. The policy

statement detailed the tactics which Eisenhower believed were essential to

combating the threat of Soviet Communism. Through the constant reviewing of

basic national security policy in 1953, Eisenhower ensured that his key officials

understood the reasoning behind the tactics, and agreed with their importance. In

particular, Eisenhower had educated his advisers on the merits of the Mutual

Security Program. The administration would continue to extend military and

economic assistance to the free world. But the amount of foreign assistance would

be limited. The United States could not aflord to aid the entire free world. In

areas not under immediate threat of Soviet Communism, the free enterprise system,

not grant aid, would promote economic strength. NSC 16212 emphasised this

conclusion.lao

In 1953, Eisenhower had also initiated a review specifically on the foreign

economic policy of the United States. The aim of the review was to highlight to

'tuhnmerntan, "Confessions", p.336.
t"Ibid.

'"Ibid., pp.337-341.
t'elbid., p.336.
tooNISC ieZtZ,"sasicNational Security Poliry'. undated FRUS. 1952-1954,11,1,pp.587.592.
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the Congress the importance of increasing international trade through the

Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act.lal To head the review, Eisenhower wanted an

individuat who believed in the ability of the free enterprise system to meet the

economic needs of the free world. The secretaries of the Treasury and Commerce

Departments recommended Clarence Randall. The secretary of the Treasury,

George Humphrey, and Randall knew each other well. They shared common

backgrounds in the steel industry.to' In January 1954, the Commission on Foreign

Economic Policy submitted its report to the President and the Congress.

Eisenhower sent the report to the relevant agencies and departments of his

administration, to obtain their opinions.to' Eisenhower then incorporated the

conclusions of the report by Randall's committee into a special message to the

Congress on foreign economic policy in March. In the report, Eisenhower

emphasised the importance of increasing international trade and the amount of

American private investment abroad. Trade and private investment overseas would

strengthen the economies of the United States and her allies, and obtain the raw

materials vital to American industries and defence.laa Grant aid, Eisenhower

declared, "should be terminated as soon as possible consistent with our national

interest". Only countries supporting defence establishments would receive

economic assistance from the United States in the form of grants.la5

t tt Letter Eisenhower to the President of the Senate and to the Speaker of the House of
Representatives, 2 May 1953, Public Papers, 1953- pp.252-254-

'o'OH, Clarence B. Randall, JFDOHC, Nn-. pp.3,27.

'atMemorandum by Eisenhower to agencies and departments of the adrninistration, 23 Janua4'

1954, Public Papers , 1954, pp.I92-193.
totMessage Eisenhower to Congress, 30 March 1954. Public Papers, 1954, pp.352-354,357-359
totlbid., p.361.
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VI

By April 1953, Eisenhower had instilled in his carefully chosen officials the

key elements of his grand strategy for maintaining national security' In particular,

he had educated his key officials on the importance of foreign aid within the

Mutual Security program. But Eisenhower taught that the United States could not

afford to extend economic assistance throughout the free world. Grant economic

aid would be extended only to nations on the periphery of the Soviet bloc, which

had to maintain substantial defences. In the rest of the free world, particularly in

Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa, Eisenhower thought that the free enterprise

system would promote development. Eisenhower conducted reviews of basic

national security policy throughout 1953 to gain the consensus of his

administration on such issues. In 1953, his key advisers agreed that the free

enterprise system would lead to development in the less developed countries. They

also saw free enterprise as the way to strengthen the economy of the United States

and obtain vital raw materials for American industries. Eisenhower further ensured

that his administration limited foreign aid expenditures by using the new national

security policy statements to establish amounts within the fiscal years 1954 and

1955 budgets, and through personal involvement in the budget procedure.

Throughout the first year of the administration, Eisenhower and his key

officials asserted that the free enterprise system would promote development in

Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa. Their views were not based on the

situations in the two regions, but on their common desire to protect the economic
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well-being of Americans, while still maintaining the government expenditures

necessary to prevent the spread of Soviet Communism. As the next chapter shows'

this agreement on the administration's approach to development in Latin America

and sub-Saharan Africa, only existed among Eisenhower and his key advisers' In

1953, members of Eisenhowef's State Department disagreed with the decisions

being made at the highest levels. These officials attempted to change the

administration's approach. But Eisenhower's actions as President-elect and in the

first year of his presidency ensured that the key elements of this strategy for

maintaining national security prevailed'
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CHAPTER T\ryO

STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS AND DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN

AMERICA AND SUB-SAHARAN AI.RICA : SECIIRING F.I]TI]RE

RELATIONS. JANUARY 1953 - APRIL 1954

I

Key ofücials within the geographic bureaux of the Department of State

concerned with Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa disagreed with

Eisenhower's approach towards development in the two regions. The assistant

secretary of state for inter-American affairs, John Moors Cabot, argued that

relations between the United States and Latin America would be seriously harmed

if the administration continued to refuse to send grant aid. He asserted that the

free enterprise system would not lead to development in the region. He argued

that the single commodity nations of Latin America could not earn the capital

required to establish the basic infrastructure necessary for development. He

warned of anti-Americanism and increased nationalism if the United States did not

extend assistance. Cabot attempted to change the administration's approach, but

he lacked authority. Cabot's superior, secretary of state John Foster Dulles,

remained committed to Eisenhower's strategy for maintaining national security

Dulles supported the President's desire to limit foreign economic aid expenditures

to nations on the Soviet periphery supporting defence establishments. As a result,

Dulles disagreed with Cabot's assertion that the administration should extend grant
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aid. He did not present Cabot's views informally to Eisenhower or within the NSC

forum. The formal review of Latin American policy within the NSC in 1953 did

not include Cabot's views. It supported Eisenhower's approach of relying on the

free enterprise system to meet demands for development in the region.

State Department ofücials directly involved with sub-Saharan Africa did

not agree with the administration's policy towards development in the region.

John P. Hoover and Nicholas Feld warned that African nations were rapidly

moving towards independence. They urged that the US should protect their access

to strategic materials and prevent Communist subversion by extending economic

assistance and increasing the technical assistance programme, But these officials

lacked authority within the State Department and within Eisenhower's formal

process of policy review.

John Moors Cabot, the Inter-American Bureau of the State Department and

Development in Latin America, January 1953 - March 1954

Eisenhower and Dulles chose John Moors Cabot to be the assistant

secretary of state for inter-American affairs. Cabot's appointments in the post

Second World War period had been in areas close to the Soviet Union. He served

as a consular to the United States embassy in Yugoslaviain 1947, consul general in

il

China from 1948 to 1949, minister to Finland from 1950 to 1952 and as the
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ambassador to Pakistan from 1952 to the beginning of 1953.1 Eisenhower and

Dulles believed, therefore, that Cabot would agree with the administration's policy

of restricting the limited resources of the United States to areas on the periphery of

the Soviet bloc. Cabot, however, did not agree. The majority of his diplomatic

experience before and during the Second World War had been in Latin America.

He had been the vice consul in Peru from 1927 to 1928, the third secretary in the

Dominican Republic from 1929 to 1931, the third secretary in Mexico from 1931

to 1932, the third and, subsequently, second secretary in Brazil from 1932 to 1935,

the secretary in Guatemala from 1939 to 1941, the assistant chief of the division of

American republics in the State Department in 1942, clttef of the division of

Caribbean and Central American Affairs in 1944 and consular of the embassy in

Argentina from 1945-1946.2 In 1953, Cabot held an informed view of the issues

concerning the people of Latin America. He understood that they sought rapid

industrialisation, and that they expected the United States to assist them develop.

Just prior to being nominated as Eisenhower's assistant secretary of state for inter-

American affairs, Cabot acted as Dulles' special representative at the International

Conference of the Inter-American Economic and Social Council in Caracas. In a

speech at the conference Cabot stated that the Eisenhower administration held an

"earnest desire to cooperate with...its sister republics in solving their economic

problems and aiding their industrial development".3 From the conference, Cabot

wrote optimistically to a friend and former colleague "I shall indeed be glad to see

if I can do any.thing effective to stop the deterioration and drift which has so

tWro's Who in America. volurne 32. 1962-1963, (hereafter cited as Who's Who rvith volume

nunrber). pp.462-463.
tIbid.
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unfortunately characterized our Latin American relations in recent years, due to

our preoccupation with even more pressing problems in other areas".4

On returning to Washington, Cabot immediately advocated the

administration do more to assist development in Latin America. He wanted to

change the administration's policy of relying on the free enterprise system to

promote development in Latin America. But the prevailing climate in Washington

was not conducive to questioning the basic policies of the new administration.

Senator Joseph McCarthy and his supporters continued to search for "security

risks" within the Sate Department.5 Eisenhower and Dulles did not protect State

Department personnel from McCarthy. The President and his secretary believed

that the previous administration had allowed Communists to infiltrate the

department, and they did not trust officials who had worked under Democratic

presidents to be loyal to the new administration's policies.6 To ensure the

allegiance of the State Department to the administration's basic policies,

Eisenhower and Dulles appointed new people to the top positions in the

department.T Eisenhower made his old friend and colleague, General Walter Bedell

Smith under secretary of state.8 A Harvard Law School professor, Robert Bowie,

became the new director of the Policy Planning Staff. To head the divisions

concerned with the areas under immediate threat of Soviet expansionism, Dulles

3Address by John Moors Cabot before the Inter-American Economic and Social Council at

Caracas. "ih" Vulu" of Close Hemispheric Cooperation", 11 February 1953, DSB. 2 March 1953.

XXVIII, 714, p.339.
o¡-etter Cabot to Spruille Braden, 14 February 1953, #30 Washington DC 1953. Reel 13, J M

Cabot Papers, EL.
tJeffB.oãdnuater, Eisenhower and the Anti-Communist Crusade (Chapel Hilt and London, 1992).

p. 120: Ambrose, Elsenhower the Presi , p.55
3A*bror", Eisenhorver the President, pp.45--16, 64: Broadwater, Anti-Communist Crusade,

pp.l12-l 13, I l-5; Emmett John Hughes, The Ordeal of Power: A Political Memoir of the

Eisenhower Years (London, 1963), p.85.
tAmbrose, Eisenhower the President, pp.6-t-65.
t)ll#t62, #3, Sherman Adams, EL, p.1-57.
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appointed people whom he could trust and work with closely. Walter Robertson, a

banker from Virginia, filled the position of assistant secretary of state for far

eastern aflairs. Livingston Merchant became the assistant secretary for European

affairs, and Douglas MacArthur II became the counselor of the Department.

Bowie, Merchant, Robertson and MacArthur became Dulles' key advisers and

confidants in the Department.e

From the beginning, formidable barriers stood in the way of Cabot

achieving policy change. Cabot risked becoming a victim of McCarthy by arguing

that resources should be redirected from the areas closest to the Soviet threat to

Latin America. Opportunities for Cabot to convince Dulles that the

administration's economic policy towards Latin America should be changed did not

come often. Cabot did not belong to Dulles' inner circle of advisers. Cabot

admitted that as the assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs, "I didn't

have very much of an opportunity to see Mr Dulles. He was exceedingly busy with

European affairs."r0 Speaking of the daily staffmeetings Dulles held with the top

State Department officials, Cabot asserted that he could rarely gain attention to

himself and no issues could be discussed in the depth necessary in the twenty

minutes available.rr On the rare occasion that Cabot did obtain a meeting with

Dulles, he did not have the influence necessary to convince Dulles of the

desirability of policy change. Dulles expected Cabot to implement the policies

determined at higher levels. He agreed with Eisenhower's grand strategy for

maintaining national security, including the policy of limiting foreign aid

nOH, Arnbassador Charles E. Bohlen. JFDOHC, Nn-, pp.22-23; OH # 2ll, #1, C. Douglas Dillon,

EL, p.24.

'oOH, J.M. Cabot, JFDOHC,IvfJ.,, p.2.

"Ibid.. pp.12-13.
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expenditures. At his first meeting with Dulles after his appointment to the position

of assistant secretary of state for inter-American afFairs, Dulles dismissed many of

Cabot's suggestions, instructing him to produce an imaginative program for Latin

America which required no money to be spent.12

Secretary of state Dulles, therefore, did not support Cabot's attempts to

change the administration's approach towards Latin America. Without Dulles'

support, Cabot had no way of presenting his views within the main forum of

foreign policy formulation, the NSC. However, on 18 February 1953, Latin

America became an issue at this level. Allen Dulles, as the Director of Central

Intelligence (DCI), began each meeting of the NSC with a summary of significant

world developments affecting the security of the United States. As part of the

briefing on 18 February, Allen Dulles spoke of Latin America. His concerns

focused on Soviet subversion in the region, particularly in Guatemala. Dulles

asserted that the Soviets were exploiting the economic and political instability

which existed in most Latin American nations.r3 At the close of the briefing,

Eisenhower asked Allen Dulles what should be done about the situation in Latin

America. Dulles suggested that the administration conduct a review of policy

towards the region.ra Eisenhower agreed, stating that "he was deeply disturbed by

what he had learned of developments in Latin America". He asked '\vhether it

weren't possible to take steps, without too great cost, such as visits of notable

Americans to these countries--university professors, exchange lecturers, etc.".

''rrid., p.2.
r3Memorandum of discussion, l32nd NSC meeting, held on l8 February 1953, 19 February 1953,

t32nd meeting of NSC, February 18, 1953. box 4, NSC Series, AWF, EL, p.l.
tolbid., p.2.
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Eisenhower concluded that 'îe must ask the Latin American Division of the State

Department to come up.with suggestions as to what might be done".r5

Eisenhower, therefore, expected the State Department to find solutions

from within basic national security policy. Their policy suggestions could not

involve large expenditures. The formal review of Latin American policy did not

even give Cabot the opportunity to present his views at the highest levels of the

administration. At the NSC meeting on 18 February, Robert Cutler informed

Eisenhower that a policy paper on Latin America existed. On 3 February 1953, the

senior staff of the NSC had received a paper drafted in the State Department's

Bureau of Inter-American Affairs entitled "U.S. Policy With Respect To Latin

America", and dated 24 January 1953.t6 The paper originated in the State

Department in the fall of 1946. At this time, State Department individuals

concerned with Latin American affairs, including, John Dreier and Carlton Savage,

began to prepare a policy statement for the region.tT The work did not continue

past the drafting stage and ceased on 15 December 1946.18 In early 1948, State

Department official Louis Joseph Halle Jr used this draft to prepare a policy

statement on Latin America.re Halle's paper highlights the dangers associated with

writing papers for the NSC. Halle did not analyse the region on its own terms.

Rather, the Soviet threat and American priorities in the rest of the world dictated

Halle's policy recommendations. The paper stated that rising expectations for

development assistance would be an important factor in future relations between

'ttbid.. p.2.
I 6Editorial Comrnent, FRUS, lg 52-lg 54, IV. p. 1.
rTMemorandum by R.F. Woodward to Willard Barber, 29 July 1949, box 6, Lot 58D691, 57D598.
5TD634, RG59, General Reords of the Department of State (hereafter cited as RG59), National
Archives (hereafter cited as NA).
ttlbid.
tntbid.
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the United States and Latin America.20 But Halle argued that the United States

could not afford to extend resources to the region.2r He asserted that

US Government cooperation to strengthen Latin
American national economies is in our own national
interest, but such cooperation should be contingent
upon prior action by Latin American governments
-- action which most of them are reluctant to take--
to create conditions that will attract foreign capital
and foreign business enterprises to their countries.
There is no hope that the great majority of Latin
American countries can, in the foreseeable future,
achieve anything like the US standard of living,
yet we must seek to convince Latin American
peoples that a system of free enterprise (but not
special privilege) offers the best prospect for
economic betterment. 

22

Halle offered no analysis of how Latin American nations could develop through the

free enterprise system. His conclusions came from the preoccupation at the NSC

level with the Soviet threat and how to combat it.

Within Truman's administration, the State Department continued to control

foreign policy. Halle's paper had little impact, with only limited circulation

through the State Department.23 In late 1950, now as a member of the policy

planning advisory bureau of inter-American affairs, Halle completed another policy

paper on Latin America. Again he analysed the region in terms of broad Cold War

strategy. The paper began with quotations from the latest statement of basic

national security policy, NSC 68/2. The quotations stressed that the Kremlin

20Draft report, 25 February 1949, box 6, Lot 58D691, 57D-598, 5TD634, RG59, NA, pp.5, 9-10.

The document did not state who the author l'as but given the time, context and documents which
discuss it, there is no doubt that it is the úaft report by Halle.

''Ibid.. pp.9-lo.
t'Ibid., p.lo.
23Memorandum by R.F. Woodward to Willard Barber. 29 July 1949, box 6, Lot 58D691, -57D598.
5TD634, RG59, NA.
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sought world domination, and that the United States had to obtain the resources

and support of the free world to combat the Soviet th¡eat. Halle analysed Latin

America as "an integral part of the free world".2a He asserted that "The general

problem that we face in our Latin American policy today is that of developing a

strong community of free and stable states bound securely to us in the positive

pursuit of our objective to frustrate the Kremlin design."25 To achieve this

objective, Halle recommended that the United States increase its military assistance

to the region.2u Economic aid, Halle asserted, should be limited and mainly used to

obtain vital raw materials for the United States.tt The free enterprise system would

promote development in the region.t*

The State Department continued to control Latin American policy. Halle

first sent a draft of the report to the assistant secretary of state for inter-American

Affairs, Edward G. Miller Jr. He included a memorandum with the paper,

expressing his desire for the report to be considered by the NSC. Halle, like

Eisenhower, believed that the NSC could be used to ensure that the limited

resources of the United States were restricted to supporting nations on the

periphery of the Soviet bloc. He stated in the memorandum to Miller that

The Policy Planning Staffis prepared to consider, with ARd the

drawing up of a basic paper defining (a) the position of Latin

America with respect to the world situation and our aims in

it, (b) the consequent objectives that our Latin American policy

must pursue, and (c) the policies that must therefore be applied-/

2aDraft report by Halle, "Development of US Latin American Policy in Tertus of US World

Objectives, 1950-1955", this particular copy is dated 9 November 1950, 6l 1.20/l 1-950, box

2'754, central decimal file 1950-1954 (hereafter the decinal number and box nutnber will be

given), RG59, NA, p.l.

"rbid.. p.tz.
-tbtd., pp.l9-23.
t'rbid., pp.17-18.
2tlbid., pp.r6-17.
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On 14 December 1950, the Policy Planning Staff discussed Halle's paper but it

never went to the NSC. At this time, Truman used the NSC primarily to discuss

policy on Korea, not to dictate the administration's policies towards all regions of

the world. For months Halle's paper circulated within the inter-American bureau of

the Department of State. Assistant secretary Miller argued that the paper needed

to pay more attention to the specific problems facing Latin American nations' In

particular, he asserted that most Latin American countries relied on the sale of

single commodities. The economies of these nations had been in crisis before the

Korean War, and they would be again at the close of the conflict' In addition'

Miller argued that Latin American countries lacked the confidence and skills to

draw up the development proposals necessary to obtain loans from the United

States. The government would have to assist in this area.3o

Halle used the comments of Miller and his colleagues to revise the policy

statement. The new paper emphasised the economic problems faced by Latin

American nations. It stated that "The paramount problem with which our

2eMemorandurn by Halle to Miller. 27 October 1950. 611'20/l l-850, box 2754. RG59' NA'
3Olvfemorandum by Vtitter to Halle, 14 November 1950, qI1.20ll l-1450.box2754, RG 59' NA'
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economic policies must cope is the need of large parts of Latin America for the

capital and technical skill required for the realization of their aspirations for

increased productivity, diversification of economies and industrialization. Our

future political relations with the area will be greatly affected by the way in which

we deal with it."3r It stressed that private capital alone would not be sufficient, and

that assistance from the United States government would be required." The paper

reached the senior staffof the NSC on 3 February 1953.

At a meeting on 18 February 1953 the NSC senior stafl about to become

Eisenhower's NSC Planning Board, directed the NSC staff assistants to complete a

draft statement of policy based on Halle's final paper. The senior staffconsidered

the paper at a meeting on 23 February, and decided to send it to the Policy

planning Staff for review.33 The inter-American bureau of the State Department

had no authority in Eisenhower's administration. Assistant secretary Cabot did not

have the opportunity to review the policy statement. Robert Bowie headed Dulles'

Policy Planning Staff. Like all of Eisenhower's key officials, he was appointed

because he agreed with the administration's fundamental approach in foreign

affairs, and he had not been involved in the policies of the former administration.

Bowie also represented the State Department on the Planning Board of the NSC.-34

On 4 March, Eisenhower's key officials, about to be made members of the NSC

Planning Board, discussed the revised paper. The multi-departmental

ttMemorandum by Charles E. Bohlen to all concerned sections of the adnúnistration, 4 December

1952. with attached paper, "Latin America and U.S. Policy" (Bohlen states tlÌat the paper is to be

called "US Poliry with Respect to Latin America"). 720.00/12-452,bc,x3278, RG 59, NA p.29.

"Ibid., pp.29-33.

"Editorial Comment, FRUS, 1952-1954.IV, p.l

'oOH, Robe¡1 R. Bowie, Lauinger Librar-r'. Georgetol'n University Oral History Collection

(hereafter cited as LLGU).
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representation at this level ensured that Latin America would be assessed in the

context of Eisenhower's basic strategy for maintaining national security.

The resulting policy paper, NSC 144, acknowledged that 'there is an

increasing popular demand for immediate improvement in the low living standards

of the masses, with the result that most Latin American governments are under

intense domestic political pressures to increase production and to diversiS, their

economies".3s But this awareness did not determine the administration's policies

towards the region. Eisenhower's desire that economic assistance be limited to

nations supporting defence establishments on the periphery of the Soviet bloc

dictated the administration's response to development demands in Latin America.

The paper stated that the administration would help the region to develop by

"Encouraging Latin American governments to recognizethat the bulk of the capital

required for their economic development can best be supplied by private

enterprise."36 The administration would not extend grant aid for development.

The paper asserted that loans from the EXIM Bank and the IBRD, combined with

foreign private investment and small amounts of technical assistance, would be

adequate to meet development needs.37 It failed to include Miller's concerns that

Latin American nations lacked the expertise required to compile loan submissions.

And the paper did not acknowledge that Latin American nations could rarely meet

the lending criteria of the banks, especially after the administration restricted the

lending capacity of the EXIM Bank to sound loans in September. The paper

asserted that the amount of loans offered by the two banks would be increased if

"NSC144, "United States Objectives and Courses of Action rvith Respect to Latin Arnerica", 4
Marclr 1953, NSC 144 -Latin Arnerica (2). box.1. NSC Series. Policy Papers Subseries.

WHOSANSA, EL, p.t.
tulbid.. p.5.
t'Ibid., pp.-5-6.
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necessary.3* But the administration was unlikely to take such action. The

individuals in the State Department, with the opportunity to experience and assess

the situation in Latin American nations, had no authority in Eisenhower's

administration. Basic national security policy dictated that foreign aid expenditures

would decrease, not increase. The financial appendix to NSC 144 included the

statement that "before the proposed policy for the area is finally approved, the

proposed levels of military and economic assistance should be reviewed in the light

of (a) the priority of financing the present and proposed programs for Latin

America in relation to programs for other foreign areas and to programs for

domestic security, and (b) the over-all objective of achieving a balanced federal

budget".3e

Eisenhower's formal process of policy formulation achieved a policy

statement on Latin America consistent with his grand strategy for maintaining

national security. Latin America would not receive economic assistance from the

United States. The free enterprise system would promote economic strength.

Military assistance would protect the region from internal subversion and external

attack.aO The paper did not show how the capitalist system would promote

development in the region. It did not question Eisenhower's view that the capacity

for economic and social development existed in trade and private investment.

Meanwhile, assistant secretary for inter-American affairs Cabot had

completed his own review of Latin American policy, in response to Dulles' earlier

request for an "imaginative program". Cabot had obtained advice from colleagues

38Ibid. p.5.
p.10.
pp.2,7-8,10
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throughout the inter-American bureau. His colleagues supported his view that

economic matters dominated relations with the United States. An official within

the ofüce of regional American affairs, Edward G. Cale, \¡/rote to Cabot "I believe

that fully 90 per cent of our Latin American problems are economic in content or

the result of attitudes which grow out of economic conditions".ar The director of

middle American affairs, Roy R. Rubottom Jr, sent Cabot reports on each of the

countries under his jurisdiction. The reports highlighted that economic issues

dominated relations with the United States.o2 On 16 March, Cabot sent the draft of

a programme for Latin America to Dulles.at The NSC was scheduled to discuss

the new policy statement, NSC 144, two days later. Cabot hoped that he could

influence the discussion on policy towards Latin America through Dulles. But

Dulles did not attend the NSC meeting. Eisenhower's appointee, Walter Bedell

Smith, represented the State Department. Even if Dulles had attended, he would

not have supported Cabot's prograrnme. He remained committed to Eisenhower's

strategy for maintaining national security. Eisenhower's key ofücials approved

NSC 144 without questioning the economic sections.aa

Cabot continued to seek to gain policy change at the highest levels of the

administration. On 31 March he sent his programme for Latin America to Dulles,

undersecretary of state General Walter Bedell Smith, H. Freeman Matthews and

arMemorandum by Cate to Cabot, 13 March 1953, 611.20/3-1353, box 2755, RG 59, NA'
a2Memorandum Uy nuUottom to Cabot, l3 March 1953, with attached reports, 611'20/3-1353, bor

27s5, RG 59, NA.

',The memorandum of 16 March to Dulles frorn Cabot rvas not found. But colnments on the

paper by colleagues can be found in the national archives. Mernorandum by the acting offtcer in

ðnã.g. ôf Cu¡UU""n affairs Harvey R. Wellman to Pearson of the bureau of inter-American

atraiis, 23 March Ig53,6tt.20/3-2353, box 275-5, RG 59, NA; Mernorandurn bv Greenup of the

bureau of inter-American affairs to Cabot. 24 March 1953' 611'2013-2453' box 27-55, RG -59,

NA.
aaMemorandum of discussion, 137th NSC meeting, held on l8 March l953, t9 March l953,

FRUS. r9s2-r9s4, IV, PP.2-5.
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Douglas MacArthur.a5 Cabot's covering note to Smith reveals his desperation to

gain support at the highest levels of the administration. "I earnestly hope that you

wilt find an opportunity to read it, and I would greatly appreciate any thoughts

which you may wish to give me regarding it--not to mention any help you can give

us in putting across such parts of the program as you approve and consider

feasible.,/6 Cabot had attempted to fulfil Dulles' request for a programme for

Latin America which would not involve additional expenditures. But, at the same

time, Cabot stressed the importance of assisting the Latin American nations to

develop. In his draft of a programme for Latin America he wrote that

The basic difficulties here stem from the fact that all of the

other American republics are very poor by North American

or European standards, that they are underdeveloped industrially,

that they tend to have one-product economies, that many of
them have suffered from economic mismanagement, and that all

tend to suffer from economic instability. Spokesmen for their

governments generally emphasize their desire for our help in the

development of their countries and more or less openly accuse

us of gìving grant aid to Johnnies-come-lately and ex-enemies

while giving none to them, our oldest and most loyal friends.

While I do not now recommend any program of direct grant aid

for economic development, I wish to emphasize that we cannot

indefinitely continue the present discrimination against our sister

republics in this hemisphere without gravely prejudicing our

reiations with them.aT

Cabot asserted that the United States "cannot expect private investment to assume

the entire burden and we (as well as our Latin American friends) shall be in for a

a5Memorandum by Cabot to the director of the executive secretariat of the Department of State

Witliam J. McWilliams, 3l March 1953, rvith attached memorandum for Dulles, 28 March 1953'

611.20/3-2853, box 27-55, RG59, NA; Memorandum by cabot to Smith- 3l March 1953-

611.2013-2853. box 2755, RG -s9, NA-
a6Memorandurn Cabot to Smith, 31 March lg-53. 611.2013-2853,box 2755, RG 59, NA'
a'Menrorandum Cabot to Dulles, 28 March 1953, 61I.20/3-2853,box 2755, RG59, NA p'2
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very grave disappointment if we do expect this".a8 He argued that the

administration could do more to assist Latin American nations to develop at

"relatively modest cost".4e In particular, Cabot asserted that the EXIM Bank

should work to promote development in the region.50 He urged that the United

States provide economic assistance to fund the establishment of a basic

infrastructure in Latin American nations, including the development of adequate

transportation, power, public utilities and fuel.5r In addition, he recommended that

the United States provide funds for low-cost housing, health and education

prograrnmes, and an increased agricultural programme.t' Cabot also considered

the problems involved in distributing grant aid. He argued that the funds could not

be given "at the top in the hope that enough of them will trickle down to the

bottom". The funds would have to be "channeled...directly to the lowest class".53

He concluded that

Latin Americans appreciate friendly words and gestures,

but they are emphatically not going to be satisfied with them.

They are going to interpret them in the light of our acts

which effect Latin America. In a nutshell, Latin America

expects us to make it possible for them to acquire dollar
exchange. The tendency at the moment is to provide less

dollars for them and the basic policy question we must

decide is what, if anything, we are going to do about it. If
we continue on our present discriminatory course,

we can expect a deterioration in our relations with Latin

America dìspite our best efforts with resources now available-54

t'lbid.. p.5.
onlbid., p.5.
solbid.. pp.2-:
t'lbid.. p.3.
52Ibid.. pp.+-s
t'Ibid.. p.4.
toIbid., p.6.
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Cabot's memorandum did not convince Dulles of the need to alter the

administration's approach towards Latin America. The secretary of state

continued to support Eisenhower's grand strategy for maintaining national security.

At this time, Dulles' only interest in Latin America concerned Soviet subversion.

In the initial months of 1953, Eisenhower and Dulles received warnings about

Communist infiltration in Guatemala.ss In a speech before the Council of the

Organzation of American States at Washington in March, Dulles warned Latin

Americans that the Soviet Union could attack "by open aggression or by

subversion".56 Dulles continued to believe that the administration's tactics of

military assistance, covert operations and the free enterprise system would prevent

the infiltration of Soviet Communism. As a result, he did not present Cabot's

recommendations and warnings to Eisenhower.

Eisenhower also asserted that Soviet expansionism posed the only threat to

American interests in Latin America. He agreed with his secretary that the tactics

of military assistance, covert operations and the free enterprise system would be

adequate to prevent Soviet subversion in Latin America. Eisenhower also placed

great importance on goodwill trips. On 12 April 1953, Eisenhower announced that

his brother Milton would conduct a tour of Latin America to assess'the economic

and social conditions now prevailing" in Latin America.tt Milton Eisenhower's trip

to Latin America was not, however, designed to change the administration's policy

towards development in the region. Eisenhower had already determined the

ttlmmerman, CIA In Guatemala, pp. 132-133.
tuAddress 

by Dulles before the Council of the Organization of American States at Washington,
"Developing Relations of Mutual Trust and Respect", 23 March 1953, DSB, 30 March 1953,

XXVIII. 718, p.459.
s?Eisenhower 

speech at the Pan American Union in Washingfon, "The Pan American Union: A
True Conrnrunity of Equal Nations", 12 April 1953, DSB, 20 April 1953, )C(VII[,72I,p.564.
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administration's approach. He hoped that Milton's visit to the region would help

to prevent Soviet subversion in the region. The trip would show Latin Americans

that the United States placed great importance on its relations with the region.

Eisenhower expected his brother to "carry to each of the governments he visits the

most sincere and warrn greetings of this administration", and then to recommend

ways "for strengthening the bonds between us and all our neighbours in this Pan

American ljnion".58 He never intended to extend more resources to Latin America

to assist with development. He continued to believe that the free enterprise system

offered the best way to develop.se At a cabinet meeting on 3 July, Eisenhower

"stressed the need for getting Latin American countries to search out private

capital", and explained that economic aid would merely stifle initiative: "We put a

coin in the tin cup and yet we know the tin cup is still going to be there

tomorrow".6o

Eisenhower chose his brother to make the trip to Latin America because

Milton agreed with Eisenhower's approach towards the region. Milton fulfilled the

role of Eisenhower's chief confidant. He spent most weekends in Washington DC,

discussing a broad range of topics with his brother.6l This close working

relationship had begun in the 1930s and continued from this time.62 Milton

Eisenhower and his brother 'lvere philosophically compatible".63 He shared

t*Ibid.
5eAddress by Eisenhorver at the dedication of the Falcón Darn, "Falcón Dam- A Monument to

Inter-Arnerican Cooperation", 19 October 1953, DSB, 2 November 1953, XXIX, 749, p.580;

Memorandurn of conversation Eisenhorver and Mexican President Ruiz Cortinez,24 October

1953, DDE Diary October 1953 (3), box 3, DDE Diaries Series, AWF, EL.
6\4inutes of cabinet meeting, 3 July 1953, Cabinet meeting of July 3 1953, box 2. Cabinet Series,

AWF, EL, p.2.
6rEisenhower, President is Callins, pp.309-3 l0; Stephen E. Ambrose and Richard H. Immennan,
Milton S. Eisenhower: Educational Statesman (Baltimore, 1983), pp. 148 -149. 152.
u'OH#292, #1, Milton S. Eisenhon'er, EL. p.12; Ambrose and Immerman, Milton. pp.46-47
63Eisenhower, President is Calling, p.308.
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Eisenhower's concern that the economic strength of the United States needed to be

protected, and he agreed that opportunities for economic and spiritual growth

existed in the free enterprise system.u* Milton Eisenhower supported his brother's

use of a grand strategy for maintaining national security. In March 1953, he

stressed to Eisenhower the importance of employing a total program for peace in

which all actions, including extending foreign aid, were assessed.ut Only when the

action contributed to the overall goal of attaining peace, Milton Eisenhower

asserted, should it be carried out.66 Eisenhower trusted his brother to submit

recommendations compatible with the administration's basic national security

policy.

Milton Eisenhower's trip to Latin America provided John Moors Cabot

with another opportunity to change the administration's policy in the region.

Cabot would accompany Milton Eisenhower to Latin America, and assist with the

final report to the President. In addition, Eisenhower's appointment of Milton to

conduct a review of relations with Latin America prompted secretary of state

Dulles to initiate his own review. Dulles resented Eisenhower's use of informal

advisers in foreign affairs, and wanted to maintain a strong influence over Latin

American policy. Eight days before Milton Eisenhower left for Latin America,

Dulles held a meeting with Cabot and the head of the Policy Planning Stafl Robert

Bowie. Dulles instructed Bowie to make "a thorough analysis of U.S. political,

economic and strategic interests in the area and an evaluation of the short and

uolbid.

utl.etter Milton Eisenhower to Eisenhower. 18 March 1953, Eisenhower, Milton 1952 thru 1953

(5), box 12, Name Series, AWF, EL.
uulbid.
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long-term importance of these interests".67 The review would "form the basis for a

new NSC paper on Latin America, and...lay a foundation for recommendations

which will be developed as a result of Dr. Eisenhower's...trip".68 Dulles wanted

Bowie's study to support the basic national security policy of the administration.

To conduct the study, Bowie would consult with the Departments of Defense,

Treasury, Commerce and Interior, and the E)ilM Bank.6e The input of these

agencies would ensure that military and domestic economic considerations were

taken into account

Cabot attempted to use the formal review of Latin American policy to

change the administration's approach towards development in the region' The

weekend before the June 15 meeting with Dulles and Bowie, Cabot and his staff

hastily prepared briefing papers.to The first paper consisted of a memorandum

from Cabot to Dulles, dealing exclusively with economic issues. Cabot stated that

in view of declining prices on some of the major commodities

upon which the prosperity of the Latin American countries

largely depends and of Latin America's expectation that this

Government will be more cooperative than under the past

Administration, we must increase our economic assistance

to Latin America or be prepared to see a considerable lessening

of United States prestige throughout the area and a material

lessening of Latin AmJican coãperation with the United States.tt

Cabot argued that the administration's technical assistance programme in the

region was not adequate since 'the need of Latin America is for large amounts of

6?Me¡rorandum by Bowie to the deputy under secretary of state for political affairs H. Freeman

Matthews, 25 June 1953,61I.2016-2553,box2755, RG59, NA'
68Ibid.

unlbid.

?\4enrorandurn by Cabot to Bo$,ie, with attachments, 16 June 1953, 611.2016-1653. box 2755,

RG59. NA.
rrMemorandum Cabot to Dulles, t5 June 1953. 6l 1.2016-1653, box 2755, RG59. NA.
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capital as well as technical assistance" .72 He asserted that '?rivate capital will not

be available in anywhere near adequate volume, especially since there are many

areas of activity such as transportation, power and other facilities in which it is not

interested."T3 He urged that increased loans from the E)trM bank and grant aid

from the government would have to meet development needs in Latin America.Ta

Fifteen briefing papers accompanied Cabot's memorandum to Dulles. Each

highlighted the importance of economic issues in relations between the United

States and Latin American nations.T5 The day after the meeting with Dulles and

Bowie, Cabot sent the briefing papers to Bowie. In a covering memorandum,

Cabot stated that he hoped the papers would help Bowie to conduct the review of

Latin American policy.76

However, Cabot held no authority at the highest levels of the

administration. Dulles and Bowie did not pay any attention to Cabot's evaluation

of the situation in Latin America. Both men thought that Cabot lacked insight into

the threat of Soviet Communism and the global responsibilities of the United

States. During the review of policy, Bowie directed Cabot and his colleagues in

the inter-American bureau to analyse the political importance of Latin America to

the United States.tT Bowie instructed Isaiah Frank of the State Department's

ofüce of economic defense and trade policyto analyse economic issues. The paper

"rbid.t'Ibid.
tolbid.
tsMemorandurn 

Cabot to Bowie, 16 June 1953, with attachments, 611.20/6-1653, box 2755,

RG59, NA.
tulbid.
TTMemorandurn by John C. Dreier to Milton Eisenhower. 4 August 1953. with attached report b¡'

Dreier and Bowie, "significance of Latin America to the United St¿tes". part c q'the inter-
American bureau, "Political Significance of Latin America to the United States". 6l1.2018-453.

box 2755. RG59, NA.
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by Frank merely examined the importance of the region as a market for

manufactured goods, and a source of raw materials. It asserted that the present

policy of encouraging trade and foreign private investment, and providing technical

assistance would be adequate to promote development in the region.78

Once again, Cabot's participation in a formal review of Latin American

policy did not enable him to change the administration's approach. The assistant

secretary lacked authority. To change the administration's policies towards Latin

America, he required Dulles' support. But the secretary remained committed to

Eisenhower's grand strategy for maintaining national security. Dulles continued to

agree with Eisenhower that foreign economic assistance should be restricted to the

periphery of the Soviet bloc, to help nations supporting defence establishments.

Dulles did not agree with Cabot's assessment that a failure to extend grant aid

would seriously harm relations with the US. He continued to believe that only

Soviet Communism could deprive the United States of access to vital regions of

the free world. Dulles remained sure that the administration's tactics of military

assistance, free enterprise and small amounts of technical assistance would prevent

Soviet infiltration into Latin America. The administration did not need to extend

development assistance. Dulles organised the process of policy review so that

basic national security considerations would prevail. He did not rely on his

assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs. Rather, Dulles utilised

Bowie and his Policy Planning Staff to ensure that the review supported the

administration's established approach towards the region. Dulles sent the papers

?8Memorandum by John C. Dreier to Milton Eisenhower, 4 August 1953, with attached report b1'

Dreier and Bowie, "significance of Latin America to the United States", part b by Isaiah Frank
"The United States Economic Interest in Latin Arnerica", 611.2018-453,box2755, RG59- NA.
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resulting from the review to Milton Eisenhower and thereby maintained some

influence over Eisenhower's informal process of policy formulation.Te

Cabot also had little chance of influencing Milton Eisenhower's report to

the President. The papers sent by Dulles and Bowie to Milton did not contain

Cabot's views. Cabot did accompany Milton on his trip, but so did representatives

from the Treasury and Commerce Departments. During the month of May, Milton

Eisenhower consulted with Dulles on who should accompany him on the trip.80

Dulles and Eisenhower recoflrmended in particular that the assistant secretary of

the Treasury, Andrew N. Overby, should participate.*t The Treasury representative

would emphasise the importance of relying on private means to develop, not

foreign economic aid. In addition, Cabot had little chance of influencing the final

report to Eisenhower because Milton continued to agree with the administration's

approach towards the region.

Milton travelled to South America from 23 June to 29 Júy. He announced

publicly immediately after the trip that development requirements "can and should

be met by private investment, chiefly, of course, from local savings".82 On 9

October 1953, he wrote to Eisenhower'!ou and I know that the bulk ofl..capital--

no matter how much the International and Ex-Em banks are prepared to do--must

come from private sources".83 Milton Eisenhower completed his report for his

TeMemorandum by John C. Dreier to Milton Eisenhower, 4 August 1953, lvith attached report b¡'

Dreier and Bowie, "significance of Latin America to tlie United States", 611.2018-453, box 2755,

RG59, NA.
th.eport by Milton S. Eisenhower to Eisenhorver, "United States-Latin American Relations.

Report to the President", 18 November 1953, DSB, 23 November 1953. XXIX, 752. p.695.
*'OH, Milton S. Eisenhower, JFDOHC, ML. p.6.
s2Statement by Milton S. Eisenhower, "Results of Good Will Mission to South America", 29 July

1953, DSB, l0 August 1953. XXIX,737,p.185.
*tl.etter Milton Eisenhower to Eisenhower. 9 October 1953, EISENHOWE& Milton 1952 thru
1953 (3), box 12, Name Series, AWF, EL.
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brother by November. He acknowledged that Latin Americans desperately sought

development and increased standards of living.sa He asserted thatLatin Americans

'fuant greater production and higher standards of living, and they want them now.

The key to both industrial and agricultural improvement, they feel, is capital,

capital in great volume."ss But Milton supported Eisenhower's decision not to

extend aid to the region. He stressed in the report that the people of Latin America

had to learn that the financial resources of the United States were limited.s6 This

factor meant that the bulk of the capital sought by Latin Americans would have to

"come from private investment, chiefly from local Savings".87 Latin American

nations, Milton asserted, would have to provide favourable environments for

foreign private capital.** He argued that the IBRD and EKM Bank could provide

loans for projects which could not attract private investment.se Milton urged that

the EXIM Bank should act as "a national lending institution to make sound

development loans which are in our national interest", but he was not prepared to

recommend that the decision to restrict the bank to short term sound loans be

overturned.eO He presented Eisenhower's concern that "the Administration's

efforts to balance the budget would be affected by large loans made by the Export-

Import Bank", and merely recommended that the bank "consider using the means

available to it to raise more of its funds from the private capital market".er The

United States government should only help to promote development in Latin

saReport by Milton S. Eisenhower to Eisenhower, "United States - Latin funerican Relations", l8
November 1953, DSB, 23 November 1953, XXIX, 752,pp.70I-702-
ttlbid., p.702. (ernphasis in original)
tulbid., p.70l.
ttlbid., p.zn.
ttlbid.
tetb¡d.. p.zt6.
nolbid.

ntlbid.
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America, Milton advised, by increasing the technical assistance programme and

implementi ng "a long-range basic-material policy which will permit it to purchase

for an enlarged national stockpile certain imperishable materials when prices of

such materials are declining".e2

Cabot had not influenced Eisenhower's informal review of Latin American

policy. Predictably, Eisenhower agreed with the report. As he desired' it

supported the basic national security policy of the administration' On 3 November,

the President wrote to his brother about the report, stating "its chief value is the

persuasiveness of your presentation in favor of cooperation--political, intellectual

and economic".e3 Eisenhower recommended to secretary of state Dulles that the

report be published. Publishing the report, Eisenhower believed, would educate

the American public on relations with Latin America, and further indicate to Latin

American nations that the administration cared about its relations with its southern

neighbours. Eisenhower advised Dulles that 'Îom the viewpoint of the

Department there is not a great deal of new information or conclusion in the

report. However, for the general public it could have great educational value'

Moreover, it is arranged logically and the case for cooperation is persuasively

developed."ea The report was published on 22 November. Eisenhower gained

public approval of his policies towards Latin America. On 23 November, the

editorial writer for the New York Times praised Milton Eisenhower's report'es

e2lbid., pp.715,'7 16-7 17 .

n,r"r"iËir"r,úo*", to Milton Eisenhower. 3 Noveurber 1953, EISENHOWER' Milton 1952 thru

1953 (3), box 12, Name Series, AWF, EL'
e4Me;;;andum Eisenhower to Dulles, 3 Novenrber 1953, DDE Diary November 1953 (3)' box 3'

DDE Diaries Series, AWF, EL.
ntEditorial Comment 

*Report on South Arnerica", New York Times, 23 Novembet 1953' p'26'
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In early January 1954, Milton Eisenhower submitted a supplementary

report to the President. His aim was to highlight specific problems faced by

individual countries.e6 He maintained that the administration should continue to

rely on a policy of encouraging private investment in the region, and urging the

IBRD to extend development loans.e7 But Milton's descriptions of the problems in

particular Latin American nations incited Eisenhower to act. The President

believed that many of the problems could be solved through "a very small loan

investment or grant".e8 Eisenhower wrote to Dulles about the matter. But

Eisenhower's interest was momentary, and his response to Milton Eisenhower's

report did not signify a ne\¡/ commitment to extend development assistance to the

region. Eisenhower remained committed to protecting the economic well-being of

the United States, partly by limiting foreign aid to the periphery of the Soviet bloc

and relying on the free enterprise system to promote development. Dulles also

remained committed to basic national security. Dulles and Eisenhower did not

follow the matter through. Eisenhower requested that the matter be studied by the

agencies and departments of the administration and that the conclusions be

forwarded to him.ry His use of these organisations, rather than the inter-American

bureau, indicates that Eisenhower wanted the suggestion assessed in the context of

United States commitments throughout the world, and the impact on the American

economy. There is no evidence that this matter was followed through.

e6supplementary report by Milton S. Eisenhorver the President, l1 January 1954, 6 t 1.20i l-1854,

box2756, RG59, NA.
ntrbid.
e8Memorandum by Eisenhower to Dulles. 12 January 1954. DDE Diary Jan 1954 (2). box 5, DDE

Diaries Series, AWF, EL.
nnlbid.
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Cabot did not achieve his goal of attaining development assistance for the

entire region through Milton Eisenhower. But he did manage to use this informal

access to the President to gain foreign economic aid for one Latin American nation,

Bolivia. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, Bolivia struggled to cope with the

economic problems typical of the region. The economy of the nation depended on

the sale of a single commodity, tin. After the Second World War, tin prices

dropped and the Bolivian economy went into crisis. Bolivians struggled to earn the

foreign exchange necessary to buy food and manufactured goods. The situation

improved slightly with the Korean war, but not enough to avoid revolution. In

1951, Victor Paz Estenssoro, the candidate for the Movimiento Nacionalista

Revolucionario (MNR) or National Revolutionary Movement, was elected the

President of Bolivia. But the Bolivian army seized power before Paz Estenssoro

could assume the presidency. In April 1952, the MNR took power through a

bloody revolution.r00 The MNR was committed to development in Bolivia. Paz

and his colleagues wanted to end Bolivia's dependence on the export of tin, and

the domination of this industry by foreign companies and local elites. On 31

October 1952, the new government nationalised the tin mines. As a result, Bolivia

faced economic crisis. Nationalising the mines decreased dramatically the amount

of capital available to import food and manufactured goods.tor The new Bolivian

government turned to the United States for assistance. Traditionally, the United

States was the main purchaser of Bolivian tin.rO2 On 9 December 7952, The

'ooRabe, Eisenhower and Latin America, p.78.
totl-etter US arnbassador to Bolivia Edlvard J. Sparks to the deputy assistant secretary of state for

inter-American affairs Thomas C. Mann- 8 December 1952.824.2544/12-852, box 4615, RG 59.

NA, Memorandum of conversation, Bolivian ambassador to the US Victor Andrade. T.C. Mann

and the desk offrcer for South tunerican affairs William P. Hudson, 9 December 1952, FRUS.

1952-1954,IV, p.5ll.
to'Rabe, Eisenhower and Latin America, p.79.
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Bolivian ambassador to Washìngton, Victor Andrade, requested that the US

government enter into a long-term tin contract with Bolivia.l03

The Truman administration agreed to assist the new Bolivian government.

The deputy assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs, Thomas Mann,

and his colleagues feared that if the United States did not help, the MNR

government would fall, and be replaced by anti-American extremists.lOa From the

beginning, Paz's government had been careful to convince the Truman

administration of their desire to cooperate with the United States, and their

opposition to Communism.lot Mann obtained permission from the under secretary

of state to begin discussions with the Bolivian ambassador about a twelve month

tin contract.r06 Before negotiations could be concluded, conditions in Bolivia

worsened. On 6 January, the right wing of the MNR attempted a coup. The

attempt prompted the desk ofücer in the ofüce of South American affairs of the

State Department, William P. Hudson, to send a warning to the officer in charge of

South American affairs, Rollin S. Atwood. Hudson asserted that Communists

were exploiting the economic chaos in Bolivia. tOT Mann and Hudson urged that

the Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC) make a spot purchase of 5,000 tons

of tin concentrates to help the MNR government meet the immediate crisis.l08

rotMemorandum of conversation, Andrade. Mann and Hudson, 9 Decenrber 1952. FRUS. 1952-

1954, IV, p.5l l.
toaMemorandum Mann to under secretary of state David K.E. Bruce, 17 Decernber 1952. FRUS-

1952-1954,IV, pp.515.
losMemorandum of conversation, ambassador of Bolivia to the US Victor Andrade, Mann and

Hudson, g December 1952, FRUS. 1952-1954,IV. pp.5ll-512.
tou|.etter Mann to the administrator of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Harry A.

McDonald, 30 December 1952, FRUS, 1952-1954.IV, p.519; Memorandum of conversation

Andrade, Minister Counselor of Bolivia Ah,aro Perez del Castillo, Mann. John W. Evans. Rollin

S. Atwood and Hudson, 22 December 1952.825.2544112-2252. box 4615. RG 59. NA.
lo?Memorandum by William P. Hudson to Atrvood 14 January 1953,721.00/l-1453, box 3308.

RG 59, NA.
totletter Mann ro Harry A. McDonald, l5 January 1953, FRUS, 1952-1954,|Y. pp.52I-522.
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That same day, the RFC informed the Bolivian ambassador to Washington that

they would make a spot purchase of tin.ton

Eisenhower disagreed that the United States should expend resources on

Bolivia. He argued that the United States had ample quantities of tin. Eisenhower

did not want to use the stockpiling programme to assist single commodity

countries. Rather, he argued that the free enterprise system would meet the needs

of developing nations. On 12 March, the State Department informed the Bolivian

government that the RFC would not sign a twelve month tin contract, and that

further spot purchases would be dependent on the tin supply in the United

States.rro During the first months of the new administration, State Department

officials concerned with Bolivia struggled to change the administration's policy

towards Bolivia. Hudson drew up a prograrnme designed to meet the crisis in

Bolivia. He recommended to Atwood that the administration sign a three year tin

contract, and extend economic assistance. He advised that the amount of aid

should be $15,000,000 ayear for three years. In addition, he recommended that

the administration increase the amount of technical assistance for the nation, and

support applications for EXIM Bank loans.lll On 22 April, Mann sent a

memorandum, drafted by Hudson, to under secretary of state Bedell Smith. Mann

warned that if the economic situation in Bolivia did not improve, an extremist

regime could take power in Bolivia. He urged that the administration enter into a

long-term tin contract, and employ other methods to avert economic collapse in

'onFRUS. r952-L954,IV, p.522, ftnt 2.
ttoTelegranr 223 secretary of state Dulles to the US ernbassy in Bolivia, 12 March 1953. FRUS.

19 52 -19 5 4, lY, pp. 522-523 .

rrrMemorandum by William P. Hudson to Atrvood, 30 April l9-53, 824.0014-3053. box 4606' RG

59, NA.
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Bolivia.rl2 But Mann held no authority within Eisenhower's administration, and

Smith remained committed to Eisenhower's basic approach. Smith did not respond

to the memorandum.

Mann now enlisted Cabot's support. On 18 May Cabot sent under

secretary Smith an outline of a programme to assist Bolivia. The programme

involved a three year tin contract, an increase in technical assistance from 1-5

million dollars to 3.5 million dollars, increased E)flM Bank loans and expanded

support from the International Monetary Fund.rr3 Smith approved the programme

because Bolivia had become a public concern. In April, two American labor

representatives, Gardner Jackson and Ernesto Galarza visited Bolivia. On

returning to Washington, the men advocated the United States assist Bolivia. They

approached State Department ofücials, the US Senate Committee on Foreign

Relations and Milton Eisenhower.lra Jackson was an old friend of Milton

Eisenhower.lr5 Even with Smith's support, however, State Department ofücials

could not override basic national security policy. Other departments within the

administration hesitated to implement the programme without direction from the

tt,Memorandum Mann to Smith, 22 Ãprll 1953,724.0014-2253, box 3308, RG 59. NA.
t"FRUS. r952-t954,IV, p.529, ftnt 8.
ttolvfemorandum of conversation, Gardner Jackson, Ernesto Galarza, Hudson, and labor advicer

of tlre offrce of regional American affairs John T. Fishburn, 23 April 1953, 824.0014-2353.box

4606, RG 59, NA; Memorandum of conversation, Fishburn and Gardner Jackson. 29 April 1953'

box 3308, 724.00/4-2953, RG59, NA; Memorandum by Hudson to Cabot, Mann. Atlvood 1l

May 19-53, 611.24/5-1153, box 2760, RG59. NA. Letter US Senate Committee on Foreign

Relations member H. Alexander Smith to Cabot, 4 May 1953, rvith attached report by Galarza

and Jackson, "The Present Situation in Bolivia", 824.0015-453, box 4606, RG-59. NA; Letter US

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations menrber J.W. Fulbright to Cabot, 13 Ma1' 1953.

824.00/5-1353, box 4606. RG59, NA.
tlsMernorandum of conversation, Gardner Jackson, Ernesto Galarza, Fishburn and Hudson. 23

April 1953, 824.00/4-2353. box 4606, RG-59, NA.
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White House.ltu On 8 June, Cabot advised secretary of state Dulles that the

"support of the President is required ifthe program is to be carried out".r17

Dulles did not raise the matter with Eisenhower. But State Department

ofücials found another way to gain access to the President. Milton Eisenhower

was concerned about the situation in Bolivia. On 17 June, Milton had breakfast

with the Bolivian ambassador to the US, Victor Andrade. Milton wanted to find

out more about the situation in Bolivia before he left on his trip to South America.

The meeting convinced Milton that the administration needed to assist Bolivia.ll8

Five days later, State Department officials obtained a meeting with President

Eisenhower. Milton Eisenhower, Cabot, Dulles, secretary of the Treasury George

Humphrey and Arthur S. Flemming of the Office of Defense Mobilization (ODM)

attended. The President decided that the administration should assist Bolivia. He

agreed with the State Department's position because his brother and a

congressman from Texas had convinced him of the importance of tin to the

security of the United States.ttn Eisenhower also feared the conclusions of his

brother and the State Department, that an extremist government with Communist

influences would come to power if the economic chaos in Bolivia continued.r20

ll6Memorandum of conversation, Rollin S. Atrvood, H. P. Bramble, Wiley McKinnon from RFC.

29 May 1953,824.254415-2953,box 4615, RG59, NA; Memorandum of conversation Cabot,

Branrble, Atwood, Hudson, assistant secretary for economic affairs Samuel C. Waugh, assistant

secretâry of the Treasury Andrew N. Overby. chief of the Latin American division of the offtce of
international finance Debeers. director of the EXIM Bank Edgerton, representatives from the

EXIM Bank Sauer and Stambaugh, representatives from the RFC Cravens and McKinnon.

United States representative to the IMF Southard, 3 June 1953, FRUS. 1952-1954. IV, pp.528-

532.
rrtMenrorandum cabot to Dulles. 8 June 1953.824.254416-853, box 461-5, RG59. NA.
rr8Memorandurn of conversation, Andrade, Milton Eisenhower and the deputy director of the

offrce of South American affairs Tapley Bennett Jr.. l7 June 1953, 6l1.24/6'1753.box2760.

RG59. NA.
lleMemorandum of conversation. Eisenhower, Cabot, Milton Eisenhower, Dulles. Humphrey

director of the oDM Arthur S. Flemming. 22 June 1953. FRUS, 1952-1954,IV, p.532.

''oRabe, Eisenhower and Latin America. p.82.
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Eisenhower ordered that the State Department begin negotiations for a tin contract

and that technical assistance be increased.r2r As Milton Eisenhower arrived in

Bolivia, Eisenhower announced that the administration would enter into a one year

contract to purchase Bolivian tin, increase the technical assistance programme and

discuss ways to promote development with Bolivian officials.r22 By October,

Eisenhower had agreed on the amount of assistance Bolivia would receive. The

total amount of economic aid for Bolivia was $31,300,000. $17,900,000 would be

used to buy tin, $9,000,000 to provide famine relief, $2,000,000 for technical

assistance and $2,400,000 from the EKM Bank to accelerate the building of the

Cochamba-Santa Cruz highway. 123

Eisenhower extended development assistance to Bolivia to prevent a

Communist government coming to power.r2a The President did not want to be

faced with another Guatemala. He continued to view Communism as the only

external threat to the national security. Communist infiltration could isolate the

United States from the markets and raw materials of the free world. Usually,

Eisenhower asserted, the free capitalist system could be relied on to promote

economic strength and prevent Soviet subversion. Bolivia and Guatemala were

exceptions. [n these countries, Soviet infiltration had already occurred. From

1953 to 1961, Eisenhower extended $192,500,000 to Bolivia for economic

assistance. 
r2s After the CIA assisted overthrow of President Jacobo Arbenz in

l2rMemorandum of conversation Eisenhorver. Cabot, Milton Eisenholver, Dulles, Humphrey.

Flemnring, 22 |une 1953, FRUS, 1952-1954,IV, p.533; Minutes of cabinet meeting, 3 July 1953'

FRUS. 1952-1954, IV, p.534.
tt'Press release 354, 6 Juli' 1953, DSB, 20 July l9-53, XXIX, 734,p.82.
r23Menrorandum Bennett to Cabot. 3 November 1953.61I.24/II-353, box 2760. RG59' NA.

'toRabe, Eisenhower and Latin America, pp.78-79.82; Kamimura, Bolivian Revolutionaries.

pp.27-28.

'"rbid.. p.77.
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Guatemala in June 1954, Eisenhower extended aid to the new government. From

1954 to 1957, Eisenhower granted $46,000,000 to Guatemala.'2u As with Bolivia,

economic assistance for Guatemala was a tactic to prevent a moderate government

being toppled by Soviet Communism. In the rest of Latin America, Eisenhower

continued to rely on the tactics of free enterprise, military assistance and small

amounts of technical help to prevent Soviet infiltration.

Assistance to Bolivia in 1953 did not represent a change in Eisenhower's

approach towards development in the region. In early 1954, Cabot struggled to

change the policy of the administration before the next inter-American conference.

The conference was scheduled to be held at Caracas in March 1954. Cabot and his

close associates argued that development assistance would be the main concern of

the Latin American delegations at the conference.t" On 13 January, Cabot warned

Dulles that the United States would have to respond positively to development

demands at Caracas. He urged that the administration allocate an additional

S17,000,000 to the region in fiscal 1955, and give assurance that $1 billion would

be made available through the EXIM Bank and IBRD.r28 Dulles returned the

memorandum to Cabot, stating that he was about to depart for the Four-Power

Conference in Berlin and did not have time to address these issues. He advised

Cabot to discuss the matter with under secretary of state Smith.t'n On 20 January,

Cabot sent a memorandum to Smith, arguing that trade and private investment

could not meet Latin American needs. He advised that public financing by the

'tulbid., pp.6r-62.
t"Foreign Service Despatch 40, delegate to the Inter-Anerican Economic and Social Council

Merwin L. Bohan, to tlÌe State Departrnent. 20 November 1953. 365/11-2053, box 1416- RG59,

NA: Memorandum US representative on the Council of the Organisation of funerican States John

C. Dreier, to Cabot, 5 January 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,IY.pp.264-265.
r2sMenrorandum Cabot to Dulles. 13 January 1954. FRUS. 1952-1954,IY.p.266.

'tTRUL 19 5z-t954, tY, p.267, ftnt 4.
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E>(IM Bank would be needed.t'o Meanwhile, Milton Eisenhower sent a letter to

Eisenhower, urging that the administration present "a consistent public loan policy"

at Caracas.t3t Milton advised Eisenhower to hold a meeting to discuss the Caracas

conference.ttt Eisenhower held a meeting on 2l January. Cabot attended the

meeting, but Dulles did not. Without Dulles' support, Cabot could not get policy

changed. The President was not convinced that Latin America should receive

American resources. He wanted the matter to be discussed further by his

subordinates, and the impact of liberalising the loan policy of the E)([M Bank on

the economy of the United States considered. Eisenhower referred the matter to

the NAC and set up a subcommittee, consisting of representatives from the

Treasury, Commerce and State Departments.l33 At the NAC meeting the

following day, the members approved a policy statement which declared that the

IBRD should extend development loans and that the EXIM Bank should only give

loans for development purposes in exceptional circumstances-t'o Cabot

represented the State Department on the subcommittee established to discuss the

loan policy of the EXIM Bank. But he lacked authority and could not obtain

agreement that the situation in Latin America required an alteration in basic

r3oMemorandum Cabot to Smith. 20 lanuary 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,IV, pp.203-205.
t"Letter Milton Eisenhower to Eisenhorver, 14 January 1954, EISENHOWER Milton 1954 (3),

box 12, Name Series, AWF, EL.

't'Ibid.
l33Memorandum of conversation, 2 t Januar¡' 1954, President Eisenhorver, Milton Eisenhorver'

Smith, assistant secretary of state for economic affairs Samuel C. V/augh, Cabot, secretary of the

Treasury George Humphrey. assistant secretary of the Treasury Andrerv Overby, secretåry of the

Commerce Departrnent Sinclair Weeks, assistant secretary of commerce Anderson, and director

of tlre EXIM Bank Glen E. Edgerton, FRUS. lg52-1954.1Y, pp.206-207, Memorandum Cabot to

acting secretary Snúth, 15 February 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954, IV' p.294-
r3oDrãft statement of principles governing the United States' position in respect to loans by the

Export-Import Bank of Wasl'rington and the IBRD, by Edgerton and President of the IBRD

Eugene R. Blaclq 24 September 1953, FRUS. L952-1954,I, l, p.356; Minutes of the 206th

meeting of the NAC, 22laruary 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954, I. 1, pp'358-359'
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national security policy.l35 On 5 February, the cabinet formally approved the new

limited lending policy of the E)flM Bank.136

Even if Dulles had attended the meeting to discuss the Catacas conference,

he would not have supported Cabot's $17,000,000 package for the region' He

continued to agree with Eisenhower that the region could and should develop

mainly through free enterprise. However, Dulles had always worried that the levels

of foreign private investment in the developing regions would not be adequate,

because of the high risks involved.r3t Dulles feared, in particular, that Communist

infiltration in Latin America would increase if the administration did not offer some

long-term soft 1oans.r38 At the same time, Dulles agreed that the United States

could not afford to extend unlimited soft loans to the developing regions' As a

result, Dulles supported the secretary of the Treasury's proposal to limit the loan

policy of the EXIM Bank to short term sound loans in September 1953, but 'Îvith

the understanding that the qualifoing clauses would be interpreted so as to prevent

any rigidity or sharp change of policy".ltn Dulles did not dwell on this issue. His

concerns lay with political diplomacy, not foreign economic policy' But, in January

1954, Dulles became concerned about the loan policy of the EXIM Bank' He

wanted to obtain an anti-Communist resolution at the Caracas conference, and

believed that concessions by the United States on economic issues would help to

t3sMenrorandum Cabot to acting secretary Smith, l5 February 1954, FRUS- 1952-1954,1V.

pp.293-294.
îr?Minotes of cabinet meeting, 5 February 1954, cabinet rneeting of February 5 1954, box 3

Cabinet Series, AWF, EL, P.2.
r.tMemorandurn of converiation at NAC meeting, including Humpluey, Weeks, Stassen- Maltn

and Dulles, held on 30 september 1953, I October 1953, 1953 (F-H), SCRM, box 70, JFDP, ML'

'.tlbid.; Minutes of cabinet meeting, 26 February 1954, FRUS, 1952-1954,IV, p.301;

Memorandulr Dulles to Eisenhower, 3 September 1953, White House Correspondence 1953 (2)'

box l, White House Memoranda Series, Papers of John Foster Dulles (hereafter cited as DP), EL'
t'nMemorandum of discussion at NAC meeting. including Humphrey, Weeks, Stassen, and

Dulles, held on 30 September 1953. I October 1953. 1953 (F-Ð, scRM, box 70. JFDP' ML'
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obtain the cooperation of the Latin American nations.too Dulles corresponded with

the secretary of the Treasury about the loan policy of the E)(IM Bank during the

month of January.ral At a cabinet meeting on 26 February, Eisenhower's key

officials discussed the lending policy of the EXIM Bank. Dulles convinced

Eisenhower that he should announce some "economic reassurances" to obtain the

anti-Communist resolution at Caracas.ra2 But the lending policy agreed to on 26

February would not provide Latin American countries with adequate capital for

development. Eisenhower and Dulles remained committed to the administration's

grand strategy for maintaining national security. The EXIM Bank would not be

allowed to draw on the funds of the United States Treasury. At the Caracas

conference Dulles announced that the E)flM Bank'\vill consider on their merits

applications for the financing of development projects which are not being made by

the International Bank and which are in our common interest, are economically

sound, are within the capacity of the prospective borrower to repay and within the

prudent loaning capacity of the bank".ra3 The bank would not give soft loans, and

most Latin American nations would not be able to meet the strict lending criteria.

In August 1954, the deputy director for South American affairs reported that since

Dulles' statement at Caracas, loans to Latin America had been limited. Only

tooRabe, Eisenhorver and Latin America, p.69; Minutes of cabinet meeting, 26 February 1954.

FRUS, 1952-1954, IV, p.301.
totl-etter Humphrey to Dulles, 7 January 1954, FRUS, 1952-1954.1. I, p.355; Letter Humphrey to

Dulles, 14 January 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,I, l. p.357: Letter Dulles to Humphrev, l5 January
l9-54, FRUS, 1952-1954,I, l, p.358, ftnt 3.
la2Minutes of cabinet meeting, 26 Februa4' 1954, FRUS, 1952-1954,IV, p.301.
to'Add¡ess by Dulles at the Caracas Conference, "The Spirit of Inter-Arnerican Unity", 4 March
1954, DSB, 15 March 1954, XXX, 768, p.382.
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$25,200,000 had been loaned, and $15,000,000 of this amount had been extended

to Brazil to finance the purchase of U.S. wheat.raa

Dulles continued to agree with Eisenhower that the United States

government should not extend economic assistance for development. He stressed

to the Latin American delegates at the Caracas conference that the United States

would assist the nations of Latin America to develop through private foreign

investment and small amounts of technical assistance.ras Dulles' main aim at

Caracas was to obtain an anti-Communist resolution. Only Argentina and Mexico

opposed the resolution. Argentina, under the leadership of Juan Perón, adopted a

"Third Position" in the Cold War. Perón wanted his country to remain independent

of both the Soviet Union and the United States.t*u

Dulles did not support Cabot's $17,000,000 programme for the region.

But Cabot did manage to obtain Eisenhower's approval for some increases in funds

for Latin America in fiscal 1955. On 28 January, Cabot again tried to gain under

secretary of state Smith's support for a Latin American programme.tnt Finally, at

the cabinet meeting on 5 March 1954, under secretary Smith and Milton

Eisenhower urged that the Cabinet approve a package. Both men believed that the

announcement of a programme aT the Caracas conference would "prevent

Communism from spreading seriously beyond Guatemala". They recommended

rooMemorandum depufy director of the ofüce of South American Affairs Tapley Bennett, to the

assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs Henry F. Holland. 20 August 1954, FRUS,

1952-1954, IY , p.234.
rosAdd¡ess by Dulles, "The Spirit of Inter-tunerican Unity", 4 March 1954, DSB, 15 March 1954.

)O(X, 768. pp.38l-382.
tou A¡thur P. Whitaker, The United States and the Southern Cone: A¡gentina. Chile. and Urugua)'
(Carnbridge, Massachusetts. and London, 1976), p.393.
ratMernorandum 

Cabot to under secretar-v Srnith. 28 January 1954, Lot 57D295, box 5, RG 59.

NA.
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that appropriations for fiscal 1955 be increased by $8,000,000.148 $7,000,000 of

this amount would go to the countries near Guatemala, to accelerate the building

of the inter-American highway. Of the remaining $1,975,000 would be for the

"Exchange of Persons" programme.ton Eisenhower agreed to the programme

because he saw the extension of economic assistance to Latin America as an

exception. The package would help to fight Soviet subversion in Guatemala.

The administration did not implement Cabot's prograflìme. The assistant

secretary's package was aimed to assist development in Latin America, not to fight

Communist infiltration. Throughout 1953, Cabot argued that relations between the

United States and Latin America would deteriorate if the administration failed to

extend development assistance. But he held no authority within Eisenhower's

administration. As a result, Cabot could not change the opinions of Eisenhower

and Dulles. Eisenhower's formal and informal processes of policy formulation

merely supported the administration's basic national security policy. At the highest

levels of the administration, Latin America continued to be viewed only in terms of

Eisenhower's grand strategy for maintaining national security. Cabot never came

to share Eisenhower's and Dulles'views that commitments in the rest of the world

meant that the administration could not afford to extend development assistance to

Latin America. As a result, the President and his secretary removed Cabot from

the position of assistant secretary in early February. As early as August 1953,

la8Minutes of Cabinet meeting, 5 March 1954, Cabinet meeting of March 5 1954, box 3, Cabinet
Series, AWF, EL, p.2.
rae"suggested 

Steps for the Implementation of the Report to the President U.S.-Latin Arnerican
Relations", Undate4 Eisenho'wer trip to South America. Milton (2), subject series, box 25,

Confidential File. Eisenhorver, Dwight D.- Records as President, Write House Central Files.
1953-61 (hereafter cited as WHCF), EL.
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Dulles and Eisenhower had begun to search for someone to replace Cabot.150 By 8

September, Dulles had approached Henry F. Holland, a Houston lawyer, and asked

him to become the assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs.ttt

Eisenhower's special assistant for national security affairs Robert Cutler knew

Holland and recommended him for the position.rs2 Like Dulles, Holland had

represented U.S. businesses in Latin America. Holland could be trusted to spend

his time promoting free enterprise in the region, not advocating grant añ. Cabot

officially resigned on 4 February 1954.ts3 Eisenhower and Dulles banished Cabot

to Sweden, appointing him to the position of ambassador. In a final speech on

Latin American affairs, Cabot stated "Unhappily fine words and good intentions

are not enough; as crucial decisions are made in Washington, they must, if they

importantly affect Latin America, take into account the great importance of our

relations with our sister republics. It will be the task of my able successor to see

that they do."154 But Holland was not appointed to formulate a policy for Latin

America. His task in Eisenhower's administration would be to implement tactics

designed to maintain national security.

r5oTelephone Conversation Dulles rvrth A¡thur Dean, 28 August 1953, Telephone Memo
(Except...) July-Oct 31, 1953 (3). box l, Telephone Call Series, DP, EL.
r5rTelephone Call Dulles to Milton Eisenhol'er, 8 September 1953, Telephone Merno (Except...)

July-Oct 3l 1953 (2), box l, Telephone Call Series, DP. EL.
t"Ibid.

't'Letter Cabot to Dulles, 4 February 1954. 1954 (Bi-Co). SCRM. box 79. JFDP. ML.
ttoAddress by Cabot, "Farervell speech as Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American
Affairs". notes for informal speech to The Western Hemisphere A¡ea, World Trade Committee.

Washington Board of Trade. Waslúngton DC. 23 February 1954. in John M. Cabot. Toward Our

Comnron American Destiny. (Medford, Mass., 1955), p.207.
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The State Department and Development in Sub-Saharan Africa, January

1953 - April 1954

Key officials within the State Department concerned with sub-Saharan

Africa argued that the administration should extend development assistance to the

region. They asserted that future relations between the United States and the

southern African nations would depend on how the United States responded to

demands for development assistance. They argued that economic and political

instability would provide the opportunity for Soviet infiltration and threaten access

to strategic raw materials. In 1953 and early 1954, they attempted to change the

administration's approach of relying on the free enterprise system. But they could

not change Eisenhower's policy towards the region. Africanists in the State

Department did not have an assistant secretary of state like John Moors Cabot to

advocate their cause. They held an inferior position within the Department. Their

subordinate position indicated the lack of involvement the United States had with

the region in the past. Specialists of Africa resided within the bureau for Near

Eastern, South Asian and African Affairs. As a result, the assistant secretary of

state for this bureau was responsible for an enormous area. Africanists had to

compete with officials concerned with other geographic areas for the assistant

secretary's time and attention. This situation suited Eisenhower. It ensured that

the areas closer to the Soviet bloc would dominate the State Department's
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attention and Africa, especially the regions south of the Sahara, would remain of

little concern. The administration's policy of relying on the metropoles to prepare

the African nations for slow independence and prevent Soviet subversion could

proceed, and the limited resources of the United States be preserved.

Eisenhower and Dulles wanted an individual to be the assistant secretary

for near eastern, south Asian and African affairs who would limit American

resources to the periphery of the Soviet bloc, and support the interests of the

colonial powers. They agreed that the individual who occupied the position during

the last months of the Truman administration, Henry A. Byroade, would suffice.

Before being appointed to the position of assistant secretary for near eastern, south

Asian and African affairs, Byroade had been the director of the bureau of German

affairs. With this background, Eisenhower and Dulles believed that Byroade

understood the importance of maintaining western European strength. Byroade

agreed with the administration's approach in sub-Saharan Africa. Like Eisenhower

and Dulles, he believed that the Soviet Union sought world domination, and that

the newly independent nations could be easily subverted.r55 Similarly, Byroade

shared the concerns of his secretary and the President that the security of the

United States depended on maintaining the strength of western Europe.tt6 As a

result, he agreed with the administration's policy of "eventual selÊdetermination"

and "evolutionary development".r5T He asserted that the colonial powers would

prepare the nations of sub-Saharan Africa for eventual independence.tt*

tttAddress by assistant secretary of state for near eastern, south Asian and African affairs Henry

A. Byroade, before the World Affairs Council of Northern California, "The World's Colonies and

Ex-Colonies: A Challenge to America", 30 October 1953. DSB. 16 November 1953, XXIX, 751,

pp.655-6-56.

'tulbid., p.657.

'ttlbid., p.656.

'ttlbid., p.658.
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In May, the American consul general in Salisbury, John P. Hoover, warned

that "A-fricans have...begun to develop a political awareness".tt' Hoover asserted

that "it would...seem to be in our interest to use our power to influence the course

of development here in order that it may be favorable to the United States".160 He

urged that the United States extend loans, grants and technical assistance to

Central Africa.tut In August, the State Department officer in charge of west

central and east African affairs, Nicholas Feld, stated in a general memorandum

that "Throughout the entire area of Africa south of the Sahara there is a very

marked increase inracial and political tensions, reflected in some degree of political

and economic instability."l62 He warned that the growing unrest in the region

could deprive the United States and her allies access to "strategic materials, such as

uranium, cobalt, industrial diamonds, chrome, asbestos, copper, lead, [and]

manganese".r63 Feld argued that economic and political unrest made the region

vulnerable to Communist subversion.t6o He urged that the number of Africanists

within the State Department be increased, to cope with the rapid political evolution

of the area.'ut Africanists within the intelligence section of the State Department

supported the assessments of Hoover and Feld. They asserted that

African societies are in relatively rapid transition from isolated

subsistence economies and tribal institutions to dynamic competitive
cash economies and nationalist states. This process is developing

rseForeign Service Despatch 238. American consul general John P. Hoover in Salisbury to

Department of State, Washington. 8 Mal' 1953, 611.70/-5-853 ,box2844, RG 59. NA p.3.

'uolbid., p.7.

'6'Ibid., p.n.
r62Mernorandurn by officer in charge of u,est, central and east Africa affairs Nicholas Feld, 17

August 1953, FRUS, 1952-1954. XI, l, p.-t8.

'ut lbid., p.49.
tuo lbid., p.48.
tutlbid.. pp.49-50; Memorandurn director of the office of African affairs John E. Utter to deputy

executive director ofthe bureau ofnear eastern, south Asian and African affairs Charles R.

Moore, 9 September 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954, vol XI, l,pp.52-54.
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unevenly, uneasily, and also far more quickly than the corresponding

historical evolution in Europe. In addition, rising African
expectations are confronted by inadequate financial resource, lack

of technical skills and the tendency of the controlling powers

to deal with Africa primarily in the light of immediate European

needs. 
tu6

The intelligence officers predicted that the European powers would only maintain

control for the next ten years.tut They asserted that the metropoles did not have

the capacity to meet the rising expectations in Africa for economic and social

change.t6s They warned that the United States and her allies depended on the

region for strategic raw materials, and implied that the United States should extend

development assistance to ensure a peaceful transition to independence. 
tun

Officials concerned with sub-Saharan Africa could not gain attention at the

highest levels of the State Department, let alone at the higher levels of the

administration. Like those concerned with Latin American affairs, they

commanded no authority within Eisenhower's administration. They could not

initiate policy review. They had to wait for individuals within the administration

with greater authority to turn attention to the region. The opportunity did not

come often for officials concerned with sub-S aharan Africa. Unlike Latin America,

the region did not gain the attention of Eisenhower or his brother Milton.

However, in March 1954, vice president Nixon initiated a formal review of the

administration's policy on Af¡ica.

tuuoR report 6390, "Conditions and Trends in Tropical Africa", 24 August 1953, RG 59. NA
p.lll.
r6tIbid.

'6tlbid.. p.4.
t6n Ibid., pp.iii, 4.
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Nixon expressed concern to Eisenhower's special assistant for

security affairs, Robert Cutler, about the situation in Africa. rT0 As a result, Cutler

put the region on the agenda of the meeting of the NSC Planning Board on 3

March.tTr This formal review of African policy gave the Africanists within the

State Department an opportunity to change the administration's approach. They

prepared a policy paper for the NSC on sub-Saharan Africa.tt' The paper asserted

that the United States should assist "The social, political and economic

advancement of the people of Africa...as an end in itself and also as a means of

convincing them that their individual and national aspirations can best be achieved

through continued association with the free nations of the tvorld".l73 It argued

that, af the current time, Soviet expansionism did not pose the greatest threat to

the region. Rather, the primary threat came from "rising African dissatisfaction

with the rate and manner in which their growing aspirations are being realized".rTa

The paper recommended that "the United States should make the most practicable

use of economic, technical and, where applicable, military assistance so as to

influence the process of political change to effect the best compromise of Western

interests".rT5 Such action, it argued, would help to prevent Soviet subversion and

protect the access of the United States and her allies to strategic materials.rT6

lroMemorandum by member of the Policy Planning StaffHarry H. Schwartz, to the director of the

Policy Planning StaffRobert Bowie, 2 March 1954, FRUS, 1952-1954, X! l, p.97.

'ttIbid.tt'Ibid.
tt'Dtaft poliry statement by the bureau for near eastern, south Asian and Africa affairs.
"stafement of Policy Proposed by the National Security Council on United States Objectives and

Policies wrth Respect to Tropical Africa". undated, FRUS, 1952-1954, XI, 1, p.98.
t"Ibid.. p.99.

'ttIbid.. p.loo.
ttu lbid., pp.98-99.
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However, Africanists within the State Department did not have adequate

representation during the formal review of policy. The head of the Policy Planning

Stafl Robert Bowie, represented the State Department on the NSC Planning

Board. Bowie did not support the concern of State Department officials that the

United States should secure their interests in the region by meeting demands for

development assistance. At the meeting on the 3 March, the members of the

planning Board merely agreed to "submit checklists of the more important U.S.

security interests in Africa".r77 Africanists within the State Department prepared a

list, emphasising factors such as the "Rate of Advance in the Development of

African Territories Towards Democratic Self Government" and economic

development.rT8 But the State Department was only one of the organisations

involved in Eisenhower's formal process of foreign policy formulation. The Joint

Chieß of Staff (JCS), the Foreign Operations Administration, the Department of

Defense and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) also submitted lists. The JCS,

the CIA and the Defense Department did not stress the importance of meeting

demands for economic and social development. They emphasised the need for the

United States to maintain access to military bases and strategic raw materials, and

to prevent Soviet expansionism into the region.rTe Only the FOA supported the

position of the State Department by stating that the United States should act to

relieve "discontent" in Africa.t*o On Z}March, the NSC Planning Board discussed

tttEditorial Note, FRUS, 1952-1954, XI, 1, p.101.
tTsMernorandum by NSC Planning Board assistant in State Department Harry H. Schrvartz, to the

executive secretary of the NSC James Lay,19 March 1954, with attached pap€r prepared in the

Department of Søte "List of African Problems", FRUS. 1952-1954, XI, l, p l02'
ttÞaper prepared in the office of the special assistant to the JCS for NSC affairs. 19 March 1954,

FRUS. tisf-lSS+, XI, 1, pp.103-104; Paper prepared in the Depafment of Defense,22 March

iss+, mus. tg52-tgs4, XI, l, pp.105-106; Paper prepared in the Crl' 22 March 1954, FRUS.

1952-1954, XI, 1, p.107.
t*ÞaperpreparedbyFOA' 22March 1954, FRUS, 1952-1954. XI' l, p.105'
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the papers on Africa, and decided that the NSC Staff should "prepare 
^

consolidated statement of major U.S. security interests in Africa".rsr The final

paper contained only a short list of United States interests in Africa. It emphasised

the importance of maintaining access to U.S. military bases and strategic raw

materials. It asserted that the United States should promote "political stability" in

the area, but merely stated that the administration should support the "policies and

actions by the responsible European governments designed to promote acceptable

solutions of the problems of colonialism, nationalism and racial relationships".l82

The Planning Board did not discuss this paper until four months later. On 2

September 1954, the board decided that Africa was not important enough to

warrant a policy paper.tt'

Africanists within the State Department could not change the

administration's approach towards development in the region through

Eisenhower's formal procedure. The multi-departmental representation on the

NSC Planning Board ensured that the concerns of the State Department about

development were diluted. Bowie did not support his department's position. The

short paper resulting from the review supported Eisenhower's approach towards

the region. Sub-Saharan Africa would not receive resources from the United

States for development. The metropoles would prepare the dependent territories

for gradual independence, and prevent Soviet infiltration.

Eisenhower and his key advisers argued that the metropoles should ready

their colonial possessions in Africa for independence, but American ofificials paid

tt'Editorial note, FRUS, 1952-1954, XI, l, p.107.

'stPaperpreparedbyNSC staft.27 April 195-1, FRUS. l9-52-19-54, XI, l, p.118

'''FRUS. 1952-1954, XI, l, p.l 18, ftnt l.
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little attention to whether or not the metropoles were taking this action. During the

late 1940s and early 1950s, the French resisted African demands for independence,

and attempted to strengthen the ties between France and their colonies. In this

period, French officials did extend small amounts of capital to the colonies to

promote development. They hoped that the extension of aid would placate

anticolonial sentiments, as well as increasing colonial profits for France.tto 1945 to

1956 saw similar policies being carried out by Great Britain. Britain reformed local

government and increased production in her African colonies to strengthen colonial

rule.ttt Before 1959, Belgian officials believed decolonisation to be many years

away, and they did not prepare the Congo for independence.t*u Portugal clung to

Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and Angola, unwilling to suffer the severe economic

strains that would result if she gave up her African colonies. The Portuguese did

not prepare the colonies for independence.l*t

IV

In the period from January 1953 to April 1954, officials within the

Department of State disagreed with Eisenhower's reliance on the free enterprise

system to promote development in Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa. John

Moors Cabot argued that the free enterprise system would not meet Latin

r8o Yves Person, "French West Africa and Decolonization" in Prosser Gifford and Wm. Roger

Louis, eds, The Transfer of Power in Africa: Decolomzation 1940-1960 (New Haven and London.
1982), p.144.
r85 Dennis Austin. "The British Point of No Return" in Gifford and Louis. eds. Transfer of Power,
p.231.
t*u Jean Stengers, "Precipitous Decolonization: The Case of the Belgian Congo" in Gifford and

Louis, eds, Transfer ofPorver, pp.306-307.
r8r Kenneth Maxvell, "Portugal and Africa: The Last Empire" in Gifford and Louis. eds.

Transfer of Power, pp.337-339.
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American development needs. He asserted that the region would require grant aid

to establish the basic infrastructures required for development. He warned that

relations between the United States and Latin America would deteriorate if the

administration did not do more to promote development. Key officials dealing

with Africa within the State Department argued that the African nations were

rapidly moving towards independence. They asserted that the administration

should extend assistance to meet the rising demands for economic and social

development. Such actior¡ they argued, would help to prevent Soviet subversion

and ensure the access of the United States and her allies to strategic raw materials.

These officials attempted to change the administration's approach. But

Eisenhower's informal and formal systems of policy formulation were designed to

support the basic national security policy of the administration. Eisenhower chose

Dulles to be his secretary of state because he agreed with Eisenhower's assessment

of the national security and the tactics required to maintain it. John Moors Cabot

was not able to change Dulles' views. Similarly, Eisenhower asked his brother to

conduct a review of Latin American policy because Milton agreed with the

President's world view. Cabot could not influence Milton Eisenhower's opinions.

The formal system of policy formulation also supported Eisenhower's strategy for

maintaining national security. The multi-departmental representation on the NSC

Planning Board and within the NSC, ensured that basic national security policy

determined the administration's policy guidance on development in Latin America

and sub-Saharan Africa.

Dulles had questioned whether private foreign investment would be

adequate to meet Communist subversion in the less developed regions. But he did
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not argue that the administration should extend large amounts of aid. He agreed

with Eisenhower that the United States could not afford such a commitment. To

prevent Soviet subversion in Latin America, he asserted that the administration

should supplement the free enterprise system with sound loans. But Latin

American nations could rarely meet the lending criteria of the E)flM Bank. Dulles

did not think that the bank should extend soft loans. He opined that the tactics of

sound loans, technical aid, military assistance and the United States Information

Agency would keep the area free from Soviet subversion. Eisenhower agreed. He

extended economic assistance to Latin America only in exceptional circumstances,

when Soviet infiltration had already occurred. Both men agreed that the

administration should not extend economic assistance for development. The free

capitalist system would promote economic and spiritual strength in the less

developed regions. During the period March 1954 to December 1956, however,

Dulles' concerns about the lack of private foreign investment in the less developed

regions led him to advocate the administration begin to extend grant assistance for

development.
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PART TWO

1954 - DECEMBER 1956
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CHAPTER TIIREE

JOHN FO TER DIILLES ANI) DEVEI,OPMENT NCE:

PRE,VENTING SOVIE

1956

In 1954, John Foster Dulles continued to worry that the amount of foreign

private investment in the less developed countries would not be adequate to

promote economic strength. He believed that these areas would be vulnerable to

Soviet subversion. The advent of the Soviet economic offensive heightened

Dulles' concerns. Dulles convinced Eisenhower to use economic assistance for

development as a strategy to maintain national security. In response, Eisenhower

increased the amount of technical and economic assistance within the fiscal 1956

and 1957 Mutual Security Programmes. But Latin America and sub-Saharan

Africa did not benefit from these changes. Eisenhower and Dulles continued to

believe that Soviet expansionism posed the only external threat to national security.

As a result, they continued to direct economic assistance to nations on the

periphery of the Soviet bloc. In addition, Eisenhower and Dulles agreed that

economic aid was only one of the tactics needed to prevent Soviet advancement.

Expenditures on military assistance remained high. At the same time, both men

continued to be committed to protecting the economic strength of the United

States. As a result, Dulles did not support the position of his Policy Planning Staff
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and C.D. Jackson that economic aid should be extended to all of the less developed

regions to prevent Soviet subversion, including Latin America and sub-Saharan

Africa. Dulles agreed with Eisenhower that the United States could not afford

such high foreign aid expenditures. Rather, the free enterprise system would be

adequate in those areas not immediately threatened by Soviet Communism.

During this period, Dulles also had the opportunity to exert the authority of

his Department in the area of foreign economic policy. But Dulles did not wish to

be burdened with economic issues. Only when his assessment of the Soviet th¡eat

altered in late 1956 did Dulles appoint C. Douglas Dillon to take control of the

foreign economic policy of the administration.

John Foster Dulles, The Policy Planning Staff, C.D.Jackson and Development

Assistance, 1954 - April 1955

In early 1954, John Foster Dulles' concerns that foreign private investment

in the less developed countries would not be adequate to prevent Soviet subversion

increased. During this time, Dulles requested a study on the problem from his

Policy Planning Staff In response, the director of the staff, Robert Bowie,

obtained a copy of a study being undertaken within the economic affairs bureau of

the State Department.t The paper, by Isaiah Frank, confirmed Dulles' fears. Frank

asserted that recent Soviet trading actions made apparent "Soviet intentions to use

'FRUS, 1952-r9s4,I, l, p.65. ftnt t
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economics to divide the free world and to conquer it by peaceful means".2 He

stressed that the Soviets directed their subversive tactics at the less developed

regions and declared that "a continuous frustration of the desire for growth" made

these areas particularly susceptible.3 The United States, he asserted, had to help to

promote development. Frank stated that the current aid programmes of the United

States provided "only a small portion of the resources that underdeveloped

countries need for economic growth".a He questioned the reliance of the

administration on foreign private investment to meet development requirements,

when the prevailing political climate of the world was not conducive to such

ventures.5 Frank did not argue, however, that the administration should change its

approach. He recommended ways in which the United States could increase the

level of trade and private investment, both foreign and domestic, in the free world.6

Frank asserted that the escalating Soviet threat to the less developed

regions could be met without altering the administration's basic tactics. Increased

trade and private investment, not aid, would suffice. By this time, however, Dulles

and his Policy Planning Staff asserted that the situation required policy changes-

From late March to August 1954, the secretary and his staff used a review of

national security programmes to present their concerns in the NSC forum. On 22

March 1954, Eisenhower instructed government departments and agencies to

establish guidelines for the implementation of the recently approved basic national

security policy statement, NSC 16212. These guidelines would dictate national

2lsaiah Frank, "Foreign Economic Relations of the United States", t7 Mav 1954. FRUS. 1952-

1954, I, l, p.77.
truid., p.et.
orbid., p.69.

'ruid., p.ol.
6\bid., pp.77-82.
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security expenditures within the fiscal 1956 budget.i From March to June, the

Planning Board of the NSC co-ordinated the drafting of reports by various

government organisations, and held inter-departmental discussions on specific

aspects of national security policy. In such discussions and reports, members of

the Policy Planning Staff emphasised the need for the United States to assist

economic growth in the less developed regions. They believed that these regions

would be lost to Communism if the administration continued to rely on the free

enterprise system. The staffrecommended that grants or flexible loans be extended

where United States foreign private investment, technical aid and public lending

operations failed to increase "rates of growth consistent with the attainment of

U.S. political objectives in key under-developed countries". Other suggestions by

the staff included the study of how western Europe and Japan could contribute to

long term development projects in the less developed regions, the establishment of

programmes designed to stabilise the prices of less developed countries' major

exports, and the encouragement of closer economic co-operation and assistance

among Asian nations.s

The Treasury Department disagreed. Treasury representatives fulfilled

their role within Eisenhower's system of policy formulation by stressing the need to

protect the economic strength of the United States. They argued that the policy

tFRUS. 1952-1954, r1, 1, pp.647 -648, ftnt 2.
sState Department Study, "Free World Political Outlook and Probletns Through FY 1956-59",

undated, FRUS. II, pt. l, pp.670-671. This study rvas circulated as Annex I of the first paper

prepared by the NSC planning board in response to Eisenhower's March 22 request, NSC 5422,

"Tentative Guidelines Under NSC 162/2 for FY 1956". The State Department study incorporated

studies prepared in both the Policy Planning Søff and the Offtce of Intelligence Research from

Marclr to June 1954. FRUS. lg52-Ig54,Il, l. p.648, ftnt 2. The policy recomtnendations for the

Iess developed regions are clearly from the Policy Planning Staff as they are similar to

suggestions made by Policy Planning Staffmenrber, John C. Campbetl to Borvie on l7 May 1954

Meurorandum John C. Campbell to Bowie, l7 May 1954, box 82. Lot 65Dl0l, RG59, NA. p.-5'
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towards the less developed regions should be to achieve worldwide currency

convertibility. Such action, Treasury representatives declared, would "release [the]

strong and beneficial forces of private enterprise and sound economic expansion ...

without overburdening the U.S. taxpayers".e The NSC Planning Board failed to

reconcile the two points of view in the paper summarising the review of national

security prograÍìmes. The paper stated that

The underdeveloped areas of the free world will be especially

vulnerable to Soviet penetration and subversion by reason of
nationalism and anti-colonialism, deep-seated distrust of the

West, retarded economic growth, military weakness, political

ferment. This danger will be most acute in Asia, in dependent

areas such as French North Africa which are still under European

rule, and in parts of Latin America.r0

It recommended that the United States "help accelerate present rates of economtc

growth in the underdeveloped areas, particularly in South and Southeast Asia and

parts of Latin America".rl But the differing opinions on whether to use public aid,

the U.S. stockpiling programme, or regional arrangements to assist economic

development remained unreconciled. 
12

The final verdict awaited discussion within the NSC forum. Eisenhower

expected the various departments to defend their particular point of view, after

which he would make the final decision. To have their views prevail, the Policy

Planning Staffneeded Dulles' support within the NSC. On24 June 1954, members

of the NSC discussed the Planning Board summary paper. Dulles supported his

Vemorandum by mernber of the Policy Planning StaffJohn C. Campbell to the director of the

Policy Planning StaffBowie, 17 May 1954, box 82, Lot65D101, RG59, NA' pp.2-3.
tÞaper bv NSC Planning Boar4 "Tentative Guidelines Under NSC 162/2 For FY 1956", NSC

5422,14 June 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954, II, l. pp.654-655.
t'tbid.. p.ee t.
Itlbid., pp.66r-662.
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Department's view that Soviet tactics had changed. He warned that 'the United

States does not have an adequate defense against Communist expansion by means

other than war", and that other free world nations did not fully support the reliance

of the United States on nuclear weapons to deter the Soviet Union.r3 Dulles did

not, however, gainpresidential support during the meeting for the new economic

tactics suggested by his staff. To change policy, Dulles had to persuade

Eisenhower to revise his idea of the national security. He had to explain his

Department's position that continued reliance on the capitalist system would not

produce the acceleration of development required to meet the new Soviet threat,

and that government expenditures on aid should increase. Dulles did not facilitate

discussion on his staffs proposed changes to economic tactics, at this stage, for

two reasons. First, he had not come to a final decision, declaring that he intended

to spend a week during the summer thinking about the matters raised in the

paper.to Second, Dulles' concerns lay in the realm of Soviet intentions and tactics,

not economic technicalities.

The final policy statement on national security prograrnmes, NSC 542212,

did not provide the presidential mandate necessary to modify tactics towards the

less developed regions. The opening paragraph of the paper addressed Dulles'

abstract concerns, stating "that the Communist powers are likely to devote greater

attention to expanding their control by penetration and subversion, particularly in

the underdeveloped areas of the free world".t5 To meet this threat, the paper

stated that "The U.S. should, as a major objective of its policy, help accelerate

rrMenrorandum of discussion, 204th NSC rneeting.24 June 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954' II. 1-

pp.694-695.

'ttbid., p.el+.
rsSÞtement of policy by the NSC, NSC 542212, "Guidelines Under NSC 16212For FY 1956",

FRUS. 1952-1954, II, l, p.7 16.
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present rates of economic growth in the under-developed areas, particularly in

South and Southeast Asia and parts of Latin America."tu However, the question of

whether public funds should be used to achieve this goal remained unanswered.

The paper offered the State Department's view that levels of public aid should be

increased where current prograÍìmes failed to meet foreign policy objectives. But

the Treasury position that'the total level of U.S. economic assistance worldwide

should be progressively reduced so far as is consistent with U.S. security

objectives" immediately followed.tt The budgets provided in the policy statement

by the Treasury Department and the Bureau of the Budget for fiscal 1956 and 1957

did not allow for an increase in foreign aid expenditures.ts The paper firmly stated

that the stockpiling progranìme "should not normally be used to help stabilize

international markets for the exports of under-developed countries in order to

enhance their foreign exchange position and assist in their internal development".re

Regional solutions to development problems would only be sought in Asia, where

the communist threat was greatest.20 Increasing free world trade and promoting

currency convertibility remained the primary economic tactics.2r

Dulles also did not support the wide variety of economic tactics suggested

by his staff during the review of national security programmes, because he was

unwilling to commit the time and effort necessary to establish new foreign

economic prograrnmes. At the end of March 1954, Eisenhower's special assistant,

C.D. Jackson, retired. Immediately before his departure, Dulles asked him to

tury4.,p.tzt.

'tIbid.
'tlbid.. pp.729-731
t'rbid.. p.7zz.
zolbid.. pp.72o-722

"lbid.,p.lzz.
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suggest ways the United States could fight Soviet infiltration and encroachment.

Jackson suggested a programme to facilitate world economic growth'22 Dulles did

not act on Jackson's proposal. Jackson, however, persevered' On 3 August he

sent a proposal for his "world Economic Policy'' to various members of the

administration, including Dulles.23 In the proposal, Jackson warned that the United

States faced losing the free world to Soviet subversion. He argued that the focus

of the United States on military means to meet the threat had psychologically

isolated the rest of the free world. In addition, the Soviets were using the

"revolution of expectations" in the less developed regions to win their support'

Jackson urged that the administration meet the threat by establishing a long-term

capital fund of ten and a half billion dollars to provide loans and grants over a five

year period.2a Dulles still did not raise the issue with Eisenhower' Within days'

however, Jackson had an opportunity to present his proposal to the President'

Eisenhower had invited Jackson back to Washington to provide advice on the

administration's record. On 11 August, Jackson met with Eisenhower and key

officials, and presented his economic proposal.25 Eisenhower, however, \ryas not

ready to commit limited United States funds to foreign economic assistance. And

he believed that Congress was not ready to do so either'26

22Memorandum by C.D. Jackson to Dulles. 9 April 1954, Economic Policy (l), box 2, Subject

subseries, Dodge Series, u.s. council on Foreign Economic Poticy, office of the chairman

Records, 1954-61 (hereafter cited as CFEPOC),EL; Letter c.D. Jackson to Dulles, 27 December

1956, Tinre Inc File- world Eco Pol Frcm 12/27/56 (2). box 91, C.D. Jackson Papers, EL'
t'L"tí", C.D. Jackson to Dulles, 3 August 1954, Time Inc. File- Beaver (Foreign Econ' Policy)

(l), box 26, C.D. Jackson PaPers. EL-
àoó.O. ¡u.t on..proposal Foi a New United States Foreign Economic Policy", Tirue Inc File-

Beaver (Foreign Econ Pol) (1), box 26. C.D- Jackson Papers. EL'
2sAnrbrose, Eisenhower the President, p.204.
tol-etter nir""fr*u* to CU Jackson, 16 August 1954. Time Inc File- Eisenhower, Dwight D

Corres thru 1956 (l), box 41, C.D- Jackson Papers. EL'
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Dulles agreed with Jackson that rising expectations of development

assistance made the less developed regions susceptible to Communist subversion,

and that the United States should respond with long-term development loans and

grants. On 24 August he wrote to Jackson, "I have become personally convinced

that it is going to be very difñcult to stop Communism in much of the world if we

cannot in some way duplicate the intensive Communist effort to raise productive

standards."" BvtDulles was not prepared to sacrifice the time and effort required

to establish a ne\ry foreign economic programme.

As far as I personally am concerned, it is just not practical for me

to be a crusader for some particular program, however good it may

be. I can plan, and I can support, and I am lOÙYo behind your type

of investment program....However, the task of fighting these things

out with Treasury, Budget, World Bank, Ex-Im Bank, not

to speak of Congress, is itself a full-time job, and not only a full time

job for somebody but a full-time job for someone who can speak on a

iasis of equality with Cabinet Ministers, Senators and the like.28

Within Eisenhower's formal foreign policy formulating system, the Treasury

Department and the Bureau of the Budget each had status equal to that of the State

Department. Dulles recognised that he would have to debate the issue of

increasing aid to the less developed regions with these organisations in the process

of convincing Eisenhower of the necessity to change tactics. In August 1954,

however, Dulles was not prepared to enter the fight. In this instance, Eisenhower's

formal foreign policy system inhibited policy change. Dulles' only action was to

initiate further studies on Jackson's proposal by his Policy Planning Staff.2n

t'Letter Dulles to C.D. Jackson- 2-t August 1954, Time Inc File- Dulles, John Foster, box'10.

C.D. Jackson Papers, EL.

"Ibid. (ernphasis in original)

'nIbid.
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Dulles' staff immediately began to study Jackson's plan. On 24 August,

Bowie organised a meeting with the assistant secretaries of state for most bureaux.

Representatives from the bureaux dealing with Latin America and Africa were

present. Discussion, however, focused on South and Southeast Asia. The concern

of Dulles and his Policy Planning Staffcontinued to be Soviet infiltration of the less

developed regions, not the issue of aspirations for development in its own right.

As a result, their concerns were primarily with the less developed regions closest to

the Soviet Union and China. Dulles had agreed with Jackson's plan because he

thought that development assistance needed to be extended to the less developed

regions closest to the Soviet bloc. He continued to believe that the

administration's reliance on the free enterprise system would suffice in the areas far

removed from the Soviet threat. The US could not afford to extend economic aid

to all the less developed regions. At the meeting, officials decided that economic

assistance to increase living standards in South and Southeast Asia "should rank

with expenditures to support and maintain the military forces of friendly nations".3O

The assistance would mainly be in the form of soft loans, with some grant aid

extended.3l

The focus of the Policy Planning Staff on Asia was consistent with the

guidelines set in NSC 542212. In early October, the director of the Foreign

Operations Administration, Harold Stassen, used the NSC policy statement to

direct the formulation of the Mutual Security Program for FY 1956. He advised

that "The most fundamental consideration to be kept in mind by all those who

3\4emorandum of conversation director of the Poliry Planning Staff Bowie with State

Departnrent representatives frorn each bureau and section, 24 August 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,I,

l, p.86.

"lbid., Memorandum Bowie to Dulles, 24 August 1954, box 86, Lot 65D101, RG -59, NA.
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participate in the development of the FY 1956 program is the objective of

preparing a program which makes the maximum contribution to U.S. foreign policy

with the minimum possible use of U.S. resources."32 Consistent with basic national

security policy, development assistance would be extended only to those regions or

nations deemed essential to the security of the United States, and only when

private means and existing loan organisations had been exhausted.33 Stassen

advised that the majority of economic assistance to the less developed regions

would be extended to 'the most likely area for further Communist efforts at

expansion, the Far East".34 Non-military aid for the region in fiscal 1956 was set at

$375,000,000.35 In contrast, non-military aid for Latin America over the same

period amounted to $50,000,000. As always, Latin America would only receive

grarft aid in exceptional circumstances, involving Communist subversion.

Assistance, in the form of loans, would be granted to Latin American nations for

sound development projects only where private means, the EXIM Bank and the

IBRD had been exhausted.3u For Africa, the paper advised that the Dependent

Overseas Territories would only receive economic aid through the P.L. 480

programme.tt This programme involved lending less developed nations the money

to buy surpluses of U.S. food, and allowing them to repay the amount with soft

currency. Its initial aim was not to promote development but to help the domestic

32Memorandum Stassen to the special assistant for mutual security affairs, Frederick E. Nolting

Jr, I October 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,I, l, p.756.
ttlbid.. pp.765-766.

'orbid.. p.7ts.
ttlbid., p.zz-s.
tutbid.. p.zza.

"rbid., p.77s.
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economy of the United States and to meet famine situations in less developed

nations.38

Stassen asked the geographic sections of the State Department to comment

on the proposed programme. The overall purpose of foreign aid and the emphasis

on particular regions, however, were not open to debate. Such issues had been

decided when reviewing the basic national security programme for fiscal 1956. On

30 November, the special assistant to the secretary of state for Mutual Security

Affairs, Frederick E. Nolting Jr, advised Dulles that the geographic bureaux had

reviewed the programme for fiscal 1956. He explained that the increases in the

economic side of the programme involved a $150,000,000 contingency fund for

emergencies and a $250,000,000 contribution to a regional economic organisation

in the Far East. All other economic programmes remained the same as for the

current fiscal year.3n On 1 December, Nolting sent Dulles a second memorandum.

He advised that the Mutual Security Program for fiscal 1956 would be discussed at

the NSC meeting on 3 December, and urged Dulles to question "whether the

present distribution of resources between military and non-military aid reflects the

proper balance".aO Nolting stated that this balance may be incorrect after the

current review of basic national security policy-al

On 22 September 1954, the executive secretary of the NSC, James Lay,

had set in motion a review of basic national security policy. The NSC Planning

Board revised a summary statement of existing national security policy statements

On 2l October, Cutler requested departments and agencies to submit their desired

'*OH #353, Thomas Mann, EL, p.45; Edgefon, Sub-Cabinet Politics, p'27'
3Ivfemorandunr Nolting to Dulles, 30 November 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,I, l, pp'794-195
aVenrorandurn Nolting to Dulles. I December 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954, M. I' pp'623. 625'
o'Ibid., p.oz5.
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changes to the summary statement at the 18 November Council meeting.a2 Dulles

used the opportunity to express concern about the change in Soviet tactics. By this

time, Dulles' views had become more focused than when the NSC began

discussions on foreign aid in June 1954. In a paper suggesting changes to basic

national security policy, Dulles warned:

The Soviet shift to a "soft" line since the death of Stalin is a major

new factor. It tends to allay the fears of free-world countries, to
relax their efforts to build effective defenses, to foster neutralism, and

to divide the free peoples.a3

He declared that the Soviet Union and China did not currently seek war, and that

all sides feared the consequences of unlimited nuclear war.oo Given these factors,

Dulles advised that the administration employ tactics designed 'to strengthen the

political and economic fabric of the free world".a5 Dulles then outlined the

equation he believed necessary to maintain the national security. Of the less

developed regions, he advised that economic and technical assistance be provided

to South and Southeast Asia. In Latin America, he feared that Communist

movements fed offthe prevailing social and economic discontent. But he remained

reluctant to resort to grant aid, stating "grants tend to perpetuate or encourage

unsound fiscal policies". However, he concluded that "The present close political

afüliation of the American States...must be preserved even at the price of slowing

down somewhat our proper desire to put the financial affairs and policies of these

ttFRUS. r952-t954.II, l, p.736, ftnt l.
a3Suggestions on basic national security policv b¡, Dulles, l-5 Novernber 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,

lI, l, p.772.

, pp.772-773

, p.774.

oolbid.

ttlbid.
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countries on a sounder basis".a6 On the military side of the equation, Dulles

advised that the United States and her allies deter Communist aggression, which

could escalate into nuclear war, by maintaining "flexible military capabilities".aT

Dulles therefore agreed with the amounts allocated within the proposed

Mutual Security Program for fiscal 1956. Despite his views on the changing nature

of Soviet tactics, he thought that the situation still necessitated the strengthening of

military capabilities throughout the free world. Therefore, at the NSC meeting on

3 December, he did not question the balance between military and non-military

aid.48 Dulles agreed also with the geographic distribution of economic assistance.

He, and his Policy Planning Staü had concluded that Asia, being closest to the

Communist powers, required the greatest amount of economic assistance. The

Mutual Security Program for fiscal 1956 met this need. The programme also

fulfilled Dulles' desire that small amounts of economic and technical assistance

continue to be extended to combat the Soviet threat in Latin America.

$23,000,000 had been allocated to Bolivia and Guatemala for development

assistance and $31,500,000 to the whole region for technical assistance.n' But the

region would not receive economic assistance for development. Being far removed

from the Soviet bloc, Latin America did not meet Dulles' and Eisenhower's

criteria.

Throughout November and early December, the review of basic national

security policy by the NSC continued. By 13 December, the NSC Planning Board

oulbid.

ttIbid.. pp.774-775.
a8Memorandum of discussion,22Ttlt NSC meeting, held on 3 December 1954, 4 December 1954.

FRUS. t9s2-r954, VI, l, pp.631-635.
aTigures from tab B of memorandum Nolting to Dulles, I December 1954. FRUS. 1952-1954.

Yl, I, p.629.
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had completed a draft policy statement, NSC 5440. The paper included Dulles'

concerns that the Soviets, since the death of Stalin, had adopted a "'soft' line" to

subvert the free world, and that the main threat lay in Asia.50 To meet the threat in

the less developed regions, the paper repeated the recommendations contained in

NSC 542212. It stated that the United States should provide economic and

technical assistance where current prograrnmes failed to attain foreign policy

objectives.5r Such a situation, the paper advised, existed in South and Southeast

Asia, where the United States should support a regional development initiative. In

contrast to the previous statement on basic national security progralnmes, the

proposal by the Treasury Department and the Bureau of the Budget, that "The

total level of U.S. economic assistance world-wide...be progressively reduced",

was bracketed.t2 During the review procedure, Policy Planning Staffmember John

C. Campbell complained to Bowie that NSC 542212 called for an overall decrease

in the amount of US foreign aid, while the basic national security statement, NSC

16212, stated that economic assistance "should be based on the best interests of the

IJ.S.".53 The existence of the bracketed sentence in the draft paper indicates that

the Policy Planning Staff managed to highlight the inconsistency at the Planning

Board level. But the issue needed to be raised by Dulles in the NSC forum, and

Eisenhower's support for increased expenditures on foreign aid acquired.

Dulles did not initiate a debate on foreign economic aid and support his

staff at this time because he agreed with the existing balance in the national security

soDraft statement by the NSC Planning Board, "Basic National Security Policy", NSC 5440. 14

December 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,II, l, pp.810-812.
t'Ibid.. p.st7.
ttIbid.. p.8lz.
s3Memorandum John C. Campbell of the Policy Planning Staffto Bowie, 6 October 1954. FRUS'

1952-1954,II, l, pp.737 -738.
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equation. Earlier in the month, Dulles had supported the fiscal 1956 Mutual

Security Program because it provided economic assistance to Asia, continued aid

and technical assistance to Latin America, and still maintained high levels of

military assistance. At the NSC meeting on 21 December, Dulles reafürmed his

concu¡¡ence with this balance, stating that 'the value of our programs of economic

assistance ought not to be exaggerated. The maintenance of adequate security

forces in these vulnerable countries was equally important."so At an NSC meeting

a few days later, Dulles stated that economic aid alone did not counter Communist

subversion. Ideological and cultural tactics also should be employed'tt In

addition, Dulles remained committed to Eisenhower's key concern to protect the

economic strength of the United States. He believed that economic assistance

should be limited. He suggested that the disputed sentence on aid read'that the

total level of U.S. economic assistance 'should be reduced as rapidly as is

consistent with U.S. security interests"'.5u The new basic national security policy

statement included Dulles' concerns and recommendations.5T

By early 1955, economic aid for the purpose of promoting development in

the less developed regions threatened by Soviet communism had been entered into

the security equation. Eisenhower agreed with Dulles that the US should extend

development assistance to Asia. In May 1954, the French had been defeated at

Dien Bien Phu in Vietnam. Eisenhower agreed that the region would need military

and economic assistance to fight Communist subversion. He supported Dulles'

saMemorandum of discussi on,229Ih NSC neeting, held on 2l December 1954,22 Decenrber

1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,1I, I, P.842.
ssMernorandum of discussion, 230th NSC meeting, held on 5 January 1955. 6 January 1955'

FRUS, l9-s5-1957, XIX, PP.18-19.
tulbid., p.tz.
sr"uu*i Narionat Security Policy", NSC 5-501, 7 January 1955, FRUS. 1955-1957' XIX, pp.33-

35.
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views during the review of policy. Members of the Policy Planning Staff,

particularly John C. Campbell, would have preferred a greater commitment by the

administration to assist all the less developed regions, and to employ a greater

variety of economic tactics. Dulles, however, did not support his Staffs position.

He believed that economic assistance should be limited. Only economic aid

combined with other programmes, he opined, would adequately protect the free

world from Soviet subversion. On 20 April 1955, Eisenhower presented the

Mutual Security Programme for fiscal 1956 to Congtess. The emphasis remained

on military prografnmes. Of the $3,530,000,000 requested, $1,000'300,000 was

allocated to countries supporting defence establishments, particularly in Asia, and

$1,717,200,000 for military assistance and direct forces support' Only

$712,500,000 was allocated to economic prografnmes. Of this amount'

Eisenhower requested that $200,000,000 be reserved to establish a President's

Fund for Asian Economic Development.5s He requested that economic assistance

to Guatemala and Bolivia be continued to meet the perceived Communist threat in

these two nations. For Latin America as a whole, Eisenhower suggested only a

slight increase in the amount of technical assistance.tn Only countries north of the

Sahara would receive development assistance in Africa'60

Eisenhower knew that he would have to justif, every cent spent on the

MSP in fiscal 1956 to Congress. In late 1954, the republicans lost their small

majority in Congress. The democrats gained control of the house and the senate.

ttMessage Eisenhower to Congress. 20 April 1955, Public Papers. 195-5. pp.407- 409-410.

'nlbid., pp.408-409.
u'ttrlessage Eisenhower to Congress, budget for hscal 1956. 17 January 1955, Public Papers. 1955.

p.130.
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Eisenhower knew that the democrat controlled committees would only approve

funds which were obviously being used to defend America's allies.

Members of Congress continued to agree with Eisenhower's approach

towards development in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa. The House

Foreign Affairs Committee and the Senate Foreign Relations Committee supported

Eisenhower's request of $38,000,000 to prevent further Communist infiltration in

Bolivia and Guatemala.6t Members of Congress involved with the Mutual Security

program, agreed with the administration that the appropriations for Latin America

were to fight Soviet subversion. In the previous fiscal year, Senator George A'

Smathers introduced an amendment to increase the amount of technical assistance

to Latin America by $10,000,000. He argued that "now that the threatened yoke

of communism has been thrown off in Guatemala, it is vitally necessary that we

assist the anti-Communist forces in Latin America to eliminate the conditions of

poverty and illiteracy in which the seeds of communism blossom and flourish".62

Congress did not want vast amounts American resources to be used to promote

development in Latin America or sub-Saharan Africa. Small amounts of technical

assistance would suffice to help the free enterprise system to operate and thereby

prevent Soviet subversion. The committees in the House and Senate approved

Eisenhower's request for $73,000,000 for development assistance for the Near

East and Africa and did not argue that the US should extend some of this amount

6rCongressional Record - Senate, 28 July 1955, S4th Congress, First Session, Volume 101, Part 9,

July20 1955 -July 29 1955, P.11786.
utóngressional Record - Senate, 6 July 19-54, 83rd Congress. Second Session, Volume 100' Part

7, June 22 1954 - July 7 1954, P.9708.
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III

to sub-Saharan Africa.63 Until mid 1956, economic assistance for development

would be directed to those nations closest to the Communist bloc'

John Foster Dulles and Organising for the Formulation of Foreign Economic

Policy, July 1954 - May 1955

During late 1.954 and early 1955, Dulles did not take advantage of two

opportunities to assert his Department's authority in the formulation of foreign

economic policy. His aversion to being responsible for foreign economic issues,

and his continued commitment to Eisenhower's desire that all policy decisions be

guided by basic national security policy, meant that he did not use these

opportunities. By mid 1954, Eisenhower had become a\À/are that the foreign

economic questions facing the administration often impacted on domestic

economic concerns. He worried that no organisational structure existed to arrive

at foreign economic policies consistent with the 'best overall national interest".6a

Eisenhower requested that his Advisory Committee on Government Organization

and the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, Rowland R. Hughes, study the

existing process of foreign economic policy organisation and make

recommendations for improved co-ordination.65

63Congressional Record - Senate, 28 July 1955, 84th Congress. First Session, Volume l0l. Part 9-

July 20 1955 - July 29 1955, p.11786.
uo¡-etter Eisenhower to the director of the Bureau of the Budget. Rowland R. Hughes, and the

chairman of the President's Advisory Committee on Government Organization, Nelson

Rockefeller, l2 July 19-54, FRUS. 1952-1951,I, l, p.82.
utrbid., p.83.
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Eisenhower admitted that his desire for all foreign economic issues to be

considered within the broad context of the national interest had resulted in delay

and indecisiveness. But his observations did not lead him to grant greater authority

on foreign economic questions to the State Department. Such action, he thought,

would lead to decisions being made without considering the implications for the

economic strength of the United States. Rather, Eisenhower professed that the

answer lay in organising for greater inter-departmental co-ordination.66 He

requested that Hughes and the Chairman of the President's Advisory Committee on

Government Organization, Nelson Rockefeller, appoint someone to direct the

study who recognised the need to achieve foreign economic policies consistent

with broad national security concerns, and who understood relationships between

departments at the highest levels of government.6T Eisenhower's former director

of the Bureau of the Budget, Joseph M. Dodge, was selected for the task. Dodge

fitted Eisenhower's criteria superbly. In his former position, he had been

instrumental in ensuring that government organisations and agencies submitted

budget proposals consistent with basic national security priorities'

On 22 November 1954, Dodge submitted his report to Eisenhower. He

concluded that existing government organisations could not adequately deal with

foreign economic matters, and advised that a new organisation be created.6s Such

an organisation, Dodge recommended, should be made up of high level

representatives from each of the departments concerned with foreign economic

issues and headed by someone independent of other government duties. This

uulbid.

utlbid.
6sRepof by Dodge to Eisenhower, "The De'i,elopment and Coordination of Foriegn Economic

Policy". 22 Novernber 1954. Council on Foreign Economic Policy (2). box 18. Subject Series.

Confidential File, WHCF, EL, Section iv. pp.l-3, Section v, p.l.
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person, Dodge asserted, should hold parallel views to the President on national and

international affairs.6e The organisation's role would be to co-ordinate the various

departments concerned with foreign economic policy.70 Dodge concluded that the

new organisation would work like the NSC.7r

Within Dodge's proposed organisation, therefore, the State Department

would have no authority on foreign economic matters. Decisions would be

directed by basic national security guidelines, not foreign relations concerns.

Dulles did not fight Dodge's recommendations. On 16 November, Dodge had

submitted a draft of his proposal to the President, stating that the matter had been

discussed with high level government officials and none had opposed the plan.72

Dulles agreed with Dodge's proposal for the traditional reasons. He did not wish

to be burdened with foreign economic policy and he agreed that any consideration

of such issues should take into account the broader interests of the United States.

At a meeting on 27 October, Dulles and the secretary of the Treasury, George

Humphrey, assured Eisenhower that the views of State, Defense, Treasury and

Commerce on foreign economic policy could be reconciled.t3 They were critical of

the Director of the Foreign Operations Administration, Harold Stassen, who had,

in a recent public address, exaggerated the level of economic assistance to be

extended to Asia and had not highlighted the parallel need to protect the economic

strength of the United States.to

'Ib!d.,
tolbid.,
t'Ibid.,

"Letter

Section v,pp.l-2.
Section v, p.3.

Section vii, p.3.

Dodge to Eisenhower, 16 November 1954, Dodge, Joseph M. 1954-56 (3). box l2'
Administration Series, AWF, EL.
r3Memorandum of conversation, Eisenholver, Dulles, secretary of the Treasury George

Humphrey, under secretary Herbert Hoover. 27 October 1954, Meetings rvith the President 1954

(l), box l, White House Memoranda Series, DP, EL.
tolbid.; Kaufman, Trade and Ai4 pp.52-53.
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On 1 December, Eisenhower acted on Dodge'S recornmendations. He

made Dodge his special assistant in the realm of foreign economic affairs, and

instructed him to establish a Council on Foreign Economic Policy (CFEP). As part

of his duties, Dodge would chair this organisation. Standard members of the

Council would include the secretaries of the State, Treasury, Commerce, and

Agriculture Departments and the director of the Foreign Operations

Administration, "or their principal deputies". Ex fficio members would include

Eisenhower's administrative assistant for economic af[airs, his special assistant for

national security affairs and a representative from his Council of Economic

Advisers.Ts Eisenhower advised Dodge to form immediate ties with the NSC,

given the close relationship between foreign economic issues and basic national

security policy.76 Through the appointment of Dodge as chairman, the multi-

departmental membership and the presence of his special assistant for national

security affairs, Eisenhower ensured that basic national security policy would direct

the future formulation of foreign economic policy.

As part of the study on foreign economic policy in 1954, Eisenhower asked

Dodge also to make recommendations on the future of the overseas aid

organisation, the Foreign Operations Administration. On 12 July, Senator

Mansfield introduced a proposal to Congress, designed to give the secretaries of

the State and Defense Departments greater oversight of the military and economic

aid progranìmes. He advocated the Foreign Operations Administration be

abolished by 1 January 1955, and its functions split between the State and Defense

ttl-etter Eisenhower to Dodge. I December 1954, Public Papers. 1951. pp.1097-1098
tuIbid., p.lo9s"
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Departments.TT Congress passed the proposal, setting 30 June 1955, as the date

for abolishing the aid organisation. In October, Dulles and the director of the

Foreign Operations Administration, Harold Stassen, discussed the plan. Dulles did

not wish to be burdened with economic aid issues and opposed the movement of

such matters into the State Department.t* On 2l October 1954, Stassen suggested

possible courses of action to Dulles. He recommended that the aid programme

could be administered by either the State, or Defense or Treasury Departments.Te

In November, Dulles expressed his opinion to Stassen. He believed that the

Foreign Operations Administration should remain in existence but deal only with

the military aspects of the aid programme. To co-ordinate economic aid, he

suggested the formation of an "investment corporation". This new institution

would be able to provide soft loans "for political reasons", as well as development

loans to South America, the Far East and the Middle East.8o Dulles, however, was

not willing to take on the responsibility of a new foreign aid organisation. He

recommended that the institution be under the guidance of the Treasury

Department, with representation from other government agencies. He declared

that the Treasury Department could only direct the aid corporation if it

"recogrize[d] it as an instrument of national policy".sr

Dulles wished economic aid to be extended for development purposes on a

more flexible loan basis. But he was not willing to commit his time and effiorts to

the cause. He continued to believe that the various departments concerned would

TrMemorandum special assistant for mutual securit-v affairs Frederick Nolting, to the secretary of

state, 12 July 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,I, l, p.739.
ttFRUS. 1952-1954.I, l, pp.788-789, ftnt l.
hr,Iemorandunr Stassen to Dulles. 2l October 1954, FRUS- 1952-19-54. l. l, pp-790-792
soMemorandum of converstion, Dulles and Stassen, 19 November 1954. FRUS. 1952-19-54' l. I'
p.793.
*trbid.
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extend assistance to gain overseas political objectives. He agreed that the overall

national interest had to be considered in each case, but trusted his colleagues to

understand and consider the importance of maintaining good relations with the free

world and the role foreign assistance could play. Dulles did not see that his

Department would require greater authority in the realm of foreign economic

policy to override those organisations ordered by Eisenhower to protect the

economic strength of the United States. Without such authority, Dulles' assistance

would be required in each instance to gain Presidential support for the State

Department's position.

The special assistant for mutual security affairs, Frederick Nolting, urged

Dulles to recommend that funds for a soft loan lending institution be included in

the Mutual Security Program for fiscal 1956. Nolting asserted that such an

organisation should not be chaired by the Treasury, but a five member board

selected by the secretary of state.82 Dulles did not raise the issue of a soft loan

lending institution at the NSC meeting held to discuss the fiscal 1956 Mutual

Security Program on 3 December.s3 Three days later, Nolting again urged that a

lending institution be established, capable of making soft loans and possibly grants.

He stated "It seems to me essential, if such an institution is to serve foreign policy

objectives, that its board of directors should be responsive to the recommendations

of the Secretary of State."8o In a meeting held on the same day as Nolting's

memorandum, 6 December, Dulles and Humphrey agreed that economic assistance

E2Memorandum special assistant for mutual security affairs Nolting, to Dulles, 30 November

1954, FRUS, lg52-I954,1,1,pp.795-796; Memorandum Nolting to Dulles, I December 1954.

FRUS, 1952-1954, Yl, I, p.625.
83Memorandumof discussion,22TfhNSCmeeting, heldon3 December 1954,4 December 19-54.

FRUS, r952-t9s4, V| I, pp.63l-635.
saMenrorandum Nolting to Dulles, 6 December 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954. l, l, p.797.
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should be in the form of soft loans and co-ordinated by the Treasury Department,

"under the direction of the Department of State".85 Dulles and Humphrey agreed

that loans should be made in the overall national interest. They both objected to

Stassen's tendency to think only in terms of limited foreign policy objectives, and

believed that the proposed organisational changes would ensure that future loans

were made only in the national interest.86 Dulles had faith that the plan would

mean that foreign policy objectives were taken into account, and he would not be

burdened with operating technicalities.

On 26 January 1955, Dodge presented a memorandum on the subject to

Eisenhower. He recommended that the functions of the Foreign Operations

Administration be split between the State and Defense Departments. Eisenhower

agreed.*t Almost three weeks later, Dulles met with the director of the Bureau of

the Budget, Hughes, and the Chairman of the President's Advisory Committee on

Government Organisation, Rockefeller, to discuss Dodge's recommendation'

Dulles expressed his desire that the aid organisation remain independent of the

State Department. However, by this time Dulles had become resigned to the

wishes of Congress, Dodge and Eisenhower. He stated that if Congress would not

allow the organisation to remain independent, it could be set up as an "autonomous

agency" within the State Department. He insisted that a director, independent of

the Department, be appointed to handle operations.8s Eisenhower and Dodge

ssMemorandurn of conversation, Dulles, Hu¡rphrey and Hoover. 6 December 1954, cited in

FRUS. 19-52-1954, I, l, P.798, ftnt 2.
*MJr*.urdum by Eisenhorver to Dodge ,26 January 1955. DDE Diary Jan 1955 (l), box 9. DDE

Diaries Series, AWF, EL: oH #140, John B. Hollister, EL, p.25 Kaufman, Trade and Aid, p'52
sTMenrorandum by Eisenhower to Dodge ,26 Jarutary 195-5, DDE Diary Jan 1955 (1), box 9, DDE

Diaries Series, AWF, EL.
s8Memorandum of conversation, Dulles, Hughes and Rockefeller. 14 February 1955' Foreign

Operations Administration (5), box 28, Subject Series, Confidential File, WHCF' EL.
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agreed that the restructuring should "not add to the personal burdens of the

Secretary of State".sn But Eisenhower wanted to extend the control of the

secretary of state over the organisation. In 1953, he had directed the secretary to

give general policy direction. In 1955, Eisenhower extended the authority of the

Secretary to include supervising operations. But, to lessen the burden on the

secretary, he ordered that an official from within the Department of State be

appointed to take most of the operating responsibility. This official would be the

director of the new organisation. Eisenhower called the semiautonomous

organisation within the State Department the International Cooperation

Administration (ICA).e0 It would be concerned with the economic aspects of the

Mutual Security Program. Eisenhower instructed all military aspects to be

transferred to the Department of Defense.nt On 9 May 1955, Eisenhower issued an

executive order, putting his plan into effect on 30 June.e2

To head the new aid organisation, Eisenhower and Dulles chose John B.

Hollister. Both men knew him well. He had assisted Eisenhower in 1952 to secure

the Republican nomination.e3 Like Dulles, he was trained as a lawyer. Dulles and

Hollister were members of the Alibi Club and often socialised together.ea In 1953,

Hollister became executive director of the Hoover Commission. From 1954 to

1955 he was consultant to the secretary of state.es Most importantly, Hollister held

a conservative view towards foreign aid. He could be trusted to follow Dulles'

seMemorandumby Eisenhorver to Dodge, 6 April 1955, DDE Diary April 1955 (2). box 10' DDE

Diaries Series, AWF. EL.
eoletter Eisenhower to Dulles, 15 April 1955. Public Papers. 1955, p'401'
ntlbid., p.:ll.
t'Texl of Executive Order 10610. DSB, 30 May 1955' XXXII, 831, pp'889-891'
ntoH #140, John B. Hollister, EL, p.5.
nooH, John B. Hollister, JFDOHC. ML, p.63.
e5Who's Who. 30, p. 13 13.
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policy advice and act in the national interest.e6 Dulles instructed Hollister to "run

the shop and bother him as little as possible".eT

In late 1954 and early 1955, Dulles did not use two opportunities to exert

his Department's authority in the realm of foreign economic policy' He remained

committed to Eisenhower's basic desire that all foreign policy decisions be made

within the context of the broad strategy for maintaining national security. And he

did not wish to be burdened with foreign economic issues. As a result, the State

Department lacked the authority necessary to override basic national security

policy within the new Council on Foreign Economic Policy. To gain increases in

foreign aid expenditures, to change regional priorities or to iàptement various

economic tactics to assist the less developed regions, State Department members

would have to gain the support of Dulles. In turn, Dulles would have to gain

presidential support, either in the NSC forum or informally. Dulles was unlikely to

play this role. He would not be prepared to spend the time and efficrt on such

undertakings, and he believed that economic assistance expenditures needed to be

limited to areas where the threat of Soviet subversion was greatest' The

organisation responsible for administering foreign aid remained largely independent

of the State Department. The geographic bureaux of the Department of State

could not influence its operations. Hollister would extend foreign aid within the

Mutual Security Program in accordance with basic national security policy. Only

Dulles, with Eisenhower's consent, had the authority to initiate a change in policy

within the aid organisation.

nuOH, John B. Hollister, JFDOHC, ML, pp.9. 58-59; OH #140. John B. Hollister- EL'p25
ntOH #140. John B. Hollister, EL, p.18.
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John Foster Dulles, Eisenhower and Assistance for Development, November

1955 - December 1956

In 1955, Dulles focused on political issues. He believed that the basic

national security policy statement of 7 January adequately emphasised the changing

nature of Soviet tactics. The.Mutual Security Program for fiscal 1956 contained,

according to Dulles, the correct balance between economic assistance and other

tactics to meet the Soviet threat in the less developed regions. He happily devoted

his attention to major foreign policy events, including the second Quemoy-Matsu

crisis and the two meetings with Soviet ofücials held in Geneva.

Others within the administration, however, continued to worry about

Soviet involvement in the less developed regions. C.D. Jackson expressed

disappointment that Eisenhower's Mutual Security Program for fiscal 1957

included only a small amount of economic aid to Asia, and he continued to urge

administration officials to support a world economic program.nt In June, Stassen

submitted his final report as director of the Foreign Operations Administration to

Eisenhower. He stressed the need to provide the less developed regions with

nt¡-etter C.D. Jackson to Nelson Rockefeller, 29 July 1955, Time Inc. File- Log 19-55, box 56-

C.D. Jackson Papers, EL, pp. l-2. Letter C D. Jackson to secretary of the Treasury Humphrer'. 6

December 1955, Time Inc File- Humphrey, George M., box 49, C.D. Jackson Papers, EL. pp.l-2
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technical assistance and public capital.e In July Stassen sent a report to Congress

and to Eisenhower, describing Soviet economic activities.rOo Dulles' own Policy

Planning Staffadded to the warnings. In August the NSC Planning Board began a

reexamination of basic national security policy. In a paper dated 3 October, the

policy planning Staff presented general comments on the current policy statement,

NSC 5501. The staff stated that in the less developed regions'the Soviet-

Communist challenge seems likely to intensiff and to expand to areas it has

hitherto neglected, i.e., the Middle East and the other American Republics"'r0r A

month later, the intelligence organisations highlighted the susceptibility of the

Middle East, Asia and Africa to Soviet subversion. They advised that the west use

economic and technical aid to gain the support of these regions and counter the

Soviet attempts to do the same.to' 
^t 

the NSC meeting on 15 November, the

director of the CIA, Allen Dulles, described Soviet economic involvement in the

Near East and Southeast Asia. Dulles' report disturbed vice president Nixon.

Nixon urged that the administration, particularly the NSC Planning Board' begin to

investigate how the United States could counter Soviet economic tactics and

advised that the report be sent to the President.l03 Rarely absent from NSC

meetings, Eisenhower was recovering from a heart attack. On November 2I, the

NSC met at Camp David, Maryland, so that Eisenhower could be present' During

eheport by Harold E Stassen, "Report to the President on the Foreign Operations Administration,

Januàry tgS: to June 1955", 30 June 1955, excerpts in DSB. 15 August 1955, XXXIII',842,

p.272.
iool-"tt", Eisenhower to Stassen, 5 July 1955, DDE Diary July 1955 (2), box 11, DDE Diaries

Series, AWF, EL.

'otpaper prepared by Robert Bowie and Wiltiam Leonhart in the Policy Planning Staff,
..Oepà.tmenì of Staie General Comments on NSC 5501". 3 October 1955, FRUS. 1955-1957'

XIX, p.t25.
toz¡¡ip 100-7-55, "Wortd Situation and Trends", I November 19-5-5. FRUS. 1955-1957, XlX,

pp.143-144.
îoìM.rrro.uldum of discussion, 266th NSC meeting, held on 15 November 1955' 16 November

1955. FRUS. l9-5-5-19-s7, X. pp.28-31.
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his briefing on "significant World Developments Aflecting U.S. Security"' Allen

Dulles spoke again of the Soviet economic offensive.rOa

By December, Eisenhower's views on the changed nature of the Soviet

threat matched those of his secretary of state. The two men had often discussed

the issue over an evening cocktail.to' As shown, Dulles had wonied about the

change in Soviet tactics since late 1953. Under Dulles' influence, Eisenhower had

agreed to use economic assistance in Asia to meet development needs during fiscal

1956. The warnings about the Soviet economic threat received by the President

during 1955 convinced him that additional economic tactics needed to be

employed. On 5 December, Eisenhower wrote a long letter on the subject to his

secretary of state. He began by stating "I know that you have thought over these

things as long and earnestly as I have". Eisenhower continued, asserting that

"During the Stalin regime, the Soviets seemed to prefer the use of force...to gain

their ends". But, "More recently, they have seemed to have determined to

challenge with economic weapons." The United States had an important

advantage in economic warfare because 'the productivity of free men in a free

society would overwhelmingly excel the productivity of regimented labor".

However, Eisenhower declared that the Soviets held the natural advantages of the

offender, "selectivity and flexibility". In contrast, the defender needed to '1ry to

Secure an entire afea", without incurring "indebtedness". He asserted that

providing nations with the opportunity to enter into long-term planning for

r0oMernorandum of discussi on,267th NSC meeting, held on 2l Novetnber 1955. 22 Novernber

1955, FRUS. 1955-19s7. X. pp.32-33.

'osAmbrose, Eisenhower the President, p. 110.
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development with the United States was a possible solution. He asked that a small

informal meeting be held soon to discuss the matter.106

On 8 December, Eisenhower met with key officials, including Dulles,

secfetary of the Treasury, George Humphrey, and secretary of Defense, Charles

Wilson. Confident of presidential support, Dulles now presented the solution he

had had in mind since late 1954. Heurged that a lending institution be established,

capable of making soft loans. During the discussion which followed, the idea arose

that Congress be asked to authorise 100 million dollars ayeú for ten years to make

soft loans. Appropriations would be made on an annual basis. Eisenhower asked

that the "idea...be explored".lot Dulles immediately asked his Policy Planning Staff

to study the proposal. On 12 December, Bowie presented a preliminary report to

Dulles. The staff agreed that the United States had to be able to guarantee funds

for long-term development projects, and that these funds should be in the form of

soft loans. But they believed that the process of annual appropriations would

hinder the administration's ability to make long term commitments.r08

Eisenhower did not have time to debate the finer details. He wanted to

include the scheme in the Mutual Security Program for fiscal 1957, and he thought

that Congress would only approve the plan if they maintained some control

through annual appropriations. In his State of the Union address, Eisenhower

declared that "Because the conditions of poverty and unrest in the less developed

areas make their people a special target of international communism, there is a

to6l-etter Eisenhower to Dulles, 5 Decenrber 1955, WH Correspondence- General 1955 (l)- box 3.

White House Memoranda Series, DP, EL.
totMentorandum of conversation, Eisenhower, Humpluey, Dulles, Wilson and Dr Snyder. held on

8 December 1955, 9 December 1955, Meetings with the President 1955 (l). box 3, White House

Memoranda Series, DP, EL.

'otMemorandum by the Poliry Ptanning Staff, "Economic Development Policy", 12 December

1955, box 94,Lot66D70,box 94, RG 59, NA.
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need to help them achieve the economic growth and stability necessary to preserve

their independence against communist threats and enticements."rOe He asserted

that the United States should provide "continuity in economic assistance for

development projects" and asked Congress 'to grant limited authority to make

longer-term commitments for assistance to such projects, to be fulfilled from

appropriations to be made in future fiscal years".lrO As part of the Mutual Security

Program for fiscal 1957, Eisenhower asked that Congress grant authority for the

administration 'to make commitments up to ten years in length to assist less

developed countries in long term projects important to their development". He

requested $100,000,000 for this purpose.lrr

Members of Congress were not receptive to Eisenhower's MSP for fiscal

1957. Congressional members wanted to maintain control over the funds through

annual review. In addition, they continued to believe that foreign aid should be

restricted to enhancing the military strength of US allies.rr2 Congress cut

Eisenhower's request for funds for the MSP by $953,600,000.r13

Fear of Soviet expansion through economic means, not rising expectations

of development assistance, prompted Eisenhower to increase the amount allocated

to meet development needs in the national security equation. The new

development fund would be spent on the Soviet periphery. Concern about Soviet

infiltration into the Middle East and northern Africa led Eisenhower to ask for an

additional $100,000,000 for economic development projects in these two

toIvlessage Eisenhower to Congress on the State of the Union. 5 January 1956. Public Papers

1956, p.8.

"olbid.
'ttMessage Eisenhower to Congress, 19 March 1956, Public Papers. 1956. p.3 19.
tt' Zoumaras, Path to PanAmericanism, p.2l3.
t'' Congressional Record - Senate, 27 July 1956, 84th Congress, Second Session, Volume 102-

Part ll, July 17 1956 - July 2'l 1956, p.15105.
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regions.tto The programmes for Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa in fiscal

1957 remained unchanged. Both regions would receive minor amounts of

technical assistance. Only Bolivia and Guatemala would receive development

assistance.rrs Eisenhower thought that the military strength of the free world had

to be maintained because the Soviets continued to build up their military

strength.ll6 As always, the majority of funds requested for fiscal 1957 were for

military assistance progtammes. ttt

In early 1956, Eisenhower and Dulles agreed that more needed to be done

to meet the Soviet threat in the less developed regions. Both men had witnessed

the Bandung conference in April 1955. At the conference, delegates from eighteen

Asian and six African states met to denounce colonialism and declare their

neutrality in the Cold War.lt8 Eisenhower and Dulles, however, did not view the

rising force of Third World nationalism as a barrier to Soviet subversion. When

they looked to the less developed regions, both men saw only politically and

economically immature countries. According to their basic philosophies,

democracy and spiritual strength grew from economic well being. Usually, the free

capitalist system could be relied on to promote development and prosperity. But

this took time and required a conducive environment. The immediacy and nature

of the Soviet threat led Eisenhower and Dulles to believe that the United States

needed to accelerate the development process through economic assistance. Fear

"olbid.. pp.3l9-320.
rtslbid.. p.322.

"ulbid.. pp.317-318.
t'tIbid.. pp.32o-323.
tttJohn D. Hargreaves, Decolonization in Africa (London and New York 1988). p. 149:

Alexander, Holdine the Line, p.90.
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of Soviet subversion through economic means led them to extend economic

assistance for development to the nations closest to the Soviet bloc'

On 20 January 1956, Eisenhower expressed his feelings on the Soviet

economic offensive in a private letter:

Another factor that causes a great deal of trouble now is the economic

cha Pose that Russia

has s to helP;

her th those countries

and use her own economic penetration to accomplish political

domination.lle

Two days earlier, in an NSC meeting, Dulles described how the Asian nations

admired the rapid industrialisation of the Soviet Union. He warned that if the

United States failed to do more to assist development in the region, Asia would be

lost to Soviet communism.tto The next day, Eisenhower held a meeting with

Dulles, undersecretary of state Hoover, director of the International Cooperation

Administration Hollister, secretary of the Treasury Humphrey, chairman of the

Council on Foreign Economic Policy Dodge, assistant to the President Sherman

Adams, and special assistant for economic affairs Gabriel Hauge, to discuss the

Soviet economic offensive.l2r Eisenhower asked Dodge to study the issue.122

The study by Dodge was one of many being undertaken on the Soviet

economic offensive, and the related issue of the future of United States economic

assistance programmes, in 1956. The increases in Eisenhower'S military and

ttnl.etter Eisenhower to Leu'is M. Douglas of the Southern Arizona Bank and Trust Companl'- 20

Januan' t956, Robert Lester, ed" The Diaries of Dwight Eisenhower. 1953-1969 (Fredericþ Md
1987). Reel 7 (hereafter cited as Eisenhorver Diaries).
I 2fuemorandurn of discussi on, 273d NSC meeting. held on 18 Januarl' 1956, 19 January 1956.

FRUS. 1955-1957, X, pp.64-65.
t2rEisenhower drary entry, t9 January 1956, Lester, Eisenhower Diaries. Reel 7.

't'Robert J. Donovan, Eisenhower The Inside Storv (London, 19-56), p 389'
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economic assistance requests within the fiscal 1957 Mutual Security Program, and

the change to long term, flexible economic aid, prompted Congress to establish

investigative committees in both the Senate and the House.r2t In response,

Eisenhower set up a committee of private citizens to make an independent study of

the assistance programmes.t'o In addition, two other studies were already in

progress. These studies had developed from a review of military assistance

programmes conducted by the NSC Planning Board in late 1955. At the

conclusion of the review procedure, the Planning Board advised that a study be

made of the military assistance programmes in the six countries receiving the

majority of Mutual Security Program funds, and that the International

Development Advisory Board review economic aid programmes'1n the context of

current Soviet moves in the economic field in the underdeveloped areas".t'5

Members of the NSC appointed an inter-departmental committee, chaired by

deputy under secretary of state for economic affairs, Herbert V. Prochnow, to

review the programmes in the six countries.126

Dulles was ambivalent about the studies being undertaken outside the

administration. He had become increasingly worried about the Soviet economic

threat. He did not believe that individuals outside the administration, who had no

access to classified information, could advise on such an important foreign policy

issue. In addition, he did not trust them to consider that a balance between military

'"Kaufman, Trade and Aid, pp.68-70, 95.
12olbid., pp.72-73.
t"Enclosure to memorandum from the executive secretary of ttre NSC James Lay to members of

the NSC. "Review of Military Assistance and Supporting Programs". 29 November 195-5. FRUS.

195-5- I 957. X, pp.4 l-43.

'tu"Te¡ns of Reference for the Interdepartmental Committee on Certain U.S. Aid Programs", 2

December 1955, FRUS. 1955-1957, X, p.43.
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and economic strength in the less developed regions should be maintained.t2t Such

policy decisions, Dulles thought, should be made in the forums of his Policy

Planning Staffand the National Security Council. In February 1956, Dulles and his

policy planning Staff participated in the annual review of basic national security

policy. At the NSC meeting on 27 February 1956, the traditional debate on the

level of foreign economic assistance occurred. Representatives from the Treasury

Department and Bureau of the Budget on the Planning Board wished to include the

statement that the total level of U.S. aid "be reduced as rapidly as is consistent with

U.S. security interests". Dulles and Eisenhower disagreed, arguing that the

alteration in Soviet tactics did not allow for a reduction in foreign aid.r28 The

sentence in the final policy statement read that "U.S. economic assistance world-

wide should be at but not exceed a total level consistent with U.S. security

interests."l'n 
^tthe 

meeting, Dulles also argued that the Soviet threat necessitated

greater flexibility in the administration of economic aid programmes. In particular,

he wanted greater freedom from Congress.tto The new policy statement included

Dulles' concerns:

In order to make the most effective use of economic aid resources

and to facilitate planning of longer-term projects and programs

necessary for economic development, the Executive Branch should

have authority:
(1) To make commitments extending over a period of years

for assistance to such projects and programs.

(2) To modify existing requirements as to administration and

tt?Memorandum of discussion, 269th NSC meeting, held on 8 December 195-5, 9 Decembe¡ 1955,

FRUS. 1955-19-57, X, pp.53-54, 60-62; Memorandurn of discussion, 30lst NSC meeting, held on

26 October 1956,26 October 1956, FRUS. 1955-1957, X'pp.l28-129'
l2tMemorandum of discussi on,277tl,t NSC neeting, held on 27 February 1956,28 Februan' 19-56-

FRUS. Igss-rgs7, XIX, P.215.r'\SC 5602/I,"Basic Nàtional Security Poliry", l5 March 19-56, FRUS. 19-55-19-57, )flX. p.250'
l3lvlemorandum of discussi on,277tlt NSC meeting, held on 27 February 1956, 28 Februan' 19-56'

FRUS. 1955-1957, XlX, P.217.
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supervision of aid programs and the conditions on which aid may be

granted.
(3) To exercise greater flexibility in planning and administration

of economic aid programs.ttt

Dulles had already initiated studies within his Policy Planning Stafl to

determine how the administration could achieve continuity and flexibility in its

economic assistance programmes. Throughout 1956, his staff repeated their

warnings that the procedure of annual appropriations by the Congress made

flexibility and long term planning impossible. They suggested that a new

organisation be established for the specific purpose of promoting development in

the less developed regions.t" Two academics at the Center for International

Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Max F. Millikan and Walt

W. Rostow, also suggested, in a widely distributed report, that a long term capital

fund be established. This fund would provide loans and grants to promote

development in the less developed regions.l33 The International Development

Advisory Board also concluded that a special fund for development was the

answer. The board recommended that the fund be established within the

Internatiortal Cooperation Administration.r3a Eisenhower's ambassador to the

131NSC 5602/l, "Basic National Security Policy'" 15 March 1956, FRUS. 1955-1957, )ilX, p.251.
r32Report by Henry Owen and Philip H. Trezise, "Instruments for Economic Development Aid',
14 February 1956, box II2,Lot 66D487, RG59, NA, pp.2-3, -5-10; Report by Poliry Planning

Staff member P.H. Trezise, "soviet Economic Penetration", 20 April 1956, box 113, Lot 66D487,

RG59, NA, pp.33-34; Paper by Policy Planning Stafl "Foreign Aid Instruments". undated, box
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United Nations, Henry Cabot Lodge Jr, agreed that the administration needed to

send assistance to the less developed regions to meet the Soviet threat.

Throughout 1956, he advocated the participation of the administration in a

multilateral UN development fund, requested by the developing nations since

February lg5¿]35 The Prochnow Committee recommended that military assistance

be decreased and the saved funds be used for economic development'13u Only the

Fairless Committee urged that the administration rely on the traditional tactics of

trade and private investment They recommended that soft loans not be used and

grant aid extended only in exceptional circumstances.t"

As the administration entered its second term, Dulles and Eisenhower

thought that the United States should employ additional economic tactics to meet

the Soviet threat in the less developed regions. The Suez crisis, beginning in July

1956, had highlighted the intense nationalism felt by the developing nations. It

had confirmed Dulles' and Eisenhower's fears that nationalism created

instability.l3s Both men believed that the Soviets would use the instability to

subvert the less developed regions. Eisenhower feared that the United States

would be isolated from vital sources of raw materials if they failed to assist the less

developed nations.l3e In his second Inaugural Address, he described the force of

nationalism sweeping through the emerging Third World, and warned that Soviet

t3sMenrorandufir by Lodge to Eisenhower, -5 March 1956. FRUS. 1955-1957, X, p.70;

Memorandum by Lodge to Eisenhower, 15 March 1956, FRUS. 1955-1957, X, p 73 '
ItuMemorandum deputy under secretary of state for econonúc affairs Prochnow to Dulles. 27 July

19s6, FRUS. l95s-1957. X, p.87.
r3?Report by the President's Citizen Advisers on the Mufual Secunty Program to Eisenhott'er, I

March I957, Mutual Aid- 1957 (l), box 26, Administration Series, AWF. EL, pp.8-10, 17.

tt* McMahon, "Eisenhower and Third World Nationalism" , pp.464-465; Richard J. Barnet.

Intervention and Revolution: The United States in the Tlúrd World (Nerv York, 1968), P.138:

Wrn. Roger Louis, "Dulles, Suez, and the British in Immerman, ed., Dulles and Diplomac]'.

pp.143-144.
i'nl"tt., Eisenhower to Swede Hazlelt,3 August I956, Aug'56 Miscellaneous (4). box 17. DDE

Diaries Series, AWF, EL, p.4.
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Communism "strives to capture - to exploit for its own greater power - all forces

of change in the world, especially the needs of the hungry".t4 Dulles agreed. He

wanted the administration to place more emphasis on the economic aspects of its

foreign policy. He resented the fact that committees outside the administration had

become involved. In addition, he argued that the State Department should have

more authority in foreign economic affairs. He continued to believe that policy

needed to be formulated within the context of the broad national interest, but he

complained of the constant need to co-ordinate with other departments and

agencies in Eisenhower's process of policy formulation.rar He wanted the State

Department to be able to react quickly and decisively to Soviet economic

challenges. His Department needed to have authority in foreign economic policy,

but he did not personally want to take on the responsibility. His interests remained

in the political afeÍra.'o' In addition, on 3 November, Dulles had been operated on

for cancer. He did not have the strengfh to tackle foreign economic, as well as

political, issues. He decided to appoint an individual to the position of deputy

under secretary for economic affairs who could command authority, and who

shared Dulles' and Eisenhower's concern to meet the Soviet economic threat,

while maintaining adequate military strength in the free world, and without

sacrificing the economic strength of the United States.

Dulles chose C. Douglas Dillon. He had known Dillon for many years. As

a lawyer, Dulles had worked lor Dillon's father's business, Dillon Reed and

'a')Eisenlrower Second Inaugural Address, Public Papers. 1957. pp-6142.
ro'Memorandum of conversation, Dulles with William H. Jackson, 8 April 1956. Memos of
Conversation-General- J Through K (1), box l, General correspondence and memoranda series,

DP, EL; Letter C D Jackson to Henry R. Luce. 16 April 1956, Time lnc. File- Log t9-56. box 56,

C.D. Jackson Papers. EL. pp.6-7.
to'OH. C. Douglas Ditlon, JFDOHC, ML, p.35.
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Company. Dillon joined the company on leaving college and met Dulles. They

became close friends, sharing an interest in foreign affairs and Republican politics.

They participated in the Council on Foreign Relations and worked together during

the 1940 Republican convention, and the presidential campaign of 1948'ra3 Dulles

showed his faith in Dillon's abilities by recommending that he be appointed

ambassador to France in 1953.taa Eisenhower approved. He also trusted Dillon.

Eisenhower knew Dillon's father, Clarence, well. Clarence Dillon and Eisenhower

shared ideas on international and domestic affairs.ras C. Douglas Dillon met

Eisenhower when the latter was President of Columbia University. Dillon had been

one of the many urging Eisenhower to run for the Presidency in the early 1950s.ta6

During his four years aS ambassador to France, Dillon and Dulles became closer.

Dulles stayed in Dillon's house during his many trips to France.tot The secretary

applauded the way Dillon had assisted the administration with vital issues,

including Indochina and the European Defense Community.to* In early December,

Dulles offered Dillon the position. He explained to Dillon "that he thought the

State Department should have an important voice in all foreign economic policy

matters and a predominate [slc] voice in the great majority ol them'" He told

Dillon that "it was [his] job to bring this to pass, with his full backing"'rae In

'o,OH, C. Douglas Dilton, JFDOHC, ML, pp.l-2; O1g_#2I1,#I,C. Douglas Dillon. EL,p.7.
t'orbid., p.5.
t"S"e foì example: Letter Eisenhower to Clarence Dilton, 29 November 1950' DDEP, p' l-t-t7;

Letter Eisenhower to Clarence Dillon, 5 January l9-53, DDEP,p'I479'

'*OH#2r1, #1, C. Douglas Dillon, EL, pp.l-3.

't'Ibid., p.7.
raxt*"r^pulles to C. Douglas Dillon, 8 September 1953, 1953 (D-E). box 69. SCRM, JFDP' ML:

Letter Dulles to Dillon, l5 April 1955, 1955 (D-E), SCRM' box 91, JFDP, ML'
lonl-etter Dillon to the author, 30 June 1995, pp.I-2'
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particular, Dulles wanted Dillon to direct the operations of the International

Cooperation Administration. 
I 50

Dulles advocated economic assistance be used to promote development in

the less developed regions because he feared Soviet subversion. His concerns

resulted in economic assistance for development becoming part of the

administration's basic national security strategy. The outer regions of Latin

America and sub-Saharan Africa did not benefit from this policy change. Those at

the highest levels of the administration only considered demands for development

assistance within the context of the Soviet threat. They argued that the Soviets

would use the economic needs of the less developed countries to subvert them. As

a result, economic assistance to promote development was directed to Asia and the

Middle East. In addition, economic assistance remained limited. Both Eisenhower

and Dulles asserted, in 1956, that aid for development needed to be combined with

military, psychological and covert programmes, if the Soviet threat to the less

developed regions was to be met successfully. Dulles also thought that economic

aid should be limited in the national security equation because he remained

committed to Eisenhower's key concern that the economic strength of the United

States be protected. Only with the Suez crisis and a perceived acceleration in the

Soviet economic offensive, did Dulles decide to assert his Department's authority

in the field of foreign economic policy. Dulles wanted Dillon to use economic

tactics to meet the Soviet threat. But Dillon had a much broader view. He feared

that aspirations for development could threaten the nation's security independently

of Soviet subversion. He opined that the people of the less developed regions

ttolbid.. p.l; Letter Dillon to the author, I June 1995, p.I
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would resort to totalitarian forms of government if their economic and social needs

were not met. As a result, Dillon argued that economic assistance for development

should be extended throughout the Third World, including Latin America and sub-

Saharan Africa.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TT{R STATE DF],PARTMENT. THE FOREIGN OPERATIONS

ADMINISTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA

AND SUB- RAN AI'RICA: F'ACING D ANDS T'OR

INCREASED ASSISTANCE. MARCH 1954 - MARCH T957

I

Individuals within Eisenhower's administration dealing specifically with the

two regions were faced with rising demands for development assistance. Latin

Americans had been angered by the administration's refusal at the economic

conference in Caracas to support their demands for regional markets, grant aid, an

inter-American development bank and commodity agreements. The United States

had postponed such issues until the next inter-American conference. As a result,

anti-Americanism and nationalism increased after the conference at Caracas.r The

new assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs, Henry F. Holland,

agreed with Eisenhower's approach towards the region. He believed that Latin

America should develop through the free enterprise system, and that the United

States should not send grant aid. But Holland asserted that it was in the interests

of the administration to make minor concessions to placate the Latin Americans.

rForeign Service Despatch 928, first secretary of the A¡rerican embass' in Buenos Aires Ernest

V. Siracusa to the Department of State, 3l March 1954,36213-3154. box 1402, RG-59. NA;
Foreign Service Despatch 380, counselor of the American enrbassy in San Salvador And¡erv E

Donovan II to the Department of State, 2 April 1954. 362/4-2-54, box 1402. RG-59, NA: Foreign

Service Despatch -566. charge d' affaires at American embassv in La Paz Edn,ard J. Rorvell to the

Department of State. 20 April 1954, 36214-2054, box 1402, RG-59, NA: Foreign Service Despatch

940. counselor of American embassl, in Santiago Wiltiarn Sanders to the Department of State. I
June l9-54. 362/6-154. box 1402. RG-59, NA.
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He argued that the American public and members of Congress feared another

Guatemala. The administration, Holland asserted, should announce a liberalised

loan policy at the next inter-American economic conference, scheduled for late

1954. This action, he claimed, would appease the Latin Americans and calm fears

within the United States, without draining the US economy. The director of the

Foreign Operations Administration, Harold Stassen, and his colleagues agreed that

the administration should do more to meet development demands in Latin America.

They advocated the administration extend grant aid, support the establishment of

common markets and help to create a development bank for the region. Stassen

attempted to change the administration's approach through Eisenhower's formal

and informal systems of policy formulation. But both systems ensured that basic

national security policy prevailed. Latin America, being distant from the Soviet

bloc, would not receive Treasury funds for development.

Key officials dealing with sub-Saharan Africa from 1954 to the beginning of

1957 sought to change the administration's reliance on the free enterprise system

and the metropoles to meet development demands in the region. The assistant

secretary of state for near eastern, south Asian and African affairs, George V.

Allen, and the deputy director of the ofüce of African affairs, Fred L. Hadsel,

advocated the administration extend grant economic aid. They argued that the

region was rapidly moving towards independence. Political and economic

instability, they argued, could deprive the United States of vital raw materials and

provide opportunities for Communist infiltration. But they could not change the

administration's approach. Their views did not survive Eisenhower's formal policy

formulating system. These ofücials turned to private philanthropic organisations.
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They hoped that programmes by the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations would

placate demands for development assistance in sub-Saharan Africa. Officials were

able to influence the operations of these two organisations because fear of Soviet

subversion did not dictate their operations. As a result, the foundations did not

want to restrict their aid programmes to the periphery of the Soviet bloc.

Humanitarian concerns drove their desire to promote development in sub-Sahatan

Africa.

il

Henry F. Holland, The state Department, The Foreign operations

Administration and Latin American Demands For Development, March 1954

- March 1957

At the Caracas Conference in March 1954, the Eisenhower administration

had attempted to appease the Latin American delegates by promising to hold an

economic conference at Rio de Janeiro in the fall. Latin Americans eagerly awaited

this opportunity to present their concerns and gain compassionate assistance.

Eisenhower and Dulles expected the new assistant secretary of state for inter-

American Affairs to prepare a position for Rio based on the broad national security

concerns of the United States. The President and his secretary chose Henry F.

Holland to replace John Moors Cabot because Holland shared Eisenhower's view

of the national security and how to maintain it. In a public address on 29 April,

Holland declared that the administration would assist with the economic
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development of Latin America. But he warned that the United States would

'hndertake nothing which would have the effect of weakening our own domestic

economy".2 He advised that the United States would mainly contribute by

reducing barriers to free trade and providing technical assistance. Washington

would only extend public capital on a sound loan basis through the IBRD and

EXIM Bank when avenues of private investment had been exhausted. The

responsibility rested on Latin American governments, Holland declared, to

promote conditions attractive to foreign investors and to finance development

projects through domestic private investment.3 Holland, therefore, agreed with the

approach adopted by the administration in 1953 and eatly 1954.

Before the economic conference, three opportunities arose to gain attention

to Latin America at the highest levels of the administration. On each occasion the

inter-American bureau of the Department of State, under Holland's leadership,

supported the administration's economic policies towards the region. From May

to June 1954, the OCB co-ordinated a progress report on the implementation of

the national security policy statement on Latin America. During the drafting

process, the inter-American bureau summarised the actions taken towards

implementation and advised that no policy changes were necessary.4 In June the

NSC Planning Board began a review of the national security policy statement on

Latin America, NSC 14411. By August the Board had prepared a new draft policy

tAddtess by Holland, before the Mississippi Valley World Trade Conference. "U.S Econornic

Relations with Latin America", 29 Apnl1954, DSB, 17 ,l/.ay 19-54. XXX. 777, p.765.

'tbid.. p.zzo.
o*Third Progress Report on NSC 14411. United States Objectives and Courses of Action rvith

Respect to Latin America", 2-5 May 195-t. FRUS, 1952-1954,IV, pp.-16. -52-58: Memoranduur

deputv assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs Robert F. Woodu'ard, to Charles R.

Norberg. OCB,29 June 19-54, OCB 091..1 Lat AmFile #l (8) March-June 195-t, box 72. OCB

Central File Series, WHONSCS, EL.
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statement for consideration by the NSC. The State Department did not argue that

economic policy towards the region needed to change in the draft paper.s Holland

created the third opportunity to gain high level attention to the economic problems

in Latin America before the conference. In early April, he asked Dulles that a sub-

cabinet committee be established to prepare policies for Rio, His aim was to

ensure that all the agencies and organisations used the broad policy guidelines

established by the Randall Commission and Milton Eisenhower to prepare for the

conference.6 Holland chaired the sub-cabinet committee and supported the

administration's economic policies toward Latin America in the discussions held

and position papers prepared.T Eisenhower had achieved his aim. Under Holland,

the inter-American bureau of the Department of State concentrated on

implementiîg aî economic policy towards Latin America based on broad national

security concerns.

Another agency of Eisenhower's administration, however, used the three

opportunities to gain high level attention to Latin America to advocate a change in

policy. Members of the Foreign Operations Administration (FOA) dealing with the

region argued that the current economic policy would not appease Latin American

sDraft statement of policy, NSC 5432, "U.S. Policy Toward Latin America", 18 August 195'1,

NSC 543211 Poliry Toward Latin America, box 13, NSC Series. Policy Papers Subseries,

WHOSANSA, EL, pp.l-2. 5, 8-9.
6Memorandum assistant secretary of state for economic affairs Samuel C. Waugh and Holland to

secretary of st¿te Dulles, 2 April 1954,36514-254,box 1416, RG59, NA
tPaper by sub-cabinet cornlnittee on the Rio Economic Conference. approved 27 Jul¡' 1954-

"Unlte¿ States Public Lendrng for Economic Developnent". Latin fuirerica (8). box 5. Special

Staff File Series, WHONSCS, EL. pp.I-2: Letter Henry Holland to assistant secretarl' of the

Treasurl,, Andrelv Overby, 2 Septernber 19-54, 365/8-2754,box 1416. RG 59, NA: Letter Holland

ro William Y. Elliot of the Offrce of Defense Mobilization. 4 September 1954. 365/9J-54. box

1416. RG-59, NA; Mernorandum acting regional director of the ofüce of Latin American

operations in FOA, Hardesty, to the director of the FOA Harold Stassen, 8 November 19-54-

FRUS. 19 52-1954, IV, pp.339-342.
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demands at Rio.8 Harold Stassen, the director of the FOA supported his

subordinates' position.e In the OCB progress report, the revised national security

policy statement on Latin America and meetings of the sub-Cabinet committee, the

FOA advocated the administration use public capital to accelerate economic

development. Specifically, the aid organisation wanted to expand the lending

operations of the IBRD and the E)flM Bank, provide gtant aid through the FOA'

support regional economic groupings, and establish a regional development bank.I0

The Office of Defense Mobilization (ODM) supported the revisions

proposed by the FOA. Representatives from this agency asserted that the future

decline in the procurement of strategic materials by the United States would have a

serious impact on the economies of Latin American nations. Officials from the

ODM advocated the administration expand its stockpiling programme, in addition

to adopting the proposals by the FOA.tt Predictably, the Treasury and Commerce

Departments, and the Bureau of the Budget, opposed the revisions desired by the

sMernorandurn of conversation Holland- Hardesty and others, 9 April 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954.

IY,pp.223-224.
Vinutes of meeting, Stassen with FOA personnel, 21 June 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,IV. pp.321-

323.
th.eport by the OCB Working Group on Latin America, "Ernerging Problems in the

Implementation of NSC 14411, Together rvith suggestions for Their Solution by Rerision of

Current Policy and Adoption of Additional Courses of Action". 7 July 1954, OCB 091.4 Latin

Anrerica File #2 (2) Julr'-Dec 1954, box 72, OCB Central File Series, WHONSCS. EL, pp.1, 4-5:

Draft statement of policv. NSC -5432, "U.S. Policy Toward Latin America", NSC 5432/l Policy

Torvard Latin America. box 13, NSC Series. Policy Papers Subseries, WHOSANSA,EL- pp.l-2.

4-5, 8-9; Memorandum bl' acting regional director of the offrce of Latin A¡nerican operations

Hardesty to Stassen, 19 July 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954,IV, p.326; Letter depu¡' secreta¡r' of the

Treasury W. Randolph Burgess, to Stassen. 29 July t9-54, Individual Regions and Countries--

Latin America [5 of 6], box l16, Foreign Aid File Subiect File 19-50-68. John H. Oltl¡ Papers.

TL; Memorandum by John C. Cady of the office of Latin Arnerican operations FOA to Stassen.

27 August 19-s4. FRUS. 1952-1954,IV, p.328.

"Letter Willian Y. Elliot of the Office of Defense Mobilization. to Holland, 20 September 1954.

365/9-2054, box 1416. RG59, NA: Draft statement of poliry, NSC 5432, "US. Polio Toward

Latin America". 18 August 1954. NSC 5132/l Policy Torvard Latin Arnerica. box 13. NSC

Series, Policy Papers Subseries. WHOSANSA. EL, pp.l-2, -5. 8.
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FOA and the ODM. Representatives from these budget conscious agencles

stressed that the changes would contravene basic national security policy.12

Alterations to foreign economic policy could not be made at the lower

levels of Eisenhower's administration. The involvement of many organisations in

foreign policy formulation ensured that changes in policy requiring increased

expenditures would be blocked and Eisenhower's opinion on the matter sought.

The director of the FO,\ Harold Stassen, and his colleagues, realised that the final

decision would be made by Eisenhower when the NSC discussed the new draft

policy statement on Latin America. In the weeks before the meeting Stassen

attempted to gain the support of the main foreign policy voice on the NSC, John

Foster Dulles. On 9 August Stassen met with Dulles to discuss various issues

concerning the FOA. Stassen took the opportunity to advocate a Latin American

development bank be established. Dulles did not wish to become involved. The

secretary continued to agree with Eisenhower that foreign economic aid should be

restricted to the Soviet periphery. He merely requested that Stassen "study the

matter".r3 Dulles did not attend the NSC meeting held on 2 September to discuss

the new policy statement on Latin America.

Under secretary of state, Walter Bedell Smith, represented the State

Department at the meeting on 2 September. In the days immediately before the

meeting Holland briefed Smith on the State Department's position. He advised the

t'Letter assistant secretary of the Treasury. Andrelv N. Overby, to Holland. 27 August 1954,

36518-2754 box 1416, RG-59, NA; Letter acting assistant secretary of commerce for international

affairs, Marsliall M. Smith. to Holland,3l August 1954,365/8-27-5-t. box 1416, RG-59, NA;

Letter Holland to Williarn Y. Elliot Offrce of Defense Mobilization, .t September 195'1. 365/9-

454, box 1416, RG59, NA. Draft policy statement. NSC -5432. "U.S. Policl' Torvard Latin

Anrerica", 18 August 1954, NSC 543211 Polic-v Tou,ard Latin Arnerica. box 13. NSC Series,

Policy Papers Subseries, WHOSANSA EL. pp.l, 8.
l3Memoranduln of conversation Dulles and Stassen. 9 August 1954. Mernos of Conversation -

General - 5 (3), box l, General Correspondence and Memoranda Series. DP' EL.
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undersecretary to oppose increases to the stockpiling programme.to But Holland

had become increasingly nervous about the intensity of Latin American demands at

Rio. He warned Smith that "The people of Latin America are obsessed with a

determination to strengthen their economies and improve living standards."l5

Holland did not believe that the administration should succumb to such foreign

pressure for development assistance. But he feared that the crisis in Guatemala had

focused the interest of Congress and the American public on Latin America.r6

Congressional pressure had already moved Eisenhower, in June, to increase the

lending authority of the E)(IM Bank to $500,000,000.17 Senator Homer E.

Capehart submitted a report to Congress which argued that the US should help to

promote the free enterprise system in the less developed regions, particularly in

Latin America, by extending more sound loans. These loans would help to create

conditions which were favourable to foreign investors. Capehart wanted the US to

decrease the amount of grant aid and rely more on sound loans.l8 The

administration, Holland believed, needed to appease public and Congressional

concern by presenting a positive proposal at Rio. He urged Smith to support the

suggestion by the FOA that the EXIM Bank undertake all development projects

meeting the standard criteria. Holland advised that such a move would not require

a great departure from basic national security policy, since the amount needed

would not exceed $200,000,000 per year. Similarly, the announcement of a more

raMemorandurn Holland to Smith, 3l August 1954, FRUS. 1952-1954- IV. p.66.
rsMemorandurn by Holland to Smith. I September 1954, FRUS. 1952-t9-54. IV, p.330.
tulbid.
ttwhite House press release, l0 June 195-1. "Proposed Changes in Organization of Export-hnport

Bank", DSB,28 June 19-54. XXX,783, p.991.
ttzorruratas. Path to Pan Americanism, p. l-19.
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liberal EXIM bank policy would avoid having to make greater departures from

current policy into grant aid or soft loans.re

Smith agreed with Holland's position. At the NSC meeting, he opposed

the recommendations which drew on the economic resources of the United

States.to He supported Holland's position that loans to Latin America should be

economically sound. He recommended that the administration meet Latin

American demands for development assistance by adopting "a liberalized policy ol

Export-Import Bank loans".2r Smith also supported the proposal by the FOA and

the ODM, that development assistance loans be extended when private capital, the

EXIM bank and the IBRD did not initiate or maintain development projects, which

were in the foreign policy interests of the United States. Smith approved the

proposal for two reasons. First, he did not believe that the recommendation

involved draining the economic resources of the United States. Only economically

sound loans would be extended under the proposal. Second, Smith saw it as

healthy competition to the EXIM bank. The existence of a competitor, Smith

believed, would force the EXIM bank to think twice before turning down loan

requests.22 Eisenhower did not attend the meeting. But on the night of 2

September, he reviewed the policy statement and the suggestions arising from the

NSC meeting. Eisenhower approved the approach advocated by Smith.23

rVemorandum by Holland to Smith, I September 1954. FRUS. 1952-195-t. lV, p.331:

Memorandum Holland to Srnith, 31 August 1954. FRUS. 1952-1954,IV. p.66.
2\4emorandum of discussion,2l2th NSC meeting. held on 2 Septentber 1954. 3 September 1954,

FRUS. I9s2-r9s4, IY. pp.70-7 r, 7 4.

"rbid.. p.74.
22lbid., pp.74-75.

"Letter Eisenhorver to Smith. 3 September l9-54. DDE Diary Sept l9-5-t (2). bor 8. DDE Diaries

Series. AWF, EL, p.2.
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The resulting NSC policy statement on Latin America, therefore, did not

provide the necessary changes to promote development in Latin America. The

region would not receive grant aid. The paper stated that the EXIM Bank should

finance "all sound economic development projects, for which private capital or

IBRD financing is not available".2o But the barriers to Latin Americans using the

E)ilM bank as a source of capital remained. Latin American leaders lacked the

expertise to draw up "sound economic development projects", and their nations did

not have the "capacity to repay" the loans.25 In addition, the extension of loans

continued to depend on the economic well being of the United States. The paper

stated that 'Ihe Bank's lending capacitt''would be considered in each instance.26

The paper included only two of the recommendations made by the FOA and the

ODM. It stated that the United States would "Consider sympathetically''regional

economic groupings. And it recommended that the government would consider

extending development assistance loans when Latin Americans had exhausted all

other avenues of obtaining capital, and when the loan helped to achieve the foreign

policy objectives of the United States.2t But Eisenhower's system of foreign policy

formulation ensured that resources would never be extended to meet foreign policy

needs, without first considering the impact on the American economy. Individuals

within the organisations involved with Latin America lacked the authority to

convince other government agencies of the need to extend development assistance

to Latin America. To use the proposal in the new NSC policy statement, ofücials

dealing with Latin America would require the support of John Foster Dulles.

toNSC 5432lI, "United States Objectives and Courses of Action rvith Respect to Latin America''

3 September 1954, FRUS, 1952-1954,IV. p.84.
ttlbid.
t6rbid
t'tbid
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Individuals from various organisations and agencies of the administration

attempted to use the new proposal in the NSC policy statement to obtain positive

positions for the Rio conference. In particular, these ofücials voiced their opinions

within the OCB working group on Latin America. This group consisted of

representatives from the departments of State and Defense, the FOd the United

States Information Agency and the Central Intelligence Agency. All of the

members agreed that the position papers prepared by Holland's sub-cabinet

committee were not consistent with the new NSC policy statement. Officials

within the working group argued that the policies advocated by Holland and his

committee would not meet Latin American aspirations at Rio.28 Representatives

from the Treasury Department, who joined the working group later than the other

organisations, did not agree. Treasury officials argued that the position papers for

Rio were consistent with basic national security policy, and adequate for the Rio

conference.2e

The departments and agencies wanting the administration to make a greater

commitment to development assistance loans at the Rio conference, needed the

support of John Foster Dulles. Dulles, however, remained uninterested. On l5

November the NSC met to discuss the Rio conference. Dulles did not attend. The

new under Secretary of state, Herbert Hoover Jt, represented the State

2sMemorandum for the record by OCB staff representative Byron K. Enyart, 28 Septenrber 1954,

r,vith attachrnents, OCB 091.4 Lat Am File #2 (6) July-Dec 1954. box 72, OCB Central File

Series, WHONSCS, EL; Memorandum Frederic O. Bundy of the United States Inforrnation

Agency to Elmer Staats and OCB assistants, 30 Septenrber 1954, OCB 091.4 Lat tun File #2 (6)

July-Dec 1954, box 72.OCB Central File Series. WHONSCS, EL, p.l' OCB l'orking group on

NSC 543211, "special Report On Proposed U.S. Positions For The Rio Conference". 5 October

1954. OCB 091.4 Lar A-l1r File # 2 (6) July-Dec 1954, box 72. OCB Central File Senes.

WHONSCS. EL. pp.2-5
tnMemorandum OCB staff representative Byron K. Enyart to the OCB executive offtcer. 5

Ocrober 1954, OCB 091.4 Lar Am File #2 (6) July-Dec 1954, box72. OCB Central File Series,

WHONSCS, EL.
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Department. During the meeting, Stassen argued that the proposed position of the

United States at Rio "did not meet the obvious needs of Latin America".3o He

urged that Eisenhower support proposals for regional economic groupings, study

groups to examine ways to stabilise the prices of raw materials and the creation of

an Inter-American Bank.3l Hoover did not support Stassen's position.32

Eisenhower expected Hoover, like Smith, to enforce the fundamental national

security concerns of the United States. Only Dulles could convince Eisenhower

that foreign policy objectives necessitated a change in the national security

equation. Without Dulles' input, the position advocated by the Treasury

Department and Flolland's sub-cabinet committee prevailed. The administration

would oppose schemes to stabilise commodity prices, regional economic

arrangements and the establishment of an Inter-American Bank.i-' During the

meeting, Eisenhower agreed with the secretary of the Treasury that the policy

paper on Latin America needed to be revised to prevent organisations acting

independently of basic national security considerations. The President suggested

that the statement about the United States extending development assistance loans

when Latin Americans had exhausted all other avenues, be altered to ensure that

Presidential approval was sought in each instance.3a Similarly, the Council agreed

to alter the statement on regional economic groupings to read that the United

States would only support such actions if it "would not involve discrimination

against U.S. trade and that no additional U.S. financial commitments would be

involved hereunder without further consideration by the National Security

3h4emorandum of discussion. 224th NSC meeting, held on 15 November l9-5't. 16 November

1954. FRUS, 1952-1954.IV. p.349.
t'Ibid., pp.349-350.

"tbid.. pp.348. 350.

"lbid., pp.346, 349. 351.
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Council".35 Thereby, Eisenhower further ensured that basic national security

considerations would prevail in all foreign economic policy considerations

concerning Latin America.

Eisenhower's position on the Rio economic conference indicates that he

continued to see Latin America only in terms of his strategy for maintainìng

national security. He had little idea of the economic realities of the region, and was

unaware of the rising antagonism towards the United States. Eisenhower's foreign

policy formulating system reinforced his misconceptions. The process ensured that

all issues were evaluated within the context of basic national security concerns.

Individuals, like Stassen, who argued from a position of foreign policy needs alone,

were soon removed from Latin American affairs. Only Dulles had the respect from

Eisenhower in the field of foreign relations necessary to convince the President to

alter the direction of resources within the basic strategy for maintaining national

security. As shown, Dulles convinced Eisenhower to extend economic assistance

for development to Asia. Dulles' actions, however, stemmed from his growing

fear of Soviet economic tactics. Latin America, being far removed from the Soviet

periphery, did not gain similar attention from the Secretary. Dulles continued to

assert that private investment and EXIM loans would sufüce in Latin America.36

Eisenhower agreed with Dulles' priorities. On I December the President stated in

a letter to his brother, Milton "We should not forget...that countries like Burma,

Thailand, and the remaining parts of Indo-China are directly open to assault. This

does not apply in South America." Eisenhower continued:

totbid., p.348.
t'Ibid.. p.352.
tusummary of nervs conference with Dulles, 7 December 1954. DSB. 20 December 195-t. XXXI-
808, p.968.
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In the case of the Americas, I do believe that loans are more appropriate

than grants. Gifts do not encourage a partnership effort. Loans, I think,

are calculated to do so. The difference between South America and Asia,

in my own mind, is this. In the case of South America we want to establish

a healthy relationship that will be characterized by mutual cooperation and

which will permanently endure. This will apply whether or not the

Communist menace seems to increase or decrease in intensity./In Asia we

are primarily concerned with meeting a crisis, establishing firm and friendly

governments, and making certain that the critical area of Indo-China and

the surrounding islands and adjacent portions of the mainland do not fall

into Communist hands.37

Eisenhower continued to assess Latin America in terms of his broad national

security strategy. The region, being far removed from the Soviet threat, did not

require economic assistance. The relatively minor threat of Soviet subversion in

Latin America meant that the region had time to develop spiritual and economic

strength through the free enterprise system.

Latin Americans responded negatively to the position taken by the United

States at Rio. The announcement that the EXIM Bank would liberalise its loan

policy failed to convince Latin American delegates that any policy changes had

been made.tt Their hopes for grant aid had been shattered. From experience Latin

Americans knew that they could not meet the strict lending criteria of the IBRD or

the EXIM Bank. Their concerns were well justified. In the six month period from

"Letter Eisenhorver to Milton Eisenhower, I December l9-54, Lester, Eisenhorver Diaries, Reel 5.

ttTelegranr 4 secretary Dulles to US delegation at Rjo, 22 Novenrber 1954, 365/ll-2254, box

1417, RG59, NA; Telegram 2 under secretary Hoover at the Rio Conference to secretary Dulles,

23 Novenrber t9-54- 365lIl-2354, box 1417. RG59, NA; Telegram 202 American embassr- in

Pananta City to secretary of state, 26 November 1954, 365lll-2654. box 1417, RG59, NA:

Foreign Service Despatch 3g4 Arnerican embassy in Bogota to State Department. 7 December

1954,365112-754. box 1418, RG59. NA.
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July to December 1955, EXIM loans to Latin America totalled $49,600,000'

compared with a total of $168,000,000 in the previous six month period.3e

In February 1955, vice president Nixon made a goodwill trip to Mexico,

Central America and the Caribbean. On returning to Washington, Ñxon reported

to Eisenhower, and other members of the NSC, that 'the policies enunciated by the

representatives of the United States at the Rio Conference were the correct

policies".a0 The vice president stated that he agreed with the sentiments that

"grants and gifts simply made beggars and loafers".ar He recommended that the

administration continue its current policy of increasing trade, and encouraging

domestic and foreign private investment in the region.o2 But Nixon argued that the

administration had to make some concessions to meet Latin American demands for

development assistance. He warned that the number of EXIM loans to the region

had not increased since the Rio conference Only through an intensified

programme of lending by the E)üM Bank, Nixon declared' could the

administration avoid having to resort to grant aid and soft loans'at Henry Holland

agreed with Nixon's analysis. Holland asserted that Latin Americans would

demand grant aid, soft loans and a development bank at the next inter-American

economic conference, scheduled for February 1957 in Buenos Aires' Only an

3eDraft state submission for 3rd progress report on NSC 543211 for 6 month period from July 14

1955 - January t2 1956, OCe ôsr.+ Latin Am File #5 (6) Dec 1955-Feb 1956. box 74, OCB

Central File Series, WHONSCS, E,L, p.24.
a\rlemorandum of discussion, 240th-NSC meeting, held on l0 March 1955' ll March 195-5'

box 6. 240th meeting of NSC March l0 1955. box 6, NSC Series, AWF. EL, p.15.

ttlbid.

"Ibid.. pp.l4-l-5.

"tbid.
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increased loan programme in Latin America by the EXIM Bank, Holland argued,

would defeat such uneconomical demands 
aa

Nixon and Holland wanted the EXIM Bank to act as an instrument of

foreign policy in Latin America. But, at the same time, both men believed that the

strict lending criteria of the Bank should not be compromised. They remained

faithful to basic national security policy. They agreed with Eisenhower that Latin

America, being far removed from the Soviet periphery, should not drain the

economic resources of the United States. Nixon and Holland, like Eisenhower and

Dulles, were not aware that Latin American nations could not meet the strict

lending criteria set by the Bank. Latin American countries could not achieve

economic development through sound loans. In 1956, the level of EXIM loans to

Latin America remained low. Loans to Latin America in the period January to

August 1956 came to $107,900,000. From September 1956 to March 1957, this

amount decreased by $ 1 4,000,000.45

On the issue of commodity agreements, basic national security policy also

dictated the outcome. From April to November 1954, the price of coffee dropped

by thirty cents.a6 At the Rio conference, the coffee producing nations of Latin

American called for an international agreement to stabilise the price of coffee. In

response, the Inter-American Economic and Social Council agreed to study 'the

world coffee situation". As a major consumer of coffee from Latin America, the

aaMemorandum by Holland to Dulles, 18 March 1955, FRUS. 1955-1957. IV. pp309-310:

Memorandum by Holland to Dulles, t3 Decenrber 1955, FRUS. 1955-19-57. VI- p.356.
asReport by special assistant offrce of assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs

Spencer M. King to R. P. Crensharv Jr of OCB,2l May 1957, OCB 091 4 Lat Am File #l (3)

April-May l9-57, box 76. OCB Central File Series, WHONSCS, EL, p.'t
ouAddress by director of the offrce of regional American affairs, Edward G. Cale before the Pacific

Coast Coffee Association. 17 May 1955, DSB,6 June 1955, XXXII,832.p.942.
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United States agreed to participate in the study.aT In early January 1956, the Inter-

American Economic and Social Council completed its report. The report stated

that future coffee supplies would exceed demand, while the price of coffee would

continue to decline. The decline in coffee prices, the report warned, would

seriously affect the economies of the coffee producing nations. In the report's

conclusion, the Inter-American Economic and Social Council called for

international action to stabilise coffee prices.o*

The basic national security policy on Latin America, as amended

immediately prior to the Rio conference, stated that the United States would not

enter into international agreements which discriminated against United States trade,

or required finances from the United States, until the issue had been discussed

within the National Security Council. In October 1955, the new Council on

Foreign Economic Policy (CFEP) issued a policy statement to reinforce the

administration's position on commodity agreements. As desired by Eisenhower,

the CFEP acted to ensure that basic national security concerns, not foreign policy

needs, dictated any decision. The CFEP announced that the United States would

only enter into a commodity agreement when it was "clearly in the national

interest". It advised that

Representatives of the United States will not participate in any discussion

or meeting with respect to an international commodity agreement and

will make no commitment as to U.S. participation in such an agreement

until approved at the inter-agency policy level within the Executive

Branch.ae

otlbid., pp.942-943.
asMemorandum by under secretan- Hoover to chairman CFEP Joseph Dodge. I Febmarv 1956.

CFEP 537 US position tvith respect to an international coffee agreement (2). bor 7. Policl Papers

Series, CFEPR EL. pp.l-2.
leMinures of the 29th meeting of the CFEP, 2-5 October 1955, FRUS, 195-5-19-57. X, p.5-15.
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The CFEP provided the inter-agency forum. In April the State Department sent a

copy of the report on coffee by the Inter-American Economic and Social Council

to the CFEP. As a result of Dulles' lack of interest when the CFEP was set up, the

State Department held no authority within this organisation. In this instance the

State Department did not provide a dissenting voice. Holland ensured that basic

national security policy prevailed, advising that the United States should not enter

an international agreement on coffee.t0 On25 April the CFEP agreed.5r

Through his careful selection of key subordinates, and the involvement of

many organisations and agencies in the formulation of foreign economic policy,

Eisenhower ensured that basic national security concerns dictated the

administration's policy towards Latin America. Free trade and private investment

remained the main tactics. The region, being far removed from the Soviet Union,

would not receive grant aid or soft loans, and the United States would not support

regional economic arrangements. While Eisenhower's foreign policy formulating

process ensured the implementation of basic national security policy, it did not

change the perceptions of those at the top of the administration. The focus of

those at the highest levels remained on the Soviet th¡eat. They remained unaware

of the rising anti-Americanism within Latin America.

In 1956, John Foster Dulles began a review of the national security policy

statement on Latin America. He initiated the review because he feared that the

Soviet economic offensive had turned to the region. On l7 January the American

5oDepartment of State staff paper on International Coffee Agreement, 9 April 1956, CFEP (6)'

box 18, Subject Series, Confidential File, WHCF, EL, pp.3-4-
5rMemorandum secretary, Paul H. Cullen to CFEP, 4 lilay 1956, CFEP -537 U.S Position u'ith

respect to an Iuternational Coffee Agreement (l), box 7, Policl'Papers Series, CFEPR, EL
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Ambassador to Moscow, Charles Bohlen, reported to Washington that recent

statements made by the Soviet official, Nikolai Aleksandrovich Bulganin, indicated

that the Soviets were about to "ID{DEBTAKE [a] STIBSTANTIAL

DIPLOMATIC OFFENSIVE IN LATIN AMERICA".52 Bohlen's warning

alarmed John Foster Dulles.53 The Secretary asked Holland if the administration's

current policies were adequate to meet the "Russian campaign".to In response, on

28 March 1956, Holland reported to the OCB that the recent Soviet initiatives in

Latin America necessitated a review of policy.55 The OCB working group on Latin

America had already concluded that Soviet activities in Latin America made the

current NSC policy statement on the region obsolete. In a progress report dated

28 March, the working group recommended to the NSC Planning Board that the

policy statement on Latin America be revised.56 Members of the NSC Planning

Board agreed, and requested permission from the NSC to undertake a policy

review. On 3 May, the NSC directed the Planning Board to revise the policy

statement on Latin America.5T

The high level review of policy toward Latin America gave officers within

the inter-American bureau of the State Department the opportunity to highlight the

economic problems faced by the region. The NSC Planning Board specifically

ttTelegram 156l American ambassador Charles Bohlen to Dulles, 17 January 1956, 620.6111-

1756, box 2595, RG59, NA. (Capitalisation and underlining in the original.)
t'Telegram 476 Dulles to all diplomatic and consular posts in Latin America, l8 January 1956'

620.6111-1856, box 2595, RG59, NA; Telegram 8ll Dulles to American embassv in Moscou'- 18

January 1956,620.6Ill-1856, box 2595, RG 59, NA.
saMemorandum of conversation Dulles, Samuel C. Waugh and Henry F. Holland 18 January

1956, FRUS. 1955-1957, \¡I, P.371.
55Minutes of OCB meeting, held on 28 March 1956, 30 March 1956, OCB Minutes of Meetings

1956 (2),box 3, OCB Series, Adrninistrative Subseries, WHOSANSA EL, p'3'
tuprogress report on NSC 543211, "United States Objectives and Courses of Action with Respect

to Latin America", 28 March 1956, FRUS. 1955-19-57. VI, pp.46-48.
ttEditorial Note, FRUS, 1955-19-57, VI, p.60.
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requested that the State Department submit their desired changes to the Board.58

The new draft statement of policy highlighted the rising "anti-Americanism" in

Latin America, and stated that it was caused by the fact that the United States had

not provided greater assistance with economic development.5e The inter-agency

make-up of the Planning Board, however, ensured that basic national security

concerns, not foreign relations needs, dictated the suggested economic policies

towards the region. The draft policy statement specified that trade and private

investment would continue to be the main approach to the region. The role of the

EXIM Bank remained unchanged. The bank would finance "all sound economic

development projects", provided the borrowing nation fulfilled the strict lending

criteria of the bank. Soft dollar loans or grant aid would only be extended in

emergency situations and "with the approval of the President".uo The policy of the

United States towards development in Latin America remained unchanged.

On 6 September 1956, the NSC met to discuss the draft policy statement.

Rather than challenge the world views of Eisenhower's key advisers, the paper

supported their views. The members of the Council were dedicated to

Eisenhower's fundamental approach. No one suggested that the rising anti-

Americanism in the region necessitated a change in economic policy. Eisenhower

and under secretary Hoover suggested that the language referring to the EXIM

Bank be changed so that it was not expected to act as an instrument of foreign

policy in Latin America. Dulles objected. This was not because he wanted to meet

rising demands for development assistance in the region, but because he believed

ttlbid.
t\SC 5613, "Draft Srarement of Policy on U.S. Policy toward Latin America". 20 August 1956-

FRUS. 1955-19-57, Yl, P.92
uolbid., p.oz.
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that the bank could combat Soviet economic initiatives in the region. Eisenhower

and Dulles reached a compromise. The President changed the language in the

paper to read that the administration would not "assure", but merely "encourage"

the E)flM Bank to liberate its lending policy in Latin America.6r

Eisenhower remained ignorant of the prevailing conditions in Latin

America. He continued to assert that the region, being far removed from the

Soviet Union, did not require economic assistance. Eisenhower's system of policy

formulation reinforced his preconceptions. In July Eisenhower attended the

meeting of the Presidents of the Americas in Panama City. Eisenhower viewed the

trip merely as a venture in "public relations".62 Holland, however, feared that anti-

American sentiments would intensify in Latin America, unless Eisenhower

presented sorne positive proposal. Not wanting to contravene the administration's

basic approach, Holland advised the President to announce the establishment of a

Presidential committee. The committee would examine the economic activities of

the Organization of American States (0A5).63 At the meeting in Panama,

Eisenhower invited all the American republics to elect a representative to join a

committee to review the role of the OAS. The President announced that his

brother, Milton, would be the United States' representative.6a

Holland did not intend the committee to be a vehicle through which Latin

American governments could demand economic assistance. He initiated the

committee to placate Latin American demands for development assistance, and

6rMemorandum of discussion, 296th NSC meeting, held on 6 September 1956.7 September l9-56.

FRUS, r9s5-19s7, VI. p.l0-5.
62Eisenhower Diary entry, 2-5 Jull' 1956, FRUS. 1955-1957, vI. p.452-
u'Editorial Note, FRUS, 1955-57. VI, p.44{
uoAddress by Eisenhorver at meeting of the Presidents in Panama City, 22 Jul¡- 1956. Public

Papers, 1956. p.6ll.
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thus maintain cordial relations with the United States in the short term. The

appointment of Milton Eisenhower as the representative on the committee from the

United States ensured that basic national security policy would be upheld. During

the committee meetings, the Latin American delegates requested that the United

States consider grant aid, commodity agreements, and an inter-American bank for

development. Milton Eisenhower faithfully opposed all of the initiatives involving

increased expenditures from the United States government.65 By the time Latin

Americans realised that the committee did not represent a commitment by the

United States to assist with development, Holland had left the administration.

Eisenhower and Dulles praised him for his work. He had been a good soldier in

Eisenhower' s administration.

As Eisenhower entered his second term, his ideas on development in Latin

America remained unchanged. He continued to argue that the reliance on free

trade and private investment would meet the economic needs of the region. Only

regions on the Soviet periphery, Eisenhower preached, required development

assistance. Through the appointment of individuals, such as Henry Holland, and

the process of foreign policy formulation, Eisenhower ensured that basic national

security concerns dictated the foreign economic policy towards Latin America.

But Eisenhower's actions also meant that the prevailing realities in the region

remained unknown to those at the highest levels of the administration. The policy

papers which emerged from the foreign policy formulating process merely

reinforced the preconceptions of Eisenhower and his key officials. In the beginning

of 1957 this was especially the case. All voices of dissent had been silenced. With

utMilton S. Eisenhorver. The Wine is Bitter: The United States and Latin America (Garden Ciw.

N.Y., 1963) pp.l0-l L
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the removal of John Moors Cabot in 1954 and Harold Stassen in 1955 from Latin

American affairs, Eisenhower had effectively deafened the administration to the

cries for economic assistance from Latin America'

m

The State Department, Private Philanthropic Organisations and Economic

Development in sub-saharan Africa, March 1954 - March 1957

From March 1954 to March 1957, two key ofñcials within the African

section of the State Department argued that the administration should change its

policy towards development in sub-S ahatan Africa. Fred L. Hadsel became the

deputy director of the office of African affairs in 1955. George V' Allen was

appointed the assistant secretary of state for near eastern, south Asian and African

affairs in January 1955. Both men argued that sub-Saharan Africa was rapidly

moving towards independence. They warned that aspirations for social and

economic development in Africa were intensifying. Hadsel and Allen argued that

the administration should send economic assistance, to ensure the positive nature

of future relations with the rapidly changing region. Orderly development, they

asserted, would help to prevent Soviet infiltration and maintain western access to

strategic raw materials. Both men attempted to change the administration's policy

of relying on the free enterprise system. But they did not have authority within

Eisenhower's policy formulating systems. When Allen could not change the
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government's response to development aspirations in the region' he approached

private philanthropic organisations.

Fred L. Hadsel became the deputy director of the ofüce of African affFairs in

1955. He had been the acting special assistant in the bureau of near eastern, South

Asian and African affairs since February 1954. In July 1955, he attempted to

change the administration's approach towards development in sub-Saharan Africa.

He submitted a paper on the region to the Policy Planning Staff. A member of the

stafl Elbert G. Mathews, advised Hadsel to prepare a condensed version of the

paper to submit to secretary of state, Dulles, "at some period when relative calm in

other parts of the world would enable him to give attention to it".66 Hadsel took

Mathews' advice. On 12 August, the assistant secretary of state for near eastern,

south Asian and African affairs, George V. Allen, sent a condensed version of

Hadsel's paper to Dulles. Allen also wanted to change the administration's

approach. Hadsel asserted in the report that the administration should adopt "a

more independent policy in Africa".6t He wa..ted that 'ïe cannot afford to ignore

the aspirations of the Africans, since our silence would be construed as

opposition".6s He asserted that the Africans would soon "increase their demands

for political and economic power".6e In particular, Hadsel argued that the

"economic revolution" in sub-Saharan Africa would be the most "significant"

development in the immediate future.7O He urged that the United States act to

6uMemorandum Elbert G. Mathews to Fred L. Hadsel, 20 July 1955. 611.7017-2055- box 2543'

RG59. NA.
6?Memorandum assistant secretary of state for near eastern, south Asian and African affairs

George V. Allen to secretary of itate Dulles, 12 August 1955, Tab B report by Hadsel, "The

United Stares in Africa South of the Sahara".4 August 195-5, FRUS. 19-55-1957. XUII' pp l3-

14.
utlbid.. p.l+.
untbid.. pt:.
tolbid.. p. t9.
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ensure "That the political, economic and social evolution of this Continent be in a

manner friendly to the United States".7l Hadsel defined American interests in the

region to be securing future access to raw materials and ensuring its "Western

orientation".T2 He acknowledged that the region would continue to be a low

priority for the United States, compared with other regions of the world.73 But he

urged that the administration "support economic development loans wherever

possible", increase the amount of technical assistance to the region and consider

how much economic assistance would be required to attain American interests in

the region.Ta

Hadsel required the support of John Foster Dulles to gain the increase in

economic assistance for sub-Saharan Africa. The budget for fiscal 1956 did not

allow for such an increase to the region. Only Eisenhower could order a change in

the foreign aid allocations. The secretary of state, however, did not agree that the

administration should expend more resources to promote development in the

region. He thought that the administration's current tactics of supporting the

colonial powers in sub-Saharan Africa and extending small amounts of technical

assistance would suffice to prevent Soviet subversion. Economic aid for

development, Dulles asserted, should be restricted to the periphery of the Soviet

bloc. The United States could not afford to extend resources to promote

development in sub-S aharan Africa as well. In addition, Dulles continued to agree

with Eisenhower that development through the free capitalist system resulted in

greater individual spiritual and economic strength in the long term. Meanwhile,

t'Ibid., p. t9
ttlbid.
ttlbid.

p.l-5.
p.r7.

tolbid.. p.20.22
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Dulles thought that other tactics could be used which would orient the region

towards the United States, without draining the US economy. At the Geneva

conference in November 1955, Dulles proposed to the British foreign minister,

Harold Macmillan, that the colonial powers hold a conference, to show concern for

the future of the dependent areas and, thus, "take the initiative away from the

Soviet Communists".T5 Macmillan and Dulles agreed to set up study groups in

their respective countries to study the proposal.t6 Dulles did not approve Hadsel's

paper. He merely gave permission for additional studies to be undertaken.Tt

The assistant secretary of state George V. Allen agreed with Hadsel's

assessment. When John B. Hollister became the director of the of the International

Cooperation Administration (ICA) in July 1955, he decreased the amount of

technical assistance being extended to the dependent territories of Africa and the

Caribbean in fiscal years 1955 and 1956, and intended to stop the programmes

completely in fiscal year 1957.78 Hollister had been chosen by Eisenhower and

Dulles because he agreed with the administration's basic approach of protecting the

economic strengfh of the United States by limiting foreign aid to the Soviet

periphery. The new director believed that the resources of the metropolitan

powers, not the United States, should be expended in the dependent territories.Te

Allen disagreed with Hollister's decision. He argued that technical assistance to

r5Memorandum of conversation. Dulles and Harold Macrnillan, l0 Novetnber 1955. Poliry of

Independence for Colonial People, box 6, Subject Series, DP, EL.
tulbid.
TTMemorandum Roderic L. O'Connor to the assistant secretary of state for near eastern. south

Asian and African affairs George V. Alten 30 August 1955.611.7017-2055, box 2-5-13- RG-59.

NA.
tsMemorandum director of ICA John B. Hollister to Dulles, 5 Januarl' 1956, Lot 58D627. bor 10.

RG-sg. NA. p.l.
telbid.. pp.r-2.
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the dependent territories in Africa should be increased.8O Dulles did not wish to

become involved in what he perceived as minor foreign economic policy' He left

the issue in under secretary of state Herbert Hoover's hands. Hoover made a

decision based on the most recent basic national security policy statement. He

advised Hollister on January 7 that "a modest program for the DOTs in Africa and

the Caribbean should be undertaken in FY 1956 and 1957".8r But Hoover would

not move outside basic national security policy Even if the under secretary had

wanted to increase the technical assistance prograflrmes in the dependent overseas

territories, he had no authority over Hollister. Only Dulles, with Eisenhower's

approval, could order the director of the ICA to change the geographic direction of

foreign aid.

Allen turned to private philanthropic organisations. He wanted the Ford

and Rockefeller Foundations to begin operations in sub-Saharan Africa. Allen

hoped that the involvement of private American aid organisations in the region

would meet African expectations of development assistance, and help to protect

the long-term interests of the United States in the region. In particular, Allen

concentrated his efforts on the Ford Foundation. On27 September 1955, he wrote

to the vice president of the Ford Foundation, Don K. Price. In the letter, Allen

inquired if representatives from the Ford Foundation would be interested in

attending an informal conference on sub-Saharan Africa. The assistant secretary

stated that officials from the State Department, the ICA and the United States

Information Agency (USIA) would participate. Allen explained that the

soTelephone conversation George Allen to Dennis A. Fitzgerald, 27 December 1955. Telephone

Conversations Nov-Dec 1955 (1). box 23. Fitzgerald, Dennis A. Papers. EL, lvfemorandum by

Allen. to Dulles. 28 December 19-55, FRUS. 1955-1957, XUII, pp-22-23'
slMenrorandum Robert C. Hill to Dulles, 16 January 1956, Lot 59D293- box 24- RG59' NA p' 1.
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conference would focus on the "problems of policy and operations which the

United States Government faces in this atet'.82

In the past, the Ford Foundation had been reluctant to work with the

government. In June 1953, John Scott Everton, a Ford Foundation field officer

stationed in Burma, wrote to the director of the division of overseas activities that

I share with you the opinion...that we should not develope [slc]
relationships which would tend to identify the Foundation too

closely with the United States Government activities. Certainly

we will welcome the judgements and opinions of Mission

personnel on specific projects and will want to keep them fully

informed as to our program, but the relationship ought to be

unofficial and informal in character in order to properly maintain

the private character of the Foundation.s3

In 1972, the president of the Ford Foundation from 1956 to 1965, Henry Heald,

explained that one of the main reasons why the Foundation wished to maintain its

independence, was because it did not want to be perceived as an organisation

established and funded by the Central Intelligence Agency.sa During Heald's

presidency, the Foundation guarded its independence from the government.s5 The

Foundation did, however, agree to attend the conference at the State Department

to discuss the future involvement of the United States in sub-Saharan Africa-86

t'Letter Allen to vice president of the Ford Foundation Don K. Prìce, 27 September 1955'

770.0019-2755, box 3645. RG59, NA.
t,Letter John Scott Everton to director division ofoverseas activities the Ford Forrndation Carl B

Spaeth,4 June 1953. General Correspondence Files - State Department. Reel 1166, Year 1953.

Ford Foundation Archives (hereafter cited as FFA).
toOH, Henry Heald, Ford Foundation Oral History Project (hereafter cited as FFOHP), FFA.
,'OH, Melvin J. Fox. FFOFIP, FFA.
t!-.t., assistant director international prograns, John B. Howard, to director of the offrce of

African affairs, depafment of State, Leo G. Cyr, 12 October 1955, General Correspondence Files

- State Department, Reel I183, Year 1955, FFA; Letter executile associate international

prograrns Melvin J. Fox to director of the offrce of African affairs department of state Leo G. Cyr-

)+ OctoUer 1955, General Correspondence Files - state department, Reel I183,1'ear l9-55' FFA'
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Before the late 1950s, the only involvement of the foundation with Africa

had been in the education field. Since April 1951 the foundation had offered a

small number of scholarships for Africans to study in the United States. In late

1952 the foundation began a fellowship programme to assist American graduate

students involved with African studies. In addition, select universities in the United

States received grants from the foundation, in the early 1950s, to expand their

African studies programmes.*t During this period, the foundation focused its

development assistance work in the Middle East and south and south east Asia. In

late 1955, however, the organisation had ample funds, and was ready to extend

into other regions.s* Therefore, representatives from the foundation attended the

conference on sub-Saharan Africa to gain preliminary information. The foundation

agreed to have contact with the government only because it met the organisation's

immediate needs. The assistant director of international programs, John B'

Howard, and the executive associate of international programs, Melvin J' Fox,

represented the foundation at the conference. One year later, both men visited sub-

Saharan Africa to explore the possibility of beginning development projects in the

region. They recommended that the foundation assist a small number of African

territories to make the transition from colonial rule to independence.se Melvin J'

Fox participated in a second trip to sub-Saharan Africa, one year later, to gain the

information required to make specific project recommendations to the

srAttachment to lelter executive associate international programs of the Ford Foundation Melvin

J. Fox to Leo G. Qt, 2{ October 1955, General Correspondence Files - State Department, Reel

I 183, year 1955, PPA
*toH, F.F. Hitt. FFOHP. FFA.
*nneport Uy Wittiam O. Brorvn, Melvin J. Fox, John B' Howard "Report of Ford Founda-tion

Mission toAfrica", 16 January 1957. (000579) FFA p.1; Report "The Ford Foundation and Sub-

Sahara Africa", Information Paper Ford Foundation, December 1970 (002774). FFA' p'7'
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foundation.eO In 1958 the foundation began operations in west Africa. In 1963

operations were extended to east and southern Africa.nt

The Rockefeller Foundation also wished to maintain its independence from

the government. As with the Ford Foundation, members of this philanthropic

organisation were only prepared to make contact with government officials to gain

information. In mid-1955, representatives from the Rockefeller Foundation met

with the director of the office for African affairs, Fred Hadsel, in the State

Department to discuss the possibility of the foundation beginning projects in

Africa. As a result of the meeting, Hadsel prepared information on the region for

the Rockefeller Foundation.e2 In January 1957, representatives from the

Rockefeller Foundation again approached the State Department. Charles Noyes

and John Camp, both from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, met with Hadsel at the

State Department. Hadsel "emphasized the strong urge for independence in all

African countries and the desire in most cases to have U.S. assistance".e3 Hadsel

later recorded that "At their request, I discussed at some length the economic and

political developments of Africa South of the Sahara and we explored various areas

of activity which might interest the Fund".eo Noyes and Camp also met with Stuart

Van Dyke and William Moran from the International Cooperation Administration.

Camp explained that he intended to visit West Africa within the next few months,

eh.eport "The Ford Foundation and sub-Sahara Africa", Information Paper Ford Foundation,

December 1970 (002774). FFA, P.7.
etlbid.
e2Diary entry, I July 19-5-5. re information from J. M. Weir Rockefeller Collection. folder 217, box

34, Series 200, Record Group 2 General Correspondence 1955 (hereafter cited as RG2GC rvith

date), Rockefeller Foundation Archives (hereafter cited as RFA).
e3Memorandum of conversation Charles Noyes and John Camp with the State Department. 17

January l9-57. folder 269. box 35, Series 200. RG2GC, RFA, p.2.
eaMemorandum of conversation Fred L. Hadsel rvith Charles Noyes and John Camp, 17 Januan

1957, Lots 58D627 and 60D37, box 10, RG-59, NA.
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to explore the possibility of the Rockefeller Foundation beginning development

projects in the region. The officials from ICA enthusiastically endorsed the

Foundation's intention to begin programmes in Liberia, the Gold Coast and

Nigeria.es In 1959, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund allocated 5225,000 to begin a

progranìme in West Africa. In 1960, the amount increased to $275,000.%

Ofñcials from the State Department respected the desire of the Ford

Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation to maintain their independence.

Government ofticials were aware that they could not force the private philanthropic

organisations to embark on development projects to fulfil foreign policy needs.

But officials from the State Department were prepared to encourage and influence

the actions of the private aid organisations. Government officials did not force the

two aid organisations to embark on programmes in sub-S ahatan Africa' But

members of the State Department did help to facilitate the eventual involvement of

both organisations in the region. State Department officials had more success

influencing the direction of development assistance within the Ford and Rockefeller

Foundations than they did within their own government organisations. This

success was because the private organisations had as their goal improving living

standards throughout the world, not containing the Soviet threat. As a result, the

foundations did not confine their activities to the Soviet periphery. In 1949 a

committee established to examine the policies and programmes of the Ford

Foundation concluded:

e5Menorandum of conversation John Camp and Charles P. Noyes with chief of tlte African and

European affairs division ICA Stuart Van Dyke and chief assistant on west African Affairs ICA

William Moran, held on 16 January 19-57, l8 January 1957, folder 7, box l, Series 5 West Africa

program Records, Rockefeller Brothers Fund A¡chives (hereafter cited as RBFA). RFA pp.l-3'
nu¡-Jtte, Stacy May at Rockefeller Brothers Fund to regional director for Africa and Europe at

ICA Marcus J. Gordon. 6 May 1960, folder -50, box 6. Series 5 West Africa Proglam Records.

RBFA. RF.
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National conduct based solely upon fear of communism, upon reaction

to totalitarian tactics, or upon the immediate exigencies of avoiding

war, is defensive and negative. If such a defensive attitude is allowed

to control our planning and thinking, our national effort will be diverted

unduly to expedient and temporary measures from the more important

tasks ahead, and we may grow like the thing we fight.e7

IV

As the Eisenhower administration entered its second term, fear of the

Soviet threat and the desire to restrict expenditures continued to dictate the

policies of Eisenhower and Dulles towards development in the emerging Third

World. On the periphery of the Soviet bloc, the administration would assist the

nations to develop through grant aid. But Eisenhower and Dulles agreed that the

United Sates could not afford to extend development assistance throughout the less

developed regions. High government expenditures could threaten the American

rvay of life. InLatin America sound loans, technical assistance and free enterprise

would promote economic strength at little cost. In addition, Eisenhower and

Dulles thought that such tactics would promote greater spiritual and economic

strength than grant aid. In sub-Saharan Africa the metropoles and small amounts

of teclmical assistance would lead to development and help to prevent Soviet

subversion. But in 1958 the administration's approach began to change

Eisenhower and Dulles abandoned their reliance on the free enterprise system and

began to extend economic assistance to promote development. The final section of

er"Report of the Stu$' for the Ford Foundation on Policy and Program" by study committee

chairêdbyH. Rowan Gaither Jr. November 1949, publishedbt'the FordFoundation' FFA- pp.2l-

22.
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this thesis examines how and why C. Douglas Dillon brought about this change tn

policy
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PART THREE

1957 - DECEMBER 1960



CHAPTER FIVE

C. DOUGLAS DII,I,ON AND DE PMIùNT ASSISTANCE FOR LA
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TIN

AMERICA AND SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA:PRB,VENTING

TOTALIT NISM. .IANIIARY 1957. I) ER 1960

I

In late 1956, the Eisenhower administration used the most recent basic

national security policy statement, NSC 56021I, to establish foreign aid

expenditures within the fiscal 1958 budget. NSC 5602/1 included Dulles' and

Eisenhower's shared concerns about the economic offensive of the Soviet Union.

In particular, the paper expressed Dulles' desire that economic aid be more readily

available to the administration to meet the new Soviet tactics. In May 1957

Eisenhower presented the details of the Mutual Security Program for fiscal 1958

to the Congress. He asked that $500,000,000 be appropriated to establish a

Development Loan Fund.r The Fund would provide soft loans for long-term

development projects.z Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa, being far removed

from the Soviet Union, initially would not benefit. From the time of the

establishment of the fund to June 1958, most of the loans w-ent to Ceylon, Greece,

India, Pakistan, Taiwan, Thailand and Turkey.3

In the first year of Eisenhower's second term, the basic elements of the

President's strategy to maintain national security remained unchanged. Eisenhower

'Message Eisenhorver to Congress, MSP hscal 19-58, 2l May 1957. hrblic Papers. l9-57. p.381
2lbid.. pp.379-380.
3Reporr ro Congress on the MSP, I33-L 19-59 (l), box 667, Offrcial File. WHCF. EL. P.13.
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continued to opine that security could only be achieved by protecting the economlc

strength of the United States and containing the Soviet Union.a According to

Eisenhower, international Communism remained the only external threat to the

nation. Eisenhower argued that rising nationalism in the Third World was a threat

to the national interest only because it could be exploited by Soviet Communism.5

As a result, he agreed to use economic aid to meet rising aspirations for

development, but only in the areas closest to the Soviet bloc. Eisenhower believed

that foreign aid expenditures should be restricted. The economic strength of the

United States would be weakened if the administration began to extend economic

aid to all regions of the world. The President continued to assert that the regions

not immediately threatened by Soviet Communism had the time to develop through

private investment and trade. In addition, Eisenhower argued that the Soviet

Union had not abandoned military tactics to defeat the free world. Defence

assistance for foreign nations continued to be the greatest expenditure within the

Mutual Security Program for fiscal 1958.6

Congressional opposition to foreign aid also continued to restrict

Eisenhower. He could not understand why members of Congress constantly found

it so difficult to connect foreign aid with national security. The President's move

from aid to support countries establishing defences to aid for development

oMessage Eisenhou,er to Congress on the State of the Union, l0 January 1957, Public Papers,

1957, pp.L9-20,25, Message Eisenhower to Congress, budget hscal 1958. 16 January 1957.

Public Papers ,1957, pp.38-39; Address bl,Eisenhower, Second Inaugural Address. 2l Januarl'

l9-57, Public Papers, 1957, pp.6l-62.
tletter Eisenhotver to George Hunphrey, 27 }y'rarcln 1957. Mar '-57 Miscellaneous (l). box22,

DDE Diaries Series. AWF. EL, pp.2-3.
uMessage Eisenhower to Congress, MSP fiscal 1958. 2l May 1957. hrblic Papers. 1957. pp.37lì-

375.
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increased congressional confusion over the value of the MSP. Congress cut

Eisenhower's request for fiscal 1958 by nearly one third, or by $2.7 billion'7

Eisenhower's key officials remained committed to the President's strategy

for maintaining national security. As shown previously, Dulles had been

instrumental in convincing Eisenhower of the need to enter development assistance

into the national security equation. Like the President, Dulles believed that

economic assistance should be limited to the areas under immediate threat from

Soviet Communism. Dulles agreed that the economic strength of the United States

should be protected, and that defence support had to remain a priority within the

Mutual Security Program. In late February 1957, the Planning Board of the

National Security Council began a review of basic national security policy.s The

Council completed its deliberations by late May and, on 3 June, Eisenhower

approved the new policy statement, NSC 570718.e The paper echoed the views of

Eisenhower and his secretary of state. It stated that

The basic threat to U.S. security is presented by the continuing

hostility of the USSR and Communist China and their growing

military and economic power; in combination with the unrestricted

development of nuclear weapons, the weakness or instability in

critical areas where there is strong pressure for economic or political 
. ^

change, and the menace of the intercontinental Communist apparatus.l0

The paper stated that"The basic purpose of U.S. national strategy is to cope with

these interrelated factors, without seriously weakening the U.S economy."rr

I Ambrose, Eisenhower the President, pp.380-381-
sMemorandum of discussion, 3l4th NSC rneeting, held on 28 Februa¡ 1957. I March 1957,

FRUS, 195-5-1957, XIX. p.42-s.

\ote by the executive secretary for the NSC Jarnes Lay to the NSC, 3 June l9-i7- FRUS- 1955-

1957,XIX, pp.-507-508

'oNSC -sZt¡278, "St"t"m.nt of Basic National Security Policy", 3 June l9-57. FRUS. 1955-1957.

XIX, p.-509. (italics in original).
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Development assistance would be provided only when "The political and economlc

situation is important to the security of the United States", meaning when Soviet

involvement would be likely.l2 The policy statement directed that "Increases in

economic development assistance should...be offset by decreases in other economic

or in military assistance programs".l3 Eisenhower's lieutenants did not question

the policy guidance on development assistance during the review procedure'to As

long as this policy remained unchallenged, the outer regions had little chance of

receiving development assistance.

Within fiscal 1958, however, the Eisenhower administration began to

extend development assistance to Latin America. By the end of 1960, the

administration had supported the establishment of an inter-American development

bank, helped to create a common market in Central America, extended economic

assistance for development to Latin America, and reorganised the Organization for

European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) to provide development assistance to

sub-Saharan Africa. This change came as a result of the rvork of C. Douglas

Dillon. As shown, Dulles had appointed Dillon to the position of deputy under

secretary of state for economic affairs in March 1957 because he wanted to assert

the authority of the State Department in foreign economic affairs. Specifically,

Dulles wanted Dillon to employ tactics to counter the Soviet economic offensive

Dillon, however, did not agree that direct Soviet subversion posed the only threat

to the national security of the United States. As deputy under secretary for

ttlbid. 
litalics in original)

'ttbid., p.s t-s.
tttbid., p.s le .

'oMeno.andu¡r of discussion, 3l4th NSC meeting, held on 28 Februarl- 19-57' I lr{arch 1957,

FRUS. 19-5-5-1957- XlX, pp.42-5-441: Memorandum of discussion, 3lTth NSC meeting- held on

2SMarch 1957.29 March 1957, FRUS, XlX, pp.446-454.
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economic affairs, under secretary for economic affairs and, finally, under secretary

of state, Dillon set out to promote democracy in the less developed regions and

prevent totalitarianism. A number of factors enabled Dillon to change the

administration's approach. He shared Eisenhower's and Dulles' views on American

foreign interests and the President and his secretary trusted his judgement. From

mid-1958, he held authority within the administration and could override the

opinions of representatives from other agencies and departments. The changing

political situations in the two regions helped to reinforce Dillon's conclusions.

Finally, individuals from the public sphere suppofted his theories about the future

of democracy in the less developed regions-

C. Douglas Dillon and the Threats to National Security

On l5 March 1957 Dillon assumed the position of deputy under secretary

of state for economic affairs. At this time, Dillon held a broader vieu' of the

external threats to national security than either Eisenhower or Dulles. The

President and his secretary of state believed that the Soviet Union was using

development assistance as a means to subvert the less developed regions' As a

result, the two men advocated the United States extend economic aid to those

nations closest to the Soviet bloc. Dillon did not believe that the main threat lay in

Soviet subversion. The deputy under secretary feared that the people in the

emerging third world would abandon democracy and resort to totalitarian forms of

II
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government if their aspirations for better living standards were not met' Dillon

thought that the Soviet Union posed a threat because it offered an alternative to the

American democratic and free capitalist \ilay.lt Dillon did not underestimate the

force of nationalism in these regions. He saw nationalism in the emerging Third

World as a strong force, which the United States needed to support to ensure that

the developing nations progressed along democratic lines' The United States,

Dillon professed, could not survive in a world dominated by totalitarian regimes'ru

Dillon argued that the United States should meet development demands in all the

less developed regions, not just on the Soviet periphery. He urged that the United

States continue to provide capital to establish basic infrastructures, and technical

assistance to create a pool of skilled workers in these nations.rT

Dillon shared many ideas on the national security with Eisenhower and

Dulles. He agreed that American security depended on maintaining access to the

raw materials and markets of the free world' Without such access, the free

capitalist system would be stifled, and the general well-being of American people

affected.rs Dillon also shared the view that the democratic principles and

institutions of America could only survive if democracies existed in the majority of

ttAddress by Dillon before the American Assembly, "A Nerv Approach to Mutual Securitl;'. 2

May 1957. bSe. ZO May 1957, XXXU, 934, p.802; Address by Dillon before the Advertising

CtriU of New Jersey. "Encouraging Economic Growth in the Less Developed Countries of the,Free

World", 4 June 1957. DSB. t iuty tlsz, xxxul, 940, pp.31-32; Address by Dillon before the

New Orleans Foreign potlcy Xsóciation, "Our Mutual Security Progratns", 26 June 1957- DSB'

15 July 1957, XXXVII,942,P.Il6.
tlÀ¿¿r.r, by Dillon, ':R N.i" Approach to Mutual Security", 2Mray 1957- DSB. 20 Mal' 1957'

XXXU, 93,4, p.802',Address Uy 
^Utton, 

"Our Mutual Security Programs", 26 June 1957' DSB'

15 July 1957, XXXVIL942,P.lI6.
ttAddress by Dillon, "A Nerv Approach to Mutual security", 2 }r/ray 1957. DsB. 20 Ma1' 1957'

XXXu. oz+, p.toz: Address uyòitton "Encouraging Economic Gro$'th in Less Developed

Countries of the Free World". ¿ Jun. 1957. DSB, I July 1957, )C(XVII' 940, p 32: Address by

Dillon. "our Mutual Security Programs", 26luly 1957, DSB, l5 July 1957. )C(XVII, 942'

pp. I 16-l 18.
itïddr.r, by Dillon. "A nerv Approach to Mutual Security", 2|t/tay l9-57. DSB. 20 May 1957.

XXXU,934, p.802.
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the world. Democracy in the United States could not survive in a world dominated

by totalitarian regimes, which had abandoned the free enterprise system.re The fact

that Dillon shared a world view with Eisenhower and Dulles helped him to change

the opinions of his two superiors.

Another factor also made it easier for Dillon to gain acceptance of his ideas

about the nature of the threats to national security. In 1956, two academics at the

Center for International Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Max

F. Millikan and Walt W. Rostow, prepared a report entitled "An American Policy

for the Next Decade". The paper argued that the US should assist development in

the emerging Third World, not just to prevent Soviet subversion, but to decrease

anti-Americanism, promote democracy and prevent the possibility of

totalitarianism.2O In 1956, Rostow and Millikan prepared an influential report

entitled "A Proposal, Key to an Effective Foreign Policy".2l The paper was

published tn 1957. It argued that the United States should make economic

assistance for development the most important element of American foreign

policy.2t Development assistance, the report stated, would have two purposes.

First, to deter Communist aggression in the less developed regions. Second, to

"promote the evolution of a world in which threats to our security and, more

broadly, to our way of life are less likely to arise".23 The report continued to

describe one of the immediate threats to the American way. It argued that the

tnlbid.
2oDraft paper by Mar F. Millikan and W.W. Rostow, "An Arnerican PolicY for the Next Decade"

April 1956, Time Inc File World Economic Policy WEP to Dec 1956 (Fonvard). box 91. C.D.

Jackson Papers, EL, pp.1-3. -5-8.

"Kaufinan. "soviet Econotnic Offensive", p. l-54.
22Report bv Max F. Millikan and W.W. Rostow, "A Proposal; Key to an Effective Foreign

Policy". Time Inc File Beaver (Foreign Econ Pol) (l), box 26, C.D. Jackson Papers, EL. p- 1.

"rbid., p.2.
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people of the less developed regions would abandon democracy if their aspirations

for rapid development were not immediately met.2a The views of these two

academics matched Dillon's. Eisenhower and Dulles would have been exposed to

the work of Millikan and Rostow. Eisenhower's former assistant C.D. Jackson

knew Millikan and Rostow well. His world economic programme in 1954 had

been partly based on their work.z5

Dillon and Development Assistance for Latin America, March 1957

December 1960

Initially, Dillon accepted the administration's view that Latin America

could develop through private domestic investment, and sound loans from the

E)(M Bank and the IBRD. Dillon asserted that the nations of Latin America had

reached a level of production which generated enough domestic capital for

development. He agreed that the region did not require soft loans from the nerv

Development Loan Fund.26

The new assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs. Roy Richard

Rubottom Jr, also did not question the administration's traditional approach

toward Latin America. Rubottom became the acting secretary of state for inter-

American affairs in September 1956. In June 1957, Eisenhower formally made

tolbid., p.-s.
t' Zoumaras. Path to Pan Arnericanism, p-197.

'uAddress UV litlon before the New Orleans Foreign Policy Association. "Our Mutual Securitr

Progratns", 26 lune 1957, DSB, 15 July 1957, XXXVII,942, p.ll8'
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Rubottom the assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs. Rubottom's

previous experience under the Eisenhower administration had not been in Latin

America. From 1953 to 1956, he served in the United States embassy in Madrid.27

Eisenhower and Dulles hoped that Rubottom's experience in Europe had instilled

in him the need to direct resources to those areas closest to the Soviet bloc'

Rubottom did not disappoint his superiors

The assistant secretary's first main task was to chair the subcommittee

responsible for formulating a position for the United States delegation to take to

the economic conference in Buenos Aires. At the conference in Rio in December

1954, the delegates from the United States promised to hold an economic

conference within the next two years to review the economic situation in Latin

America. In November 1955, the CFEP established a subcommittee for the

purpose of preparing for the conference." The conference was scheduled to

convene in late 1956, but was postponed until 15 August lg57.2e In late April

1957, the chairman of the Council on Foreign Economic Policy, Clarence B.

Randall, requested that the subcommittee reconvene, with Rubottom as

chairman.30 The subcommittee consisted of representatives from the International

Cooperation Administration, the E)(tM bank, the Ofüce of Defense Mobilization

and the departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Treasury, Defense and Interior'3l

The involvement of many organisations ensured that basic national security policy

would prevail. Any attempt by representatives of the State Department to gain

2'Who's Who ,32,p.2689', OH, A.rbassador Roy R. Rubottom, Jr, LLGU, pp'29'36'

"õFEp-.rin rtes of meeting, 22 Novernber 1955, CFEP 535 Buenos Aires Eco Conf (l)- box 7'

Policy Papers Series, CFEPR, EL. p.3.
2eEditorial comment, FRUS. 1955-57, W, p.497.
3olvlemorandum by Randall to the CFEP, 26 April 1957, CFEP -535 Buenos Aires Eco Conf (1)'

box 7, Policy Papers Series- CFEPR' EL.
t'tbid.
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funds to fulfil foreign policy needs in Latin America would be blocked, particularly

by the Treasury Department. In this instance, Eisenhower did not require his

policy formulating system to ensure that basic national security policy prevailed'

Rubottom did not attempt to change the administration's approach to development

in Latin America. The assistant secretary asserted that sound loans from the EXIM

Bank and the IBRD would suffice.32 Under Rubottom's chairmanship, the

subcommittee reinforced the recommendations contained in the current NSC policy

statement on Latin America. It recommended that the United States oppose

demands for an inter-American development bank and international commodity

agreements. Regional markets would be opposed if they required capital from the

United States, or if they disrupted free trade.33 Private investment, free trade and

sound loans remained the administration's response to aspirations for development

in Latin America.

On 19 August 1957, the secretary of the Treasury, Robert B. Anderson,

presented the position of the United States at the Buenos Aires conference. He

told the delegates that the government of the United States would continue "to

encourage" the EXIM Bank to finance "all sound economic development

projects...for which private capital was not available".3o The speech indicated to

32Memorandum by Rubottom to Dillon, 29 l./ray 1957, FRUS, 1955-1957, VI, p.509:

Memorandum by executive secretary Terry B. Sanders Jr, to the CFEP subcommittee on the

Buenos Aires Economic Conference, l0 June 1957, with attachment bi' State Department.

"proposed U.S. Position on Subjects that might come up at the Buenos Aires Conference", CFEP

535 Èuenos Aires Eco Conf (2), box 7, Policy Papers Series, CFEP& EL' p' l'
t.Letter Rubottom to Randall, 24 l,uIy 1957. r.vith attachment, "selected Topics and US Positions-

Economic Conference of the Organization of American States", FRUS- 195-5-1957. M- pp'515-

516; Memorandum by Paul H. cullen to Randatt, 31 July 1957, CFEP 53-5 Buenos Aires Eco

Conf (2), box 7. Policy Papers Series, CFEPR, EL.
,oAddress by Robert É. Aod".ron, at the first plenary session of the Economic Conference of the

Organization of American States at Buenos Aires, "Increasing the Effectiveness of Inter-

American Economic Cooperation", l9 August 19-57, DSB, 16 Septernber 1957. XXXUI' 951'

p.468.
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the Latin American delegates that the economic policy of the United States had not

changed. Anderson led the United States delegation to the conference, but

returned to Washington after presenting his opening speech on 19 August. Dulles

had appointed Dillon as the alternate leader to the conference. For three weeks,

Dillon directed the United States delegates through the conference proceedings.3s

The deputy under secretary faithfully upheld the policy of his government at the

conference. The United States opposed Latin American demands for commodity

agreements, an inter-American development bank and plans for regional markets

which threatened free competition.36 But, during the conference, Dillon's views on

economic development in Latin America changed. The deputy under secretary

listened to the grievances of the Latin Americans. Dillon heard that the free

capitalist system did not enable the nations of Latin America to acquire the levels

of private capital needed to begin development projects. He listened to complaints

that Latin American nations could not earn the foreign exchange required to be

eligible for sound loans from institutions such as the EXIM bank In addition,

Dillon observed the anti-Americanism which resulted from the failure of the United

States to meet development needs in Latin America. He feared that these people

would abandon democracy and the free enterprise system if their immediate needs

were not met. He decided that the United States needed to do more to help Latin

American nations develop their economies."

On returning to Washington, Dillon began to advocate policy change

towards Latin America. As previously described, Dulles personally appointed

3sOH, C. Douglas Dillon, JFDOHC, ML, p.36.
tustate Departlnent publication, "Current Economic Developmen¡5", -528. 17 September 1957,

FRUS. 195-5-1957, VI. PP.567-570.

"OH, C. Douglas Dillon, JFDOHC, MI-,p.37; OH, John M. Leddy senior assistant to Dillon,

LLGU, p.3; OH #211.#1. C. Douglas Dillon, EL,p'27-29.
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Dillon to assert the authority of the State Department in matters of foreign

economic policy. Dillon therefore reported directly to Dulles, without going

through the under secretary of state.38 There is no record of a conversation

between Dillon and Dulles about Latin American affairs in the period immediately

following the economic conference in Buenos Aires. But only Dillon could have

persuaded Dulles to order a review of the administration's economic policies

towards Latin America in January 1958. The fact that Dulles appointed Dillon to

co-ordinate the review supports the assertion that the initiative came from Dillon.3e

It is also clear that the assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs,

Rubottom, did not advocate policy review in the period following the conference.

After the conference, Rubottom asserted that the level of anti-Americanism in

Latin America had not increased. The assistant secretary expressed concern that

the world market prices of the main commodities exported by Latin American

nations had dropped. But he did not argue that the United States should employ

measures such as commodity agreements to alleviate the situation.a0 Rubottom

remained committed to the administration's fundamental approach towards Latin

America. He merely recommended that the secretary of state visit the region to

preserve'the reservoir of friendship and good will in Latin America".ar

The review of the administration's economic policies towards Latin

America began on24 January 1958. The under secretary of state, Christian Herter,

instructed the economic bureau of the State Department to review "financial and

"OH #211, #1, C. Douglas Dillon,8L,p.20.
'nlvfemoranurn director of the executive secretariat Fisher Horve to the assistant secreta4' of state

for inter-American affairs Rubottorn and assistant secretary of state for economic affairs Thomas

Mann , 24lanuary l9-58, FRUS, 1958-1960, V, Microfrche supplement, Docrtment I (hereafter

cited as D with number).
a%etter Rubottom to Milton Eisenhower, 13 December 1957, FRUS, 195-5-1957- \4' p-{29.
arMenrorandum Rubottom to the secretâry, 26 Decenrber 1957, Lot 59D573, box 3. RG59. NA.
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commodity problems". Herter assigned the review of 'trade relations" to the inter-

American bureau.a2 On 30 January, the assistant secretary of state for economic

afFairs, Thomas C. Mann, and Rubottom had lunch with Dillon to discuss the

review.ot Like. Rubottom, Mann believed that the administration's reliance on

trade and private investment to meet development demands in Latin America was

correct.aa In 1953 Mann served in the United States embassy in Athens, where he

learnt the importance of directing economic assistance to the Soviet periphery. He

became the counselor of the embassy in Guatemala City after the coup in 1954- In

this position, he was once again involved in a foreign aid programme designed

purely to meet the Soviet threat. From 1955 to 1957 Mann served as the US

ambassador in El Salvador. In Septemb er 1957 he became the assistant secretary

of state for economic affairs.as Mann and Rubottom wished to uphold the

administration's traditional position in the review of Latin American policy. Dillon,

however, convinced the two men of the need to change policy. The day after the

lunch with Dillon, Rubottom and Mann submitted preliminary reports to Herter.

For the first time Rubottom advocated the United States participate in the

establishment of an inter-American bank for development.a6 Both men urged that

the EXIM Bank and the new Development Loan Fund increase their involvement

a2Memorandurn director of the executive secretariat Fisher Horve to the assistant secretary of state

for inter-American affairs Rubottorn and the assistant secretary of state for ecouomic affairs

Mann, 24 January 1958, FRUS. 1958-1960- V, microfiche supplement, Dl.
otlbid.. ftnt 4.
oooH#27r,Thomas C. Mann. TL,p.42;
as\Vho's Who . 32. p.1977.
{6Mernorandum by Rubottom to the acting secretary of state Herter, 31 January 19-58' FRUS.

I958-I960, V. microf,rche supplement,D2, p.2.
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in the region.ot Mann asserted that the administration should consider participating

in an international commodity agreement on lead and zinc.as

Under Dillon's direction, Mann and Rubottom continued to study the

economic problems in Latin America. The two assistant secretaries established a

task force to undertake a more detailed review of economic policies in Latin

America. The task force consisted of representatives from the economic and inter-

American bureaux of the Department of State and the Policy Planning Staff.on

Dillon continued to oversee the entire project. In March, Mann sent Dillon a

report outlining how the administration could help to stabilise the prices of lead,

zinc and coffee.50 On 31 March, Dillon forwarded a memorandum from members

of the task force to the secretary of state. The paper urged that the United States

participate in an international study group on coffee, and possibly enter an

international coffee agreement.sr In early April, Dillon, Mann and Rubottom sent

the final report by the task force on Latin America to Dulles The report

recommended that the United States participate in international study groups on

lead, zinc and coffee, with the possibility of entering international agreements. The

paper explained that the activities of the EXIM Bank merely helped Latin

American countries to maintain a balance of payments. The organisation was not

"designed" to give assistance for long term development projects. The report

otlbid., Memorandum Mann to the acting secretary of state Herter, 3l January l9-58. FRUS- l9-58-

1960. V, microfiche supplement, D3,pp.2-3.
asMemorandum Mann to the acting secretary of state Herter, 3l Janua4' 1958. FRUS, 1958-196().

V, rnicrofiche supplement, D3, pp.l-2.
a\4emorandum director of the offrce of inter-Arnerican regional economic affairs Harq'R.

Turkel to members of the Latin Arnerican task force, 28 February 1958- Lot 6lD+ I l, box 25'

RG59, NA.
s\4emorandum by T.C. Mann to Dillon. t8 March 1958, Chron File Jan-Mar l9-58 (t). bo-r l.
T.C. Mann Papers, EL.
5rMemorandurn by Dillon to the secretary of state, 3l March tg-58, FRUS. 1958-1960, V.

microfiche supplement. D-5.
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recommended that the United States extend more funds to the International

Monetary Fund and participate in an inter-American development bank' Finally'

the paper urged that the administration consider supporting a common market in

central America.52

Dillon had achieved his aim of presenting proposals for radical changes in

policy to Dulles. Dulles, however, remained uninterested. He had appointed

Dillon so that he did not have to be troubled with foreign economic policy. The

secretary expected Dillon to pursue any policies within the administration that the

deputy under secretary believed necessary.tt But, without Dulles' direct

involvement, Dillon lacked the authority needed to change policy- As the deputy

under secretary for economic affairs Dillon outranked the assistant secretaries, and

thus had adequate authority within the State Department.5a But senior oflficials

from other departments and agencies within the administration would not work

with a deputy under secretary.55 As shown, Eisenhower had ensured the

implementation of basic national security policy partly through the involvement of

many departments in the formulation of foreign policy. To override basic national

security policy and change the administration's approach, Dillon required authority

over other departments in the field of foreign economic policy' As only a deputy

under secretary, and without the direct backing of Dulles, Dillon did not have such

authority.

Therefore, in the period immediately following the submission of the report

on Latin America to Dulles, no policy changes were achieved. Dulles made only

s2Memorandum Dillon. Mann and Rubotton to the secretary of state, l0 April 19-58. "Revie$' of

Latin American Economic Policy", FRUS. 1958-1960, V, microfiche supplement' D6'
t'OH #21l, #1. C. Douglas Dillon, EL, pp.19,2l.
tolbid., pp is. zo; Lettei to the author, I June 1995, p.2;Lettet to the author- 30 June t995' p l
ttOff +jif , #1, C. Douglas Dillon, EL, p.18; Letter to the author, I June 1995. p.2.
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one limited attempt to act on Dillon's recommendations. In early 1958, the

planning Board of the NSC had begun a review of basic national security policy.

During the review procedure, representatives from the Treasury and Commerce

Departments attempted to limit the involvement of the United States in commodity

agreements. They argued that'1he United States should not discuss the making of,

or participate in, any international commodity agreement without the specific

approval of the President".tu At the NSC meeting on 1 May' Dulles opposed the

language suggested by the representatives from the Treasury and Commerce

Departments. The secretary argued that officials of the United States needed

fleúbility to be able to join study groups. But Dulles did not present Dillon's

position that the United States should participate in commodity agreements-57 As a

result of the disagreement, the NSC deleted the entire paragraph on commodity

agreements and directed the CFEP to examine the issue.s8 Four days later, Dillon

asked the CFEP for permission to participate in an international study group on

coffee.tn At a meeting on 20 }y'ray 1958 the representatives from the various

departments making up the CFEP, gave the State Department permisston to Joln a

study group on coffee. But the members warned that offrcials from the State

Department must'take every precaution not to imply, either directly or indirectly,

that the United States would participate in or police such an agreement" 
60 Two

days later, Randall advised the NSC that the current policy on commodity

agreements did not need to be revised. The members of the CFEP agreed that the

s6Editorial Nore, FRUS. 1958-1960. IV, p.563.
ttlbid., pp.563-564.
ttlbid., p.so+.
tnMernorandum by Dillon to Randall, 5 May 1958, CFEP International Coffee Problems ( l). box

13, Policy Papers Series, CFEP& EL.
6h{inutes of ine ZZnd meeting of the CFEP, 20 Mray 1958, CFEP International Coffee Problerns

(1), box 13, Policy Papers Series, CFEPR. EL, p.2.
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United States should express concern for the situation by participating in study

groups on commodities, but asserted that the administration should not enter into

commodity agreements without inter-agency consultation. Permission to enter into

an agreement would only be given'Îhen such participation can be demonstrated

to be clearly in the national interest".6r On 19 June, the NSC discussed the findings

of the CFEP. At the meeting, Dulles supported the policy that the United States

should participate in study groups on commodity agreements, and he agreed that

the United States should not normally enter commodity agreements.62 In July,

Randall gave Dillon permission to participate in an international study group on

lead and zinc.u' In October, the CFEP "expressed its reluctance to have the U.S.

participate in an international lead and zinc commodity agreement unless it is

clearly demonstrated to be in the national interest"'64

Dulles did not support Dillon on the issue of participating in commodity

agreements because the secretary continued to believe that the limited resources of

the United States should be directed to the nations on the periphery of the Soviet

bloc. Dulles anticipated that the free capitalist system would fulfil development

needs in the regions not immediately threatened by Soviet communism' He

recognised that the less developed nations desired rapid economic development.

But he argued that the United States should respond with development assistance

only in areas where the Soviets were manipulating the situation- The secretary

continued to underestimate the force of nationalism in the developing regions, and

6rMemorandum Randall to the CFEP, 28 June 1958, CFEP 531 U.S. Policy with respect to

International commodity Agreements (1), box 6, Policy Papers Series, CFEPR. EL.
62Memorandum of discussiot, ¡egtn NSC meeting, held on 19 June 19-58' 20 June 1958' FRUS'

1958-1960, IV, P.-570.
u'Sun *ary of u"tiottr by ttre CFEP, CFEP (14), box 20, Subject Series- Confidential File- WHCF'

EL,p.7.
64Minutes of the Slst meeting of the CFEP, 28 October 1958, FRUS' 1958-1960- IV. p 187'
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exaggerate the threat of Communist subversion.ut Eisenhower agreed with Dulles'

assessment of the situation. In his message to the Congress on the state of the

union in January 1958, Eisenhower asserted that 'Î'{ations that are conscious of a

steady improvement in their industry, education, health and standard of living are

not apt to fall prey to the blandishments of communist imperialists."66 To meet the

threat of Soviet subversion, Eisenhower requested that the Congress appropriate

$625,000,000 in fiscal 1959, to expand the operations of the Development Loan

Fund.67 In addition, Eisenhower requested $164,000,000 to increase the technical

assistance programme of the United States, and to raise the contribution to the

technical assistance fund of the United Nations.6s In fiscal 1959, Latin America

would not receive assistance for economic development.6e Eisenhower continued

to believe that private investment and sound loans from the EXIM Bank could

meet the development needs of the region. For fiscal 1959 Eisenhower requested

that the lending authority of the EXIM Bank be increased by $2 billion 70

Assistance to meet armed aggression by the Soviet Union continued to be one of

the main expenditures within the Mutual Security Program. Eisenhower requested

$1.8 billion for military assistance and $835,000,000 for defence support.Tt

6sspeech by Dulles before the National Conference on Foreign Aspects of United States National

Seóurity, 25 February 1958, SCRM, box 136, JFDP, ML, p.3; Staternent by John Foster Dulles

before ihe House Foreign Affairs Committee in support of the mutual securit-v program, 26

February 1953, SCRM. box 128, JFDP, ML, pp.l-5.
uuAddress Eisenhorver to Congress on the state ofthe uniou, 9 January 1958. Public Papers. 1958.

p.10.
atM"rrug" Eisenhorver to Congress, budget f,rscal l9-59, 13 January 1958, Public Papers l9-58,

p.39.
uttbid., p.+0.
unMessage Eisenhower to Congress. MSP hscal 1959, l9 February 1958, Public Papers 1958.

pp.165-168.
ì\4"rr"g" Eisenhorver to Congress. budget frscat 19-59, 13 January 1958. Public Papers. t958-

p.38.
itM"rrug" Eisenhorver to Congress, MSP hscal 19-59. 19 Febmary 19-58. Public Papers- 19-58-

p.165.
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The democratic Congress disagreed with Eisenhower that large amounts of

uS capital should be spent to help Latin American nations to strenglhen their

economies. The committee concerned with the MSP in the House proposed that

funding for the Development Loan Fund be cut by $325,000,000 The Senate

wanted to cut Eisenhower's $625,000,000 request for the DLF by $45,000,000'72

After the final conference on the MSP for fiscal 1959, Congress approved

$400,000,000 to fund the DLF. This meant that Eisenhower's request was cut by

s225,000,000.73

During the first half of 1958, vice president Nixon had the opportunity to

observe the situation in Latin America, and influence E'isenhower's views on the

region. Nixon, however, reinforced the traditional approach of the administration'

In February 1958, Dulles asked Nixon to make a goodwill trip to Argentina, to

attend the inauguration of the democratically elected Arturo Frondizi-74 A month

later, Dulles requested that Nixon extend the trip.75 Nixon left for South America

on 27 April. His visit raised little good will. Atgry crowds attacked the vice

president in almost every city. On returning to Washington, Nixon reported that

increased Soviet Communist activity in the region caused the unrest'76 He asserted

that '.yarious economic complaints" were not a major cause of the anti-

Americanism.tt As a result of his assessment of the situation, Nixon supported the

?2 Congressional Record - Senate, 22 August 1958, 85th Congress, Second Session- Volurne 104'

Part 15, August 2l 1958 - August 23 1958, p't9163'
ttcongr.rri"onal Record - Senate, 23 August 1958, 85th Congress, Second Session. Volume l0-l'

Part 15, August 2l 1958 - August 23 1958, p'19533'
taAmbrose, Nixon. p.46 l.
ttlener púffo Ñite president Nixon, 6 March 1958, FRUS. t958-1960' Y.p'222'
r6Minutes of cabinet meeting, 16 May 1953. FRUS. 1958-1960, V, pp.238-239: Memorandum of

discussion, 366th NSC m."ãng, held on 22 y1ay 1958, 23 May l9-58, FRUS. 1958-1960' V,

pp.240-242.
ìîMinutes of cabinet meeting, 16 May l95S- FRUS. 1958-1960, V, p'238
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administration's balance between military and economic assistance in Latin

America. He agreed that the main expenditure should be on military assistance to

maintain internal security in Latin America. And the vice president supported the

reliance of the administration on private investment and trade to promote

development in the region.

Historians including Stephen G. Rabe, Marvin R' Zahiniser' W' Michael

Weis and Thomas Zoumaras argue that the Nixon trip marked a turning point in

the administration's economic policies towards Latin America'tt But Nixon did not

advocate changes in the administration's economic policies towards Latin America'

He recommended that the administration fight the increased Communist activity in

the region by expanding its exchange progranìme for students, members of the

intelligentsia, labor leaders and newspaper reporters, and increasing the

propaganda activities of the United States Information Service 
Te

Nixon did not provide Dillon with the support necessary to change the

administration's economic policies towards Latin America' But in August Dillon

acquired the support that he needed. Dillon slowly succeeded in changing Dulles'

views on development in Latin America. Under Dillon's influence, Dulles had

supported the participation of the United States in commodity study groups' But

by August the secretary agreed with Dillon that merely expressing concern for the

economic plight of Latin American nations would not appease their demands for

development assistance. Dulles decided that the United States had to expend

resources to support development in Latin America'

tt Rabe, Eisenhorver and Latin Arnerica, pp.102-104; Zahniser and Weis, "A Diptomatic Pearl

Harbour?,,, pp.too-tol.-ta+tm;zou,naias. "Eisenhower's Foreign Economic Policy"' p'175'

?eMinutes oicaUinet meeting, 16 May t95S, FRUS. 1958-1960, Y'p239'- Metnorandun of

discussion, 366rh NSC rneetìng. held on 22¡¿ay 1958, 23 May 1958- FRUS' 19-58-1960' V'

p.242.
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Dulles changed his opinion as a result of Dillon's influence combined with

the changing political situation in Latin America. By August 1958, Dulles had

concluded that democracies were replacing dictatorships in Latin America.*o In the

period 1956 to 1960, ten military dictators had fallen from power in Latin America'

Latin Americans rose up against the repression which accompanied the military

dictatorships, and the declining economic conditions within their countries' In

1958, the US economy had slumped into a recession. The economies of Latin

American nations, which largely depended on US trade, also suffered' The new

leaders of Latin America were dedicated to democracy, social reforms and

economic development.sr Dulles now shared Dillon's concern that the people of

Latin America would abandon free capitalism and adopt totalitarian forms of

government and production if their aspirations for development were not rapidly

fulfilled.82 This in itself was a threat to American interests. But Dulles also feared

that economic chaos, weak democracies and abandoning the free enterprise system

would make these nations easy targets of Soviet Communism'tt Dulles now

asserted that the administration could not afford to wait for private investment and

trade to promote development in Latin America. The secretary believed that the

situation required an alteration in the administration's approach towards

development in the region.

In early August, Dulles travelled to Brazil to meet with President Juscelino

Kubitschek. In response to the trouble experienced by Nixon during his trip to

swfernorandum of drscussion, 369th NSC meeting, 19 June 1953, FRUS. 19-58-1960, Y'p'29'
tt Rabe, Eisenhower and Latin America, pp. 104-105'

',nJ¿'é'@ericanchamberofConrmerceforBrazil,6Augustl958,DSB'
25 August 1953, XXXX, 1000, pp.306-307.
t-r-OajfplOO-¡ôS; Memorandum of discussion, 369th NSC rneeting. l9 June 1958, FRUS' 1958-

t960,Y,p.29.
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South America, Kubitschek had sent a letter to Eisenhower in May. The President

of Brazil implored that the United States help to maintain solidarity.84 Kubitschek

asserted that Pan-Americanism could only survive if the United States participated

in a conference to find solutions to 'the fight against underdevelopment"'85 By the

late 1950s, Brazilian leaders had grown tired of uS indifference to the economic

problems of the hemisphere. Firazil began to seek greater independence from the

United States. The country sought solidarity among Latin American states, and

urged Latin Americans to resist American economic domination.s6

Initially, Eisenhower responded to Kubitschek by sending the assistant

secretary of state for inter-American affairs to Brazil' Rubottom was to help

organise a meeting, 'to consider problems of mutual interest to the American

republics".st However, Dulles believed that the United States should do more.

Finally, Dulles supported Dillon's proposal to establish an inter-American bank for

development. From 4 to 6 August Dulles visited Braz\\. The secretary met with

Kubitschek and the Brazllianforeign minister, Francisco Negrao de Lima. During

the talks Dulles raised the possibility of establishing "a Latin American loan

: -.:^--" 88 Ac nerf nf the ininf ,d after the diSCUSSiOnS,organization"."" As part of the joint communlque lssue

Dulles and Kubitschek asserted'that the strengthening of the American community

requires...dynamic efforts to overcome the problems of underdevelopment"' Both

*o|-ette. Kubitschek to Eisenhorver, 28 May 1958, Public Papers .1958, pp 464-46-5'

ssEisenhower Note for Record -- Re Intelligence and State Department ltems. 12 June 1958. June

1958 Toner Notes, box 34. DDE Diaries Series' AWF, EL'
86 MacMahon, "Eisenhorver and Third World Nationalism", p'468'
s?Memorandum Rubottom to assistant in the vice president's offrce Williaru Kei" 28 June 1958-

Lot 60D553, box 7, RG-59, NA.
s8Minutes oicabinet meeting, 8 August 1958, Cabinet meeting of Aug 8 1958 (l)- box 12'

Cabinet Series, AWF, EL, P.3.
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men also voiced their commitment to fight for "democratic principles"'8e The

communique concluded that officials of the American republics should meet

regularly to discuss issues of common interest, including economic development's

Six days later, Dillon announced that the United States would support the

establishment of an inter-American development bank'er

Eisenhower supported the creation of the bank because he trusted Dulles'

opinions on foreign affairs. Dulles would have voiced his changing views on

American economic policies in Latin America to Eisenhower during their regular

informal meetings. The views that Dulles would have expressed matched

Eisenhower's. The new democracies in Latin America would resort to Soviet

methods of government and production if the needs of the people were not met'

Eisenhower was also about to announce that the United States would support a

development bank for the Middle East. The President feared that this action would

further enrage the Latin Americans, who had been promised a development bank

by President Roosevelt during the Second World War and were still waiting'e2

Eisenhower's focus remained on the regions closest to the Soviet bloc' The

President did not take an active role in establishing the bank for Latin America'

Dulles also did not participate in the negotiations to establish the bank. The

secretary did not wish to be embroiled in the economic details, and cancer had

begun to sap his strengh. He expected Dillon to deal with the economic

technicalities. without Dillon, the bank would not have been designed to promote

8nDuues and Kubitschek joint communique on multilateral subjects, 6 August l9-58' DSB' 25

August 1953, XXXX. 1000, P.301.
nolbid., p.302.
ntstateÅent by Dilton before the Inter-American Economic and Social Council of the

organization of American states at washington DC, 12 August 1958- DsB' I September 1958'

XXXIX. 100 l, PP.347-348.

"OiH#211, #1, C. Douglas Dillon, EL, p.36.
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development in Latin America. The National Advisory Council on International

Monetary and Financial Problems (NAC) was charged with determining how the

lending institution would operate. The council included representatives from the

departments authorised by Eisenhower to protect the economic strength of the

United States. Representatives from the Departments of Treasury and Commerce,

and from the Bureau of the Budget argued that the inter-American bank should not

draw on the financial resources of the United States. They proposed that the bank

should only give hard loans, and that it should be financed solely from Latin

American capital.nt Dillon argued that the nations of Latin America could not raise

the funds necessary to create the bank, and that the United States would have to

contribute. In addition, Dillon asserted that the bank could only promote

development in Latin America by providing soft loans. Only the United States,

Dillon argued, could provide the finance for such loans. He urged that the funds be

granted through the Development Loan Fund.ea

Dillon won the battle. On 11 May 1959, Eisenhou,er described the inter-

American bank to the Congress. The president stated that the United States would

provide 5150,000,000 for hard loans. For soft loans, the United States would

provide $100,000,000.e5 Diflon triumphed over other departments within the

administration because his position had been upgraded. In early 1958, Dillon

complained to Dulles that, as a deputy under secretary of state, he did not have any

e3Minutes of the 269th meeting of the NAC, 26 August 1953, FRUS. 1958-1960. V, microhche

supplement, D8, p.2: Minutes of the 273rd meeting of the NAC, 25 November 1958, FRUS'

195S-1960, V, núcrofiche supplement, DI2, pp.I-2.
eaMinutes of the 26gth meeting of the NAC, 26 August 1958, FRUS. 1958-1960. V. microhche

supplement, D8, p.1; Mernorandum Rubottom to Dulles, 24 Novernber 1958. FRUS. 1958-1960-

V, i¡icrofrche sufplement. DII; Minutes of the 273rd meeting of tlie NAC. 2-5 November 1958-

FRUS. l9-58-1960. V. microfiche supplement, Dl2,p.I.
ntMessage Eisenhorver to Congress on the establishment of the inter-Arnerican development

banh ll May 1959. PublicPapers ,1959,pp.374-375-
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influence outside the State Department. He argued that he lacked the authority

necessary to assert the role of the State Department in foreign economic policy.e6

In May 1958, Dulles requested that Eisenhower promote Dillon to the position of

under secretary of state for economic affairs. Eisenhower agreed.et Dillon's

promotion signalled to other members of the administration that the under

secretary had the complete support of Eisenhower and Dulles in the realm of

foreign economic policy.

Following his trip to Brazil, Dulles also supported Dillon's proposal to

support the establishment of a common market in Central America. Immediately

after his visit to South America, Dulles invited the Foreign Ministers of the nations

of Latin America to Washington for an informal meeting, from 23 to 24 September

1958. Among other matters, the delegates discussed the establishment of regional

cofitmon markets. In June, the nations of Central America had signed a free trade

agreement, and Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuelahad established committees to

consider the possibility of establishing a regional common market.es At the

September meeting, Dulles announced that the United States agreed to participate

in a report on cornmon markets by the Inter-American Economic and Social

Council. Part of the common market would involve the development of certain

types of industries in specific countries. Dulles stated at the meeting of foreign

ministers that the United States would provide assistance, through the EXII\4 bank,

for the establishment of industries under such an arrangement.ee In the months

'uO]H#211,#1, C. Douglas Dillon. EL, pp-18-19
ntMen oraídum of conr-ersation, Eisenhower, Dulles and Herter, 2 May 1958, WH- meetings rvith

the President 1/1-6130/t95S (3), box 6, White House meuroranda series, DP, EL- p.2.
esSpecial report b1,the ocB to the NSC. 26 Novernber 1958, FRUS. 1958-1960. V. p.42
nntbid., pp.iZ-+Z; Speech by Dillon before the Special Cornmittee of the Council of the

Organiraìion of funerican States To Study ttre Formulation of New Measures for Economic

Coãperation Washington DC, l8 November 1958. DSB. 8 December 1958. XXXIX, 1015' p'921'
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following the meeting with Latin American foreign ministers, Dillon directed

negotiations with the Treasury Department, concerning how to assist the Central

American countries form a common market. The under secretary obtained the

Treasury Department's approval that the Development Loan Fund would help to

finance the initial costs involved.r00

As an under secretary of state, Dillon now had access to the NSC, its

Planning Board and the OCB.101 This meant that he could exert his influence

during the formulation of area policy statements. On 19 June 1958, Eisenhower

ordered the Planning Board of the NSC to conduct a review of the policy

statement on Latin America, NSC 5613/1.102 Nixon and Milton Eisenhower,

having recently travelled to the region, participated in the review. Milton

Eisenhower visited Central America, Panama and Puerto Rico from 12 July to I

August 1958. He did not advocate changes in the foreign economic policy of the

United States towards the region. He remained committed to the administration's

reliance on private investment and sound loans to promote development. In a

preliminary report to the President, Milton Eisenhower urged that "bankable loans

- not grants" continue to be the policy of the United States in Latin America.tot In

his final report, Milton Eisenhower merely included the economic initiatives already

taken by Dillon, such as the establishment of an inter-American bank and the

roolvlemorandum Rubottom and Mann to Dillon, 30 July 1959, Chron File July-Sept l9-59 (2), bos

2,T.C. Mann Papers, EL: Memorandum Rubottom and Mann to Dillon. 4 August 1959. FRUS.

1958-1960, V. microhche supplement, D25: Memorandutn Mann to acting secretary Dillon. 5

August 1959, FRUS. 1958-1960, V, microfiche supplement,D25.
totoH #211, #1, C. Douglas Dillon, EL, p.I9.
to'Memorandum of discussion, 369th NSC meeting, 19 June 1958, Latin America. U.S. policy

toward (3) 1954-60, box 12. NSC Series, Bnef,rng Notes Subseries. wHoSANSA EL.
totstatement by Milton Eisenhorver to the President. I August l9-58, DSB. XXXLX. 1000. 25

August 1958, p.309.
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support of a regional common market in Central America.loa He did not advocate

the administration expend resources to meet Latin American demands for

development assistance during the review of policy by the planning board.'nt

Dillon, however, argued that the economic section of the policy paper on Latin

America should be changed. The under secretary involved himself in the review

procedure from the beginning.r06 Representatives from the Treasury Department

consistently opposed attempts by Dillon, and his colleagues from the Department

of State, to change the economic section of the policy statement. Officials from

Treasury did not want the paper to include a commitment by the administration to

fund development in Latin America. Representatives from State, however, wanted

the paper to include specific guidance on how to promote development in the

region.tot Dillon used his position within the administration to negotiate with

ofücials from the Treasury Department. In mid January Dillon spoke with the

Secretary of the Treasury Robert Anderson about the economic section of the

policy paper. Dillon convinced Anderson that specific guidance had to be included

in the paper, especially on the new inter-American development bank.r08

On 12 February 1959, the NSC met to discuss the new policy papef on

Latin America. Dulles did not attend. The secretary had been operated on for

tooMilton Eisenhower report to the President, 27 December 1958, DSB. 19 Janua4' 1959. )0,
1021, pp.93-95.98.

'otsumnary of Milton Eisenhorver's remarks before the NSC Planning Board, undated, Lot

60D513, box 7, RG59. NA. This document is undated but the editors of FRUS. 1958-1960. V,

assert that Milton Eisenhorver had met with the NSC planning board on l1 July 19-58, FRUS.

19s8-1960, V, p.34.
touMemorandum C.S. Whitehouse to Rubottom, 26li/ray 1958, Lot 60D5-53. box 6. RG59. NA
lo?Memorandun Henry Dearborn to Robert C. Hill, 19 August 1958, Lot 60D513. box 8. RG59'

NA; Memorandum Hill to Rubottom and Williarn P. Snow. 9 September 1958. Lot 60D513, box

8, RG59, NA; Memorandurn depulv executive offrcer Roy M. Melbourne to special assistant to

the President for securi6' operations coordination Karl G. Harr Jr, l5 January 19-59' Latin

Arnerica US Policy Torvard (2) 1954-60, box 12, NSC Series, Brief,rng Notes Subseries-

WHOSANSA. EL. pp. l. 3-4.
ro8Memorandum Rarnsev to Rubottom, 16 January 1959, Lot 61D279, box 14. RG-59, NA.
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cancer. Dillon represented the State Department. As a result, Dillon was in a

position to support the position of the State Department on the economic section.

But Dillon had already asserted the position of his department during the review

procedure, and gained the co-operation of the other departments involved. The

policy statement presented to Eisenhower did not contain any disagreements on

economic policy. This section was not disputed during the meeting on 12

February.r0' The resulting policy paper therefore, committed the administration to

promoting development in Latin America, to assist the new democracies and

prevent anti-Americanism. It stated that

Latin America is and must be dealt with primarily as an

under-developed area. Its peoples' aspirations for higher

living st and ard s, more indu s trialization and popularþ-based

governments are rising more rapidly than they are being

satisfied....Despite a recent general trend away from

dictatorships. the area generally has not yet established stable,

representative governments or orderly constitutional processes

Discontent with the rate of economic and political progress

is basic to present Latin American attitudes toward the Unìted

States. 
tto

Within the section on economic policy, the paper included all of Dillon's recent

initiatives. It advised that the United States should enter study groups on

international commodity agreements, and support regional common markets'rlr

The paper stated that the United States would support the establishment of "an

Inter-American Development Institution which will seek to collaborate with other

development institutions and sources of public and private capital with a view to

toeMemorandum of discussion, 396th NSC meeting, held on 12 February 1959. 12 Februarv 1959.

FRUS. 1958-1960. V. PP.79-90.

-\sc 
5g02ll,"Statement of U.S. policy Tor,vard Latin Arnerica", 16 Februan' l9-59, FRUS.

1958-1960, V, p.92.
tt'Ibid.. p.99.
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expanding the resources for financing economic development". In addition, the

bank would include a staff "capable of assisting Latin American countries in

development planning and with preparation and engineering of development

projects". If the traditional loan institutions, combined with the new development

bank, failed to promote economic development in Latin America, the paper advised

that the United States would extend additional loans or grant assistance'tt'

Dillon had committed the administration to using funds to promote

development in Latin America. The under secretary was able to change policy

because he held authority within the administration. Through formal and informal

meetings, Dillon gained the co-operation of representatives from the departments

which traditionally opposed the use of public funds to promote development in

Latin America. But, as always, Eisenhower had the final say. The President

approved the changes to the economic section of the policy paper because he

trusted Dillon, and he had come to share the under secretary's broader view of the

threats to national security. Eisenhower believed that Dillon, like Dulles,

understood the need to protect the economic strengfh of the United States.

Eisenhower had faith that Dillon only made foreign policy recommendations after

considering the economic cost. In December 1960, Eisenhower wrote to Dillon

"you and I are both dedicated to the prevention of debasement of our currency

through any cause, domestic or foreign."rr3 Eisenhower had also come to accept

Dillon's belief that totalitarian regimes could be as dangerous to the national

interest as Soviet subversion. Totalitarian governments would adopt controlled

' ' 
tlbid., p. l oo.

'ltletter'Eisenhower to C. Dougtas Dillon. l-5 December 1960, Dillon. C. Douglas (l), bo'r t l

Administration Series. AWF, EL.
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methods of production and opt out of the free capitalist system' They would deny

America access to vital raw materials and markets. To Eisenhower, free capitalism

underpinned people's spiritual and economic well-being. Without free capitalism,

the people living under totalitarian governments would be easy targets of Soviet

Communism. As shown, Dulles had come to the same conclusion some months

before. In their frequent informal meetings, Dulles would have discussed this

development in his thinking with Eisenhower. After Dulles' retirement in April

1959, Dillon became the under secretary of state for political, as well as economic,

affairs. In this position, Dillon established a close working relationship with

Eisenhower and continued to influence the President's thoughts.lta During a

review of basic national security policy in mid 1959, Dillon urged that the

administration should promote "Sound economic growth..-not only to meet the

Communist threat but also to create an international environment in which the

values and institutions of freedom can be sustained".lrs Eisenhower agreed.ttu In

his message to the Congress on the Mutual Security Program for fiscal 1961

Eisenhower stated that

Hundreds of millions of people throughout the world have learned that

it is not ordained that they must live in perpetual poverty and illness, on

the ragged edge of starvation. Their political leaders press the point home

In a vãriety of *uyt this drive is moving forward by fits and starts, often

uncertain of its direction. It is sometimes involved in free world struggle

against Communism, sometimes not. It is clearly in the interests of the

flnit.¿ States that we assist this movement so that these countries may

t
t
i

"oOH#211, #t. C. Douglas Dillon, F,L,pp.l9-20.
rttMe¡rorandum of discussion, 4tlth NSC rneeting. 25 June 19-59, 4llth meeting of NSC, June

25, 1959, box I I, NSC Series, AWF, EL. p 20.

"ulbid., pp.2o-2r.
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would be to breed frustration and explosive threats to political

and economic stability in areas around the world.rl7

This change in Eisenhower's view of the less developed regions and the

role of the United States in their development led him to extend grant aid to Latin

America in 1960. After a discussion with Dillon in November 1959, Eisenhower

decided that the nations of Latin America felt neglected by the United States, and

that he should make a goodwill trip to the region.lt* From 22February to 7 March

1960, Eisenhower travelled to South America. The president visited Brazll,

Argentina, Chile and Uruguay. Eisenhower recognised during the trip that the four

South American nations were "determined to progress - to improve and diversi$

their economies - to provide better housing and education - to work ceaselessly for

rising levels of human well being". At this point, the President asserted that these

nations wished to meet aspirations for development without abandoning

democracy.ttn The President stated that he wanted the nations of Latin America to

advise him if the new inter-American bank, combined with the traditional lending

institutions, failed to meet their needs.120

Already, however, Eisenhower believed that the United States should do

more to promote development, and thus democracy, in Latin America. Events in

Cuba reinforced Dillon's argument that a failure to meet rising demands for

development would lead to political unrest, totalitarian forms of government,

disruptions to free trade and Soviet subversion. In January 1959, Fidel Castro and

tttMessage Eisenhower to Congress, 16 February 1960, Public Papers ,1960. p.179.

"sMemoiandum of conversation, Eisenhower, deputy under secretary Liungston Merchant. John

S. D. Eisenhotryer,2T November 1959, Chritian Herter November 1959 (1). box 12. Dulles -

Herter Series, AWF, EL.

"nRad1o and television report to the American people by Eisenhower on his South American trip-

8 March 1960. Public Papers,1960, p.283.

''olbid., p284.
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his supporters successfully ousted the dictator, Fulgencio Batista, from power tn

Cuba. Within weeks Castro had legalised the Communist party, declared himself

premier, refused to hold elections for two years, and jailed and executed hundreds

of former Batista supporters.ltt By the end of the year, Castro had expropriated

vast areas of farmland and prohibited foreigners from owning land in Cuba. In

February 1960, Castro allowed a Soviet trade fair to be held in his country and

entered into a trade agreement with the Soviets in return for economic assistance.

By 17 March 1960, Eisenhower had decided to use covert operations against

. t22LasÌro.

At the same time, Eisenhower read a report on the less developed regions

by the academic Walt W. Rostow. In July 1959, Eisenhower's former special

adviser, C.D. Jackson, Sent Eisenhower a paper by Rostow entitled "The Stages of

Economic Growth and the Problems of Peaceful Coexistence".r23 In early 1960,

Rostow published his ideas in a book, The Stages of Economic Grou'th: A Non -

Communist Manifesto. Rostow argued that there were five stages of development.

Society could only move from the'traditional stage" to the stage of "preconditions

for take-of if the western world provided capital and technical know-how.t'o

Eisenhower read the paper by Rostow from Jackson in mid-l959, and agreed with

its conclusions.t"

Dillon's influence, combined with events in Cuba and the report by Rostow,

prompted Eisenhowef to extend grant aid to Latin America in 1960- On l0 May,

'ttRabe, Eisenhower and Latin America, p.123.

't'Ibid., pp.l24-125.
l"Dennis Merrill.
lg47-1963 (Chapel Hill and London, 1990). p.l-s4.

''oIbid.. p. t53.

't'lbid., p. t54.
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Eisenhower suggested to Dillon that the administration transfer some of the funds

designated for the Development Loan Fund in the fiscal 1962 budget to the new

inter-American bank.r26 Dillon agreed that the funds for the soft loan lending

capacity of the bank should be increased, and he advised the President that he

would "pursue the subject" with the Treasury Department.t" At a meeting of the

NSC on 30 June, Eisenhower expressed his concern that "a wave of revolution

[was] sweeping around the world". The President argued that dictatorships did not

bring "stability". Rather, Eisenhower declared that "it was necessary to prepare

people for free selÊgovernment". He ordered that the State Department and other

agencies review policies to ensure that the United States was helping to combat

"social unrest and political instability''.l28 In response, the assistant secretary of

state for policy planning, Gerard C. Smith, recommended to Dillon that the

proposed increase to the soft loan lending capacity of the inter-American bank be

reconsidered. Smith advised that the amount under consideration should be

substantially increased.t2e Dillon supported the idea. The under secretary

recommended that the new fund should consist of $500,000,000. $150,000,000

would be for reconstruction in Chile, following a series of devastating earthquakes.

$50,000,000 would go to the International Cooperation Administration for grants,

and $300,000,000 would add to the soft loan lending capacity of the inter-

r26Me¡rorandun by Eisenhower to Dillon, 10 May 1960, DDE Dictation May 1960, bor {9, DDE

Diaries Series. AWF, EL.

'2tMemorandum by Dillon to Eisenhower, I7 May 1960, FRUS. 1958-1960. V, microfiche

supplement. D32.
t2sMenrorandum of discussion, 449th NSC meeting, 30 June 1960,449th meeting of NSC. June

30, 1960, box 12. NSC Series, AWF, EL.
l2Ivlemorandum by assistant secretary of state for policy planning Smith to Dillon and

att¿chment - tab A 5 Julv 1960, FRUS. 19-58-1960, V, microfiche supplement, D33.
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American development bank.r30 On 11 July, Eisenhower announced his intention

to ask the Congress for public funds "to assist free men and neighbours in Latin

America in cooperative efforts to develop their nations and achieve better lives".rtt

On 9 August 1960, the State Department submitted a bill to the Congress,

requesting S500,000,000 for a development programme in Latin America'

Congress rapidly approved the bill. Members of Congress were aware of events in

Cuba. They did not want Castroism to spread throughout the hemisphere.t'2 In

early September, Dillon led the United States delegation to the meeting of the

Special Committee of the Council of the Organtzation of American States. Twelve

days before the committee convened in Bogotá, Dillon sent a draft of an

"Agreement for the Establishment of an Inter-American Program for Social

Development" to the Latin American delegates. The opening paragraph of the

agreement stated that

the preservation and strengthening of free and democratic institutions

in the American Republics requires the acceleration of social progress

in Latin America adequate to meet the legitimate aspirations of the

individual citizen of Latin America for a better life and to provide him

the fullest opportunity to improve his statusf.]r33

To achieve the avowed goal of strengthening democracy in Latin America, Dillon

announced at the conference that the United States would provide

r3oTelephone conversation Dillon rvith assistant secretary of state for econotnic affairs Mann- 9

July 1960, FRUS. 1958-1960, V, núcrohche supplement, D36; Memorandurn counselor of the

Søie Departrnent Achilles to Mann, 9 July 1960, FRUS ,1958-1960, V. tnicroltche supplement-

D37.
r3lpresident nervs conference at Nenport Rhode Island, ll Juty 1960, Rrblic Papers ,1960-p.571

'" Rabe, Eisenhower and Latin Arnerica, p.I29.
r33Draft "Agreement for the Establishment of an Inter-American Program for Social

Developurent", 25 August 1960, Lot 61D248, box l-5, RG-59, NA'
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$500,000,000.r34 On 13 September, the majority of delegates at the committee

voted in favour of the agreement, now entitled the "Act of Bogotf'.

Eisenhower extended grant aid to Latin America because he came to share

Dillon's view that the nations of Latin America would resort to totalitarian forms

of government if their economic needs were not met. Dillon argued that these

nations would abandon democracy and the free enterprise system. Eisenhower saw

totalitarian governments as a threat to the national security for two reasons. First'

because they could deprive the United States of vital raw materials and markets.

As a result, they could threaten the well-being of Americans. Second, Eisenhower

and Dulles believed that these totalitarian nations would be more susceptible to

Communist infiltration. Both men believed that individual spiritual and economic

strength lay in the free enterprise system. People living and working under

totalitarian regimes would not have the strength to fight Soviet Communism'

A number of factors enabled Dillon to change the administration's

approach. I\{ost importantly, he held authority within the administration- This

meant that he had access to Eisenhower and Dulles and, from mid-1957. he had

authority over other organisations and agencies which Eisenhower had involved in

foreign policy formulation to ensure that basic national security policy prevailed.

Eisenhower and Dulles thought that Dillon held the same view of the national

interest. Dillon's views were very similar. He presented his opinions in terms

which Eisenhower and Dulles related to and agreed with. The changing political

situation in Latin America assisted Dillon to change Dulles' views. By mid-1958,

Dulles feared that the new democracies of Latin America would resort to

t'oDillon state¡rent at committee of 21 at Bogotí, 6 Septenrber 1960, DSB. 3 October 196{).

)0III, lll0. p.536.
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totalitarian methods of government and production if their needs were not met-

Dulles also thought that these new democracies were easy targets for Soviet

infiltration. As a result, he travelled to Brazil and supported Dillon's proposal for a

development bank. The rise of Castro in 1959 and the widely publicised views of

Rostow helped Dillon to gain Eisenhower's interest in extending capital to Latin

America. It is because Eisenhower and Dulles stopped thinking only in terms of

Soviet subversion and infiltration that they began to extend funds for development

to Latin America.

Ditlon and Development Assistance for Sub-saharan Africa, March 1957 -

December 1960

From 1957 until the close of the Eisenhower administration, Dillon urged

that development assistance be sent to sub-Saharan Africa. Dillon argued that the

administration should act to promote democracy in the region. The under

secretary believed that the Africans would resort to totalitarian methods of

government and abandon the free enterprise system if their aspirations for greater

living standards were not met. Dillon did not think that the United States could

afford to carry the entire cost of development in sub-Saharan Africa. He wanted

the United States to act in co-operation with the metropolitan powers. Dillon

advocated the industrialised nations unite to promote development in the region

In December 1960, he transformed the Organization of European Economic
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Cooperation (OEEC) into the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD). The new organisation was designed to extend

development assistance to the less developed regions, particularly Africa.

Eisenhower approved Dillon's actions because the President agreed with Dillon's

assessment of the threats to national security.

Thomas J. Noer argues that the Eisenhower administration changed its

approach towards colonial Africa because of the rapid movement towards

independence and because of the rise of black activism in the United States.t35 The

mass movement to independence in 1960 in sub-Saharan Africa did help to change

the administration's economic approach towards the region. It prompted Dillon to

act, and the events in sub-Saharan Africa supported his opinions.

From 28 February to 21 March 1957, vice president Nixon made a good

will trip to Africa. The main purpose of the visit was to attend the independence

ceremonies in the new nation of Ghana. In addition, Nixon visited Liberia,

Ethiopia, Morocco, IJganda, Sudan, Lrbya, Tunisia and Italy.'36 Nixon's

destinations indicated that the Eisenhower administration continued to view Africa

only in terms of the Soviet threat. The focus remained on those areas closest to the

Soviet bloc. Sub-Saharan Africa continued to be a minor concern of Eisenhower

and Dulles. In early April, Nixon submitted his report on the trip to the President.

The report emphasised the political conditions in North Africa and the horn of

Africa.l37 The vice president did not entirely ignore sub-Saharan Africa. He

recommended that the United States extend technical and economic assistance to

ttt Noer. Cold War and Black Liberation, p.255.
ttuAmbrose, Nixon, p.43 1.
r3?Report by vice president Nixon to the President, 5 Aprit 1957, FRUS- 1955-19-57. X\{ll.
pp.57-59.61-64.
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Ghana, and that the amount of assistance given to Liberia by the United States

should be increased.r38 Nixon also warned that the dependent territories would

soon gain their independence. He urged that the administration use small amounts

of economic and technical assistance to ensure that these new nations shared "a

close relationship with the United States".l3e But Nixon remained committed to

Eisenhower's broad strategy for maintaining national security. He advised that the

amount of assistance extended to Africa should depend on the economic situation

within the United States, and the needs of areas closer to the Soviet bloc.raO The

development of Africa, Nixon asserted, should occur mainly through private

investment and sound loans.tot Nixon also recommended that a separate bureau of

African affairs be created in the State Department.to2 In August 1958, the State

Department announced the creation of the new bureau. A career foreign service

officer, Joseph C. Sattherwaite became the first assistant secretary of state for

African affairs. Thomas J. Noer argues that those appointed to the African section

of the State Department supported the administration's approach towards

Africa.ra3 But the evidence indicates that individuals within the State Department

made constant efforts to gain aid for the region.

Officials within the section of the State Department dealing with sub-

Saharan Africa urged that the adminìstration expend resources to promote

development in the region. In 1957, the Consultative Committee for Technical

Assistance in Africa (CCTA) proposed a plan for the long-term development of

t'8lbid., pp.6o-61.
t'nlþrd., p.65.
tabnclassihed report of vice president Nixon to the President, 5 April 1957. DSB. 22 Aprll

1957, )O(XVI - 930, p.637 .

'otlbid.
ro2Schraeder, United States Foreien Policv Toward Africa, p' l-
to' Noer, Cold War and Black Liberation, p.49.
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Africa. The proposal for Africa copied the "Colombo Plan", begun in South and

Southeast Asia in 1951. Both plans involved the unification of industrialised

nations with less developed countries, for the purpose of initiating and sustaining

development. In early June, the British requested that the United States consider

the proposal for Africa.too Earlier thatyear, the former British colony known as

the Gold Coast became independent. The establishment of Ghana in March 1957

began the movement towards independence in sub-saharan Africa.rot British

ofücials now wanted US assistance to ensure that this process occurred in a

manner acceptable to Great Britain and her allies.

Officials within the State Department's ofüce of southern Africa affairs

advocated the administration support the proposal, particularly for the region south

of the Sahara. C.V. Ferguson Jr, director of the ofüce of southern Africa affairs,

gained the support of the European and economic bureaux, and requested the

deputy assistant secretary of state for African affairs to consider the plan.rtr The

deputy assistant secretary for Africa affairs, Joseph Palmer agreed that the United

States should lend its support.tnt On 16 August, the assistant secretary of state for

near eastern, south Asian, and African afFairs, William M. Rountree, Sent a

memorandum to John Foster Dulles, advising that the United States should support

the proposal.to* The paper warned that

The social, economic, and political ferment in Africa is undermining the

influence of the Metropoles in guiding the evolution of the African

tooFRUS 
,1955-1957, xuII, p.70. ftnt 3.

'ot Duignan and Gann, United States and Africa, p.286.
la6Memorandum C.V. Ferguson to deputy assistant secretary of state for African affairs Joseph

Palmer, 24 June 1957, 870.0016-2457, box 4848. RG-59, NA.
rotMernorandurn Benson E.L. Timmons to Palmer. 12 July 1957, Lot 59D293, bor 24, RG59,

NA.
rotMenrorandum Rountree to Dulles. 16 August 1957. FRUS. 19-5-5-1957. XVIIL pp.70-71.
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peoples along sound and orderly lines. The situation calls for a coopera-

tive and sustained effort in Africa by not only the Metropoles but other

developed nations of the west.l4e

To change policy, officials within the State Department required Dulles'

support. The secretary, however, remained uninterested. Dulles' only concern

about Africa was the threat of Soviet infiltration. The secretary continued to

believe that the movement towards independence in Africa would be slow. Until

the time of independence, he thought that the metropolitan powers would prevent

Soviet infiltration. Dulles felt that by the time independence did come, the

metropolitan powers would have prepared their nations for independence. The

secretary did not support the claims that the United States should interfere.

America could not afford to extend development assistance to Africa, and Dulles

did not wish to anger key European allies.l5O Dulles did not support the efforts of

his deputies to initiate programmes for multilateral aid in sub-Saharan Africa. In

August the NSC completed the first policy statement on sub-Saharan Africa. The

paper included the views of officials within the State Department dealing with

Africa south of the Sahara. It stated that the United States should "promote and

support...the sound economic development of the area, both as an end in itself and

as an important factor contributing to democratic political evolution".15l

Specifically, the paper recommended that the United States should consider

multilateral aid proposals, such as the "Colombo-type plan".r52 The departments

on the planning board ordered by Eisenhower to protect the economic strength of

tonlbid.. p.70.
r50Memorandum of conversation. Dulles. Seluryn Lloyd and offrcials front the US and UK at

Bennuda, held on 23 March L957,25 March 1957, FRUS. 1955-19-57, XVIII, pp.53, 55--16.
t5rNSC 57lg/I, "Statement of U.S. Policy Torvard Africa South of the Sahara Prior to Calendar

Year 1960", 23 August 1957, FRUS. 1955-1957. XVIII, p.77
rs'tbid., p.82-83.
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the United States used the financial appendix of the policy paper to oppose the

recommendations for increased economic and technical assistance. The financial

section did not allow for an increase in technical assistance for the dependent

overseas territories. It anticipated that technical assistance would continue to be

extended only to the British dependent territories, at the level of $1,300,000 per

fiscal year. It estimated that development assistance would not be extended to the

dependent overseas territories, or the independent nations of Ghana and Liberia, in

the next three fiscal years.ttt To change policy, State Department officials required

support within the NSC. Dulles, however, did not attend the meeting on 22

August, where the policy statement on sub-Saharan Africa was discussed. At the

meeting, the director of the IC{ John B. Hollister, argued that extending

assistance to the dependent territories would be "wasteful".r5a Under secretary

Herter, representing the State Department, did not dispute Hollister's assertion,

and neither did Eisenhower.

Eisenhower continued to view Africa solely in terms of Soviet subversion.

The President's concerns were focused on the threat of Soviet infiltration in

northern Africa.t5t He agreed with his secretary of state that American resources

should not be used in regions under limited threat of subversion by the Soviet

Union. In February 1958, Eisenhower presented the Mutual Security Program for

fiscal 1959 to the Congress. The largest sum continued to be for increasing the

military strength of the free world. Eisenhower requested $1.8 billion for military

r53NSC 57Ig/1,"U.S. Policy Tolvard Africa South of the Sahara Prior to Calendar Year 1960"-

Financial Appendix, 23 August l9-57, NSC 57l9ll US Policy Toward Africa (l). box 2l' NSC

Series, Policy Papers Subseries, WHOSANSA EL, p.27.
ttoMenrorandum of discussiol. 33-5th NSC meeting, held on 22 August 1957,23 August 1957-

FRUS. 1955-1957, XMII. P.72.
tttletter Eisenhouer to Prime Minister Harold Macnillan, 28 April l9-57. Apr 27 Miscellaneous

(l), box 23, DDE Diaries Series. AWF, EL. pp.2-3.
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assistance and $835,000,000 for defence support.ttu In addition, Eisenhower

requested $212,000,000 for special assistance. This amount would be used to

combat "Communist subversion and penetration", particularly in Morocco and

Libya, where the United States maintained air bases.157 The prograrnme for fiscal

year 1959 did not include funds for economic assistance to sub-Saharan Africa. It

included only $4,400,000 for technical assistance in Ghana, Liberia and the British

dependent territories.l5s It did not provide funds to participate in the proposed

multilateral aid programme for Africa. Britain and France decided to act without

the support of the United States. From 1956, officials in both nations saw the rising

nationalism in black Africa and recognised that reforms had to occur to prevent

major unrest.l5e In February 1958, the CCTA established the Foundation for

Mutual Assistance of African Countries South of the Sahara (FAMA), designed to

extend technical assistance throughout the region. Initially, the United States did

not participate.l60

The deputy assistant secretary for African afFairs, Joseph Palmer, believed

that the United States should extend economic assistance to sub-Saharan Africa.

Palmer argued that the people of sub-Saharan Africa would only support moderate,

democratic governments if their demands for increased standards of living were

met.tut Political and economic chaos, Palmer asserted, provided opportunities for

ttuMessage Eisenhorver to congress, l9 February 1958, Public Papers- l9-58. p. 16-5.

tttlbid., pp.r62-I66.
tttOCB report on "U.S. Policy Toward Africa South of the Sahara Prior to Calend¡r Year 1960"

NSC 5719/1, NSC 5719/1 US Policy Toward Africa (l), box 21, NSC Series, Policy Papers

Subseries, WHOSANSA! EL, p.15.
ttn Yves Person, "French West Africa". p. 161.
tuoOCB report on "U.S. Policy Tor,vard Africa South of the Sahara Prior to Calendar Year 1960"-

NSC 5719/1, NSC 5719/t US Policy Toward Africa (l), box 21, NSC Series. Policl'Papers

Subseries, WHOSANSA EL, p.6.
tu'Article by deputy assistant secretary for African affairs Joseph Palmer ''The Problerns and

Prospects of Sub-Sahara Africa: A United States Point of View", DSB. 9 December 1957.

XXXVll, 963. p.932.
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Soviet infiltration and threatened American trade with the region.tu' In October

1957, Dulles requested that Julius C. Holmes undertake a study tour of Africa.

Holmes' previous positions included the former special assistant to the assistant

secretary of state for European affairs and the Consul General at Tangier. Dulles

ordered the fact finding mission because he resented a sudden involvement of other

agencies in African affairs. In July lg57, academics from the Center for

International Studies of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology informed the

African section of the State Department that they proposed to conduct a study on

sub-Saharan Africa.r63 The CIA gave the center at MIT $100,000 to make the

study.r6a Eisenhower's special assistant for national security affairs directed the

chairman of the CFEP, Clarence Randall, that the CFEP would study the report by

MIT, and make recommendations to the national security council on the future role

of the United States in the economic development of sub-Saharan Africa. Cutler

advised that the NSC needed the recommendations by mid-1958, in time to

establish the amount of aid for Africa in the MSP for fiscal 1960.'ut To prepare for

this task, Randall considered undertaking a study trip to sub-Saharan Africa.t6u

Dulles believed that other agencies, particularly a non-government organisation,

should not be involved in the formulation of foreign policy. The secretary wanted

his department to take the initiative in the region. On 6 February 1958, Holmes

tu'[bid., pp.93o, 933
tu'trlernorandum of conversation academics from MIT including Max F. Millikan. Walt W.

Rostorv, Bloo¡rf,reld, A¡nold Riflcin, offrcials from the African section of the department of state

and fronr OIR I I July I 957. 770.0017 -1157' box 3645' RG59, NA'
rutMemorandun by ilarence B. Randall to Robert Cutler, 5 August 1957, CFEP -568 US Foreign

Eco Pol for Af Sth of the Sahara (10), box 13, Potic.y Papers Series, CFEPR' EL: Memorandurn

rvith attachment Cutler to Randall, 7 August 19-57, CFEP (Dodge) (2), bor 10, Executive

Secretary's Subject File Senes, WHONSCS, EL

'utMe,nårandum b.v Cutler to Randall with attachment, 7 August 1957. CFEP (Dodge) (2)- box

10, Executive Secretary's Subject File Series, WHONSCS' EL.
r66Randall journal entn,. 14 Ñovenrber 1957, CFEP vol vi Oct 26 - Nor' 27 1957 - box 4- Randall

Journals, Clarence B. Randall Papers, EL.
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reported to the secretary that 'the Nationalist movements are in the hands of

moderates....These moderate leaders will be expected by the people to produce

tangible results in the form of economic and social improvement. By assisting in

these fields, we can lend important support to their leaders."r67 In particular,

Holmes recommended that the African section of the State Department work with

Dillon to study 'the advisability of developing a multilateral aid programme for

Africa".r68 Dulles still thought that sub-Saharan Africa should not receive large

amounts of assistance from the United States, and he did not wish to be burdened

with the technical details of aid programmes. But the secretary did give permission

for the Africanists in the State Department to approach Dillon. On 28 February,

Palmer sent Holmes' report on Africa to Dillon, and advised that he would speak

to the deputy under secretary soon about a multilateral aid programme for

^ ^' 169Arnca.

Dillon agreed that the United States should send assistance for development

to sub-Saharan Africa. Like the Africanists within the State Department, Dillon

believed that the moderate leaders who led their nations to independence, would be

overthrown if the material needs of the masses were not fulfilled.t70 The deputy

under secretary felt that the administration should begin to extend assistance to the

dependent territories of Africa, so that the demands of the people for development

could begin to be met. In November 1957, Dillon already had advocated the

administration extend loans through the Development Loan Fund to the dependent

t6tMernorandum special assistant to the secretary of state. Holmes, to Dulles, 6 Februarv 1958.

FRUS 1958-1960, XIV, p.3.
tu*Ibid.. plo.
r6Ivlemorandum Joseph Palmer to Dillon with attachment, 28 Februa4' l9-58, Lot 62D358, box

90, RG-59, NA.
ttoAdd¡ess by Dillon before the Nelv Orleans Foreign Policy Association. "Our Mutual Securitl'

Progratns".26 June 1957. DSB, I-5 Julv 19-57, XXXVII,942,p.ll6.
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territories of Africa.rtr Dillon was receptive to the idea of a multilateral aid

programme for Africa in early 1958. By late April, the administration had agreed

to participate in the Foundation for Mutual Assistance of African Countries South

of the Sahara. The United States would provide a small amount of technical

assistance. This action did not indicate a willingness by Eisenhower or Dulles to

use American resources to promote development in sub-Saharan Africa. The

administration would not increase its level of funding for the region. The funds

would be taken from the existing appropriations for technical assistance in sub-

Saharan Afnca."'

Dillon believed that the administration needed to do more. From 19 March

to 2 April 1958, Randall travelled to Paris, Kenya, Southern Rhodesia, French

Equatorial Africa, the Belgian Congo and Ghana. In each of the sub-Saharan

countries, Randall also met with United States ofücials from other areas.tt'

Randall had decided, in late 1957, that the study by MIT would not be ready in

time for the CPEP to make recommendations on the amount of assistance required

by sub-Saharan Africa in fiscal 1960. He decided that he needed to travel to the

region, and make an independent study.tto Eisenhower appointed Randall to chair

the CFEP in July 1956. Randall had co-ordinated the study on the administration's

foreign economic policy in 1954. He could be trusted to advocate a policy of

development in Africa through private investment, not aid. At his first meeting as

ItrMemorandum George Dolgin to C.V. Ferguson Jr, 19 November 1957, Lot 58D627 and

60D37, box 10. RG-59, NA.

't2staffnotes 302,l2February 19-58, StaffNotes February 19-58, box 30, DDE Diaries Series.

AWF, EL.
r?3Report by Randall to the CFEP. "U.S. foreign economic policy in Africa, South of the Sahara''

April 1958, volume 1.611.7014-30-58, box 2543, RG59, NA, p.l.

't¡Randall;ournal entry, 20 November l9-57, CFEP vol vi Oct 26 - Nov 27 1951. box 4- Randall

Journals. Clarence B. Randall Papers, EL; Randall journal entry,7 Decetnber l9-i7. CFEP l9-57-

1958 vol vii Dec 2, lg57 - Jan 6 1958, box 4, Randall Journals, Clarence B. Randall Papers. EL-
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chairman of the CFEP, Randall declared that the foreign economic programme of

the administration should not be "milk for every Hottentot".rT5 Despite his pre-

established views, however, on his return Randall did advocate the administration

assist sub-Saharan Africa. Randall had seen the poverty throughout the region, and

had met with numerous foreign service personnel. These officials asserted that the

nations of sub-Saharan Africa were rapidly moving towards independence. They

argued therefore that the administration should extend assistance for development

to the dependent territories, to ensure a peaceful transition of moderate

governments to independence, and the continued friendship of these areas with the

United States.ttu In his final report to the President, Randall criticised the policy of

extending assistance only to the independent countries, and to nations which

expected to be independent within three to five years. Randall asserted that the

administration should assist all the dependent territories to ensure future

"friendships".l77 Dillon supported Randall's recommendation. He immediately

asked the African and European specialists within the State Department to glve

him their views on whether the dependent territories should receive assistance from

r?sMemorandum deputy director of operations ICA Dennis A. Fitzgerald to director ICA John B.

Hollister, 16 July 1956, FRUS. 1955-57,X,pp.77-78.
r?6Randall Report to CFEP "U.S. Foreign Economic Policy in Africa, South of the Sahara", April

1958, volurne II, TAB B comments by American consul general Nairobi. Kenya Charles D.

Withers, 2-5 March l958, pp.2-3, 8-11; TAB C comments by economic ofücer office of the

Arnerican consul general Nairobi, Kenya Frank R. LaMacchia, 25 March 1958. pp- l-6; TAB I

A¡rerican consul general Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia Lloyd V. Steere. 27 March 1958 pp.l-2.

5-7; TAB J comments by economic offrcer offrce of the Arnerican consul general Salisburl',

Southern Rhodesia Curtis Strong ,27 March,1958, pp.l-3, 5; TAB K comrnents bv American

Consul Lourenco Marques, Mozambique Witliam L. Wight, 27 March 1958. pp.2-3;TAB N

comrìrents by consul resident inBrazzaville, French Equatorial Africa Francis N. Magliozzi- 28

March 1958, p.l; TAB O comments by Anerican consul general Leopoldr,ille. Belgian Congo

James F. Green, 29 March lg-58 p.6; TAB P cornrnents by economic offrcer of the funerican

consul general Leopotdwille, Belgian Congo Ruth Torrance, 29 March 19-58. p.l: TAB T

comments b1' American consul general in Lagos, Nigeria Ralph Hunt, 3l March 1958, pp. l-3- 5

All in 611.7014-3058. box 2-543, RG59, NA.
tttclarence B. Randall Report to the CFEP, "U.S. Foreign Economic Polic.v in Africa. South of

tlre Salrara", April 1958, r,oluttte I,611.7014-3058, box 2-543, RG59, NA p.7.
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the United States. Individuals from both sections of the department agreed with

Randall' s recommendation. 
r78

Randall followed the instructions of Eisenhower's special assistant of

national security aflairs, and submitted his recommendations on a foreign economic

policy for sub-Saharan Africa to the CFEP. In addition, the agencies represented

on the CFEP considered an economic survey of the region, completed by the

Center for International Studies at MIT.rTe Dillon, having been promoted to the

position of under secretary of state, represented the State Department during the

deliberations on sub-Saharan Africa.t*0 Dillon argued that the United States should

combine with other developed nations to extend assistance to sub-Saharan Africa.

He urged that the United States and other western nations should become members

of the CCTA and that the CCTA should broaden its programme in Africa to

include economic assistance. Dillon advised that if the CCTA could not assume

this expanded role, a new multilateral organisation should be established. The

under secretary also supported the recommendation that the United States include

the dependent territories in an expanded bilateral technical and economic assistance

programme.t*t On 17 June, the CFEP approved the recommendations, and asked

tttMemorandum Joseph Palmer to Dillon, 19 May 1958, 770.5-MSP/5-958, box 3649, RG59,

NA; Note C. S. Wttit.ttouse to member of the bureau for European affairs Long' 26 May 19-58'

770.5-MSp/5-1958, box 3649, RG59, NA; Mernorandum rnember of the bureau of European

affairs C. Burke Elbrick to Dillon, 2 June 1953, 770.5-MSP/6-25S, box 3649, RG59' NA'
tteMemorandum by secretary of the CFEP Paul H. Cullen to the CFEP, 26May 1958, Special

assistant series, subject subseries, box 3, Council on Foreign Ecouomic Policy (2) May-June 1958'

box 3, Special Assistant Series, Subject Subseries, WHOSANSA, EL'
ttolvtinuies CFEp meeting. 17 June 1953, CFEP 563 U.S. Foreign Economic Polic-v for Af Sth of

the Sahara (1), box 12, Policy Papers Series. CFEPR, EL.
tttMemorandurn Randall to the CFEP. 13 June 1958, rvith attachment CFEP 568/2. "Foreign

Economic Policl, Recommendations for Africa South of the Sahara", Council on Foreign

Economic Poliry (2) Mal'-June 19-58, bor 3, Special Assistant Series. Subject Subseries-

WHOSANSA. EL, pP.4-5.



the Planning Board of the NSC to conduct a review of the proposals.ts' As the

under secretary for economic affairs, Dillon also represented his department on the

Planning Board. He was in a position to oppose attempts by the Bureau of the

Budget and the Treasury Department to limit the amount of United States aid to

sub-Saharan Africa.t*t On 7 August, the NSC considered the economic proposals

for sub-Saharan Africa. Eisenhower did not dispute the recommendations, and

approved their inclusion in the policy statement on the region.t*o The new paper,

NSC 5g1S, highlighted the benefits of the participation by the United States in a

multilateral organisation to provide development to sub-S aharan Africa. And it

stated that the United States should extend economic assistance to the dependent

zJL
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Eisenhower approved the new economic policy for sub-Saharan Africa, but

he had no intention of implementing it in the immediate future. The President's

focus remained on the areas closer to the Soviet bloc. In March 1959, Eisenhower

presented the Mutual Security Programme for fiscal year 1960 to the Congress.

The programme did not provide funds to assist the dependent territories, or to

establish a multilateral development organisation.186 Dillon's concerns also lay

elsewhere. Dillon had become the under secretary of state for political, as well as

r82Minutes CFEP meeting, 17 June 1958, CFEP 568 U.S. Foreign Economic Policy For Af Sth of

the Sahara (l), box 12. PolicyPapers Series, CFEP& EL.
tt'M"morandlm by Joseph Randto Colonel Cullen, I I July 1958, CFEP 568 US Foreign Eco Pol

for Af Sth of the Sahara (5), box 12, Policy Papers Series, CFEPR" EL'
rsaMetnorandum of discttssion, 375th NSC rneeting, held on 7 August 1958, 8 August 1958,

FRUS, 19-58-1960. XIY, PP.I9-22.ilNSC 5glg. "statem.nlórU.S. poliry toward Africa South of the Sahara Prior to Calendar Year

1960",26 August 1958, FRUS, 1958-1960, XIV, pp'32-33'
r86Final draftãf president's annual report on MSP for fiscal 1960,29 September 1960- 133-L

1960 (4), box 668, Official File, WHCF, EL, pp.38-39.
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economic, aflairs by this time. Other, more urgent matters occupied his time and

energles

By October 1959, however, Dillon's concerns about sub-Saharan Africa

had increased. The political situation in sub-Saharan Africa was changing rapidly.

The movement towards independence had begun with the establishment of Ghana

in March 1957 . In April 1958, the independent nations in the whole of Africa held

a conference in Ghana. In October 1958, Guinea gained independence from

France. Two months later the first conference of African peoples was held.

Delegates at the conference called for the liberation of the rest of the continent.

Independence for most nations of sub-Saharan Africa soon followed. In 1960,

Cameroun, Togo, the two Somalilands, the Belgian Congo, the Mali Federation,

Nigeria and Mauritania became independent. 
187

The rapid movement towards independence in sub-Saharan Africa

prompted Dillon to act. In November, Herter sent a memorandum to Eisenhower,

outlining Dillon's solution for meeting the development needs of the "Free World",

particularly in Africa. Dillon advocated the Organization for European Economic

Cooperation (OEEC) be reorganised. He suggested that the United States and

Japan should join the organisation, and co-operate with the nations of Western

Europe to assist development.rss

Eisenhower agreed with Dillon's plan. As shown, the President had come

to share Dillon's broader view of the threats to national security by mid-1959. He

agreed that the United States should act, not merely to prevent communist

subversion, but to promote democracy and prevent the emergence of totalitarian

ttt 
See Appendix, Figure l.

'**Memorandurn Herter to Eisenhower, 24 November 1959, FRUS. l9-58-1960. IV. pp 58-59
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regimes. In December, Eisenhower travelled to the less developed countries of

Asia, India and the Near East. The experience confirmed Eisenhower's

commitment to Dillon's belief that the developed nations needed to extend

assistance to the less developed regions.rse While Eisenhower made his tour,

Dillon already had begun to negotiate with the western European powers about

using the OEEC to promote development.teo In January, the members of the

OEEC met in Paris to discuss Dillon's proposal. A working group was formed to

study how the OEEC could be reorganised to assist with development.rer In

December 1960, the OEEC became the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD) Dillon had achieved his goal of establishing a

multilateral organisation, with the participation of the United States, to extend

assistance to the less developed regions, particularly in Africa.

V

Eisenhower and Dulles began to extend resources to promote development

in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa because their ideas on the nature of the

Soviet threat changed. Dillon did not see the main threat of be Soviet Communism

in the less developed regions to be direct Soviet subversion and infiltration. He

thought that the Soviet Union posed a greater threat to United States interests in

the emerging Third World because it offered an alternative to the American way.

Soviet Communism taught that development could be achieved and economic and

social needs rapidly met through totalitarian forms of government and controlled

lteAmbrose. Eisenho$er the President, p.553; Eisenhower, Waging Peace, p.49-i.
tnoTelegrarn 3009 Dillon in UK to Department of State, 9 December 1959: Teleg¡am 3010 Dillon

in UK to Department of State, 9 December 1959, both FRUS. 1958-1960. IV. pp 364-366.
rer"Follow-Up Action Arising From President's Good Will Trip" December t959. state dept Oct

1959-Feb t960 (7), box 4, Subject Series. State Department Subseries. WHOSS. EL, p.2
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economies. The United States had to people of the less develoPed

countries that the way to develop lay in derhocracy and the free enterprise system.

The United States, Dillon opined, could not survive in a world dominated by

totalitarian regimes. Essential markets and raw materials would be lost and

American democratic values threatened. From 1957 to 1960, Eisenhower and

Dulles came to share Dillon's views. They agreed that the grand strategy to

maintain national security needed to be altered to deal with the political situations

in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa. Resources for d'evelopment had to be

extended to the immediate Soviet periphery and the outer regions.
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NCLUSIO

Eisenhower extended development assistance to Latin America and sub-

Saharan Africa because he feared the rise of totalitarian governments. He and

Dulles came to share Dillon's view that Soviet subversion did not pose the only

threat to American interests in the less developed regions. Dillon argued that the

new democracies in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa would adopt totalitarian

forms of government, and abandon the free enterprise system, if their aspirations

for development were not met. The Soviet Union stood as a tkeat to American

interests in the less developed regions because it offered an alternative to

democracy and capitalism. Totalitarian governments could deny American access

to raw materials and markets. As a result, the economic strength of America

would be weakened, and the Americ aî way of life threatened. The people of these

totalitarian governments could be easily subverted by Soviet Communism.

Abandoning the capitalist system, Eisenhower asserted, would destroy individual

economic and spiritual strength.

Before Dillon, other individuals within the administration had argued that

the administration should meet development needs in Latin America and sub-

Saharan Africa. From January 1953 to February 1954, the assistant secretary of

state for inter-American affairs, John Moors Cabot, argued that relations between

the United States and Latin America would deteriorate if the US continued to rely

on the free capitalist system to meet development demands. He asserted that Latin
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American nations could not earn the capital required to establish basic

infrastructures through the free enterprise system. A failure to develop, Cabot

warned, would result in heightened anti-Americanism. Cabot attempted to change

the administration's approach towards development in Latin America' But

Eisenhower's formal and informal systems of policy formulation were designed to

uphold Eisenhower's basic strategy for maintaining national security. This grand

strategy determined the administration's approach to development in Latin

America and sub-Saharan Africa until the late 1950s. Eisenhower believed that

maintaining the national security meant ensuring the well-being of Americans. As a

result, Eisenhower wanted to decrease government expenditures, so that taxes and

inflation could remain low. This well-being, Eisenhower asserted, also depended

on maintaining the conditions needed for the capitalist system to thrive. America

had to have access to the raw materials and markets of the less developed regions.

Eisenhower argued that the free enterprise system would promote development in

these areas, thereby providing the economic and spiritual strength required to

counter Soviet subversion. His reliance on the free enterprise system did not come

from any knowledge or experience of the emerging Third World. It stemmed from

his long held belief in the ability of the free enterprise system to provide economic

advancement, and his desire to decrease foreign aid expenditures. Economic aid,

Eisenhower declared in 1953, would only be extended to nations on the periphery

of the Soviet bloc supporting defence establishments

Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa, therefore, were treated differently

to other regions of the developing world by the Eisenhower administration. From

the beginning, Eisenhower and his main advisers sent economic assistance to
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nations in South and South East Asia, the Middle East and North Africa. These

nations, Eisenhower believed, needed to create and maintain defence

establishments. Without such defences, they would be lost to Soviet communism.

But, like America, nations on the periphery of the Soviet bloc could not sacrifice

economic strength for military might. Weak economies could make nations easy

targets for communist subversion. The President thought that trade and private

investment, both foreign and domestic, would bring economic strength to those

members of the developing world not having to build up defence capabilities.

Between 1953 and 1957, Eisenhower began to send economic assistance to

more nations of the developing world. These countries were close to the Soviet

bloc, and Eisenhower came to believe that Soviet infiltration of these nations was

increasing. The administration could not afford to wait for free capitalism to lead to

development in these regions. Under Dulles' influence, Eisenhower sent economic

aid for development to Asia in fiscal 1956.1 The advent of the Soviet economic

offensive led Eisenhower to establish the Development Loan Fund in fiscal 1958.

But the soft loans made by the DLF were directed towards nations close to the

Soviet bloc. At the same time as the establishment of the DLF, Eisenhower began

to send economic assistance to the Middle East and North Africa. Fear of increased

Soviet infiltration motivated his actions in these two regions.2

Eisenhower only began to send economic aid for development to nations

when he believed Soviet involvement was increasing. For this reason, he sent aid to

Asia, the Middle East and North Africa. The regions of Latin America and sub-

' H.w. Brands, Jr,

World. 1947-1960 (Nerv York, 1989). pp.106-109.
2 Kaufinan, Trade and Ai4 p.101: Douglas Little, "Cold War and Covert Action. The United

States and Syria 1945-19-58", Middle East Journal,44,l, (Winter 1990),pp.72-73
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Saharan Africa, however, were not eligible for development aid as long as

Eisenhower viewed Soviet subversion to be the only threat to US national security.

Only when the President's view of the Soviet threat changed did Eisenhower begin

to extend economic assistance for development to Latin America and sub-Saharan

Africa.

Eisenhower acted to ensure that his administration implemented his grand

strategy for maintaining national security. He chose key cabinet officials who

agreed with his desire to decrease foreign expenditures and contain the Soviet

threat. In particular, he chose his secretary of state carefully. Dulles agreed with

Eisenhower's views. He believed that the free enterprise system was the correct

tactic to meet development needs in the less developed countries. Eisenhower also

established a complex system of foreign policy formulation. He involved many

organisations and agencies in the process, particularly the Treasury Department

and the Bureau of the Budget. These two agencies would oppose demands from

other organisations which were not included in the administration's basic national

security policy. Eisenhower expected his key ofücials to present their views within

the Planning Board and the NSC and then he would make the fìnal decision.

Until 1958, Eisenhower's strategy for maintaining national security

determined the admìnistration's approach towards development in Latin America

and sub-Saharan Africa. Cabot attempted to convince Dulles that the

administration's approach towards development in Latin America should change.

But Dulles agreed with Eisenhower's priorities. From 1953, Dulles feared that the

amount of private foreign investment in the less developed regions would not be

adequate. He believed that the less developed regions would be vulnerable to

2.tY
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Soviet subversion if living standards were not raised. His fears led him to advocate

sound loans be sent to Latin America, but Latin American nations could rarely

meet the strict lending criteria. Dulles did not argue that grant aid or soft loans

should be sent to the region. He continued to agree with Eisenhower that the

United States could not afford such a commitment. He also thought that grant aid

would not promote individual spiritual strength. Without Dulles' support, Cabot

could not change the administration's approach and basic national security policy

prevailed. Eisenhower and Dulles replaced Cabot with Henry F. Holland. Holland

faithfully implemented the administration's approach towards development in Latin

America.

Key ofücials concerned with sub-Saharan Africa, including Nicholas Feld,

George V. Allen, Fred Hadsel and Joseph Palmer, attempted to change the

administration's approach towards development in sub-Saharan Africa. They

argued that the movement towards independence would be rapid. Political and

economic chaos, they asserted, would occur if the United States did not extend

economic assistance to promote development. Such unrest could deny America

access to strategic raw materials in the region, and made the area susceptible to

Soviet infiltration. But Dulles did not support their position. He argued that the

metropoles would prepare the region for eventual independence, and prevent

Soviet infiltration in the short term. Without Dulles' support, these individuals did

not have the authority required to override basic national security policy. Allen

and Hadsel turned to private philanthropic organisations They succeeded in

influencing the policies of the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations. '5 Ll
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In the period 1954 to 1956, Dulles became increasingly worried that the

level of private foreign investment in the less developed regions would not be

adequate to promote development and prevent Soviet subversion. The advent of

the Soviet economic offensive increased his fears. Dulles' Policy Planning Staff

and C.D. Jackson supported his position. They argued that the administration

should extend development assistance throughout the less developed regions to

prevent Soviet subversion. But Dulles continued to agree with Eisenhower that

the United States could not afford to make such a commitment. He urged

Eisenhower to extend assistance for development only to the less developed

regions under immediate th¡eat, on the periphery of the Soviet bloc. Eisenhower

agreed. He also feared that development through trade and private investment

would be too slow in these regions. Only when Eisenhower and Dulles broadened

their view of the nature of the Soviet threat did they begin to extend development

assistance to the regions far removed from the Soviet bloc.

During the Eisenhower administration many individuals asserted that the

extension of grant economic aid would lead to development in Latin America and

sub-Saharan Africa. In the late 1950s and 1960, Dulles, Eisenhower and Dillon did

not doubt that direct economic assistance, in the form of grants, would lead to

development. Only John Moors Cabot considered that assisting development

would not be this simple. He argued in a memorandum to Dulles that it would

have to be extended directly to the masses to have any effect. He asserted that

assistance given to the ruling elites would not "trickle down". The Kennedy

administration increased grant aid to Latin America and called the programme the

Alliance for Progress. The programme continued throughout the 1960s but, at the

, 
'' ,.{,
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end of this time, it had not improved the living conditions of the masses in Latin

America.3 People involved with the Alliance found that those who already held

wealth and power benefited from the foreign aid.a They realised that social and

political reforms in the recipient country had to accompany the aid.s

In its broadest sense, diplomatic history can be seen as the impact of one

society or culture on another. This work has focused on providing explanations for

the Eisenhower administration's approach to development in Latin America and

sub-Saharan Africa. It has not aimed to provide a detailed description of the

impact of these decisions on Latin America or sub-Saharan Africa. It is clear that

the administration's policies did not lead to development in either of the two

regions. The free enterprise system did not provide the capital required to establish

the basic infrastructure necessary for development. Most of the nations relied on

the sale of single commodities to earn foreign exchange. They could rarely earn

enough to buy the manufactured goods they needed from the developed world-

These nations struggled to meet the strict lending criteria of the IBRD, the IMF

and the E)ilM Bank. Less developed nations had to employ strict financial

measures to be eligible to obtain loans. This involved decreasing the already

limited amounts of domestic government spending and lowering wages to keep

inflation down. The impact of such actions on the people of Latin America and

sub-Saharan Africa needs to be investigated. Similarly, the impact of prolonged

colonial rule on the people of sub-Saharan Africa should be examined. Here the

diplomatic historian will need to combine their skills with the methodologies of

'Je.on e Levinson and Juan de Onis, The Altiance that Lost its Wav (Chicago' 1970), p 307
tlbid., p.308.
ttbid.
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social, cultural and economic historians, and expand their research into the archives

of Third World countries.

This thesis adds to the historiography on the Eisenhower administration.

First, it contributes to the ongoing debate about Eisenhower's performance as

President. The revisionist historians of the 1970s and 1980s have praised

Eisenhower for being an active President.6 Eisenhower did control the

administration's policies towards Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa. But this

work questions whether Eisenhower's activism can be viewed in a positive light.

From 1953 to the end of 1957, Eisenhower implemented a policy towards

Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa which failed to take into consideration the

most important development in both regions after the Second World War,

aspirations for development. Eisenhower's approach to both regions stemmed

from his narrow view of the relationship of the less developed regions to the

United States. He did not have any knowledge of the less developed nations. His

pre-presidential experience in these areas had been scarce and limited to military

issues. His post Second World War positions and experiences had been military in

nature and concerned with meeting the Soviet threat. Eisenhower did not

recognise that his personal experience had not given him a broad training in world

uMury S. McAuliffe, "CommentaryÆisenhowe¡; the President". The Journal of American Histor)'.

68, 3 (December l98l), pp.625-628: Vincent P. Desantis, "Eisenhower Revisionism", Review of

Politics, 38, 2 (April 1976). pp.201,203-2(14', Gary W. Reichard, "Eisenhower as President: The

Changing View", The South Atlantic Quarterl-v, 77, 3 (Surnmer 1978), p.275; Arthur M.

Schlesinger Jr. "The Ike Age Revisited', Reviews in American Histo{'. I I, I (March 1983)'

pp.2,6; McMahon, "Eisenhower and Third World Nationalism", pp.4-5-ì-'155
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affairs. Instead, on entering the White House, he enforced his views onto his

administration.

For these reasons, Eisenhower's activism cannot be viewed in a positive

light. Robert McMahon argues that Eisenhower's failure to understand'the single

most dynamic new element in international affairs during the 1950s", Third World

nationalism, is enough to question the positive appraisal of the revisionists.T

Richard Immerman asserts that Eisenhower still deserves a favourable assessment

because he was 'the first postwar president to produce a systematically articulated

body of thought on war, peace, and security in the nuclear age, and to try to

formulate and implement U.S. strategy accordingly".8 But the fact that

Eisenhower relied so heavily on his own perceptions and experiences to formulate

these views, that he lacked the personal insight to see that his experiences were

limited, that he too readily dismissed the opinions of others and failed to seek more

informed views on some issues, casts doubt on whether Immerman's observation

can earn Ike such high praise.

Other historians believe that Eisenhower deserves the positive reappraisal

because he created and controlled a complex system of foreign policy formulation.

Historians including Anna Kasten Nelson, Shirley Anne Warshaw, and John W

Sloan argue that Eisenhower's use of a formal system and informal advisers

ensured that the President heard a wide variety of opinions before making a

decision.e But these historians have evaluated Eisenhower's policy process

independently of the policies themselves. This work indicates that Eisenhower's

'McMahon, "Eisenhower and Third lVorld Nationalism", pp.456'457.
tlmnrerman, "Confessions", p.32 5.
eKasten Nelson, "Policy Hill", pp.312 ,324; Sloan, "Management and Decision-Making". p.295;

Warsharv, ed.. The Eisenhower Leeacy, p. 148; Introduction by Shirle,v Anne Warshar'v in

Warshaç'ed.. Re-examining the Eisenhower Presidencv, p xvi.
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formal and informal processes of policy formulation did not attain multiple

advocacy. Rather, Eisenhower used his formal and informal methods of foreign

policy formulation to ensure that his administration implemented his grand strategy

for maintaining national security. For the majority of the Presidency, Eisenhower's

informal system of policy formulation did not act as "a check and balance system to

the more formal system".l0 Informal advisers, such as Milton Eisenhower,

supported Eisenhower' s approach.

This study also contributes to the historiography on John Foster Dulles. It

supports the conclusion of the revisionists that Eisenhower and Dulles worked as a

team. In 1955, Eisenhower accepted Dulles' advice to use development assistance

as a tactic to maintain national security. At the same time, Dulles respected

Eisenhower's views on the need to limit foreign aid expenditures, and to protect

the American way of life. Both men agreed to limit foreign aid to countries under

immediate threat on the periphery of the Soviet bloc. In 1958. Eisenhower

accepted Dulles' belief that Latin America should receive some development

assistance. Eisenhower always made the final decision, but the President respected

Dulles' viervs and, at times, deferred to them. This work Supports the emerging

synthesis that Dulles did not merely implement Eisenhower's policies, he played a

central role in the formulation of these policies.ll

This thesis also supports the emerging view that the portrayal of Dulles as a

rigid Cold Warrior, with little perception of situations in other regions of the

t osloan- "Management and Decision-Making", p. 302.
lrlmrnerman. "Introduction" in Immerrnan ed., Dulles and Diplomaq'. p 9; John Lewis Gaddrs

"The Unexpected John Foster Dulles: Nuclear Weapons, Communism. and the Russians" in

hnmerman ed., Dulles and Diplomacy, p.48.
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world, is too simplistic.l2 Dulles did cpestion whether the free enterprise system

would promote development in the less developed regions. His doubt did not stem

from a lapse in his belief that opportunities for economic promotion existed within

international capitalism. Dulles' lifelong involvement with international capitalism

had not prepared him to c¡uestion the merits of the system. Dulles always believed

that, under ideal circumstances, capitalism would lead to development. He

questioned whether those circumstances existed in the 1950s. He saw that

nationalism in the emerging Third World often provoked the expropriation of

foreign dominated industries. This risk, combined with the threat of Soviet

expansionisrq led Dulles to believe that the level of foreign private investment in

the less developed regions would not be adec¡uate. Dulles did not ignore Latin

America and sub-Saharan Africa. In particular, he played a crucial role in

liberalising the loan policy of the E)(IM Bank and changing the administration's

policies towards development in Latin America from 1958 Anti-Communism did

drive Dulles' actions, but the picture of a secretary of state focused on the Soviet

Union and European affairs is not accurate.

It is clear that Dulles did not always seek the advice of his subordinates.

Dulles did not use his colleagues in the inter-American bureau or his specialists

concerned with Africa. John Moors Cabot could rarely gain Dulles' attention and,

when he did, Dulles dismissed his ideas. Africanists within the bureau of near

eastern, south Asian and African affairs had even less success gaining the attention

of Dulles. Dulles relied on his own perceptions of the situations in Latin America

t'Robert A. Divine, "John FosterDulles: What You See is What You GeC', Diplomatic History

l5 (Spring I99I),pp.278.284-285; Immerman, "lntroduction" in hnmerman ed.. Dulles and

Diplornacy, p. 16; Pruessen, "John Foster Dulles and the Predicaments of Power". p.39.
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and sub-Saharan Africa, and the advice of his Policy Planning Staff. Dulles used

Robert Bowie, as the director of the Policy Planning Staff, because he trusted him

to take into account the world commitments of the United States, when

considering policies on Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa. But this work

supports the conclusion of Anna Kasten Nelson that Dulles did not always back the

opinions of his Policy Planning Staffat the NSC level. However, it refutes Kasten

Nelson's assertion that Dulles usually abandoned his Department's position when

the issue involved relations with Europe.r3 Dulles did not support his staffs

position that the United States should extend economic assistance to promote

development throughout the less developed regions.

Finally, this work points to an important omission in the historiography on

the Eisenhower administration. It is clear that C. Douglas Dillon played the central

role in the formulation of policy towards Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa

from the end of 1957 until the end of the administration. Dillon had great influence

with both Dulles and Eisenhower. Dillon's role in the policies towards other

regions during the final three years of administration needs to be evaluated. Such

inquiry will add to the history of the policies themselves, the nature of

Eisenhower's policy formulating systems in the final stage of the administration and

the extent of Dillon's influence. Dillon's role as ambassador to France during the

administration's first term also awaits detailed investigation. Most importantly, this

work indicates that Dillon is an important key to understanding how American

leaders perceived the nature ofthe Soviet threat in the late 1950s and 1960.

ttNelson, "Importance of Foreign Policy Process", p. I16.
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APPENDIX

Figure l: Map of Africa in 1968

Source. Peter Duignan and L H. Gann, The United States and Africa: A History'(New
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